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Preface 
 
 
 
In recent years 3D geo-information has become an important research area due to the 
increased complexity of tasks in many geo-scientific applications, such as sustainable 
urban planning and development, civil engineering, risk and disaster management and 
environmental monitoring. Moreover, a paradigm of cross-application merging and 
integrating of 3D data is observed. The problems and challenges facing today’s 3D 
software, generally application-oriented, focus almost exclusively on 3D data 
transportability issues – the ability to use data originally developed in one 
modelling/visualisation system in other and vice versa. Tools for elaborated 3D 
analysis, simulation and prediction are either missing or, when available, dedicated to 
specific tasks.  

In order to respond to this increased demand, a new type of system has to be 
developed. A fully developed 3D geo-information system should be able to manage 
3D geometry and topology, to integrate 3D geometry and thematic information, to 
analyze both spatial and topological relationships, and to present the data in a suitable 
form. In addition to the simple geometry types like point line and polygon, a large 
variety of parametric representations, freeform curves and surfaces or sweep shapes 
have to be supported. Approaches for seamless conversion between 3D raster and 3D 
vector representations should be available, they should allow analysis of a 
representation most suitable for a specific application.  

In the last decades research and industry have addressed a variety of technical 
issues related to 3D data acquisitions, processing, visualization, data management and 
spatial analysis aiming at a fully developed 3D geo-information system. A variety of 
new sensors (space, airborne, terrestrial) have contributed to accelerating the research 
in 3D reconstruction. As demonstrated by some authors in this book, integrated 
utilisation of sensor data will allow for fully automatic approaches for 3D data 
reconstitution at various levels of detail. However, due to the rapid developments in 
sensor techniques large amounts of 3D data have become available. This poses new 
challenges to storage and management. Emerging visualisation applications such as 
3D globe based interfaces, navigation systems presenting a 3D perspective, etc, have 
greatly contributed to acceptance and understanding the benefits 3D systems. These 
visualisation environments have to be further developed towards spatial queries, 
simulations, etc.   

The critical topic in 3D remains the modelling process. In the last decades a large 
number of geometry and topological models have been researched and tested. 3D 
models can be maintained in TEN (Tetrahedral Network), constructive solid geometry 
(CSG) models, TIN boundary representations, 3D layered/topology models, voxel 
based models, 3D polyhedrons-based models, but only a limited number of solutions 
are available on the market. 3D topological models are still only in the research labs. 
They are expected to boost 3D analysis and 3D simulation techniques, which will 
enrich the 3D spatial applications. In the last years much attention has been given to 
3D indoor building models and the  possibilities of integrating construction designs 
with existing 3D geo-information. Several attempts have been already reported in the 
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drive to bridge 3D formal models as used in architecture, construction and 
engineering (ACE) and GIS, which opens new exciting areas for research and 
developments.    

These dynamic developments require intensive dialog between researchers, 
developers, data providers and users. It is also very important to document 
appropriately the progress  made. This book attempts to achieve this goal. It 
comprises twenty-six full papers prepared from the contributions of sixty-nine authors. 
The papers are organized in two parts: Part I contains three chapters that are the 
invited keynotes related to ‘From Map to GIS and Virtual Geographic Environments’, 
‘Introduction to Korean Land Spatialization Program’, and ‘Introduction to 
CityGML’. Part II contains twenty-three chapters organized in five themes: 3D Data 
Models, 3D Database Management, 3D Data Acquisition and Processing, 3D Data 
Analysis and 3D Geo-Visualization. 

The papers in this book are selected from the Third Workshop on 3D geo-
information, 13-14 November, Seoul, Korea (http://3DGeoInfo.uos.ac.kr), all of 
which have been thoroughly reviewed by three members of the international 
programme committee. The authors of the best and most original contributions were 
asked to submit revised versions based on these comments. Two similar previous 
events took place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, on 7-8 August 2006 and Delft, on 12-
14 December 2007. The selected papers from the first workshop were published in 
‘Innovations 3D Geo Information Systems’ edited by Abdul-Rahman, Zlatanova and 
Coors, Springer-Verlag, 2006 and the papers from the second were published in Van 
Oosterm, Zlatanova, Penninga and Fendel (eds) ‘Advances in 3D Geoinformation 
Systems', Spinger-Verlag, 2008.  

  
Seoul,  
September 2008 
 
Jiyeong Lee and Sisi Zlatanova 
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Chapter 1 
A Virtual Geographic Environment for a Simulation 
of Air Pollution Dispersion in the Pearl River Delta 
(PRD) Region 

Hui Lin, Jun Zhu, Bingli Xu, Wenshi Lin and Ya Hu  

Abstract. The rapid economic development of the PRD (Pearl River delta) has 
led to severe air pollution. Air pollution control is critical for sustainable devel-
opment. From a geographic viewpoint, this paper will focus on how to develop 
a virtual geographic environment (VGE) to study environmental issues. Unlike 
existing work, our methods pay attention to dynamic 3D volume representation 
in virtual PRD terrain environment, which make air pollution transportation and 
dispersion easily understood to public and officers. Moreover, some GIS spatial 
analysis and real-time interactive operation with VGE will also be implemented 
to support the management and control of atmospheric pollution. A prototype 
system is developed to construct a virtual geographic environment for simulat-
ing the PRD region air pollution and dynamic interaction. Experimental results 
prove that the scheme addressed in the paper is effective and feasible.  

1.1   Introduction 

Urbanization in China has occurred most rapidly in the coastal areas, due to the 
stronger economic base and more developed infrastructure, as well as the greater 
abundance of natural resources. As a result, city clusters have arisen in coastal areas 
and nearby regions. The three largest city clusters – the Beijing–Tianjin–Bohai Bay, 
Yangtze River delta, and Pearl River delta regions – have become the forerunners of 
modernization in China. Over the past two decades, such clusters have played a lead-
ing role in China’s economic growth, owing to their collective economic capacity and 
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interdependency [10]. However, the economic boom has led to a general decline in 
environmental quality. Currently, more than three-quarters of the urban population are 
exposed to air quality that does not meet China’s national ambient air quality stan-
dards. Great efforts have been made to bring air pollution under control [6].  

GIS (Geographic information system), visualization and atmospheric dispersion 
model have been integrated to support air quality management and air pollution con-
trol [3, 1, 2, 12, 9]. They mainly utilize GIS systems to realize the management, the 
inquiry, the analysis and the visualization of air pollution data. However, their re-
search objects are mostly confined to a single city and don’t consider the between-city 
influence in the transportation and the dispersion of the pollutant among city clusters. 
Atmospheric dispersion has obvious space-time dynamic characteristic. It can be rep-
resented as ),,,,( atzyx , where ),,( zyx  is spatial dimension, t is temporal dimen-
sion and a is attribute (it can include a lot of different attributes). The process of at-
mospheric pollution dispersion results from the dynamic change of spatial dimension, 
temporal dimension and attributes. Three-dimensional air pollution in existing re-
searches is generally compressed into two-dimensional information, which is repre-
sented with isoline, isosurface and slice by means of graphic software tools such as 
GrADS and Vis5D. Due to the limitations of the 2D map space, these methods have 
to omit much useful information about air pollution. The intrinsic obscure tendency of 
map metaphor based information encoding and decoding in lower dimensions of 
space misdirects the communication between air pollution information and users. 

Based on GIS and Virtual Reality (VR) technologies, a Virtual Geographic Envi-
ronment (VGE) is a virtual representation of the natural world that enables a person to 
explore and interact, in cyberspace, with the vast amounts of natural and cultural in-
formation gathered about the physical and cultural environment [11]. Unlike the tradi-
tional data-centered GIS, the VGE has double-core data and model. The VGE pays at-
tention to offer more intuitive and perceptive expressing methods and means, such as 
1D speech or text, 2D map, 2.5D DTM (digital terrain model), 3D GIS, 4D animation, 
and xD thematic attributes. Unusual knowledge therefore can be easily discovered [7]. 
The utility of VGE enables the abstract and complicated phenomena to be more actual 
and intuitive, and then facilitates spatial decision-making support, such as exploration, 
explanation, prediction and planning. The multidimensional and dynamic analysis 
methods in the VGE have become the fundamental approaches for exploring spatial 
problems from all dimensions [4]. The interactive visualization of the three-
dimensional models is of great importance for an in-depth analysis of the air pollu-
tion.  

This proposed research will use the VGE method for dynamic modeling atmos-
pheric pollution dispersion phenomena in city clusters. From a geographic viewpoint, 
this proposed research will focus on how to develop a interactive virtual geographic 
environment (VGE) to study environmental issues. Unlike existing work, we pay at-
tention to dynamic 3D volume representation in virtual terrain environment, which 
make air pollution transportation and dispersion easily understood to public and offi-
cers. Moreover, some GIS spatial analysis and real-time interactive operation with the 
VGE will also be implemented to support the management and the control of atmos-
pheric pollution. 

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 addresses atmos-
pheric pollution dispersion model for the Pearl River Delta (PRD) region in China. 
Section 1.3 discusses in detail how to construct a virtual geographic environment for 
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atmospheric pollution dispersion. A prototype system is developed and rudimentary 
experimentations implemented in section 1.4. Conclusions and future research plans 
are addressed in the final section. 

1.2   Atmospheric pollution dispersion modeling 

Atmospheric dispersion modeling is the mathematical simulation of how air pollut-
ants disperse in the ambient atmosphere. It is performed with computer programs that 
solve the mathematical equations and algorithms of fluid mechanics computation that 
simulate the pollutant dispersion. The dispersion models are used to estimate or to 
predict the downwind concentration of air pollutants emitted from sources such as in-
dustrial plants and vehicular traffic. Such models are important to governmental 
agencies tasked with protecting and managing the ambient air quality. A typical simu-
lation scale of pollution dispersion in city clusters is from a dozen kilometer to several 
hundred kilometers and can use several types of air pollution dispersion models in-
cluding the Lagrangian model and Eulerian model, as well as some hybrids of them.  

This paper used the Eulerian model based on a modified mesoscale atmospheric 
model to set up a real-time three-dimensional dispersion model on the basis of simula-
tion of meteorological field, called SYSUM [8]. SYSUM is a comprehensive, three-
dimensional, multiscale, nonhydrostatic, Eulerian atmospheric chemical transport 
model, which is designed to simulate single air pollution dispersion in the tropo-
sphere. The model is modified from the mesoscale meteorological model PSU/NCAR 
MM5 [5], plus an equation of air pollution transportation and dispersion. The MM5 
provides the time-dependent three-dimensional wind, temperature, pressure and spe-
cific humidity fields. The air pollution transportation and dispersion is driven “on-
line” by the meteorological output of the MM5. The model has been developed for 
simulations of air pollutant dispersion in complex terrain. The time-varying trace gas 
concentrations are predicted by solving numerically a species continuity equation that 
includes advection, diffusion and deposition processes. The form of equation is: 
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Where c stands for the concentrations of an air pollutant (g/m³), u、v、w is the ve-

locity component in three dimensions (m/s), K is the eddy diffusivity, and Q and L are 
the emission and deposition fluxes, respectively. Only the dispersion of SO2 without 
any chemical reaction has been considered in this first model application. This paper 
does also not consider the dry and wet deposition of SO2. 

Our case study area is the Pearl River Delta (PRD) Region, with longitude between 
21.43658°N and 23.95069°N, and latitude between 112.3945°E and 114.9579°E. The 
PRD region, with a total area of 42824 km2, is located on the South China coast and is 
home to several large Chinese cities such as Hong Kong and Guangzhou, as well as a 
number of mid-sized cities. This region has experienced astonishing economic and 
industrial development in the past two decades. The domain PRD region has 91×91 
grid points with a grid length of 3km. SO2 emission sources in PRD region include 
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3179 point sources obtained in advance. The emission inventory is available at a hori-
zontal resolution of 3km×3km which corresponds to the horizontal grid interval of the 
model domain. Apart from the PRD, SO2 emission sources are neglected. For model 
to adequately resolve the boundary-layer processes, from the top to surface level, 
there are 45 vertical sigma levels. Fifteen layers were below 500 m height. The first 
level is situated 2.5 m above the ground.  An experiment was initialized at 0000UTC 
on October 28th 2004 and integrated for 72 hours. The time step was 60 seconds for 
the domain PRD region. No chemical reactions have been considered because we fo-
cused solely on the transportation and diffusion of the air pollutant, SO2 released from 
an elevated point source in the short simulated time (72 hours). Dry and wet deposi-
tion processes were also neglected as there is no rainfall in the short simulated time.  

1.3   Modeling virtual geographic environment  

The VGE in this paper aims to reach three main goals: 1) dynamic 3D volume repre-
sentation for atmospheric pollution dispersion; 2) multi-scale, virtual terrain scene to 
meet different users’ requirements; 3) dynamic interactive with virtual scene and im-
plementing spatial analysis such as querying spatial position and overlaying thematic 
maps. From a technical point of view, the VGE system should implement real-time 
rendering and dynamic scene interaction, which allow users to interactively operate, 
explore and analyze scene models.  

 To reduce costs and save time, we used open source software and commodity 
graphics hardware. As the real-time graphic library, we used OpenSceneGraph 
(OSG). The OSG library based on OpenGL has many features, such as cross-platform 
(Windows, Linux, Irix), real-time optimization, wide range of input formats support, 
extensible through-plug-in architecture and built in support of paged LOD (Level of 
Detail) terrain generation and navigation. The OSG already provides a tool to gener-
ate hierarchical paged terrains from geo-images and digital elevation models (DEM). 
Moreover, it is easy to implement our algorithm into OSG framework. 

1.3.1   3D volume visualization of air pollution 

Pollutants can be classified as dynamic and fuzzy boundary volume objects, which are 
irregular in shape as opposed to regular objects that can be presented by points, lines, 
areas as well as small 3D elements. They are quite different from other kinds of in-
formation, for their unique properties of multidimensional structural and dynamic 
change. Particle system-based modeling is a well-known approach to modeling fuzzy 
boundary volume objects. The particle system refers to a computer graphic technique 
to simulate fuzzy phenomena, which has been widely used in many areas of computer 
graphics and scientific visualization.  

After preprocessing air pollution data, they will be seen as a collection of many 
minute particles that together represent air pollution objects. Each particle has many 
attributes including position, shape, size, color, speed, direction and lifetime. Over a 
period of time, particles are generated into a system, move and change within the sys-
tem, and die. In general, each parameter specifies a range in which a particle’s value 
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must lie. Normally, a range is specified by providing its mean value and its maximum 
variance. Stochastic processes are used to represent the fuzzy feature of pollutants. 

In the virtual geographic environment, the most ideal situation is that all particles 
fill in the whole three-dimensional space. However, because of the computer’s limita-
tions, the particle quantity will directly influence the real-time efficiency of 3D scene 
rendering, especially in a large-scale and complicated scene. Visibility culling algo-
rithms and creating LOD models are good ways to reduce the amount of particles. 
Therefore, we present a general purpose volume rendering algorithm that is based on 
the continuous level of detail idea. It maintains an octree to construct a view-
dependent representation of regular volume data. After decomposing each leave node 
of the octree into tetrahedra these can be rendered efficiently.  

Firstly, we design one data structure for hierarchical volume representation. Given 
a three-dimensional scalar field, which is defined by an array with 2n +1 (n>0) grid 
points in each dimension, a hierarchical volumetric mesh is constructed by building 
an octree in a bottom-up fashion. Grids with a size other than 2n+1 have to be padded 
or re-sampled. Secondly, in order to perform a view-dependent simplification the oc-
tree has to be updated for each frame. During a top-down traversal of the octree, our 
approach calculates an upper limit on the local screen space error of each node. If the 
local error exceeds a predefined threshold the corresponding node is split into eight 
children. Thirdly, view frustum culling is used to speed up rendering. During the ren-
dering traversal of the octree each node is tested against intersection with the view 
frustum. If a node does not overlap with the view frustum, it is invisible and can be 
discarded. The OSG can offer related functionality and be easily implemented to view 
frustum culling. Finally, imaged-based rendering techniques, such as impostors and 
billboard can also be used to improve rendering efficiency, which replaces a complex 
object by an image that is projected on a transparent quadrilateral. The particle system 
is used to represent close scene models, and imposter technique is used to represent 
distance scene models. Different LOD nodes can switch over automatically by means 
of one projection error of the screen pixel. 

1.3.2   Virtual geographic scene 

Virtual terrain landscape plays an important role in the virtual geographic environ-
ment, which includes DEM data, 2D imagery data, such aerial photography or topog-
raphic maps and 2D planning data, such as cadastre data or street networks. Real-time 
terrain scene rendering has to cope with handling large-scale terrains and related tex-
tures. VirtualPlanetBuilder (VPB) based on OSG can generate paged 3D terrain mod-
els from digital elevation data and imagery. VPB produces a hierarchy of terrain 
patches as a directory of .ive native optimized and compressed .osg format files. The 
built-in paged LOD engine of the OSG, takes care of loading the required terrain 
patches, according to the user selected view position and orientation; the frame rate is 
kept as constant as possible, while the background thread keeps increasing the detail 
of the loaded tile-patches. 

OsgGIS is a GIS integration library for OpenSceneGraph, which can support the 
importing of  GIS  data and implement spatial analysis. Even if VPB can produce 
good quality paged terrains, it does not handle any scene data, vector information in 
GIS format (shape files) or 3D models. osgGIS makes it easier to access, visualize, 
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and query, and manipulate GIS data from within an OSG application. In short, we can 
generate spatially accurate 3D geometry from GIS data layers while maintaining con-
nectivity to the GIS data sources. It can make it easy to: 1) connect to and query vari-
ous GIS data sources, 2) bring vector and raster data into OSG data structures for 
visualization, 3) deal with map projections in OSG, 4) access GIS feature attributes, 
5) display 3D GIS data in conjunction with a VPB terrain model, 6) manage geometry 
for very large numbers of features, 7) automate the creation of 3D data layers from 
GIS data.  

Moreover, we can use the OSG to implement interoperability among different 
scene models. The osgDB library of OSG allows applications to load, use and write 
3D databases. It provides support for a wide variety of common 2D image and 3D 
model file formats using plugin architecture. The osgDB maintains a registry of and 
oversees access to the loaded OSG plugins. There are 45 plugins in the core OSG dis-
tribution, which can help us to import and display many other format 3D models. 

1.4   Prototype system and experiments 

Using Visual Studio 2005 .NET, OpenGL and OpenSceneGraph, a prototype system 
was developed to construct a virtual PRD geographic environment. The experimental 
results have been measured on a Hewitt Packard (HP) Compaq 6910P Notebook PC 
equipped with a 1.8 Ghz Intel core2 processor, 2048 MB of memory and a ATI Mo-
bility Radeon TM X2300 graphics accelerator with 128 MB of graphic memory. The 
computer can support the real-time walkthrough for large scale terrain and real-time 
simulation for dynamic atmospheric pollution dispersion.  

The PRD terrain data in this study includes remote sensing data, digital elevation 
models and surface structure data, which have different kind of resolution types. Fig. 
1.1 shows three different LOD layers terrain models (e.g., PRD region with DEM data 
of 100m resolution and ETM images of 30m resolution, Hong Kong region with 
DEM data of 10m resolution and RS images of 10m resolution, the Chinese Univer-
sity of Hong Kong campus with DEM data of 1m resolution and aerial photography 
photo of 1m resolution).  

         
a) PRD region                      b) Hong Kong                 c) CUHK campus 

Fig. 1.1. Multi-scale representations of PRD region terrain scene 

Fig. 1.2(a) shows a terrain scene rendered with a wireframe generated with LOD 
screen projection error of 1. The rendering speed is 60 frames per second. Fig. 1.2(b) 
shows a terrain scene screenshot of a DEM overlaid by Landsat Thematic Mapper 
(TM) image texture (terrain model size is 10GB). 
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a) Wireframe terrain scene                  b) Terrain scene after using texture 

Fig. 1.2. Terrain visualization experiment results 

Our prototype system can offer some basic scene navigation functionalities (e.g., 
flying, walking). Some GIS’s functionalities were developed to support geo-analyst. 
Fig. 1.3 shows virtual terrain overlaid thematic maps, which can display the geo-
graphic distribution of road traffic and buildings. We can use the mouse to investigate 
3D coordinates of objects in virtual space and select one or several 3D objects to im-
plement basic scene editing. These functions include move, zoom in/ zoom out, rota-
tion, copy, delete and save. Fig. 1.4 shows a simulation of an imaginary pollution 
source on the CUHK campus site, based on the particle system technique.  

A high performance computer was used to compute the atmospheric pollution dis-
persion modeling and exported a series of results data files according to the time step. 
Each file includes information on all spatial grid points, such as spatial position, 
simulation time, layer and pollution intensity. Based on the first data file, the particle 
system for volume rendering was initialized. Subsequent results of calculation data 
dynamically restrained changes in particles’ attributes. Fig. 1.5 shows different effects 
including virtual terrain, air pollution effect and add the corresponding scene effect 
with fog. 

 

 

Fig. 1.3. Thematic maps overlay 
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Fig. 1.4. Simulation of pollution source 

 
a) Virtual terrain effect         b) air pollution effect                c) fog effect 

Fig. 1.5. Different visualization effects 
 
Fig. 1.6 shows simulation effect; first, at 20 minutes and subsequently at 60 minute 

intervals, which clearly shows spatial and temporal change of air pollution dispersion 
in the virtual geographic environment. The process of atmospheric pollution disper-
sion results from the dynamic change of spatial dimension, temporal dimension and 
attributes. Our prototype system can use dynamic 3D volume representation in a vir-
tual geographic environment to explore air pollution dispersion from all dimensions. 
This approach leads to a better visualization of air pollution transportation and disper-
sion and greater understanding of air pollution transportation and dispersion in the 
PRD region for government officials and the general public. 

a) The 20th minute b) The 60th minute 

c) The 120th minute d) The 180th minute 
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Fig. 1.6. Air pollution dispersion in the virtual geographic environment 

From a view of visualization effect of simulation, our approach has better image 
quality. The virtual reality 3D volume rendering effects in the VGE can improve the 
overall appearance and realism of a simulation. Meanwhile, the rendering speed can 
be not less than 15 frames per second and well support interactive operations well, 
which allows users to interactively operate, explore and analyze models in the VGE 
scene. GIS spatial analysis and real-time interactive operations can be offered to sup-
port the management and the control of atmospheric pollution. The above experimen-
tal results prove that the scheme addressed in the paper is effective and feasible.  

1.5   Conclusions 

The utility of VGE enables the abstract and complicated air pollution dispersion to be 
more actual and intuitive, and facilitates spatial decision-making support, such as ex-
ploration, explanation, prediction and planning. Therefore the VGE method is good 
way to support the management and the control of atmospheric pollution. Air pollu-
tion control is critical for sustainable development because the rapid economic devel-
opment of the PRD region has led to an increase in air pollution. China is expected to 
quadruple its GDP by 2020 (using 2000 as the base year for comparison) and, conse-
quently, will face even more serious environmental challenges. As research back-
ground of the PRD air pollution, this paper pays attention to integrating the geo-
graphic database with a numerical meteorological model and air pollution dispersion 
model. Using Visual Studio 2005 .NET, OpenGL and OSG development package, a 
prototype system has been developed to construct the virtual PRD region environ-
ment, which can support real-time rendering and interaction of large-scale virtual 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) The 20th minute b) The 60th minute 

c) The 120th minute d) The 180th minute  
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scene models, such as 3D terrain and air pollution phenomena. It can offer an intui-
tive, efficient, and interactive visualization environment through which participants 
can explore complicated spatial air pollution information and implement GIS spatial 
analysis and inquiry.  

Unlike existing research work such as GrADS and Vis5D software, our approaches 
pay attention to dynamic 3D volume representation in virtual PRD terrain environ-
ment. It can explore air pollution dispersion from all dimensions including spatial di-
mension, temporal dimension and attributes. The multidimensional and dynamic 
modeling methods of the VGE can lead to increased understanding of the air pollution 
issues in the PRD region. The VGE system can efficiently offer intuitive and accurate 
information to support decision-making in practice applications for the management 
and control of atmospheric pollution. For example, the virtual reality 3D volume 
visualization makes air pollution transportation and dispersion easily comprehensible 
to public and officers. It is a very significant factor in protect the atmospheric envi-
ronment, reducing the atmospheric environmental pollution. Based on supercomputer 
clusters and WAN networks, future work will integrate geo-collaboration into our 
VGE system to build a collaborative virtual geographic environment, where geo-
graphically separated users can share a digital landscape environment and conduct 
collaborative work for the study of PRD air pollution.  
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Chapter 2 
Representing and Exchanging 3D City Models with 
CityGML  

Thomas H. Kolbe  

Abstract. CityGML is an open data model and XML-based format for the rep-
resentation and exchange of virtual 3D city models. It is based on the Geogra-
phy Markup Language version 3.1.1 (GML3). Both CityGML and GML3 are 
international standards issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). 
CityGML not only represents the shape and graphical appearance of city mod-
els but specifically addresses the object semantics and the representation of the 
thematic properties, taxonomies and aggregations. The paper gives an overview 
about CityGML, its modelling aspects and design decisions, recent applications, 
and its relation to other 3D standards like IFC, X3D, and KML.  

2.1   Semantic 3D City Models 

Virtual 3D city models have been used in the past mainly for the visualisation or 
graphical exploration of cityscapes. Nowadays, an increasing number of applications 
like environmental and training simulations, urban planning and facility management, 
disaster management and homeland security, and personal navigation require addi-
tional information about the city objects given in a standardised representation. Se-
mantic 3D city models comprise besides the spatial and graphical aspects particularly 
the ontological structure including thematic classes, attributes, and their interrelation-
ships. Objects are decomposed into parts due to logical criteria (and not due to 
graphical considerations!) which follow structures that are given or can be observed 
in the real world. For example, a building will be decomposed into different (main) 
building parts, if they have different roof types and their own entrances like a house 
and the garage. 

The semantic modelling of cities requires the appropriate qualification of 3D data. 
This can be done by an automated process in some cases or by manual interpretation. 
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Anyway, it increases the efforts needed to create and maintain the 3D city model. 
From an economic viewpoint, the semantic modelling of cities only makes sense, if 
the data (in particular the semantic information) can be used by different customers 
within multiple applications. This, however, would require to find a common infor-
mation model over the different users and applications. 

This is what CityGML is all about. The aim of the development of CityGML was 
to reach a common definition and understanding of the basic entities, attributes, and 
relations within a 3D city model. By providing a core model with entities which are 
relevant to many disciplines the city model can become a central information hub to 
which different applications can attach their domain specific information (see Fig. 
2.1). Information exchange between different disciplines can then be aligned with the 
objects of the city model. Similar ideas were discussed in the towntology project [1] 
and the nD modelling project [2].  
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Fig. 2.1. The semantic 3D city model as the information hub which connects different 
disciplines by aligning information exchange with the city model entities. 

2.2   CityGML and its Modelling Aspects  

CityGML is an international standard for the representation and exchange of semantic 
3D city and landscape models recently adopted by the Open Geospatial Consortium 
(OGC) [3, 4]. The data model behind CityGML is based on the ISO 19100 standards 
family and is implemented as an application schema for OGC’s Geography Markup 
Language (GML 3.1.1) [5].  

CityGML has been developed by the Special Interest Group 3D (SIG 3D) of the 
initiative Geodata Infrastructure North-Rhine Westphalia, Germany. The group con-
sists of more than 70 members from industry, academia, and public administration. 
The different application backgrounds of the members include cadastre, urban plan-
ning, environmental and training simulations, civil engineering, architecture, com-
puter graphics, geoinformation sciences, tourism, and telecommunication. Thus, a 
broad range of requirements, but also of expertise and experiences was brought into 
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the consensus process for the definition of the data model. This process took a consid-
erable amount of time. For example, it took more than 2 years with a regular full day 
meeting every six weeks of about 20 people to define the building model. Afterwards, 
the model was presented and discussed on international conferences and within the 
OGC. Much of the feedback was considered and led to further improvements. Al-
though this does not guarantee to achieve a perfect data model, there is a good chance 
of not having overseen important issues. In general, all modelling suggestions (feature 
classes and attributes) have been rated with respect to their multifunctional use and 
were only considered if they were needed in various application domains. 

CityGML represents four different aspects of virtual 3D city models, i.e. seman-
tics, geometry, topology, and appearance. Above, all objects can be represented in up 
to five different, well-defined levels-of-detail (LOD0 to LOD4 with increasing accu-
racy and structural complexity). The following subsections will discuss each of these 
aspects as well as spatio-semantic coherence and extensibility of CityGML in more 
detail. 

Since version 1.0.0 CityGML is functionally partitioned into modules (cf. Fig. 2.2). 
The vertical modules provide the definitions of the different thematic models like 
building, relief (i.e. digital terrain model), city furniture, land use, water body, and 
transportation etc. The horizontal modules (CityGML core, appearance, and generics) 
define structures that are relevant or can be applied to all thematic modules. This 
structure allows for partial CityGML implementations on the one hand and easy ex-
tension by further thematic models on the other hand.  
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Fig. 2.2. Modularization of CityGML 1.0.0. Vertical modules contain the semantic 
modelling for different thematic areas.  

2.2.1   Multi-scale representation 

CityGML differentiates between five consecutive levels of detail (LOD), where ob-
jects become more detailed with increasing LOD regarding both geometry and the-
matic differentiation. Different LODs often arise from independent data collection 
processes and facilitate efficient visualization and data analysis. In a CityGML 
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dataset, the same object may be represented in different LODs simultaneously, ena-
bling the analysis and visualization of the same object with regard to different degrees 
of resolution.   

The coarsest level LOD0 is essentially a two and a half dimensional digital terrain 
model (DTM). LOD1 is the well-known blocks model, without any roof structures. A 
building in LOD2 has distinctive roof structures and larger building installations like 
balconies and stairs. LOD3 denotes architectural models with detailed wall and roof 
structures, doors, windows and bays. LOD4 completes a LOD3 model by adding inte-
rior structures like rooms, stairs, and furniture. Beyond buildings, the LOD concept 
applies to the other object classes as well. Fig 2.3 illustrates the five different LODs in 
CityGML. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3. Illustration of the five Levels-of-Detail (LOD) defined by CityGML. 

The definition of the 5 LODs was based on previous work by different research 
groups on the usage of levels of detail in the representation of 3D city models [6, 7, 
8]. LOD1 to LOD3 are inspired by similar classifications from [6] and [8]. LOD0 and 
LOD4 are originally defined by the SIG 3D.  

The classification of models according to these 5 LODs may sometimes seem to be 
too coarse or restrictive (see [9]). However, the fixed number of LODs together with 
their specified information contents and accuracies establish quality classes. Just by 
naming the LOD of a CityGML dataset (or of objects within a CityGML dataset), one 
can quickly indicate the quality class for the 3D city model dataset. The LOD cate-
gory makes datasets comparable and both the provider and customer / user get an idea 
of the data granularity, complexity, and accuracy. 

2.2.2   Semantics 

The semantic model of CityGML employs the ISO 19100 standards family frame-
work for the modelling of geographic features. According to ISO 19109 geographic 
features are abstractions of real world objects [10]. They are modelled by classes 
which are formally specified using UML notation [11]. Geographic features may have 
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an arbitrary number of spatial and non-spatial attributes. Object oriented modelling 
principles can be applied in order to create specialisation and aggregation hierarchies.  

CityGML provides class definitions, normative regulations, and explanations of the 
semantics for the most important geographic features within virtual 3D city models 
including buildings, DTMs, water bodies, vegetation, and city furniture.  

Fig. 2.4 depicts the top level class hierarchy of CityGML. The base class of all 
thematic classes is the abstract class CityObject. It inherits the attributes name, de-
scription, and gml:id from the GML superclass Feature and provides the additional 
attributes creationDate and terminationDate in order to model different object states 
over time periods (please note, that attributes are not shown in Fig. 2.4 for the sake of 
readibility). Above, every CityObject may be linked to objects in other datasets or ex-
ternal databases by an arbitrary number of ExternalReferences. These references may 
point to other representations of an object in cadastres, enterprise resource manage-
ment systems or other application specific datasets. This is especially useful to main-
tain back links to original objects from which the 3D models might have been de-
rived. CityObjects can be aggregated to build a CityModel which is a subclass of the 
GML superclass FeatureCollection.  

 

Fig. 2.4. UML diagram [11] of the top level class hierarchy of CityGML. All thematic 
objects are considered geographic features (following [10]) and their classes are 

The subclasses of CityObject belong to different thematic areas and are defined 
within their corresponding modules (cf. Fig. 2.2). In the following, the building model 
will be discussed in more detail to illustrate the general modeling principles in 
CityGML. A complete description and normative reference is given in the CityGML 
specification document [3]. 

The pivotal class of the building model is AbstractBuilding from which the two 
non-abstract classes Building and BuildingPart are derived. These three classes follow 
the general composite design pattern [12]: a Building may contain BuildingParts, and 
as the latter class is also derived from AbstractBuilding a (recursive) aggregation hi-
erarchy of arbitrary depth may be realized (see Fig. 2.5).  

derived from the abstract superclass CityObject. Attributes are omitted here for 
readability. 
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A Building or BuildingPart is described by optional attributes inherited from Ab-
stractBuilding (not shown in Fig. 2.5): function, usage, and class, year of construction 
and demolition, roof type, measured height, number and individual heights of storeys 
above and below ground. Building and BuildingParts can be assigned multiple postal 
addresses.  

<<Feature>>
_AbstractBuilding

<<Feature>>
_BoundarySurface

<<Feature>>
RoofSurface

<<Feature>>
WallSurface

<<Feature>>
Room

<<Feature>>
_Opening

<<Feature>>
Window

<<Feature>>
Door

<<Feature>>
Building

<<Feature>>
BuildingPart

<<Feature>>
core::_CityObject

<<Feature>>
core::_Site

<<Geometry>>
gml::_Geometry

0..1

*

lod3-4Geometry
0..1

*

lod2-4Geomtry

0..1
*

lod1-4Geometry

0..1

*

*

0..1

boundedBy

* 0..2opening

* *

interiorRoom

*

*

boundedBy

*

*
consistsOfBuildingPart

lod4Geometry

 

Fig. 2.5. UML diagram showing a simplified excerpt from the CityGML building 
model. Attributes are omitted for readability. Please note, that feature classes have 
multiple relations to geometry classes (e.g. lod1Geometry, lod2Geometry etc.). 

Starting from LOD2 the boundary surfaces of Buildings and BuildingParts may be 
represented as semantic objects. BoundarySurface is the abstract superclass of these 
thematic objects having RoofSurface, WallSurface, GroundSurface, ClosureSurface 
etc. as subclasses (only the former two are shown in Fig. 2.5). As they are also de-
rived from class CityObject they inherit its attributes and relations. In LOD3 and 
LOD4 openings in boundary surfaces may be represented by explicit thematic fea-
tures of the classes Window or Door. Only in LOD4, buildings are allowed to have 
Rooms. Please note, that all feature classes have additional thematic attributes and fur-
ther relations to different geometry classes not shown here. 

The definition of this data model restricts the way buildings can be represented in a 
city model. In conjunction with the normative definitions of the feature classes this 
has an impact on the way how concrete data would have to be registered and struc-
tured. While this may be seen as restrictive concerning the freedom of modelling on 
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the one side, it establishes a bindingness or liability of the producer with respect to 
potential users or customers on the other side. Users and their applications can expect 
buildings to be structured in a well-defined way. This makes it profitable to develop 
new applications that exploit the semantic information and structure of the CityOb-
jects. 

2.2.3   Geometry 

CityGML uses a subset of the GML3 geometry model which is an implementation of 
the ISO 19107 standard [13]. According to ISO 19107 and GML3, geometries of geo-
graphic features are represented as objects having an identity and further (geometric) 
substructures. GML3 provides classes for 0D to 3D geometric primitives, 1D-3D 
composite geometries, and 0D-3D geometry aggregates. Composite geometries like 
CompositeSurface must be topologically connected and isomorphic to a primitive of 
the same dimension (e.g. Surface). Aggregate geometries like MultiSurface or Multi-
Solid do not impose topological constraints and thus their components can also per-
meate each other or be disjoint.  

Volumetric geometries are modeled according to the well-known Boundary Repre-
sentation (BRep, see [14]) where each solid is bounded by a closed surface (typically 
a CompositeSurface). In contrast to scene graphs or Constructive Solid Geometry 
(CSG) [14], all coordinates must belong to a world coordinate reference system 
(CRS) and no local transformations are allowed. 3D CRS refer to geographic or pro-
jected world reference systems. Above, GML3 also supports composite 2D+1D CRS 
with different reference systems for planimetry (x, y) and vertical coordinates (z). In 
general, the CRS define the frame for real world coordinates and they often differ for 
different countries, states, or even regions. However, the explicit association of each 
geometry with a CRS facilitates the integration of datasets by the application of the 
respective geodetic datum and coordinate transformations. 

The advantage of having only absolute coordinates is that each geometry object be-
longs to exactly one fixed place in space. This allows to easily create and maintain 
spatial indexes in geodatabases or geoinformation systems. In fact, commercial and 
OpenSource RDBMS like Oracle Spatial or PostGIS both natively support (most of) 
the GML geometry model and different CRS. A big disadvantage is, however, that 
shape definitions cannot be reused like with CSG and scene graphs. For example, if a 
city model would contain 100 street-lamps or trees, 100 different, but equally shaped 
geometries would have to be created. In order to overcome this drawback, CityGML 
provides an extension to the GML3 geometry model called ImplicitGeometry. Im-
plicitGeometries refer to a shape geometry in a local coordinate system (to be reus-
able) and additionally provide a transformation matrix and an anchor point in a world 
CRS. The real world coordinates are computed by the multiplication of the local 
shape coordinates with the transformation matrix and then adding the coordinates of 
the anchor point. ImplicitGeometries are called like this, because the anchor point lo-
cates a place on earth where the associated shape ‘unfolds’ and thus implicitly de-
scribes the occupied space in real world. Features with implicit geometries can be re-
trieved from a GIS or spatial database by spatial selections on the anchor points. 

In order to ensure a broad system support, CityGML is also restricted to non-
curved geometries, as these often cannot be handled by GIS or spatial database 
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management systems. Therefore, curved surfaces of real world objects must be ap-
proximated by facetted surfaces of planar patches. 

According to ISO 19109 geographic features can be assigned more than one spatial 
property. This is generally being used in CityGML where most feature classes like 
AbstractBuilding or Room are assigned individual geometries for the different LODs 
by multiple associations (e.g. lod1Solid, lod2Solid, lod3Solid; c.f. Fig. 2.5) to the 
same geometry class (e.g. Solid). 

For a given city model it is often not known, whether the data is topologically 
sound. For example, the boundary surfaces of buildings may not be closed or contain 
additional surfaces, which do not belong to the boundary of the volume (e.g. a roof 
overhang). For this reason, the geometry of nearly all thematic features can be repre-
sented by either MultiSurfaces or Solids. While MultiSurfaces are an unconstrained 
collection of surfaces in 3D space, Solids must be bounded by a closed (composite) 
surface (c.f. [3]). 

2.2.4   Topology 

For many applications topological correctness of the object geometries is crucial. For 
example, the surfaces bounding a building must be closed in order to be able to com-
pute its volume. Also the solids of adjacent objects like BuildingParts must touch but 
their interiors are not allowed to permeate each other, because space can only be oc-
cupied by one physical object. In the application field of indoor navigation, rooms 
should be topologically connected as this facilitates the computation of a connectivity 
graph which then can be transformed to a 3D geometry network for route planning 
[15, 16]. 

In the past, different frameworks for the representation of 3D topology have been 
presented [17, 18, 19]. Nevertheless, most of them propose a geometric-topological 
structure where coordinates are stored only within the nodes or the points associated 
with the nodes. Higher dimensional primitives are then constructed by connecting 
primitives of lower dimensions. This way, nodes, edges, and faces can be shared by 
different primitives in order to construct complex shapes. By sharing primitives an 
explicit connection between higher dimensional shapes can be established and gaps or 
permeations can be avoided. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. 

The topology model of ISO 19107 and GML3 also follows the line of full decom-
position of n-dimensional topological primitives into (n-1)-dimensional primitives, 
which again are decomposed down to the level of nodes (0D). Please note that each 
primitive becomes an object (with ID). Furthermore, the topological representation in 
GML would require appropriate topological properties in the CityGML application 
schema. That means, that besides the geometry properties like lod1Solid to lod4Solid 
of class Building also corresponding topology properties like lod1TopoSolid to 
lod4TopoSolid would have to be added to the data model.  
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Fig. 2.6. A building with a connected garage. The topological adjacency between the 
solids representing the building extent and the garage extent can be made explicit by 
sharing the common wall surface.  

As CityGML should be able to represent purely geometric models on the one hand 
and geometric-topological models on the other hand usage of the GML3 topology 
model would significantly increase the complexities of both the data model and con-
crete instances, i.e. datasets. If we take a closer look at Fig. 2.6 then we can also see, 
that it is not necessary to decompose the 3D building shape down to the level of nodes 
to establish the topological connection between the house and the garage. Indeed, it is 
sufficient to simply reuse the common wall surface of the house and the garage. This 
can be implemented in GML by providing the definition of the surface geometry 
inline within the specification of the solid geometry (bounded by a composite surface) 
of either the house or the building. In the representation of the other solid this surface 
is then included by reference (and not by value) which creates the connection between 
both solids. The following Listing shows an excerpt of a CityGML file which illus-
trates the referencing of a polygon 2.1 using the XLink mechanism [5]: 

 
 

<bldg:BuildingPart> 
    ... 
    <bldg:lod2Solid> 
        ... 
        <gml:surfaceMember> 
            <gml:Polygon gml:id="wallSurface4711"> 
                <gml:exterior> 
                    <gml:LinearRing> 
                        <gml:pos srsDimension="3">32.0 31.0 2.5</gml:pos> 

             ...  
         </gml:LinearRing> 

                </gml:exterior> 
            </gml:Polygon> 
        </gml:surfaceMember> 
    </bldg:lod2Solid> 
    ... 
</bldg:BuildingPart> 
... 
<bldg:BuildingPart> 
    ... 
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    <bldg:lod2Solid> 
        ... 
        <gml:surfaceMember xlink:href="#wallSurface4711"/> 
        ... 
    </bldg:lod2Solid> 
... 
</bldg:BuildingPart> 

 

Listing 2.1. Establishing a topological connection between two solids by referring to 
the same polygon within the outer shells (composite surfaces) of the two solids. 

2.2.5   Appearance 

Information about a surface’s appearance, i.e. observable properties of the surface, are 
considered an integral part of virtual 3D city models in addition to semantics and spa-
tial properties. Appearances capture characteristics of surfaces as they appear to spe-
cific sensors like RGB or infrared (IR) cameras. Appearances are not limited to visual 
data but represent arbitrary categories called themes such as infrared radiation, noise 
or sunlight emission, or even earthquake-induced structural stress. Consequently, ap-
pearances can serve as input for both visualisation and analysis tasks.  

Each surface is allowed to have assigned multiple appearances (e.g. one RGB tex-
ture for a building facade recorded in summer and another one from winter). All ap-
pearances must be assigned to themes like e.g. the "spring RGB theme" or the "winter 
IR theme". These themes are useful if one wants to visualize a 3D scene differently 
for winter or summer time. Switching of themes in a viewer client would mean a re-
placement of the surface materials and textures. By using themes, also multi-texturing 
can be supported by CityGML. One example could be the precomputation of shadow 
maps for each surface which would all be assigned to a theme that might be called 
"shadows". The shadow textures could then be mapped together with the RGB texture 
images to the corresponding surfaces. 

The appearance data is given by texture images or by material definitions (adopted 
from X3D [20] and COLLADA). CityGML provides different ways how the raster 
data is mapped to the surfaces: GeoreferencedTextures can be used to describe the 
appearance of non-vertical surfaces. This way, e.g. an aerial orthophoto can be used 
together with its georeferencing information to easily describe the appearances of an 
arbitrary number of e.g. roof surfaces. It is up to a viewer to compute the proper ex-
tents of the textures from the 2D footprint of the corresponding 3D surface. 

ParameterizedTextures use either explicit texture coordinates for each surface they 
should be mapped onto or a projection matrix. This can be computed from the exterior 
camera orientation and focal length associated with the texture image. 3D surfaces 
can simply refer to the picture in which their surface is best observed. The rest can be 
computed from these information by a viewer (or a 3D portrayal web service like the 
Web 3D Service [21]). 
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2.2.6   Spatio-semantic coherence 

The ISO 19109 standard for the modelling of geographic features implies a dual struc-
ture of thematic object classes (the feature classes) on the one side and spatial proper-
ties (using the geometry and topology classes of ISO 19107) on the other side. In 
CityGML, objects like buildings may be decomposed both regarding their thematic 
structure into BuildingParts, Rooms, WallSurfaces, etc. and regarding their geometric 
structure into CompositeSolids consisting of Solids and these again be bounded by 
CompositeSurfaces.  

In general, it is desirable to have a coherent thematic and spatial structuring of the 
objects. This means, that each complex thematic object is associated with a complex 
geometry object and each of the thematic components are also assigned to geometric 
components (being substructures of the original complex geometry). For example, a 
building may be assigned a solid geometry in LOD2. If the building is further decom-
posed into thematic surfaces like WallSurface, RoofSurface etc. their associated ge-
ometries should refer to those surface geometry objects which are part of the outer 
shell of the building’s solid geometry. A fully coherent dataset has the advantage that 
each geometry object ‘knows’ what thematic role it plays and that each thematic fea-
ture ‘knows’ its location and spatial extent. 

CityGML is flexible about the spatio-semantic coherence. It is possible to represent 
fully coherent datasets but also those types of data, in which either the semantic ob-
jects or the geometry objects are deeper structured. This can occur, for example, in a 
situation where the building geometry is reconstructed or acquired as a complex ag-
gregation hierarchy which, however, is assigned to a simple Building object without 
any further thematic decomposition. A detailed discussion of spatio-semantic coher-
ence and the typical cases for 3D city models is given in [22]. 

2.2.7   Extensibility 

CityGML has been designed as a universal topographic information model that de-
fines feature classes and attributes which are useful for a broad range of applications. 
However, in practical applications it is often necessary to store and exchange extra at-
tributes or even 3D objects which do not belong to any of the predefined classes.  

For these cases, CityGML generally provides two different ways of extension. The 
first is the usage of generic city objects and generic attributes, both defined within the 
module ‘generics’ (Fig. 2.2). Any CityObject may have an arbitrary number of addi-
tional generic attributes. For each generic attribute of an object the name, type, and 
value has to be given within the CityGML dataset. Supported data types are string, in-
teger, real, date, and URI. GenericCityObjects may be assigned arbitrary geometries 
or ImplicitGeometries for each LOD. As they are derived from CityObject they may 
also be assigned generic attributes. 

The second concept for extending CityGML are the so-called Application Domain 
Extensions (ADE). An ADE specifies systematic extensions of the CityGML data 
model, see Fig. 2.7. These comprise the introduction of new properties to existing 
CityGML classes like e.g. the number of habitants of a building or the definition of 
new feature classes. The difference between ADEs and generic objects and attributes 
is, that an ADE has to be defined within an extra XML schema definition file with its 
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own namespace. This file has to explicitly import the XML Schema definition of the 
extended CityGML modules. The advantage of this approach is that the extension is 
formally specified. Extended CityGML instance documents can be validated against 
the CityGML and the respective ADE schema. ADEs can be defined (and even stan-
dardised) by information communities which are interested in specific application 
fields. More than one ADE can be actively used in the same dataset. 

Fig. 2.7. CityGML Application Domain Extensions are XML schema definitions based on the 
CityGML schema. They extend CityGML by new feature classes and additional attributes for 
existing classes. CityGML is an application schema of GML (like others, e.g. the German na-
tional cadastre standard ALKIS). 

2.3   Relation to other 3D Standards 

Virtual 3D city models are not only investigated in the context of geoinformation sys-
tems. The field of architecture, engineering, construction, and facility management 
(AEC/FM) as well as the field of computer graphics provide their own standards for 
the representation and exchange of 3D models. The following subsections discuss the 
relations of CityGML to these standards. 

2.3.1   Building Information Modelling / IFC 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) means the semantic modelling of objects and 
processes in the the field of AEC/FM and CAAD. Like in CityGML, thematic objects 
are represented with their 3D spatial properties and interrelationships. Data are typi-
cally exchanged using the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC, see [23]), an ISO stan-
dard describing a product model and data exchange format for the built-up environ-
ment developed by the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI).  

IFC provides a very detailed semantic model for 3D building representations using 
constructive elements like beams, walls etc. Like in GML, IFC geometries are spatial 
properties of semantic objects. IFC has a very flexible geometry model (CSG, BRep, 
and Sweep representations), but does not provide support for CRS. Thus, georeferenc-
ing is not possible (yet).  
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Since the scope of IFC is restricted to buildings and sites, no topographic feature 
classes like terrain, vegetation, water bodies etc. are included. These would have to be 
modelled and exchanged in IFC as generic objects (i.e. IFC_Proxy). 

IFC is a semantic model like CityGML, but with a different scope and at a different 
scale. IFC models can be converted to CityGML in different LODs preserving most 
of their semantic information [24]. CSG and sweep geometries have to be converted 
to BRep though. This way, IFC objects can be brought into the context of a city 
model within a GIS or spatial database and could then become subject to spatial and 
thematic queries (see [25]). 

The derivation of IFC objects from CityGML data is a topic of future research, be-
cause from CityGML’s surface models 3D volumetric components would have to be 
reconstructed. However, CityGML may be a good intermediate step in the (semi-
)automatic acquisition of IFC models, because the CityGML object classes like Wall-
Surface, RoofSurface etc. are much closer to photogrammetric observations or geo-
detic measurements (including laser scanning) than the component models of IFC (cf. 
[26]). 

2.3.2   3D Computer Graphics and Geovisualisation / X3D & KML 

CityGML is complementary to 3D computer graphics standards like X3D [20], 
VRML, or COLLADA and geovisualization standards like KML [27]. 

These standards address the way how to efficiently and nicely visualize 3D models 
and how to interact with them. Both in X3D and KML georeferenced coordinates can 
be used. Although it is in principle possible to also exchange semantic information us-
ing X3D (see [28]) or KML, both specifications do not standardise the way how to 
represent complex geographic features and their interrelationships. 

CityGML should be considered a rich source format from which X3D or KML can 
easily be derived. CityGML is not optimized with respect to efficient visualization. 
However, the semantic information given by the explicit association of CityGML ob-
jects to thematic classes like buildings, doors, plants, and the provision of thematic at-
tributes can be exploited to filter objects and to create 3D graphical shapes, appear-
ance properties and materials accordingly. 

2.4   Applications 

CityGML is being employed already in different application areas. For example, the 
mapping of environmental noise pollution for the whole state of North-Rhine West-
phalia in Germany is done based on CityGML data for about 8.6 million buildings in 
LOD1, road and railway networks in LOD0, and the digital terrain model in LOD1. In 
order to facilitate noise immission simulation, a specific CityGML Noise ADE was 
created which extends CityGML feature classes by noise data like the number of cars 
during daytime and nighttime or the type of roadbed and road material. Also a new 
feature type representing noise protection walls was modelled. The complete dataset 
comprises buildings, roads, railways, DTM, and noise barriers with most of them in-
cluding noise specific extensions. It is forwarded to the noise simulation application 
as one CityGML file, accessed via a Web Feature Service over the Internet [29].  
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Municipalities nowadays create and exchange their 3D city models according to 
the CityGML standard. They use their models mainly for urban planning, city busi-
ness development, and tourism. For example, the cities of Berlin [30], Stuttgart, Co-
logne, Munich, Düsseldorf, Recklinghausen, Frankfurt, and many more are providing 
CityGML compliant 3D city models. The VEPS 3D project has investigated different 
ways to employ 3D city models (and CityGML) in urban planning and public partici-
pation [31].  

Within the OGC Open Web Services Testbed no. 4 (OWS-4), CityGML was em-
ployed together with IFC in a homeland security scenario. Here it was shown how an 
emergency operator can find a suitable location and building for a field hospital after 
the explosion of a dirty bomb [25]. Generally, CityGML can provide important in-
formation for disaster management [32]. This includes emergency route planning and 
indoor navigation [15, 33] as well as the extension of CityGML by dynamic water 
surfaces within a specific ADE for flooding scenarios [34].  

CityGML may also become an important data source for training simulators. In 
[35] the requirements on 3D city models for training simulators are discussed in gen-
eral, and in [36] concerning emergency car-driver training in particular.  

 The field of 3D cartography is not well developed yet. One important reason has 
been the lack of semantic 3D models in the past, because class information and the-
matic attributes are prerequisites for cartographic styling, symbolisation and generali-
sation. CityGML provides rich data that can be exploited for non-photorealistic ren-
dering [37]. User defined styling may be specified using an appropriate 3D extension 
of the OGC Styled Layer Descriptors and Symbology Encoding (SLD/SE) standards 
[16]. 

2.5   Conclusions 

CityGML is both a semantic model (specified by a formal data model) and an ex-
change format for virtual 3D city and landscape models. Rules for the acquisition and 
structuring of urban objects follow implicitly from this semantic modelling. The long 
discussions with the big group of people during the development of CityGML is (of 
course) not a guarantee, but a reasonable basis for the definition of these structures. It 
is now a topic of future work to bring CityGML to a wider adoption and discuss and 
learn from the experiences of the much broader user base. 

The data model of CityGML balances between strictness and genericity. For this 
purpose it consists of three main parts: 1) the core thematic model with well-defined 
LODs, classes, spatial and thematic attributes, and relations; 2) GenericCityObjects 
and generic attributes allow the extension of CityGML data ‘on-the-fly’; and 3) ADEs 
facilitate the systematic extension for specific application domains. 

CityGML also balances between simple objects and objects with complex thematic 
and spatial structures. Data is given high flexibility to grow with respect to their spa-
tial and semantic structuring as well as their topological correctness in different stages 
of data acquisition or along a city model processing chain (see [26]). 

Finally, CityGML is complementary to visualization standards like X3D or KML. 
While these address presentation, behaviour, and interaction of 3D models, CityGML 
is focused on the exchange of the underlying urban information behind the 3D objects. 
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It also complements building information models (BIM) and the IFC standard on a 
smaller scale and by topographic feature classes and georeferencing. 
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Chapter 3 
Research and Development Program for the Third 
National Geographic Information System Project in 
Korea: Korean Land Spatialization Program 

Byung-Guk Kim, Hoon-Sung Choi and Yeun J. Jung  

Abstract. Under control of the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Af-
fairs (MLTMA) and Korea Institute of Construction & Transportation Technol-
ogy Evaluation and Planning (KICTTEP), Inha University, Incheon, Korea, has 
conducted Korean Land Spatialization Program (KLSP). KLSP aims at provid-
ing not only geospatial information technology, but also service and business 
models based on the technology for the future ubiquitous society. KLSP is one 
of the Value Creator (VC) 10 projects, which was planned by the Korean Gov-
ernment, for the future. The first program of KLSP, from 2006 to 2012, initi-
ated with $132 million (US dollars) of National Fund and $42 million of Private 
Fund. The second program will be conducted from 2012 to 2016. This paper in-
troduces KLSP and attracts international collaboration to this great program. 
 

Keywords: National Geographic Information System (NGIS), Research and 
Development, Geospatial Information, Ubiquitous Society 

3.1   Introduction 

3.1.1   History 

Ubiquitous technology has become one of main issues in Korean society. The tech-
nology has changed the current society of e-Land and e-Government to the future so-
ciety of u-Land, u-Government, and u-City. The primary component of the ubiquitous 
technology is geospatial information based on geographic information. Geospatial in-
formation has been utilized for various fields such as making maps, environment, 
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national defense, prevention against disaster, and resource management. Recently, 
major companies including Microsoft and Google plan for a new future industry in 
commercializing geospatial information. 

Fig. 3.1. Conceptual Diagram of NGIS Programs in Korea 

From the recognition of the value of geospatial information by a gas explosion in 
Daegu in 1995, the Korean government carried out the first (1996-2000) and the sec-
ond (2001-2005) NGIS projects, and has been pushing ahead with the third NGIS pro-
ject (2006-2010). Fig. 3.1 shows conceptual diagram of the NGIS Programs in Korea. 
The first and second NGIS projects included development of GIS digital data and GIS 
technology, which may be the backbone of digital map, thematic map, geographic in-
formation, underground facility map, and cadastral map. However, existing GIS digi-
tal data only came from digitalizing existing paper maps, therefore the data may be 
inadequate in preparing a fast transition of geographic features,  and potentially ex-
pensive to apply to various fields. In addition, GIS digital data that are not updated 
have a limit to be used as reliable data. 
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Table 3.1. History of KLSP 

Date Contents 

Dec 29, 2005 Approved as the R&D part of “the Third NGIS Program” 

May 22, 
2006 

Selected as VC-10 program in “the Construction and Transporta-
tion R&D Innovation Roadmap” 

Nov 01, 2006 Elected Byung-Guk Kim as center director of KLSP 

Feb 27, 2007 KLSG Office Opening 

May 15, 
2007 

Select principal research institution for the third core project 

Sep 11, 2007 
Select principal research institutions for the first, second, fourth, 
and fifth core projects and initiate the first and second year’s pro-
grams 

Jul 16, 2008 Conduct self-evaluation by KSLG 

Aug 26, 2008 Finish the first and second year’s programs 

Aug 27, 2008 Initiate the third year’s program 

 
To solve abovementioned problems, Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Af-

fairs (MLTMA) planned the Korean Land Spatialization Program (KLSP), a R&D 
Project, as the third NGIS project. The primary objective of KLSP is to take a lead in 
technological developments for the realization of “Ubiquitous Infrastructures for 
Digital Korea.” As shown in Table 3.1, KSLP was actually initiated with selecting 
center director, Byung-Guk Kim, who established center administration office, Ko-
rean Land Spatialization Group [1]. 

3.1.2   Construction of KLSP 

KLSP aims at leading the world market through the connection between Korean 
Information Technology (IT) and GIS technology. As shown in Fig. 3.2, KLSP con-
sists of five core research projects and one research coordination project to practically 
utilize and commercialize the results of core research. The five core projects include 
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(1) geospatial information infrastructure, (2) land monitoring, (3) intelligent urban 
management, (4) indoor/outdoor spatial information based on construction design, 
and (5) ubiquitous GIS core software technology. 

 

 

Fig. 3.2. Projects of KLSP 

3.2   Core Research Projects and Research Coordination 
Project 

3.2.1   The First Core Research Project: Geospatial Information 
Infrastructure 

Geospatial information infrastructure is the first requirement to embody intelligent 
land nationwide, and includes development of base technology for developing ad-
vanced geodetic reference frameworks, high-tech mapping instruments and equip-
ment, and real-time updates of geospatial information. This project is divided into two 
unit research projects. 
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The objective of the 1st unit research project is to develop technology and manage-
ment system for advanced geodetic reference frameworks with three main sub-
projects; (1) development of advanced geodetic reference frameworks; (2) develop-
ment of high-precision geoid model; (3) development of application systems based on 
integrated space geodesy. These projects enable the community to obtain more accu-
rate geospatial information with horizontal error tolerance of mm unit and vertical er-
ror tolerance of cm unit. Fig. 3.3 shows the configuration of the first core research 
project. 

Fig. 3.3. Configuration of the First Core Research Project 

The 2nd unit research project develops instruments and equipments for obtaining 
airborne, underground, and terrestrial geospatial information as well as digital map-
ping technology for the next generation. The main issue of this project is Unique Fea-
ture Identifier (UFID), which could be assigned to every geospatial features. Eventu-
ally, continuous and real-time geospatial information would be obtained by UFID, 
and utilized in various fields.  
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3.2.2   The Second Core Research Project: Land Monitoring 

As shown in Fig. 3.4, land monitoring is also composed of two unit research projects, 
which include: (1) data acquisition of land monitoring and (2) data processing and ap-
plying of land monitoring. The objective of the second core research project is to in-
tegrate individual monitoring systems, and set a solid foundation for real-time inte-
grated monitoring system. Using the results of this research, the decision making 
process would become more efficient in various fields such as resource management, 
prevention of disasters, environment, and land change. 

 

Fig. 3.4. Configuration of the Second Core Research Project 

The 1st unit research project is conducted to know how to get land monitoring in-
formation. The project includes development of technology for airborne monitoring, 
CCTV monitoring, Ubiquitous Sensor Network (USN)-based monitoring, and vehicle 
monitoring. One of the main issues in the project is USN. USN consists of spatially 
distributed autonomous devices for sensing physical or environmental conditions, and 
these devices are collectively connected through a wireless communication network 
in order to support real-time measurements. Real-time and periodical geospatial in-
formation would be obtained by using the USN.  

Data processing and applying of land monitoring is carried out in the 2nd unit re-
search project. Using land monitoring technology developed in the 1st unit research 
project, this project seeks practical applications such as integrated data processing, 
monitoring system for North Korea, monitoring system for rivers, and technology 
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identifying land change by airborne image. Likewise, portal systems for land monitor-
ing information are also developed for the public. 

This project for land monitoring will contribute to take the lead in airborne moni-
toring by preparing for Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS), and 
satisfy government agencies to efficiently monitor by means of developing a real-time 
and nationwide monitoring system. In addition, integration of conventional and 
emerging technology for land monitoring is expected to make it possible to accom-
plish the safe and comfortable society, with the support of application areas such as 
natural disaster monitoring and mitigation as well as natural resource/environment 
monitoring. 

3.2.3   The Third Core Research Project: Intelligent Urban Facility 
Management 

Development of intelligent urban facility management requires prevention and prompt 
action against accidents of urban facilities such as water and sewer systems, electric-
ity and gas lines, traffic signal and utility poles, communication cables, regional heat-
ing facilities, and many others. This core research project also has two unit research 
projects.  

The 1st unit research project is conducted to develop USN-based monitoring sys-
tems for urban facility management. Underground and ground facilities should be 
managed differently because each requires different monitoring technology and, par-
ticularly, because failure of underground facilities is often associated with urban 
emergencies. Projects for underground facilities try to develop Underground Facility 
Sensor Network (UFSN) and advanced monitoring and management systems. For 
ground facilities, USN-based technology and related monitoring and management 
systems are developed. Real-time monitoring and efficient lifecycle management for 
urban facilities would be feasible by means of abovementioned developments. 

Urban facility management also requires an integrated and centralized platform to 
support the decision making process in an effective and efficient manner. In the 2nd 
unit research project, centralized urban facility management platform is developed 
with related sub-projects; (1) research and development of UFID for urban space; (2) 
awareness-based facility management system; (3) SOA/GRID-based simulation. 
Eventually, this project enables future urban cities to obtain any information and ser-
vice whenever and wherever they are needed. Fig. 3.5 shows the configuration of the 
third core research project. 

3.2.4   The Fourth Core Research Project: Indoor/Outdoor Spatial 
Information based on Construction Design 

Based on construction design, the fourth core research project aims at developments 
of digital maps and related technologies for indoor/outdoor spatial information. CAD 
and GIS integration would be beneficial for building next-generation geospatial in-
formation because GIS data can be updated with the construction of CAD data having 
richer spatial contents. In this sense, the 1st unit research project seeks the renewal 
system of geospatial DB based on construction design. The project that utilizes 
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construction design develops GIS DB renewal system and indoor/outdoor location-
awareness technology. These developments enable efficient renewal of building in-
formation by digital map and highly organized resource and labor management on the 
construction site using their location information.  
In the 2nd unit research project, acquisition and application of indoor spatial DB, the 
current GPS technology for outdoor spatial information is utilized for the construction 
of indoor spatial information that includes DB, data management systems, sever sys-
tems, and many others. The results of this project can reduce the renewal cost of geo-
spatial information, achieve up-to-date information, and make optimized construction 
management as well as enhanced construction workers’ safety. Fig. 3.6 shows the 
configuration of the fourth core research project. 

Fig. 3.5. Configuration of the Third Core Research Project 
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Fig. 3.6. Configuration of the Fourth Core Research Project 

3.2.5   The Fifth Core Research Project: Ubiquitous GIS Core SW 
Technology 

Ubiquitous Geographic Information System (u-GIS) is a part of the major ubiquitous 
computing technology trend. Not only are the ubiquitous computing infrastructures 
required, but also advanced positioning and mapping technology are required to real-
ize u-GIS. The research of the fifth core project, ubiquitous GIS core software tech-
nology, is divided into two unit research projects; (1) processing and management of 
u-GIS geospatial information and (2) customized land information. The 1st unit re-
search project develops storage and management systems for u-GIS spatial data, 
GeoSensor data, and mobile u-GIS data. In addition, research study for convergence 
and analysis of u-GIS data is also conducted in this project. Main sub-projects of the 
2nd unit research project include developments of platform, mobile application tech-
nology, and visualization technology for customized land information. Particularly, 
for the visualization technology, augmented reality, which displays real space and vir-
tual space together, is developed to support the efficient decision making process. 
Through this project, existing service systems from the standpoint of providers can be 
changed into customized service systems from the standpoint of end-users. The tech-
nology developed in the fifth core research project would contribute to the maximum 
use of u-GIS data, activate related businesses, and provide customized land informa-
tion with the public through direct participation of end-users. Fig. 3.7 shows the con-
figuration of the fifth core research project. 
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Fig. 3.7. Configuration of the Fourth Core Research Project 

 

3.2.6   Research Coordination Project 

The key objective of the research coordination project is to efficiently control and 
support five core projects. The project consists of three unit research projects; (1) 
construction of test-bed; (2) service modeling and standardization; (3) R&D portfolio 
and business modeling. Fig. 3.8 shows the configuration of the research coordination 
project. 

Results of five core research projects will be operated and tested on a test-bed se-
lected in the 1st unit research project. It is very important to operate the test-bed for 
verification of their applicability before commercializing and using the results. After 
finishing KLSP, the test-bed will be operated and maintained by the integrated opera-
tion center, and it will be used for testing future GIS technology, which can be applied 
to various fields. 

The 2nd unit research project develops service models for the results of the core pro-
jects and supports to establish standardization. The integrated service model devel-
oped by connection analysis among results will be a basis for building business mod-
els and business plans. For supporting standardization, it is recommended to follow 
international standardization in developing technology of core research projects. The 
new technology of KLSP will be used as a leading technology through international 
standardization organization. 

The 3rd unit research project includes R&D portfolio and business modeling. The 
R&D portfolio is conducted for efficient project management to enable organic inte-
gration of results, prevent research overlap, and increase feasibility of KLSP. In 
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business modeling, overall commercial roadmap is established in the first place, and 
individual business models are developed to make a profit. 

Fig. 3.8. Configuration of Research Coordination Project 

 

3.3   Vision of KLSP 

As shown in Fig. 3.9, KLSP seeks future land information not only for public sector 
but also for private sector by means of well-established IT infrastructure, support of 
the government, and advanced base technology. Technology developed in KLSP 
would be the fountainhead technology of u-City projects, u-Eco projects, and other 
projects in Korea, and they would build the nation’s competitiveness in the world 
market. Particularly, it is expected to achieve the Korean GIS market of $1.5 billion 
($300 million, 2008) and the 5th place in the rank of the World’s GIS technology (10th 
place, 2008) in 2011, after KLSP is carried out successfully. 

3.4   Summary 

The Korean government, in recognizing the importance of geospatial information 
technology to the future ubiquitous society, assigned an R&D grant of over $130 mil-
lion to the Korean Land Spatialization Program, which is composed of 5 core research 
projects and one research coordination project. Dr. Byung-Guk Kim of Inha Univer-
sity was appointed as center director of the program in a proposal competition in 
2006. The world’s largest research program for geospatial information technology, 
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KLSP, aims at technological developments for the realization of “Ubiquitous Infra-
structures for Digital Korea.” Particularly, this program targets practical implementa-
tion of the results of projects and commercialization in the market. KLSP will be an 
important milestone in the Korean GIS field and will provide the nation’s growth en-
gine for the next thirty years. In order to achieve the missions, authors put great em-
phasis on international collaboration and hope that this paper would be helpful to in-
troduce KLSP to the world. 

Fig. 3.9. Vision of KLSP 
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Chapter 4 
Construction Operators for Modelling 3D Objects  
and Dual Navigation Structures 

Pawel Boguslawski and Christopher Gold   

Abstract. This work presents new operators for construction of 3D cell com-
plexes. Each cell in a complex is represented with the Augmented Quad-Edge 
(AQE) data structure. Cells are linked together by the dual structure and form a 
mesh. This structure stores information about the geometry and topology of a 
modelled object. Navigation in the mesh is possible using standard AQE opera-
tors. A new set of atomic operators was developed to simultaneously construct 
the Primal and the Dual structures. This allows 3D tetrahedralization as well as 
the construction of different types of objects, such as buildings composed of 
multiple rooms and floors. 

4.1   Introduction 

3D modelling is getting very important in many fields of science and industry. Cur-
rent methods are often insufficient because many do not support complex connected 
3D structures, and it is impossible or very difficult to integrate different models to 
analyze more complex influences. An example is geology where 3D models are es-
sential and very often other, lower dimensional ones are not adequate. Very important 
is spatial connection and the influences between layers - for example between differ-
ent rock formations. Another field is GIS and in particular modelling of buildings. 
Disaster management systems, simulation of terrorist attacks and looking for escape 
routes from buildings and other multi-level structures in urban areas are vital espe-
cially after 9/11. Many emergency management systems use 2D models and do visu-
alization in 3D. Others use 2.5D models to navigate inside buildings [1], but 3D mod-
els are essential to this issue. Results presented by Kwan and Lee [2] shows that 
extending 2D building models to 3D can significantly improve the speed of rescue 
operations. The next improvement that gives better calculations in a model is the 
combination of geometry and logical models [3, 4]. The logical model would be used 
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for computing escape routes and the geometry model for visualization. Lee in his 
work [5] described current 3D methods of modelling with particular reference to 
emergency management. He presents a 3D Navigable Data Model (NDM) to support 
building evacuation. This is a digital geographic database of a transportation system 
that can support emergency guidance operations at a high level. An emergency situa-
tion in a real building was simulated. 

The most essential item in each case is topology - adjacency and connectivity be-
tween objects. In a general topological model a dual navigation graph is derived from 
the geometric one (primal outline graph). For real-time updating we need automatic 
dual graph construction during dynamic (insertion and deletion) primal graph mainte-
nance. New structures which will store both of them simultaneously will improve the 
efficiency of calculations significantly in the above issues. 

4.2   Related works 

3D data models can be classified into: Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), bound-
ary-representations (b-rep), regular decomposition, irregular decomposition and non-
manifold structures [6]. For our research b-reps and irregular decomposition models 
are the most relevant. The well known b-reps are: Half-Edge [7], DCEL [8], Winged-
Edge [9] and Quad-Edge [10]. Irregular decomposition models (e.g. for constructing a 
3D Delaunay tetrahedralization) can be constructed with a Half-Faces [11], G-maps 
[12] and Facet-Edges [13]. The most important for us are the Quad-Edge (QE) and 
(its extension) the Augmented Quad-Edge (AQE) [6] data structures. These structures 
are suitable to construct models and their duals at the same time. We use dual space to 
connect cells in cell complexes and to navigate between them. Navigation and data 
structures are the same in both spaces. Eventually both spaces are connected together 
and we don’t need any additional pointers for this connection. Other data structures 
like Half-Edge or Winged-Edge used widely in CAD systems don’t provide for man-
agement of the duality. The only similar structure which preserves primal and dual 3D 
subdivisions is the Facet-Edge. In a cell complex modelled with this structure com-
mon faces are not stored twice – faces are shared by two cells. This is less memory 
consuming than the AQE structure [6]. However we decided to use AQEs in our pro-
ject as we need to keep common faces separate because of the nature of the modelled 
objects. We believe that our solution is more suitable for real-time simulations and 
computation. 

4.2.1   Quad-Edge 

The Quad-Edge (QE) was introduced by Guibas and Stolfi [10]. Each QE consists of 
3 pointers: R, N and V. 4 QEs connected together in a loop by the R pointer to create 
an edge. They are connected in an anticlockwise (CCW) direction. The next pointer N 
points to the next edge (with the same shared vertex or face). All edges connected by 
this pointer form a loop. This is a CCW connection as well. The pointers R and N are 
directly used in Rot, Sym and Next standard navigation operators. Rot uses R and re-
turns the next quad from a loop of four. Sym calls Rot twice. Next uses N and return 
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the next edge from the loop (Fig. 4.1). The V pointer is used to point to coordinates of 
vertices in the structure. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1. Navigation in a structure with Quad-Edges; q represents origin quad. 

To construct and modify graphs only two operations are needed – MakeEdge to 
create a new primal/dual edge pair, and Splice to connect/disconnect it to/from the 
graph under construction. Tse and Gold showed that Euler Operators could be easily 
developed on the basis of QEs rather than half-edges or winged-edges [14]. 

The QE structure was originally used to describe both the primal and dual graphs 
simultaneously. The particular example was triangulation modelling, showing both 
the primal Delaunay triangulation and the dual Voronoi tessellation. Either graph may 
be navigated by simple pointer-following, using Rot and Next pointers, with “Vertex” 
pointers to primal and dual graph nodes.  

Duality of structures is very important for many purposes. As stated in the previous 
section, many applications demand of 3D models to include geometry and a graph of 
connections between elements at the same time. It may be carried out using the dual. 
Having dual graphs at the same time are also advantageous for 2 and 3 dimensional 
electromagnetic simulation [15].  

4.2.2   Augmented Quad-Edge 

In 3D primal and dual graphs may also be defined: the dual of a face is an edge, the 
dual of an edge is a face, the dual of a node is a volume and the dual of a volume is a 
node. Ledoux and Gold defined an extension of the Quad-Edge - the Augmented 
Quad-Edge (AQE) [6]. In this approach the “Vertex” pointer to a face (usually un-
used) was assigned to the dual edge of that face. This was called “Through” and al-
lowed the navigation between cells, via the dual edge. “Adjacent” is the next operator 
that uses the dual structure. It is a combination of Through and Next operators. It is 
used to reach the adjacent cell (e.g. the next room) in the structure (Fig. 4.2). If we are 
in one room/cell and want to go to the next one we have to find a wall/face between 
those two rooms/cells (this is quad qf in Fig. 4.2) and use the Adjacent operator 
(qf.adjacent). In result we have an adjacent wall/face from the next room/cell. The 
original QE operators were restricted only to a single cell. 
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Fig. 4.2. The AQE structure is suitable structure for modelling 3D objects – e.g. building inte-
riors. The set of operators allow for navigation inside one cell as well as between cells; q

f
 repre-

sents origin quad. [6] 

The target application was the 3D Voronoi/Delaunay structure. The difficulty with 
this model was that the construction operators were complex, in particular the imple-
mentation of the through pointer maintenance. 

4.2.3   GML/ISO19107 

In GIS systems the ISO 19107 standard is used widely. It uses the GML schema to 
describe objects. For example, a simple building composed of rooms consists of a col-
lection of Solid components, each bounded by an ExteriorSurface composed of Sur-
facePatches which have one exteriorRing each. This LinearRing has a sequence of 
coordinate positions, or a sequence of Point components each with a coordinate posi-
tion. There is no navigation mechanism between Solids, or between Surfaces/Patches 
on the same Solid. This must be done by matching coordinates, or Point IDs, for the 
LinearRing defining the SurfacePatch. 

Our data structure has a “Next” pointer permitting navigation within the Exterior-
Surface (“Shell”) of any solid. By using the Next pointer of the dual we may navigate 
between adjacent Solids. Our Solid is a volumetric component distinct from its Shell. 
Our structure handles lower-dimensional components, e.g. partly connected walls or 
edges. Our structure can easily be exported to GML by navigating the graph structure 
and outputting the various components as they are encountered. 

GML currently assumes matching coordinates or Point IDs. To import from GML 
we must make these matches between GML components to reconstruct the adjacency 
structure. Where coordinates are only approximate and matching points have ap-
proximately similar coordinates some tolerances must be used. This is ongoing re-
search. 

4.3   Current work 

The work reported here is the continuation of a larger project. Ledoux and Gold [6] 
saw the need for a data structure for the simultaneous maintenance of both the primal 
and dual spatial subdivisions. Although the dual can always be obtained from the 
primal, there are many applications where it is needed directly: an obvious example is 
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for the navigation from primal cell to primal cell. Especially for disaster management, 
where repeated traversals are needed for real-time shortest-path planning through a 
changing network, such processes are basic. They demonstrated that, with a space-
filling set of primal cells and another space-filling set of dual cells (where each cell is 
a simple 2-manifold shell), it was possible to provide a mechanism for navigation 
throughout. It was based on the observation that the dual-entity of a face in one space 
is an edge in the other. Thus transforming the pointer to a face within a cell in the first 
space into a pointer to the corresponding edge in the second space gave a link be-
tween the two – and hence a way to navigate. This Augmented Quad-Edge was a di-
rect modification of Guibas and Stolfi’s [10] Quad-Edge structure. 

We were already familiar with the Voronoi-Delaunay duality in 3D, and so this 
was our test-bed to validate the principle and develop functional code. It was entirely 
successful and, for example, drawing a single Voronoi cell or a single Delaunay tetra-
hedron was greatly simplified. The algorithms used were the standard incremental in-
sertion and flipping methods of Shewchuk [16] and others. There was a great deal of 
local searching and sewing needed to maintain the primal and dual structures simulta-
neously. An effect of a simple tetrahedralization is shown in the Fig. 4.3. 

 

Fig. 4.3. Tetrahedralization. Gray cell with black edges is a Voronoi cell. This cell enclosed 
one Delaunay point (gray big vertex). Dotted black edges form Delaunay tetrahedral cells. 

However, rooms in buildings, or subsurface catacombs, are not easily made di-
rectly from Voronoi cells – so the point-insertion and flipping algorithms were inap-
propriate. The current work attempts to produce a set of local, and general, construc-
tion operators that allow the maintenance of the dual structure as a by-product of the 
(manual) construction of buildings from floor-plans, stairways, etc. 

This is in principle very similar to the Euler Operators developed for CAD systems 
[7, 17] –, but with the ability to create and link multiple simple shells (as in non-
manifold CAD systems) – and with the simultaneous maintenance of the dual. We are 
still working on the construction of exact equivalents of Euler Operators, but we have 
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developed an alternative approach, based on double-face elements, that can achieve 
the same results. 

In the Quad-Edge structure there are four individual pieces (“Quads”) associated 
with each edge of a simple oriented 2-manifold. These are linked (by pointers in our 
implementation) so that the “first” has a pointer to a vertex, the “third” points to the 
other vertex forming the edge, the “second” (anticlockwise) points to the right-hand 
face and the “fourth” points to the left-hand face. An additional “Next” pointer in 
each Quad points to the next Quad-Edge in anticlockwise order around the associated 
vertex or face. The (2D) dual is represented, and one may navigate directly around 
e.g. Voronoi cells or Delaunay triangles. Frequently the face pointers remain unused, 
unless an explicit face object is desired, e.g. to assign an attribute such as colour. 

We observed above that in 3D each face of a cell is penetrated by a dual edge. In-
deed, it is penetrated by one edge for each of the vertices of the face – each of these is 
surrounded by its own dual shell. Thus if the face pointer is re-assigned to point to a 
dual edge, then this need never be changed. (Inversely, the related face pointer of the 
dual edge points back and also remains unchanged.) Construction is thus simplified if 
these are created together, already linked. However, an edge has two sides, with asso-
ciated faces, and during construction low-level elements need to be linked to form the 
final structure. Initially our atomic elements were complete edges – but this necessi-
tated the updating of the re-assigned face pointers, which is undesirable. 

Our final choice was to create an atomic element from a “half edge” (essentially 
two of our four Quads) together with the linked half-edge in the dual. This reduced 
our construction process to the snapping-together of the appropriate half edges, to 
form complete edges. This atomic element is shown in Fig. 4.4. 

 

 

Fig. 4.4. Half Edges are created in the primal and dual. They are linked permanently. 

Our current construction method starts by building one side of a complete “double 
face” – a “half-face”, then the other, and then joining them to form a “sandwich”. Fig. 
4.5 shows the process to connect half-edges together in primal space, and to make the 
necessary connections in the dual. The result is a half-face based on the building de-
sign. This is repeated for the matching half-face. 
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Fig. 4.5. Construction of a half face in the primal. Half edges are added one by one to the loop. 
Dual is not shown. 

These two are combined to form the completed “double face” by snapping the 
matching half-faces together (Fig. 4.6). The result is a completely defined shell – al-
though of zero volume.  

 

 

Fig. 4.6. Construction of a double face. Half edges in the primal and dual are linked together 
and now they form full edges. 

These “walls” (or “floors”, etc.) are then joined together as desired to give our final 
building structure. As all operations are defined to be reversible, one edge at a time of 
the double-face is un-snapped, the same is done for the receiving face, and then the 
half-faces are snapped back together in the new configuration (Fig. 4.7). This directly 
mimics the construction of a cardboard model using sticky tape! 
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Fig. 4.7. Snapping two faces: a) two separate faces; b) unsnapping edges; c) snapping edges 
into new configuration. 

Visualization of a model is very easy. To get all points, edges or faces of a cell we 
use breadth –first traversal of the graph. All cells are connected by a dual structure 
which is a graph too. 

The process of a construction was first validated using the previous Voronoi-
Delaunay model (see Fig. 4.3). It satisfactorily replaces the complex stitching process 
previously used. It was then used to construct both simple and more complex building 
structures (see Fig. 4.8). Note that the sequence of “manual” operations is relatively 
straightforward. 

 

 

Fig. 4.8. Objects constructed using AQEs and the new construction operators; a) model with 
faces shown; C1-C5 – cells of a model, C0 – outside cell, b) mesh of edges; black – primal and 
grey – dual structure and c) one volume/room selected. 

There are 98 edges used in this model of a building grouped in six cells of one cell 
complex. Five cells C1-C5 form the building and one C0 is its outside. Outside is an 
environment of a building. It can be air, ground etc. We need this outside cell for 
navigation and to have properly built dual graphs. Each edge in the model consists of 
four quads and each edge in the primal has been assigned two half edges in the dual. 
This gives us 784 quads. To obtain the number of pointers we have to multiply the 
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number of quads by three. In total we have 2352 pointers in the model. There are also 
26 vertices (21 in the primal and 5 in the dual).  

You can see that number of elements in this model is too high to show the process 
of construction. We decided to present only a middle part of the building to make this 
example clear (Fig. 4.9). All steps in Table 4.1 are high level operators used to con-
struct a model. The MakeFace operator takes a list of points (Pxx) to create a face. 
The SnapFaces operator takes two quads (Qxxx) from faces to snap them together. 
Finally we have three cells C2, C4 and C0. C0 is outside of the model. 

 

 
Fig. 4.9. Process of construction is presented only for a middle part of a building. 

Table 4.1. Process of the model construction. Only high level operators are shown. 

Cell 2 Cell 4 
MakeFace(P1,P2,P3,P4) – left face 
MakeFace(P1,P4,P5,P6) – back face 
SnapFaces(Q33,Q1) 
MakeFace(P2,P1,P6,P7) – bottom face 
SnapFaces(Q65,Q5) 
SnapFaces(Q65,Q33) 
MakeFace(P3,P2,P7,P8) – front face 
SnapFaces(Q97,Q9) 
SnapFaces(Q97,Q65) 
MakeFace(P4,P3,P8,P5) – top face 
SnapFaces(Q129,Q13) 
SnapFaces(Q129,Q97) 
SnapFaces(Q129,Q41) 
MakeFace(P6,P5,P8,P7) right face 
SnapFaces(Q161,Q45) 
SnapFaces(Q161, Q141) 
SnapFaces(Q161, Q109) 
SnapFaces(Q161, Q77) 

MakeFace(P4,P3,P9) – left face 
SnapFaces(Q193,Q153) 
MakeFace(P3,P8,P10,P9) – front face 
SnapFaces(Q217,Q149) 
SnapFaces(Q217,Q201) 
MakeFace(P8,P5,P10) – right face 
SnapFaces(Q249,Q145) 
SnapFaces(Q249,Q225) 
MakeFace(P5,P4,P9,P10) – back face 
SnapFaces(Q273,Q157) 
SnapFaces(Q273,Q193) 
SnapFaces(Q273,Q229) 
SnapFaces(Q273,Q257) 

 
We do not have to construct bottom face of C4 explicitly. The faces of C4 are be-

ing connected to C2. The top, two-sided face from C2 is shared with C4 and is a bot-
tom face of C4. 

In all cases the dual graph – a necessity for building navigation and real-time es-
cape route planning – is constructed on-the-fly. 

We believe that this construction process is both satisfactory and intuitively clear 
when using the higher-level commands. It is not presented in this paper but each op-
erator has an inverse version or is self-reversible, although no formal proofs have yet 
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been developed. We are exploring the relationship with conventional CAD Euler Op-
erators, and we hope to provide equivalent operations in the near future – with auto-
matic dual construction as the major requirement. Overall, the ready availability of 
the dual graph should provide new insight into spatial relationships – for navigation, 
sound propagation, the solutions of Maxwell’s Equations [15] and many other appli-
cations. 

4.4   Future work 

The next issue we want to undertake is to develop set of Euler operators. This will 
open the door to CAD system development. Many CAD applications implement a 
boundary representation using Winged-Edge and Half-Edge structures [17, 18]. Those 
structures don’t include a dual graph which is essential in emergency management 
systems. We think that it is possible to implement duality in Euler operators for cell 
complexes. It works for single cells. Future work will show if more complex opera-
tions on many connected cells are possible. 

Many GIS 3D applications are based on tetrahedral mesh stored in databases such as 
Oracle [19]. Modern big database engines support 3D geometry storage and opera-
tions. Our approach comes from graph theory rather than database design. Also in 
[19] only tetrahedral shapes are allowed – ours is more general. Our future task is to 
develop methods for saving our graph structures in a database or on disk.  

We can assign unique IDs to points and quads in a structure. Each cell in one space 
encloses exactly one point in dual space. Thus solids can be identified by ID of the 
dual point and its boundary is associated with the dual point. In addition faces have 
dual penetrating edges and thus take the edge ID. 

Currently coordinates of the vertices of adjacent cells in the same cell complex must 
be identical. In many models objects permeate each other due to data errors. We 
would like to include mechanisms in the future that can manage this issue. 

4.5   Applications 

To prove the correctness of our algorithms we developed a simple application. We 
used Delphi to write it and an in-house graphics engine based on OpenGL for visuali-

4.4.1   Euler operators  

4.4.2   Storage  

4.4.3   Overlapping  
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zation. This engine was written for previous projects. To be sure that the presented 
methods are suitable for modelling building interiors we reconstructed the simple pro-
ject (Fig. 4.10a) originally presented in [5]. 

Fig. 4.10. Example structure representing a 3D model of a building interior. S1, S7 – staircase, 
S2-S5, S8-S11 rooms, S6, S12 - corridor; a) spatial schema – original version [5], b) volumetric 
model of rooms, c) complete graph of connections between rooms, d) graph of connections be-
tween rooms – only passages. 

In our approach the geometry of the building is in the primal (Fig. 4.10b) and to-
pology in the dual space - connection graph (Fig. 4.10c). Each point S1-S12 in this 
graph represents a separate room, corridor or stair cage. Connection between these 
objects is represented by edges. Edges have weights as attributes. The decision if 
there is a passage or not depends on this weight. A strong connection means that there 
is a passage like door, window, etc. A weak connection means no passage, but the 
possibility to go to the next room still exists. This model predicts such situations as 
making holes in walls and the creation of new passages. When weak connections are 
removed from the graph, we have the same logical network as in case of [5] (Fig. 
4.10d). The only difference between the models is that we connected the staircase into 
one room (originally the stair case was divided into two levels). 

4.6   Conclusions 

The presented 3D structure and construction operators create a solid base for 3D 
models where both geometry and topology are essential. It seems to be valid for 
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Real-time systems for emergency response are very important nowadays. They can 
save many human lives and a lot of money in hazardous situations. The lack of a good 
3D model has been a problem. Perhaps our structures and methods will be useful in 
real-time applications in the future and they will improve existing solutions. 
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Chapter 5 
A Multilayered Space-Event Model for Navigation in 
Indoor Spaces 

Thomas Becker, Claus Nagel and Thomas H. Kolbe  

Abstract. In this paper a new conceptual framework for indoor navigation is 
proposed. While route planning requires models which reflect the internal struc-
ture of a building, localization techniques require complementary models re-
flecting the characteristics of sensors and transmitters. Since the partitioning of 
building space differs in both cases, a conceptual separation of different space 
models into a multilayer representation is proposed. Concrete space models for 
topographic space and sensor space are introduced. Both are systematically 
subdivided into primal and dual space on the one hand and (Euclidean) geome-
try and topology on the other hand. While topographic space describes 3D 
models of buildings and their semantically subdivisions into storey’s and 
rooms, sensor space describes the positions and ranges of transmitters and sen-
sors like Wi-Fi access points or RFID sensors. It is shown how the connection 
of the different layers of the space models describe a joint state of a moving 
subject or object and reduces uncertainty about its current position.  

5.1   Introduction 

Over the last decade, personal navigation systems (PNS) became an established tool 
for route planning and guidance of individual traffic using cars and other vehicles. 
From the technical aspect this was made possible mainly due to the availability of 
global localization techniques like GPS on the one side and the acquisition and provi-
sion of the road network for large parts of the world on the other side.  

Pedestrian navigation systems are not as successful as car navigation systems yet. 
The crucial point is that pedestrians can freely move inside and outside of buildings, 
but satellite localization still only works outdoor and information about navigation 
space is only available for the outdoor environment so far. However, indoor naviga-
tion would be helpful for finding locations like shops, police, rest rooms, or (check-in) 
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counters inside of airports, shopping malls, or public buildings. In an emergency re-
sponse situation indoor navigation could provide escape routes from buildings and 
fastest routes for rescue personnel to a disaster area [7]. 

In general, navigation comprises 1) the determination of the location of a subject or 
object, 2) the determination of the best path (often the fastest, the shortest, or the 
cheapest) from a start to an end location, and 3) guidance along the path which in-
cludes monitoring of the difference between the current position and the path and en-
forcement of appropriate actions to minimize the difference. Thus, in order to facili-
tate indoor navigation the problem of data availability on the indoor navigable space 
has to be solved and appropriate localization techniques and methods need to be de-
veloped.  

In the past, different models for structuring indoor space and localization methods 
have been proposed. As we will discuss in sections 5.2 and 5.3, in most cases space is 
partitioned due to route planning and addressing criteria on the one hand and localiza-
tion technology and sensor characteristics on the other hand. Often they are mixed 
within one model, which has the disadvantage that changes to the building structure 
or sensor configurations may affect the entire model. For example, changes to room 
topology (e.g., a door will be closed permanently or a new door will be installed 
within a wall) does not necessarily have an impact on the localization infrastructure 
like Wi-Fi access points or RFID sensors and vice-versa. 

In section 5.4 we present a new framework in which different concepts of space are 
combined to a multilayer space-event model. One concrete concept of space deals 
with the 3D topographical representation of buildings and another with the 3D repre-
sentation of sensor and transmitter placements and ranges. While the first will facili-
tate route planning, the second will facilitate localization; both together then facilitate 
navigation. Each space concept is separated into primal and dual space on the one side 
and geometry representation and topology on the other side. The different space con-
cepts are then linked by an n-partite graph where nodes represent spaces and the states 
of a guided subject or object at the same time. Edges represent events like leaving or 
entering a room (in topographic space) or change of signal strength within the range 
of a transmitter (in sensor space). The actual position is given by the so-called joint 
state, which helps to reduce uncertainty about the true absolute position in real space. 

Finally, in section 5.5 we draw some conclusions and point to future work. 

5.2   Related work 

Substantial work has already been done in the area of indoor navigation. In the fol-
lowing, we give a brief overview of current developments on specific systems and 
underlying information structures needed in order to support location services and 
route planning in indoor environments.  

The OntoNav system [3] describes a semantic indoor navigation system. It pro-
poses an indoor navigation ontology which provides semantic descriptions of the con-
stituent elements of navigation paths such as obstacles, exits, and passages. Further-
more, specific user capabilities/limitations are modeled allowing for a user-centric 
navigation paradigm and the application of reasoning functionality.  

In the field of mobile robot navigation, Kulyukin et al. [4] present an indoor navi-
gation system for assisting the visually impaired. The system is designed as a tool to 
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help visually impaired customers navigate a typical grocery store using a robot shop-
ping cart. For localization, the system relies on RFID tags deployed at various loca-
tions in the store.  

In order to simplify complex spatial relationships between 3D objects in built envi-
ronment, Lee [6] introduces a topological data model, the Node-Relation-Structure 
(NRS). The NRS is a dual graph representing the connectivity relationships between 
3D entities by Poincaré Duality. In the context of emergency response, Lee et al. [7] 
show the use of this simplified NRS representation of the indoor environment for 
routing purposes.  

Within the REWERSE project, Lorenz et al. [2] provide an approach for the auto-
mated partitioning of the building interior not only into rooms, but also into smaller 
parts, so called cells. The internal structure of the building is hence represented as a 
hierarchical graph enabling localization and route planning on different levels of de-
tail. The partitioning is based on the automatic cell-and-portal decomposition of po-
lygonal scenes proposed by Lefebvre and Hornus [5].  

Liao et al. [13] propose an approach to track moving objects and their identity in 
indoor environments. Based on a Voronoi graph providing a natural discretization of 
the environment, the locations of people are estimated using noisy, sparse information 
collected by id-sensors such as infrared and ultrasound badge systems.  

Kolodziej [9] provides a comprehensive overview and discussion of existing tech-
nologies and systems in the context of indoor navigation. Various approaches and al-
gorithms for indoor localization using different kinds of sensor systems are described, 
which form the basis for Location Based Services (LBS). 

5.3   Detailed analysis of previous approaches 

In this section, some of the approaches mentioned in section 5.2 are revisited and ana-
lyzed in more detail with focus on their geometric and topological representation of 
indoor space. It is assumed, that for the realization of localization and navigation sys-
tems the built environment such as a building is represented geometrically in Euclid-
ean space, particularly in IR3. Therefore, a building can be described using geometric 
and topological representations defined in ISO 19107 [1]. 

5.3.1   The Node-Relation-Structure (NRS) 

The Node-Relation-Structure (NRS) proposed by Lee [6, 7] is a data model which al-
lows for a simplified representation of the complex topological relationships between 
3D spatial objects in indoor environments, such as rooms within a building. These re-
lationships, i.e., adjacency and connectivity relations, are directly derived from 3D 
geometry and topology of the interior entities. They are transformed into a dual graph 
structure in topology space using the Poincaré Duality. The dual graph enables the ef-
ficient implementation of complex computational problems within indoor navigation 
and routing systems.  
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5.3.2   Poincaré Duality 

The NRS utilizes the Poincaré Duality in order to simplify the complex spatial rela-
tionships between 3D objects by a combinatorial topological network model. Solid 
3D objects in primal space, e.g., rooms within a building, are mapped to vertices (0D) 
in dual space. The common 2D face shared by two solid objects is transformed into an 
edge (1D) linking two vertices in dual space. Thus, edges of the dual graph represent 
adjacency and connectivity relationships which may correspond to doors, windows, or 
hatches between rooms in primal space. Fig. 5.1 illustrates this duality transformation. 
A formal definition of the Poincaré Duality is given by Munkres [8]. 

 
Primal Space Dual Spacefrom to

3 dim.

3 dim.

0 dim.

2 dim.1 dim.

0 dim.

1 dim.2 dim.

 

Fig. 5.1. Principles of Poincaré duality as shown by Lee [6]; for further information on the 
mathematical definition of Poincaré duality, see [8]. 

Since the resulting combinatorial model only represents topological relations, it 
does not contain metric information. However, metric information is needed in order 
to implement 3D spatial queries in the NRS such as shortest path operations. For this 
purpose, a complementary geometric network model is derived in Euclidean space by 
applying mathematical skeletonization algorithms and centroid calculations to the 3D 
spatial objects. By relating both graph representations, a geometric-topological net-
work model can be established applicable to complex 3D spatial queries.  

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the approach of Lee in a way that allows for the distinct separa-
tion of primal space from dual space on the one hand, and geometry and topology on 
the other hand. This structure forms the basis for the framework proposed in the next 
section. The NRS data model supports the implementation of indoor navigation sys-
tems, e.g., in the context of emergency response, since the complete indoor environ-
ment of a building is described by a graph with an embedding in IR3. This graph 
represents topological adjacency and connectivity relationships between spatial ob-
jects as well as metric information. Accordingly, methods for indoor routing can be 
efficiently applied.  

Generally, the dual representation of the indoor environment can be understood as a 
room-to-room connectivity graph. However, indoor navigation approaches like those 
proposed by OntoNav [3] and Lorenz [2, 17] rely on a further spatial decomposition 
of rooms according to the modus of navigation, e.g., to represent navigable and 
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non-navigable areas with respect to the capabilities and limitations of moving per-
sons. Moreover, the partitioning of indoor space into smaller units may also be in-
duced by limited propagation areas of sensor-based positioning systems, e.g., systems 
based on RFID tags, which do not cover the spatial extent of an entire room. 
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Fig. 5.2. Graphical summary of Lee’s approach. 

5.3.3   The need for the decomposition of rooms into smaller units 

In semantic 3D building models, the free space within buildings is modeled by non-
overlapping room objects (see [10, 11]). Whereas this representation of indoor envi-
ronment is suitable for the derivation of a room-to-room connectivity graph, Lorenz 
[2] and Lefebvre [5] propose a more differentiated decomposition of the semantic 
room entities. The room itself is geometrically fragmented into so-called cells, which 
again represent non-overlapping parts of the room. Based on the topological relation-
ships of the resulting cells, a cell-to-cell connectivity graph can be derived by apply-
ing the duality transformation proposed by Lee [7].  

The importance of a fine-grained subdivision of space and its dual cell-to-cell rep-
resentation is exemplified within a fire escape scenario illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The fig-
ure shows several rooms connected by doors to a corridor. Whereas in Fig. 5.3a) no 
further partitioning is applied to the topographic room objects, the corridor in Fig 
5.3b) is subdivided into disjoint cells representing partially accessible passages of the 
corridor with respect to adjacent doors. The corresponding dual graph representations 
are also shown in Fig. 5.3. The task within this fire scenario is to find an evacuation 
route from the upper left room to the staircase. As a constraint for the modus of navi-
gation, rooms affected by fire, i.e., the left part of the corridor, are marked as non-
navigable. 
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a) connectivity graph for rooms b) connectivity graph 
for part of a room

elevator staircase elevator staircase

 

Fig. 5.3. The effect of spatial decomposition of rooms along escape routes. 

Based on the room-to-room connectivity graph, this task cannot be performed since 
the corridor is only represented by a single vertex in the dual graph and is completely 
marked as non-navigable. However, the semantic decomposition of the corridor into 
single cells allows for its dual representation by several vertices. Since only two cells 
are affected by fire and thus marked as non-navigable, a valid escape route can be 
computed based on the cell-to-cell connectivity graph (denoted using black arrows in 
Fig. 5.3b).  

Smaller partitions of topographic space and the corresponding semantic decomposi-
tion of room objects provide the necessary means for a more precise indoor route 
planning. Although the approach of Lee [7] introduces a multi-scale representation of 
spatial objects within the geometric network model, this representation is the result of 
skeletonization processes of 3D spatial objects in Euclidean space (see Fig. 5.2), and 
thus does not follow semantic decompositions as proposed by Lorenz et al. [2, 17]. As 
shown in the previous example, these decompositions of room space allow for a more 
detailed planning of escape routes.  

Furthermore, the single partitions can be individually addressed by sensor-based 
positioning and tracking systems to provide a more accurate location of moving sub-
jects or objects. Lorenz et al. [2] describe such a system by integrating a Wi-Fi sensor 
model using so-called fingerprints. Fingerprints represent measurements of the signal 
strength of Wi-Fi transmitters at discrete locations within a room (see Fig. 5.4). The 
cell decomposition of the room is performed based on different fingerprint measure-
ments which are modeled as attributes of room cells. This approach allows for local-
ization within rooms. However, the illustrated modeling approach also faces substan-
tial disadvantages. Since the partitioning of topographic Euclidean space follows the 
characteristics of sensor space, there is no separation of the different space concepts 
any more. Instead of a spatial partitioning of topographic space according to geomet-
rical, semantic or rule-based aspects, the decomposition is decisively influenced by 
the sensor model, e.g., by the received signal strength of the transmitter or signal 
source. 

Accordingly, both space representations cannot be modeled individually. Changes 
to building topology or sensor configuration would both affect the entire structure. 
Furthermore, the integration of another kind of sensors or transmitters, e.g., RFID tags 
within a Wi-Fi based system, induces further modeling complexities, since the same 
room cell in topographic space could be covered by various overlapping sensor propa-
gation areas, e.g., based on Wi-Fi signal strength and RFID signal strength.  
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Fig. 5.4. Signal propagation area of a Wi-Fi transmitter including discrete areas of different 
signal strength and measurement points. 

5.4   The proposed model 

Due to limitations of existing modeling approaches discussed in the previous sections, 
we propose a novel framework for a multilayer space-event representation. A crucial 
aspect of this framework is the clear separation of different space models, e.g., topog-
raphic space and sensor space.  
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Fig. 5.5. Multilayer combination of alternative space concepts. 

This approach allows for the decomposition of a specific space into smaller units 
according to respective semantics, without influencing other space representations.. 
Furthermore, we show how to connect the layers, i.e., space models, in a well-defined 
way and to derive a valid and unique joint state embracing all linked layers at a given 
point in time. Based on joint states, e.g., between topographic space and sensor space, 
the proposed multilayer modeling approach can be utilized to enable localization and 
route planning strategies. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the proposed modeling framework. 

Within the framework, alternative space models are represented as separate layers. 
In Fig. 5.5, the layer to the front exemplarily represents topographic space, whereas 
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the sensor space is depicted by the layer in the back. Each layer can further be divided 
into four segments (indicated by black cutting planes). The vertical division corre-
sponds to space representations within Euclidean space respective topology space on 
the one hand. The horizontal partitioning indicates primal and dual space on the other 
hand. Consequently, each space model is given by four distinct space representations. 

The separation of layers results from different space models with different parti-
tioning schemas. For example, in topographic space geo-objects such as buildings 
may be represented using semantic 3D building models (see [10, 12]). Further seman-
tic decompositions into, e.g., rooms, walls, doors, etc. can be applied within these 
model. However, the notion of sensor space substantially differs from topographic 
space. The sensor space is rather decomposed according to signal characteristics such 
as propagation and signal coverage areas. Besides topographic and sensor space, fur-
ther alternative concepts of space can be incorporated into the framework by adding 
additional layers. The number of layers is unbounded. For example, in the area of phi-
losophy different definitions for space (e.g., movement space, activity space, visual 
space etc.) can be encountered which can also be used to describe a built environ-
ment. However, the notion of space and its semantic decomposition again differs from 
topographic or sensor space. Since each layer provides a valid and consistent repre-
sentation of space, the common framework itself is to be seen as a valid multi-layered 
space representation, which can be used as a whole to describe, for example, the in-
door environment of buildings. 

For each layer, topological relationships such as connectivity and adjacency rela-
tions between 3D spatial objects are represented within topology space (i.e., the right 
side of Fig. 5.5). In primal space, topology is induced by the corresponding 3D ge-
ometry in Euclidean space. By applying a duality transformation based on Poincaré 
duality, the 3D cells in primal topology space are mapped to nodes (0D) in dual space. 
The topological adjacency relationships between 3D cells are transformed to edges 
(1D) linking pairs of nodes in dual space. The resulting dual graph represents a Node-
Relation-Structure as proposed by Lee [7]. Furthermore, the dual graph can also be 
seen as a state transition diagram. The active state is represented by a node within the 
dual graph and denotes the spatial area the guided subject or object is currently in. 
Once the subject or object moves into a topologically connected area, another node 
within the dual graph and thus a new active state is reached. The edge connecting 
both nodes represents the event of this state transition. Therefore, events are related to 
the movement of subjects or objects through the explicit topological representation of 
space. Accordingly, our modeling approach is a space-event model. Under the as-
sumption that the space is subdivided into disjoint areas, exactly one node within the 
NRS respectively the state transition diagram can be active. 

5.4.1   Topographic Space / Layer 

The topographic layer is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. For indoor navigation, the topographic 
space represents the interior environment of buildings and its semantic decomposition 
into building elements like rooms and doors in order to enable route planning. Seman-
tic building models for the representation of topographic 3D objects nowadays be-
come increasingly available in the context of Building Information Modeling (BIM), 
such as the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [12] and in the field of 3D city model-
ing. The City Geography Markup Language (CityGML) [10, 11] defines a geospatial 
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information model for the representation of 3D topographic urban objects including 
buildings.  

According to the general space concept of layers, the topographic space can be de-
scribed by four distinct representations. The upper left element of Fig. 5.6 illustrates 
the non-overlapping 3D geometry representation of built environment in Euclidean 
space. This geometry information can be directly derived from IFC and CityGML 
building models. The upper right element represents the induced natural topology of 
the 3D spatial objects according to ISO 19107. Since disjoint partitioning of Euclid-
ean space is assumed, the relation between both upper elements can be expressed with 
the “Realization” association between geometric and topological objects defined by 
ISO 19107. Accordingly, associated objects in either space must share a common di-
mension and are related by 1:1. 
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Fig. 5.6. The topographic space. 

Whereas the upper part of Fig. 5.6 represents the primal Euclidean respectively to-
pology space, their dual representations are depicted by both lower elements. For the 
lower right part, topology is represented as dual graph based on the NRS model and is 
derived from topology in primal space by Poincaré duality transformation. As men-
tioned in section 5.3, the NRS does not contain metric information which is, however, 
necessary in terms of spatial 3D queries such as shortest path calculation. In order to 
integrate metrics, one possible solution could be the usage of the methods “repre-
sentativePoint()” and “centroid()” defined for GM_Objects in ISO 19107. For 3D sol-
ids, these methods return a point geometry representing the centroid of the volumetric 
object. This point representation could be stored attributively within the NRS. Since 
nodes of the NRS are directly related to TP_Solids in primal topology space, which, 
in turn, are directly related to GM_Solids in primal Euclidean space (depicted by dot-
ted arrows in Fig. 5.6), this metric information can be uniquely derived. Furthermore, 
weights representing, for example, distances between rooms can be assign to the 
edges of the NRS. These weights could be derived from primal Euclidean space ac-
cordingly. 
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The lower left element of the topographic layer finally represents the Euclidean 
space embedding of the NRS. The dual transformation of Euclidean space results in a 
geometric network model [7]. This dual graph representation is derived by mathe-
matical functions such as skeletonization processes. 
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Fig. 5.7. Example for the partitioning of building interior into rooms and its representation in 
dual space. 

5.4.2   Sensor Space / Layer 

The concept of space-event modeling allows for consistent specification and interpre-
tation of various space concepts. This ensures equivalent interpretations of sensor 
space and topographic space. When arranging sensors within a building (e.g., Wi-Fi), 
transmission ranges may overlap, which requires their decomposition into disjoint re-
gions in order to define unambiguous states. As a state one can define the range or 
different signal strength areas. The event can be understood as an entry into a sensor 
area or as the crossing of a certain threshold value.  

 
Example Wi-Fi transmitter

Void

Example Wi-Fi or RFID without overlapping areas

Void

 

Fig. 8. Example for partitioning into cells and their representation in dual space. 

 
Like in the topographic layer, the accuracy of positioning correlates to the granu-

larity of partitioning. Hence with smaller cells, navigation gains in precision. To de-
scribe areas with no sensor coverage, an additional state called “void” is defined for 
every sensor system. This state is needed when the navigating subject or object leaves 
the range of a sensor without other sensors around, e.g., when leaving the building. 
For sensor systems covering the whole interior building area, the state “void” only 
represents the outside building environment. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the modeling of 
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sensor space in the case of overlapping transmitter/sensor ranges. Fig. 5.9 further 
specifies different geometric and topological representations of sensor space.  

TP_SolidsGM_Solids

ISO 19107

R3 Geometry Topology

Primal
Space

Dual
Space

Dual graphEuclidean space 
embedding of NRS  

Fig. 5.9. Sensor space. 

In IR³, the partitioned sensor areas are represented as GM_Solids (upper left part) and 
their topological representation as TP_Solids (upper right part).  The two representa-
tions are linked by the “Realization” association defined in ISO 19107. The Poincaré 
Duality defines the mapping from the topological representation to a dual graph struc-
ture (lower right part), representing a state transition diagram. To allow for quantita-
tive evaluation of state distances, a metric is needed within the graph structure (like in 
the topographic layer). This metric is defined by explicit linking of nodes and corre-
sponding GM_Solid objects. The distances between GM_Solids are then assigned at-
tributively to the graph edges, resulting in a geometrical network of sensors in IR³ 
(lower left part). The link between GM_Solids and the sensor network (both defined 
in Euclidean space) embodies potential mathematical algorithms for network deriva-
tion, e.g., Delaunay Triangulation, Voronoi Diagram, etc. 

5.4.3   Decomposition of buildings 

As shown in Fig. 5.10, a building can be partitioned within Euclidean space into 
smaller units both on the layer of sensor space and the layer of topographic space. The 
coexistent spaces of a building have their respective correspondence in dual space. 
Hence, a 3D cell in primal space has its own representation as a node in dual space. 
The cellular space (outlined with a dashed rectangle) is given by the set of smallest 
units (cells) of these partitions. The smallest unit of a partition may be a part of a 
room but also a complete room. As indicated in Fig. 5.10, the decomposition can be 
hierarchical. However, only the smallest units (cells) are considered in the following. 
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Fig. 5.10. The decomposition approach of a building. 

5.4.4   Connecting all N space layers by a N-partite graph 

As was illustrated before, the node-relation-structure NRS (bottom right in Fig. 5.5, 
Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.8) within each layer constitutes a graph. The nodes represent the pos-
sible states of a navigating subject or object and correspond to cells with volumetric 
extent in primal space while the edges represent state transitions, i.e., events caused 
by the movement of a subject or object. They correspond to adjacency relations be-
tween the cells in primal space within the same space model (e.g., neighbored rooms 
in topographic space). 

If we assume that each space model is based upon a disjoint partitioning of 
(Euclidean) space, a navigating subject or object can only belong to one cell at a time 
and thus always only one state may be active. Since we have different space layers 
with different partitioning, each layer contains such a state transition graph with ex-
actly one active state. The overall state is then given by the joint state of all space 
models, i.e., all layers. 

However, only certain combinations of states between different layers are valid. 
These combinations are expressed by additional edges between the nodes of different 
layers. These edges are called joint-state edges. The overall structure then constitutes 
an N-partite graph, where all the nodes from all N layers are included but are sepa-
rated into N partitions which are connected by the joint-state edges. Furthermore, the 
graph also contains the state transition (or cell adjacency) edges. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 5.11 which shows an example with three space models / layers. The dashed lines 
represent state transitions / cell adjacencies within the layers and the continuous lines 
joint-state edges between different layers. 
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Fig. 5.11. Example for a tripartite graph containing nodes from three layers. Nodes of different 
layers are connected by joint-state edges. Only one state in each partition can be active and ac-
tive states must be connected to each other by joint-state edges. The dashed edges represent cell 
adjacencies within each layer. 

The joint-state edges can be automatically derived by pair wise intersection of the 
respective geometries between different layers. If the intersection of the interior of a 
cell from one space model (layer) with the interior of a cell from another space model 
is non-empty, a joint-state edge exists between the corresponding nodes of the respec-
tive NRS. In other words, if two cells from different space models do not overlap or 
are contained within each other there will be no valid joint-state in which these nodes 
are active at the same time. 

5.4.4.1   Connections between both layers 

Not only the nodes of the NRS between different layers can be combined, but also 
connections between layers of the other three quadrants (cf. Fig. 5.5) can be useful. 
For example, the connection of the geometries in primal space (see connection of up-
per left parts in Fig. 5.12) would allow for a common 3D visualization within Euclid-
ean space. If geometry is represented according to ISO 19107 in IR³ the spaces are 
represented as GM_Solid objects which can be visualized together in one 3D scene. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.13 where both the building topography and the position 
and range of transmitters and sensors are shown. 

Fig. 5.12. Connection between layers (left); especially for topographic and sensor space (right). 

 
The dashed edges between the different layers in Fig. 5.12 comprise not only the 

possibility of a common visualization, but generally define additional constraints to 
the model. They enforce an identical spatial reference system and the possibility of 
determining the absolute position in 3D space within a building. 
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Example: RFID sensor areas inside a building Example: Wi-Fi transmitter areas inside a building  

Fig. 5.13. Examples for combined visualizations (left: RFID; right: Wi-Fi). 

The NRS of topographic space, marked by the lower circle on the right side of Fig. 
5.12, facilitates route planning within the building. Therefore, it is already useful for 
itself for emergency planners in order to calculate escape routes without the need for 
an additional sensor model. On the other side the NRS of sensor space, marked by the 
upper circle on the right side of Fig. 5.12, can be used in a decoupled way for tracking 
and localization without knowing the actual position in topographic space. The edge 
between the two NRS denotes the joint-state connection combining both graphs to the 
N-partite graph (in this example a bipartite graph) which defines the valid states of the 
entire model. The existence of this joint-state connection not only allows the determi-
nation of relative positions with respect to a sensor, but also the absolute position de-
termination within the sensor and topographic space. The uncertainty about the abso-
lute position in Euclidean space can be restricted to the intersection volume of all 3D 
cell geometries associated with the active nodes in the joint-state. 

In addition, the N-partite graph allows also for assessment of localization infra-
structure and estimation of location uncertainty with a given building decomposition 
in topographic space and a given sensor / transmitter configuration in sensor space. 

5.4.5   Example for Modeling Proposal 

The following example illustrates the representation of a building floor both in topog-
raphic space and sensor space. It demonstrates how geometrical-topological represen-
tations are mapped to dual space and which joint-state edges are established within 
the N-partite graph.  

In Fig. 5.14 a building floor consisting of 6 rooms is shown. The entire floor is 
covered by signals of three Wi-Fi access points. Since the ranges of the access points 
A, B, and C overlap, the range geometries are partitioned accordingly into A, AB, B, 
BC, and C. From the dual space transformation the bipartite graph at the bottom right 
is derived. The joint-state edges are drawn by dashed lines. They indicate for exam-
ple, that node 4 can be jointly active only with node A. The other type of edges marks 
adjacencies (and possible state transitions in each space model). Now, if one moves 
from cell 4 to cell 3 in topographic layer, one must pass the cells 1 and 2 or 6 in this 
layer. In the sensor layer one passes the cells A, AB, B, BC, and C. In Fig. 5.11 a 
joint-state for a given location is highlighted. 
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Fig. 5.14. Simple example for modeling building space by using a bipartite graph. 

Sensor events indicate movement and will lead to respective state transitions. By 
using the joint-state edges the possible locations can then be restricted to those cells in 
topographic space which are connected to the new state in sensor space by an edge. 
The investigation of further properties of and constraints implied by the N-partite 
graph will be the subject of future work. 
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Fig. 5.15. Example for a joint state; for each partition of the bipartite graph only one state is ac-
tive and the active states are connected by a joint-state edge. 

5.5   Conclusion and Outlook 

We have presented a novel concept for the modeling of indoor spaces to be used for 
route planning and localization/tracking within indoor navigation systems. The con-
cept extends previous work from Lee [6, 7] and others [2, 3] to a multilayer represen-
tation of specific decompositions of buildings according to different semantic criteria. 
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As an example the decomposition of 3D building models within topographic space 
and the representation of transmitters and sensors within a distinct sensor space were 
introduced and discussed. The model reflects the duality of space and events by 
means of the Poincaré duality of topological models. Nodes in dual space represent 
possible states of a navigating subject or object. Joint-states between the different 
space models mutually constrain possible locations in either space model. The advan-
tage of the multilayered representation is that space models for different sensors and 
topography can be represented independently from each other and that changes to one 
of the models do not affect the structure of the other models.  

In the future, we intend to further examine the properties of the N-partite graph. 
First, different “void” nodes may be distinguished denoting different disconnected ar-
eas which do not provide sensor coverage but which may only be reached by crossing 
certain sensor / transmitter ranges. Second, it should be investigated how the structure 
can be used to plan sensor / transmitter deployment. By both means uncertainty of lo-
calization can be minimized.  
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Chapter 6 
Towards Defining a Framework for Automatic 
Generation of Buildings in CityGML Using Building 
Information Models 

Umit Isikdag and Sisi Zlatanova  

Abstract. Increased demand for tools that allow merging of Building Informa-
tion Models with GIS models is observed in the last several years. Professionals 
from both domains are looking for solutions to seamlessly integrate such mod-
els for various purposes such as, building and construction analysis, urban 
planning, tourism, cadastre, homeland security, etc. Researchers suggested that 
the best approach for such integration is harmonised semantics, which will al-
low formal mappings between the design (BIM) and real world (GIS) models. 
Although many geometric models have been developed in both domains, the 
number of semantic models is relatively few. Two most prominent semantic 
models in the design and real worlds are currently IFC and CityGML. Several 
studies demonstrate the transfer of information from IFC models into the 
CityGML but the literature is lacking a formal and descriptive framework for 
automatic generation of buildings in CityGML using the IFC models. This pa-
per presents preliminary ideas for defining a semantic mapping, which will al-
low automatic transformations between the two models.  

6.1   Introduction 

Several ways and methods exist to acquire geometrical and semantic information 
from building models and to represent this information within the 3D Data Models. 
Detailed geometric information about buildings can be obtained from digital building 
models (i.e. CAD drawings), by measuring existing buildings using laser scanning 
methods, surveying or photogrammetric techniques. Semantic information can be ac-
quired by, querying various databases where information about a building is stored or 
using the semantic information stored in Building Information Models (BIM). This -
acquired information- can later be transformed into the geospatial environment and 
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stored in form of a geometrical and/or topological geospatial model, in a physical file 
or in a geospatial database. In this paper we concentrate on transformation of informa-
tion from BIM (digital models) to the 3D geospatial models (and specifically to 
CityGML).  

Since many years, the AEC industry is benefiting from Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) systems for creating digital building models. CAD systems are developed with 
the aim of modelling objects for assisting production/construction process. Models 
defined with CAD systems usually exist before the final product (or building), and are 
designed for representing the maximum level of detail in terms of geometry of the 
model. In CAD systems one or a group of building elements can be modelled in two 
or three dimensions, within a complex geometrical representation. The element ge-
ometries can be modelled by using CSG, Sweeping or BRep methods and geometries 
can contain curves, splines and surface patches [22]. Until recent years, most of the 
CAD models created were in two dimensions, were not object oriented and rich in 
semantic information, and spatial relations between the buildings elements were not 
preserved within the models. Storing semantic information was not the focus of CAD 
systems, but with the advent of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) in production 
management and Building Information Modelling (BIM) in the AEC industry this 
situation is now radically changing. Several Building Information Models have been 
reported in the literature, most commonly known ones are CIS/2 [2] and IFC models 
[12], which offer means to define objects with geometry and semantics.   

On the other hand, geospatial information systems are developed to represent ob-
jects that already exist around us. They are defined for representing the objects in a 
simplified but efficient way (specifically in terms of geometry). Geospatial models 
represent large number of objects mostly in 2D/2,5D with more simple geometric rep-
resentations and building geometries are represented by BRep and Sweeping methods. 
In addition the geometries are mostly created with straight lines (i.e. consisting of 
polygons, polyhedrons). Attribute information is an important aspect of geospatial in-
formation models and usually stored in databases. As [24, 29, 1] indicated that CAD 
software supports a broad range of 3D primitives and free-form curves, while these 
primitives and free-form curves are not present in the GIS world. Recently 3D Infor-
mation models were developed for representing the real world objects, i.e. CityGML 
[6, 19] in fact the geometry is still limited to simple representations.  

Many researchers have investigated the differences and the similarities between 
CAD and GIS and suggested approaches for transforming information from one to 
other. As mentioned by [27] the lack of object definitions in the CAD files, different 
scale representations, transformation of the local (CAD) coordinates into a geospatial 
coordinate system, the existence of parametric shapes in CAD files that can not be 
converted into GIS objects, and different levels of detail between CAD models and 
their representation in the geospatial environment appeared as main barriers that pre-
vent CAD-GIS data transformation. [27] draws an attention to the need of integrated 
geometric models and harmonised semantics between two domains in order to tackle 
with the interoperability problems between AEC and geospatial information domains. 
[29] pointed out that developing uniform data types for both CAD and geospatial in-
formation models would eliminate the need for conversion between different formats.  

Several attempts have been made to simplify BIM models and integrate them with 
GIS. For example in a recent effort, [16] demonstrated the transfer of information 
from an industry standard BIM (IFC) to the (ESRI) Shapefiles and Geodatabases. In 
parallel, commercial software for conversion from IFC to CityGML and vice versa is 
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in development [13, 26]. OGC has completed tests on the integration of CityGML and 
IFC models in OWS-4 testbed [21]. However a formal framework for strict (semantic 
and geometry) conversion is not available yet.   

This paper suggests that information from (semantic) design and real-world models 
can automatically be exchanged if a formal framework can be made available. Fol-
lowing the background sections, we present our preliminary ideas for establishing 
framework for transformation of information between IFC and CityGML. Section 6.2 
presents an introduction to Building Information Modelling, the following (third) sec-
tion presents the background on the representation of buildings within 3D geospatial 
models. The 4th section presents an overview on information mapping needs which 
will serve as a basis when establishing the framework for transformation of informa-
tion between IFC and CityGML models. 

6.2   Building Information Modeling  

The fragment nature of the Architecture Engineering Construction (AEC) industry has 
resulted in significant barriers to communication between the various stakeholders, 
which in turn has significantly affected the efficiency and performance of the indus-
try. [20] indicated that, US$15.8B is lost annually in the U.S Capital Facilities Indus-
try due to the lack of interoperability. In recent years, Building Information Modelling 
has become an active research area in order to tackle the problems related to informa-
tion integration and interoperability. Today, Building Information Models (BIMs) are 
promising to be the facilitators of integration, interoperability and collaboration in the 
future of the construction industry. According to [23] a BIM is a computable repre-
sentation of all the physical and functional characteristics of a building and its related 
project/life-cycle information, which is intended to be a repository of information 

tain throughout the life-cycle of a 

6.2.1   Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)  

Today, the current key efforts in the area of BIM are the Industry Foundation Classes 
(IFC) and the CIMSteel Integration Standards 2(CIS/2). The distinctive characteristics 
of the BIMs can be identified as follows: 
 
1. Object Oriented: most of the BIMs are defined in an object-oriented nature. 
2. Data-rich / Comprehensive: BIMs are data rich and comprehensive as they 

cover all physical and functional characteristics of the building. 
3. Three dimensional: BIMs always represent the geometry of the building in 

three dimensions. 
4. Spatially-related: Spatial relationships between building elements are 

maintained in the BIMs in a hierarchical manner. 
5. Rich in semantics: BIMs maintain a high amount of semantic (functional) 

information about the building elements. 

for the building owner/operator to use and main
building.  
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6. Supports view generation: The model views are subsets or snapshots of the 
model that can be generated from the base information model. BIMs 
therefore support view generation. 

 
Today IFC is seen as being the strongest player of the BIM world. IFC is the effort 

of IAI/buildingSMART whose goal is to specify a common language for technology 
to improve the communication, productivity, delivery time, cost, and quality through-
out the design, construction and maintenance life cycle of buildings. Each specifica-
tion (called a ‘class’) is used to describe a range of things that have common charac-
teristics.  These IFC-based objects aim to allow AEC/FM professionals to share a 
project model, while allowing each profession to define its own view of the objects 
contained within the model. In 2005, IFC became an ISO Publicly Available Specifi-
cation (as [17]).  

6.2.2   Model Views 

In order to support several phases and the stakeholders of the construction life-cycle 
several views of the BIM needs to be generated [8]. The BIM model views are gener-
ated by a declaration of a model that is a subset of another model, or by declaration of 
a model that is derivable from a BIM (in this case the view should not be a superset of 
a the BIM).These views can be generated from files or databases by using application 
interfaces and web interfaces. These views can either be transient or persistent de-
pending on the need. 

If the model view is persistent, it will be stored in a physical file or a database, oth-
erwise if it is transient the physical storage of the view is not necessary. The model 
views are updated using EXPRESS-X [8] or XSL [14] languages. The Model Views 
can be used for eliminating semantic differences between the BIM and another do-
main model, and can also help in the model simplification process, i.e. [16] demon-
strated the use of BIM model views while mapping information from the IFC model 
to an application specific view, which is developed to interact with a GIS. 

In IFC model geometries of the building elements are always represented in 3D 
using one of/or combination of CSG, Sweeping and BRep methods. IFC model 
usually represents a building element by multiple geometric representations (i.e. a 
Sweeping Representation and a BRep). The spatial relations between the building 
elements are preserved within the models’ spatial structure. The information about 
the geographic location of the building is stored as an attribute of IfcSite object 
of the model. The main structure of the building is represented within 
IFCSHAREDBUILDINGELEMENTS data model. This data model defines the en-
tities for representing the basic components of the building. Each entity in this data 
model is a subtype of IfcBuildingElement entity. The EXPRESS-G Representation of 
IFCSHAREDBUILDING ELEMENTS data model is shown in Fig.6.1. 
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 Fig. 6.1. EXPRESS-G Representation of IFCSHAREDBUILDING ELEMENTS data model 
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6.3   Buildings within 3D Geospatial Models 

In geospatial model a 3D geospatial object can be defined by its geometric or topo-
logic representation or by using both representations [28, 1]. As explained in [20] 
topologic objects can be mapped into geometric objects.  

6.3.1   3D Geometrical Representations 

[25] summarised six main approaches for representing 3D objects by computers. 
These approaches are primitive instancing, spatial occupancy enumeration, cell de-
composition, constructive solid geometry, sweeping and representing the object using 
boundaries (Boundary Representation, BRep). Two of these geometrical representa-
tions sweeping and BRep are used commonly to represent 3D objects in 2,5D vector 
models. Swept or extruded 3D geometries are created by GIS applications on demand. 
Research in the area demonstrated the use of cell decomposition and 3D spatial occu-
pancy enumeration (voxels), to represent 3D objects and also outlined the need for us-
ing CSG representations.  

In ISO 19107 (Standard for Geographic Information: Spatial Schema, compliant 
with OGC Abstract Specifications Topic 1: Spatial Schema) geometric model, a 
primitive solid object (GM_Solid) is constructed by its boundaries (bounding sur-
faces) thus its 3D representation method is BRep. Other solid types such as Cone, 
Cylinder, and Sphere are defined as sub-classes of Surface Patch (GM_SurfacePatch), 
Parametric Curve Surface (GM_ParametricCurveSurface) and Gridded Surface 
(GM_GriddedSurface) and are interpreted as surfaces. According to [18] a composite 
solid (GM_CompositeSolid) can be is generated by using a set of solids that join in 
pairs on common boundary surfaces to form a single solid. The resulting model will 
also be in the form of a BRep model.  

6.3.2   Buildings within CityGML 

[7] defines CityGML as a common semantic information model for the representation 
of 3D urban objects that can be shared over different applications. The current version 
of CityGML refers to only earth surface objects and above earth surface objects, but 
research and first tests has been reported on incorporating underground objects [10, 
9]. CityGML is designed as an open data model and XML-based format for the stor-
age and exchange of virtual 3D city models. It is implemented as an application 
schema of the Geography Markup Language 3 (GML3). CityGML defines the classes 
and relations for the most relevant topographic objects in cities and regional models 
with respect to their geometrical, topological, semantic and appearance properties. 
CityGML is applicable for large areas and small regions and can represent the terrain 
and 3D objects in different levels of detail simultaneously. In CityGML 5 levels of 
detail (LOD) were defined in order to represent city objects. In terms of representing 
buildings 4 out of 5 LODs are used. As explained by [7] as follows: 

 
1. LOD0 is essentially a two and a half dimensional Digital Terrain Model, 

over which an aerial image or a map may be draped.  
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2. LOD1 is the well-known blocks model comprising prismatic buildings with 
flat roofs.  

3. A building in LOD2 has differentiated roof structures and thematically dif-
ferentiated surfaces.  

4. LOD3 denotes architectural models with detailed wall and roof structures, 
balconies, bays and projections. High-resolution textures can be mapped 
onto these structures.  

5. LOD4 completes a LOD3 model by adding interior structures for 3D ob-
jects. For example, buildings are composed of corridors, rooms, interior 
doors, stairs, and furniture. 

 
In LODs 2-4 of CityGML the building façade is defined in form of Boundary Sur-

faces i.e. WallSurface, Roof Surface, GroundSurface or ClosureSurface. The Buildin-
gInstallation class is used for representing building elements like balconies, chimneys, 
dormers or outer stairs, which affect the outer appearance of a building. In LODs 3-4 
the openings in the BoundarySurfaces can be represented as Doors and Windows. In 
LOD4, the Room class is used to represent the interior of the building. A Room can 
be defined by its Boundary Surfaces i.e., Interior Wall Surface or Floor Surface. The 
movable objects i.e. lamps, table and chairs are represented with Building Furniture 
class. Building Installation class is used to model other immovable building elements 
such as pillars and stairs. 

6.4   The Framework 

The IFC model consists of 4 conceptual layers as Resource, Core, Interoperability and 
Domain. The Interoperability layer defines concepts (or classes) common to two or 
more domain models (i.e. Architecture, Construction management) defined in IFC. As 
explained in [15] it is through the schemata defined at the interoperability layer that, 
multiple domain models can be plugged into the common IFC core. The entities in the 
Interoperability Layer and specifically in the ‘Shared Building Elements’ part of IFC 
specification can form an interesting starting point for the development of the trans-
formation framework between IFC and CityGML models. The ‘Shared Building Ele-
ments’ part of the IFC specification, contains entities that represent the basic compo-
nents of a building such as a beam, column, wall or slab (Fig. 6.1).Each instance of 
these entities corresponds to an element of a building in a BIM. The ‘Representation’ 
attribute of each entity in this set (i.e. IfcColumn, IfcBeam) will refer to an ‘IfcPro-
ductRepresentation’ entity which defines the geometry of that building element. Simi-
larly the orientation and absolute location of a building element can be acquired from 
the ‘IfcObjectPlacement’ entity referred from the ‘ObjectPlacement’ attribute. In 
summary, a building elements’ geometry is referred from a BIM object that contain 
semantic information about that element.   

Transforming information from IFC to CityGML requires a two-step approach: 
transforming semantic information and transforming geometries. Since the objects 
(classes) in these two models are very diverse, the two steps cannot be performed 
separately. An object in one of the models might be mapped to a group of objects (and 
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vice versa), which requires a careful consideration on the order or converting geome-
tries and semantics. 

In order to perform a successful transformation operation;  
 

• A set of rules (a rule base) needs to be clearly defined in the first stage, in 
order to define the semantic mappings between the classes of two models 
for each LOD of CityGML.  

• The second stage will be building up the rules/algorithms for geometric 
model simplification. A BIM model view can facilitate model simplifica-
tion in this stage.  

• The final stage will be defining the information that will be transformed to 
form the attributes of the CityGML objects for each LOD.  

 
The following sections present a general overview of (semantic and geometric) in-

formation transformation from IFC to form CityGML models in different LODs of 
CityGML, mainly concentrating on the transfer of geometric information. 

6.4.1   Transfer of Semantic Information from IFC to _AbstractBuilding 
class 

The information required for populating the attributes of the _AbstractBuilding class 
in CityGML model can be acquired from several different IFC entities. For example 
an object count of the IfcStorey entity will provide the number of stories of the build-
ing, and the IfcBuilding entity will help in determining the number of stories above 
the groud. On the other hand the information for determining the CityGML RoofType, 
can be acquired from IfcRoof entity.The year of construction of the building can be 
acquired from IfcWorkSchedule entity. 

6.4.2   Generation of Buildings in CityGML LOD 1 

In the LOD 1 of the CityGML model, the geometry of a building is represented as a 
prismatic object with a flat top (Fig. 6.2). The geometry of the building can either be 
represented with gml:SolidType as a volumetric object or the exterior surface (façade) 
of the building is represented  with gml:MultiSurfaceType.  In fact, in LOD 1 every 
wall is represented with a single face (flat surface).  

In order to generate a building model in LOD 1, the façade of the building can be 
acquired from the IfcWall entities (representing the façade walls) and IfcSlab entities 
(representing the building roof). In this situation, the façade needs to be simplified us-
ing a BIM model view, in such a way that each wall (and roof slab) will only be rep-
resented with a single face (flat surface). An alternative way of getting a simplified 
geometry is using bounding box representation of the elements.  The extensions to 
building such as balconies also need to be disregarded when constructing the LOD 1 
model. In addition, if there is any curvature in the geometry of walls and roof slab, 
these should also be eliminated.  
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Fig. 6.2. Geometrical Representation of a building in CityGML LOD 1 [7] 

On the other hand, as the model in LOD 1 represents the building in a simple form, 
another approach for generating the building representation would be acquiring the 
footprint of the building from the IfcSlab entity(representing the ground or the top 
floor) and the height of the building from the IfcSlab entity that are referenced from 
the IfcRoof entity (in other words the Roof Slabs). In this case, the BRep model of the 
building can easily be constructed using the coordinates of the building footprint and 
the height of the building. The Terrain Intersection Curve (TIC) can be generated ei-
ther using the building footprint acquired from the IfcSlab entity or using IfcWall enti-
ties that form the building façade. 

6.4.3   Generation of Buildings in CityGML LOD 2 

In LOD 2 of the CityGML model, the outer façade of the building can be represented 
in a greater detail. The biggest differences between the LOD 1 and LOD 2 (in terms 
of geometrical representation) are, i.) the outer walls of the building can be repre-
sented with multiple faces and ii.) the curve geometries of the building façade can be 
represented within the model structure (Fig. 6.3). On the other hand LOD 2 enables 
the representation of outer building installations such as chimneys, balconies, dor-
mers, outer stairs etc. These installations can be represented within the BuildingInstal-
lation class as gml:Geometry (as an aggregate of multiple geometrical types). Starting 
from LOD 2 (in order to represent the semantic differentiation between the build-
ing elements) different parts of the outer façade of the building can be denoted 
within different classes of CityGML. These different classes are aggregated un-
der _BoundarySurface class and can be used to explicitly differentiate Roof Surface, 
Wall Surface, Ground Surface and Closure Surfaces. Each of these surfaces is repre-
sented with gml:MultiSurfaceType. (i.e as an aggregate of multiple surfaces).It should 
be noted here that the openings on the façade are only represented in LOD 3 and LOD 
4, thus the façade representation in LOD 2 will not include the representations of 
openings such as door and windows (but there is no obligation against the representa-
tion of openings as a part of a face, i.e. wall surface, in the façade.).  
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Fig. 6.3. Building façade with curved geometries represented in CityGML LOD 2 [3] 

The façade of the buildings in LOD 2 can be wrapped by raster-based 2D textures 
(Fig. 6.4).  

In CityGML LOD 2, the façade of the building can be represented as a result of an 
IFC model simplification. In order to generate a building model in LOD 2, IfcWall 
and IfcSlab entities need to be used as a primary resource. Entities such as IfcColumn, 
IfcBeam, IfcCurtainWall, can also help in forming the building façade at LOD 2. In 
order to preserve the semantic information about the building elements it can be ad-
vised to map the information from the IFC entities to the classes aggregated under the 
_BoundarySurface class. 

In such a case, the WallSurface objects in the CityGML model will be generated by 
acquiring the outer wall face from the IfcWall enitiy. The geometric structure of the 
IfcWall entity is usually defined in form of a Sweeping and CSG Solid, thus a Sweep-
ing and CSG to BRep conversion will usually be needed before the simplification 
process. After this conversion process, the model simplification will serve for elimi-
nating the sides of the wall that will not be transferred into the CityGML model. If 
there are curtain walls in the building, geometric information from IfcCurtainWall en-
tity can also be mapped to WallSurface class of CityGML. In this mapping process 
the openings in the IfcWall and IfcCurtainWall classes can be omitted, as they can not 
be represented in this LOD, or the surface geometry of the Door and Windows can be  
represented within the Wall Surface class, but in this case semantic information will 
be lost (i.e. a Door/Window will be interpreted as a face of the wall).The curved sur-
faces in the IfcWall can be represented by the WallSurface class, but the BRep model 
will contain more objects to represent the curvature of the wall surface.  

The RoofSurface objects can be generated by simplifying the geometry of IfcSlab 
entities that are referenced from the IfcRoof entity. Similar to the walls, the BRep 
structure of the roof slab first needs to be constructed (by Sweeping to BRep conver-
sion) before the simplification process.  
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Fig. 6.4. CityGML LOD 2 model showing a building façade with raster texture [4] 

The GroundSurface object can be generated either by acquiring the geometric in-
formation from the IfcSlab entity that is used to represent the ground floor of the 
building, or by joining the centrelines of the  façade walls (represented by IfcWall en-
tities) at the ground level, for forming a closed polygon, but some line clipping opera-
tions can be required in this latter approach if the centrelines of the walls cross each 
other at some points. 

Columns and Beams that are visible from the outside of a building can be repre-
sented within BuildingInstallation class (as a gml:Solid or gml:MultiSurface). Geo-
metric information regarding these building elements can be acquired from IfcColumn 
and IfcBeam entities. Similarly the stairs of the building can be represented in a LOD 
2 model, by the BuildingInstallation class. In such a case, the geometry of the stairs 
needs to be acquired from the IfcStair entity. The geometrical representation of build-
ing elements, which are represented without a semantic definition in IFC, can be ob-
tained from IfcBuildingElementProxy entities. 

6.4.4   Generation of Buildings in CityGML LOD 3 

In a LOD 3 CityGML model, the façade of the building can include openings such as 
doors and windows (Fig. 6.5). The openings in the building are represented with Door 
and Window classes which are defined as the sub-classes of the (abstract) class Open-
ing. Each opening is represented with gml:MultiSurface geometry. The Window class 
is used to represent the windows inside and outer façade of the building. Similarly the 
Door class is used for modelling the doors that are between the adjacent -inside- 
spaces and located at the outer façade of the building.  
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Fig. 6.5. Geometrical Representation of a building in CityGML LOD 3 (CityGML Dataset, 
Four Buildings in LOD 3) 

Similarly the door and window classes in the IFC model (IfcDoor and IfcWindow) 
are referred from the (IFC) opening element (IfcOpeningElement) but, in contrast to 
the CityGML object model, in IFC model, neither IfcOpeningElement is an abstract 
class, nor the IfcDoor and IfcWindow are the subclasses of the IfcOpeningElement. 
The IfcOpeningElement is an element that is used the describe the geometry and se-
mantics of an opening which can contain multiple door and windows, thus an IfcO-
peningElement can refer to multiple IfcDoor and IfcWindow elements.   

The doors and windows (in the IFC model) are represented with the help of two 
different relationships. First, the opening is referred from its spatial container (i.e. a 
wall) by 
 

IfcWall IfcRelVoidsElement IfcOpeningElement (1) 

 
relationship (IfcRelVoidsElement is the element that enables the semantic relationship 
between a building element and an opening). As the next step, the door or window is 
referred from the opening by  
 

IfcOpeningElement  IfcRelFillsElement IfcWindow/IfcDoor (2) 

 
relationship (in this case IfcRelFillsElement is used for establishing the semantic rela-
tionship between the opening and the element that fills that opening)  
 
  The Door and Window objects in CityGML can be generated by the information ac-
quired from the IfcDoor and IfcWindow classes. In order to acquire geometric infor-
mation from these IFC classes (i.e IfcWindow) using its related container (i.e. IF-
cWall), the following path of relationships needs to be followed:  
 

IfcWall IfcRelVoidsElement IfcOpeningElement  

IfcRelFillsElement IfcWindow 
(3) 
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The coarse geometric representation of doors and windows in IFC, is very similar 
to the wall/slab representation (i.e. they are represented as Sweeping and CSG mod-
els), but a (finer) geometric representation of these elements is usually presented in 
form of a BRep. If the coarse geometric representation would be used when acquiring 
information from the IFC model, a Sweeping /CSG to BRep conversion will become 
a need. In IFC model, additional semantic information such as the panel type/number 
and the opening direction is also provided for the door and window objects in IfcDoor 
and IfcWindow classes, but CityGML Door and Window classes do not contain any 
specific (non-generic) attributes to store such information. 

6.4.5   Generation of Buildings in CityGML LOD 4 

The LOD 4 of CityGML provides the option to represent the interior structure of a 
building. The main CityGML classes that enable this representation are Room and 
IntBuildingInstallation. The Room is described as the semantic object for modelling 
the free space inside the building. According to CityGML specification the Room 
should be closed topologically (i.e. by using a ClosureSurface when necessary). The 
geometry of the room is generally represented by gml:Solid , but if the topologic cor-
rectness of the boundary can not be guarantied its geometry can also be represented 
by gml:MultiSurface . In order to preserve the semantic information related to a room 
(in a LOD 4 model) different parts of the Room can be represented within the classes 
aggregated under the _BoundarySurface class. These classes can be used to semanti-
cally differentiate the CeilingSurface, InteriorWallSurface, and FloorSurface (Fig. 
6.6). 

In CityGML LOD 4 model, the Room (gml:Solid) objects are topologically con-
nected by surfaces at the doorways. The Rooms are defined as being adjacent if the 
share an Opening or a ClosureSurface. The Rooms can contain, movable objects such 
as furniture which are represented with BuildingFurniture class. A building can also 
contain other installations such as interior stairs, railings and pipes. These are repre-
sented by IntBuildingInstallation class in CityGML LOD 4 model. The geometry of 
both BuildingFurniture and IntBuildingInstallation objects are represented by 
gml:Geometry type. 
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Fig. 6.6. Indoor Representation of a building in CityGML LOD [7] 

The IFC model does not have a specific class for denoting room spaces; in fact, the 
model has a generic class (IfcSpace) for defining the spaces in the building. IfcSpace 
class represents an area or volume bounded actually or theoretically. A space 
(IfcSpace) is generally associated to a building storey (IfcBuildingStorey) or in case of 
exterior spaces to a site (IfcSite). As explained in [14], a space may span over several 
connected spaces, therefore a space group provides for a collection of spaces included 
in a storey. A space can also be decomposed in parts, where each part defines a partial 
space. IfcSpace is represented within multiple geometric representations (usually by a 
combination of Sweeping and CSG and rarely with a BRep). As mentioned earlier, a 
Sweeping/CSG to BRep conversion can also become a need (in this case) to transfer 
information from the IfcSpace entity for generating the Room object in CityGML 
model. Other approach for mapping room geometries can be acquiring information 
from IfcWall and IfcSlab entities that form room boundaries. In this approach the 
FloorSurface and CeilingSurface objects for a Room object at storey N of a building, 
will be generated by the information acquired from IfcSlab entities located in storey N 
and N+1. The IfcSlab entity at storey N will be used for generating the FloorSurface  
and IfcSlab entity at storey N+1 will be used for generating the CeilingSurface. In-
formation acquired from IfcWall entities that are representing the interior walls will 
help in generating the InteriorWallSurface objects of CityGML. On the other hand, 
information acquired from the IfcWall entities that are representing the exterior (fa-
çade) walls of the building can be used to generate both the Wall Surface objects (for 
representing the building façade) and InteriorWallSurface objects (for representing 
the interior walls of the exterior rooms of the building). The interior Door and Win-
dow objects can be generated by the information acquired from IfcDoor and IfcWin-
dow entities by using the approach explained in the previous section.  

Structural elements such as beams and columns and other installations such as 
stairs, ramps and railings are semantically differentiated and represented in separate 
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classes (as IfcBeam, IfcColumn, IfcStair, IfcRailing, IfcRamp) in the IFC model. The 
information acquired from these elements and installations can only be represented as 
IntBuildingInstallation in CityGML LOD 4. A Sweeping/CSG to BRep conversion 
also becomes a need specifically for representing the beams and columns in 
CityGML, as IfcBeam and IfcColumn entities are usually represented as Swept or 
CSG solids.  

Furnitures in the building is represented with IfcFurnishingElement entity, and the 
geometry of the furniture is usually represented by BRep in the IFC model. Informa-
tion acquired from the IfcFurnishingElement can be used for generating the Building-
Furniture in CityGML LOD 4 model. 

6.5   Conclusion 

Information from design and real-world models can automatically be exchanged if a 
formal framework can be made available. Following a background literature review, 
the paper presents a general overview of (semantic and geometric) information trans-
formation from BIM (specifically from IFC models) into CityGML models. The in-
formation provided in the paper can contribute to the efforts towards such a building a 
formal framework. The focus of this work was on transforming the building informa-
tion as buildings are the key elements of the city fabric. On the other hand in terms of 
information modelling, the building elements explicitly described in different LODs 
and the building representation in higher LODs of CityGML, provides the possibility 
for building up rules for semantic matching between BIMs and CityGML.  

Although there are explicit semantic classifications on both models a transforma-
tion needs to tackle problems due to semantic mismatches between the classes in two 
models. For example, an opening on a slab is represented with the IfcOpening entity 
in the IFC model, in contrast the CityGML model does not provide a class for repre-
senting an opening that does not contain a door or window. Similarly, CityGML 
model does not provide a class for representing the storey of a building. On the other 
hand, an entity of the IFC model can correspond to different objects of CityGML also 
due to the semantic mismatches between two models. For example, the CityGML 
model provides two different objects for representing the FloorSurface and Ceiling-
Surface of a room, but these surfaces are represented with a single entity in the IFC 
model (i.e. IfcSlab). 

Another problem in the transformation process might exist due to differences in 
granularity of both models. A BIM (i.e IFC model) is a finer-grained model, in terms 
of representation of building elements, when compared with the CityGML model. 
This difference in levels of granularity can cause problems when exchanging informa-
tion between two models, i.e a Window object in CityGML might correspond to 3 or 4 
different ‘IfcWindow’ entities in the IFC model. In this case 1-to-1 object matching 
will cause the creation of redundant CityGML objects when transforming information 
from IFC to CityGML model, on the other hand if a need for transforming the infor-
mation vice versa appears, the resultant IFC model might become very coarse 
grained, i.e. 3 or 4 windows might be represented with a single IfcWindow entity. 

The overview presented in this paper, only concentrated on unidirectional informa-
tion transformation (i.e. from a BIM to the CityGML models) as the need for such a 
transformation appears more eminent today, in fact bidirectional transformation might 
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also be required to support renovation related tasks where an information model of a 
building usually does not exist. 

The findings of the study indicate that:  
 

• IFC model contains all necessary information for representation of build-
ings in different LODs of CityGML model. 

• It is possible to define rules for transforming geometrical information from 
IFC entities to CityGML objects. 

• It is possible to define rules for facilitating semantic matching between two 
models. 

 
The results of the previous research illuminate that the model views (BIM sub-

models) can play role in the semantic matching process in addition to simplifying the 
model before the geometrical transformation. 

The ongoing research will focus of formally defining the stages of the transforma-
tion framework, constructing the rule base for semantic matching, developing model 
views and algorithms for achieving geometric/semantic model simplification, and 
testing the developed models views and algorithms. The future research will also in-
vestigate the possible benefits and investigate methods of bidirectional transforma-
tion. 
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Chapter 7 
Managed Objects for Infrastructure Data 

Erik Kjems, Lars Bodum and Jan Kolar  

Abstract. Using data objects to describe features in the real world is a new idea 
and several approaches have already been shown to match scientific paradigms 
exceedingly well [1, 2, 3]. Depending on the required level of abstraction, it is 
possible to represent the world more or less closely to reality. In the realm of 
3D Geoinformation research, this realism is often related to the way the spatial 
world is represented. By contrast, the 2D GIS community focuses on attribute 
data that describes additional states or characteristics of a feature. The main fo-
cus in 3D Geoinformation has always been on the representation of spatial ob-
jects, on relations like topology, ontology, and on storing and presenting them 
with more or less detail. The Centre for 3D GeoInformation (3DGI) at Aalborg 
University is currently participating in a project that explores objects that will 
not only contain geometry and associated attributive data but also will contain 
behavioural information. Our goal is to communicate the design and handling 
of these enhanced objects by means of the concept introduced in Java whereby 
objects are created in bytecode and subsequently executed within a Java virtual 
machine. This concept has already been implemented in the GRIFINOR 
(http://www.grifinor.net) platform [4]. This article will present the core ideas of 
relevance to this concept as it relates to current understanding of objects. Our 
work also offers suggestions on how to implemented such algorithms using 
real-life infrastructure data. Furthermore, we elaborate on the possibilities and 
challenges associated with moving from mostly static objects to dynamic ob-
jects in the area of 3D geoinformation. 

7.1   Introduction 

It is not always easy to comprehend the concept of managed objects (MOs) and im-
mediately see new possibilities. This article describes new and related technologies by 
means of examples rather than code, and in terms of possibilities instead of imple-
mentation and resulting constraints. It is important to explore this concept intellectually 
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and reflect on the nature of objects as entities that are so much more than mere 
geometry.  

MOs represent a completely new paradigm for creating and handling objects in 
general. The term “managed objects” is a variation on the more often used term man-
aged code (or bytecode as it is often termed). Managed code originates from Micro-
soft .NET programming, where it refers to a piece of code that cannot run without a 
virtual machine. 

 
 

 

Fig. 7.1. The concept of communication/exchange of MOs. Object database management is 
connected to the Managed Object Model and to core data that is housed in a managed storage 
device (which could be any database). The virtual machine can execute the managed objects 
and the related managed object context. A group of controller objects exists to ensure the state 
of the objects. 

The virtual machine makes the code independent of the hardware, eliminates 
reliance on external data sources and ensures that it is self-contained (see Fig. 
7.1). It is also important to refer to very early work within this area. The first 
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commercial application of this paradigm appeared in the original SmallWorld soft-
ware in the late 1980s [1]. 

Existing systems, either commercial or open source, with traditional relational or 
object-relational data models will never be able to adopt these new objects, because 
they lack the underlying virtual machine that is needed to interpret the content of 
MOs. 

 

 

Fig. 7.2. These four pictures present an overview of GRIFINOR from both a global and a local 
perspective. All objects are Java managed objects. 

The biggest challenge in using MOs for 3D urban and landscape models is to de-
sign a whole new system from scratch. The system must use a virtual machine to han-
dle its objects and to model MOs to achieve a virtual representation of real-world fea-
tures. Such features must be dynamic because they can change shape, texture, position 
or behavior according to time, proximity or random chance. In this article, we focus 
on the challenges in creating and maintaining managed objects in relation to infra-
structure projects. Our examples are chosen from selected cases in the context of a 
new research project called InfraWorld (http://www.infraworld.no). Since managed 
objects can contain so much more than geometry and attributes, it is important to first 
take a closer look at how such objects are created. 

Strictly speaking, enhancing objects that are primarily geometric through the use of 
dynamic behavior is an obvious way of maximizing return on investment in a 3D 
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model system [5]. Traditional maps focus on the esthetic dimensions of an object’s 
structure. They can be visualized through virtual globes like Google Earth and Virtual 
Earth from Microsoft or through a dedicated model-map viewer. They can be used for 
planning purposes or even as a part of more specific tasks like disaster management. 
But the usage of model-maps can be vastly enhanced when the managed objects come 
alive and start interacting with one other, with the user, or even with a completely dif-
ferent computer on another continent. 

Even though many technological obstacles have to be addressed, the biggest chal-
lenge will not be technological but instead will concern implementation at the level of 
individual organizations. At present it is not possible to meet this challenge because 
of a lack of knowledge surrounding the basic technological implications and means of 
creating advanced objects. Therefore, this issue will not be dealt with in this paper. 
However, it remains an important subject for future research. 

The fundamentals of this field have been addressed by other researchers [6, 7, 8, 
9]. Certain elements presented in this paper primarily indicate future development di-
rections and are therefore of a more descriptive nature. For such elements, no detail 
on actual implementation is provided. 

7.2   Managed Objects for Real-World Features 

A rather simple object representing a building will neither change shape nor position 
very frequently but can still take advantage of managed objects. The information con-
nected to a building will change continuously. Think of energy consumption, water 
supply, etc. But depending on the building and its size and function, MOs for build-
ings can connect or evaluate a significant volume of more important information that 
changes over time and is monitored by sensors and cameras. A guard at a construction 
site could benefit from a 3D model of the entire site where each of the buildings is 
visualized with a color code that corresponds to indoor temperature. If the tempera-
ture were within the desired range, the building would be colored green. Seeing the 
whole site at a glance gives an intuitive impression of whether all building air han-
dling systems are operating nominally. Furthermore, color shifts could indicate a de-
veloping problem or the features/instances could be enhanced using clickable areas 
that could act as a user interface to provide additional information and context. Build-
ings in a model-map could change color to illustrate whether shops are open or 
closed. Parking lots could change color as a function of instantaneous occupancy. 
Apartments for sale can be colored according to price. The sign for a subway station 
could change color according to train arrival times, etc.  

A building may not be the most obvious example to demonstrate the major advan-
tages of MOs. Here is another: a traffic light is a very common object in the devel-
oped world. While the geometry of a traffic light is static, the instances of it are not. 
In principle the traffic light shifts between three different instances represented by 
three different colors. They shift according to timers or may even be controlled by lo-
cal volumes of traffic. Implemented in a model, such an icon could be used for traffic 
simulation and traffic control. 

The examples given here suggest that we wish to use a standard static 3D model 
map with simple feature geometry enhancements to represent all meaningful objects. 
Other objects in the city model, whether static or dynamic, would also be beneficial in 
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the final visualization. Showing the position of buses in the road network would be an 
interesting feature. A change of color could give the user an indication of whether the 
service is running late. 

These examples introduce managed objects as a practical concept. The most obvi-
ous use of MOs would be for objects that change over time or for objects that benefit 
from having analytical functions associated with them. Objects that could benefit 
from this type of dynamic behavior are mainly related to infrastructure. Infrastructure 
is a very broad term normally used for topological networks such as roads for traffic, 
power lines for electricity and pipes for water supply. Usually it takes a special solu-
tion to store and handle these spatial infrastructure databases. One of the most suc-
cessful commercial applications has been the SmallWorld GIS. Several facility man-
agement companies around the world have used this product since it was introduced 
in the late 1980s. The SmallWorld application was developed around an object-
oriented database technology similar to the one promoted in this article. Today most 
commercial GIS application suites offer solutions to handle objects either through ob-
ject-relational principles or through APIs.. 

Roads generally have nodes that are perceived as crossroads, pipes have joints and 
power lines have connectors. But even so, it is not always clear when a feature be-
comes an identifiable object that is suitable for a MO. The power sector is part of the 
InfraWorld project and is therefore of great interest for MO research. MOs can be 
managed like all other objects using a hierarchical structure that makes it possible to 
identify larger items as a group of subordinated objects. Only the subordinated fea-
tures of interest are used by the higher-level objects. Should it for some reason be 
necessary to add more subordinated features later on, one would most likely redefine 
the objects and regenerate the model. In a domain like power, every item in the design 
has to be identified clearly. Applying monitoring sensors at critical spots and visualiz-
ing them intuitively in a 3D model can help identifying upcoming power supply prob-
lems in short order. 

The levels of detail that are available in the visualization or that are shown as iden-
tifiable features in the user-interface are controlling the geometrical extent of objects 
that can be generated. This issue is no different for objects handled in traditional 
model-map systems. By applying additional information to these features, a detail-
oriented design can be arrived at. When excessive information is presented in the 
visualization it is likely that the user will not be able to intuitively access the data they 
need. 

Many roads sense traffic directly through physical sensors placed just beneath the 
surface. They monitor the traffic and driving conditions along the road. The sensors 
register each passage and load of a vehicle and sometimes also detect speed. Other 
sensors monitor weather conditions along the road and report them to a control sta-
tion. This kind of information could easily be visualized in a model-map. The greatest 
challenge for the inclusion of roads in the model will be the construction of 3D road 
objects. This is because roads are connected as geometrically challenging identifiable 
entities and therefore are difficult to handle as real objects. 
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Fig. 7.3. The power lines visualized here in 3D would be a perfect example for the use of Man-
aged Objects and will be part of the InfraWorld project. Image courtesy “ViaNova Plan og 
Trafikk”, Norway. 

The point here is not only to create a model for visualization purposes as seen in 
many of the available applications, but also to make a design for the road object that 
complies with the rules for MOs as we have summarized them in this article. Then it 
will be possible to attach information of any kind, like the sensor data already men-
tioned - including traffic signals with information about instantaneous allowable road 
speeds or information about upcoming congestion. In-car navigation systems are 
about to become the first commercial systems to successfully incorporate model-
maps. Navigation companies have succeeded in creating managed objects that can 
model roads. Most countries store data on roads in relational databases where the 
geographic reference is not given by a set of coordinates but by a road-id and distance 
along the road. To complicate the situation further, the distance is never provided with 
an exact distance unit specification but is rather a relative metric that can be used for 
locating features in the real world. This also means that there can be more or less than 
one distance unit between two iterations since roads routinely get redirected, recon-
structed or changed. The database keeps track of these changes, but it is not always 
easy to integrate such information into a model-map. 

7.3   Creating Managed Objects 

First of all, creating managed objects (MOs) for model-maps is far from trivial. Since 
MOs can contain all kinds of information besides geometry, MOs must be understood 
as dynamic in nature and should be handled as such. An object has to be changeable 
even after it is created. Depending on the behavior programmed into the object, it may 
have to periodically demand attention either from the system, from other objects or 
from the user. It may also be necessary to recreate an object if it is required to handle 
new instances that get defined after the object is initially created.  
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Three different kinds of class definitions can be identified and used with 
GRIFINOR. They represent three different properties of class definitions and thus in-
directly influence the ways of creating managed objects for the model-map: 

 
• Instantiated 
• Procedural 
• Referenced 
 

If objects carry all the data necessary to create the Java object, they will be of the 
type Instantiated and will need no additional data. This will probably be the typical 
case, and such objects will be fully standards-compliant. Such objects could for in-
stance be an IFC building or a bridge, characterized by unique geometry. 

If objects, on the other hand, are defined by parameters or other methods some 
computation has to be carried out by the Java objects before they can be interpreted in 
an application. These kinds of objects will be of the type Procedural. The geometry 
can for instance be derived through procedural algorithms that only need some main 
attributes for the feature to derive a complete geometry of it. This could be a road 
segment, which is derived from the centre alignment and information about the width 
of the road, the ditch construction and so forth. 

Finally, objects can be dependent on external resources and be created due to influ-
ences coming from other external systems or other objects already created. These 
kinds of Java objects will be of the type Referenced. It could for instance be a road 
sign, which is defined almost by its number indicating exactly the kind of sign, size 
etc. Many countries have all signs stored in databases, which would make it rather 
natural to retrieve this kind of information from there and create referenced road sign 
objects for the model-map. 

With these three different types of Java objects the most thinkable incidents of fea-
tures can be created. It would also be possible to combine them and take advantage of 
both referencing and procedural methods. 

7.4   Handling Managed Objects 

Managed objects have to be treated differently than traditional objects. To be able to 
access MOs fast and to be able to take advantage of objects being stored in several 
distributed databases, the storage and indexing of the objects have to be especially de-
signed. As in a pure object-oriented solution, all the contents in the system are stored 
and accessed in the form of objects, in the case of GRIFINOR as Java objects. 

This means that features represented by objects may, when convenient, carry only 
attribute data, be associated with a certain functionality (behaviours), or merely trig-
ger a certain functionality while carrying a minimum amount of data or even no con-
tent data at all. 

It should also be stressed that the objects in GRIFINOR are organized or rather in-
dexed for access through their position in geocentric coordinates. It is very essential 
for the system design to use a geocentric coordinate system, since this enables 
GRIFINOR to handle globally related data without any kind of map projections, 
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which have spatial inconsistencies on a global level. Most model-maps are used for 
local areas like a city or minor landscape areas. For larger areas, the definition of da-
tum and map projections can quickly become a challenge [5]. 

Objects that can change contents or even shape will need some kind of calibration. 
They will also need some kind of state, which can be identified as the state of origin. 
Working with dynamic objects is demanding and a whole new set of rules has to be 
set up. Even though the idea of one common model-map is reasonable, and the 
GRIFINOR system, which has implemented the concept of MOs, is designed with the 
goal to cover the whole world in one model, it might be difficult to apply one set of 
rules for one common model. But since each feature can be designed with its own set 
of rules, references and characteristics, it is not necessary to create one set of rules, 
which applies to all features but rather a few rules, which serve common functional-
ity. Furthermore, features can even be the same in terms of real world objects and still 
comply with different rules. This is a breach of the traditional understanding of apply-
ing standards, where features are handled and described completely the same way as 
objects in the model. 

One of many possible MOs behaviors is the ability to communicate (see Fig. 7.4). 
Internal communication between objects can be established and/or constrained in 
many different ways. The small example in Fig. 7.4 features 2 systems, and with 2+1 
objects there are 10 different communication channels ((5*4)/2). This illustrates that 
many ways of communicating are possible with managed objects. And this example 
does not even include any user involvement. Most likely some kind of hierarchical 
communication structure will be implemented. 

Being able to communicate with objects opens up a completely new way of using 
and interacting with model-maps. It is difficult to comprehend such possibilities at 
present, but try to imagine a system like Google Earth with such functionality. 

 

 

Fig. 7.4. This is an example of possible communication between managed objects. There are 
three different kinds of links between the two objects. First of all a link between the two main 
objects (1.1 and 2.1) is shown. Then there is a communication link between a main object and a 
subordinated object (1.1 and 2.1.1). Finally, a link between an object and its own subordinated 
object (2.1 and 2.1.1) is depicted. 

The building industry would have great interest in identifying every element of a 
building during construction and tracking it back to its supplier and even manufac-
turer, because any kind of construction failure can be critical and life-threatening. The 
possibility to track back flawed equipment and thereby make suppliers accountable is 
worth a lot of money. It seems that the Industrial Foundation Class (IFC) standard and 
RFID technology may ultimately meet this need. The IFC standard helps identify the 
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pieces and RFID technology will provide a reference between the virtual model and 
reality. Together, this offers the possibility of tracking the single pieces (or at least 
larger components) back to their origin. A system developed using the concept of MO 
will be able to support this kind of system and will even be able to handle additional 
dynamic information within the objects. At present, RFID technology is primarily 
used in logistics. This means that essential parts for a building must be tagged with a 
RFID chip and then tracked on the way to their destinations. This offers great advan-
tages at the construction site because building assembly can be controlled and timed 
very precisely, thereby offering cost savings money. The advent of RFID chips on all 
kinds of production lines is only a first step toward tracking features in the real world. 
Knowing where things are is of increasing importance, and huge economic interests 
are connected to this type of information. In the real world, one major problem is the 
ability to search for this kind of information. That is where model-maps hold great 
promise.  

7.5   Direct Comparison with Traditional Objects 

One of the more surprising differences between MOs and traditional objects is that 
MOs will perform well without any type of standards needing to be implemented in 
advance. There exist certain elaborate standards like CityGML, KML or IFC. These 
standards give the ability to import geometrical data and immediately assemble and 
consistently name the resulting map elements. The system immediately understands 
how to deal with the different parts of the data. MOs do not depend on any kind of 
standard. As long as the objects can be identified by a Java virtual machine, it does 
not matter what the different parts are called. Of course it is important to identify data 
in the model, but this functionality is not dependent on any kind of standard, except 
for the standard format of Java bytecode. Its functionality is implicit in the concept. 
The system will reveal information required at the moment the information is re-
quested. Prior to that instant, the viewer simply represents the object in a manner that 
is independent of the standard used to describe the data. 

This means that it is possible to implement any kind of standard through the use of 
managed objects. Of course, standards can inform certain instances, which have to be 
taken into account while generating new objects into the model-map. But they are still 
not necessary for building up the model as long as the geometry is accessible and 
identifiable. A huge advantage is that MOs can always handle the newest standards, 
which can subsequently be used for importing data as long as Java bytecode is em-
ployed to model the corresponding MOs. 

Several other issues concerning model-maps are influenced by the concept of vir-
tual machines. For instance, can this concept handle topology in different ways de-
pending on user requirements? Of course the geometry needs some kind of topology 
but in this case, or as implemented in GRIFINOR, topology is handled on the fly and 
does not necessarily need to be stored in a particular way. This allows for a flexible 
solution which suits the use of LOD very well. Since MOs are not stored in traditional 
RDBMSs, questions about topology do not have to be resolved here. 
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7.6   Perspective 

Around 1990, a new concept of object-oriented technology for GIS was introduced, 
and one of the success stories from that decade was the product SmallWorld. It is still 
considered a very strong solution, especially within facility management. In this arti-
cle we have proposed to make the product even stronger and more reliable than it was 
before. We wish to do this by introducing Managed Objects for 3D Geoinformation. 
The big challenge is to make the solution available as an Open Source software pro-
ject and maintain development moving forward. 

The main difference between this and other object oriented approaches is the con-
cept of the virtual machine that can control each object separately and execute code 
within any object. This implies the need for a completely new way of handling objects 
for creation, storage, updating, communication, visualization and so forth. This can 
arguably be considered an all-new paradigm for 3D objects. 

Unfortunately this also implies the need to develop systems from scratch since ear-
lier solutions cannot realistically implement the concept of virtual machines. 
GRIFINOR on the other hand was developed with the virtual machine concept at its 
core and is available as an open source platform. 

The advantages of MOs are tremendous since there is almost no limit to what a 
managed object can contain or do. The virtual machine concept for 3D objects has 
only been implemented recently in GRIFINOR because an understanding of its appli-
cability and extensibility still has to be proven in applications. There is still a lot of 
work ahead but at present it seems that most limitations exist are on the side of system 
designers rather than in the MO concept itself. 
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Chapter 8 
Integrating Terrain Surface and Street Network 
for 3D Routing 

Arne Schilling, Sandra Lanig, Pascal Neis and Alexander Zipf  

Abstract. For true 3D navigation applications that combine terrain data, city 
models, landmarks, and other 3D geo data, a real 3D street network is necessary 
for route calculations. In this paper we describe how such a network can be de-
rived automatically using detailed digital terrain models. Furthermore a method 
is described for how the terrain model can be enhanced by integrating the roads 
directly into the triangulation system and by correcting the surface. All proc-
esses are encapsulated and made available as Web Processing Services in order 
to simplify their integration into Spatial DataqInfrastructures. 
 
Keywords: 3D Geo-visualization, Digital Terrain Models, Spatial Data Infra-
structure, Outdoor Routing, Network Graph, Open Street Map, Mesh Manipula-
tion, Triangulated Irregular Network, Road Flattening, SRTM. 

8.1   Introduction 

The development of 3D navigation systems for cars and pedestrians (on PDAs) has 
been a topic in tech newsletters and in applied science for some time now. Since route 
planning features have been introduced in popular virtual globe software, also makers 
of car navigation systems try to develop new presentation techniques based on their 
street network and to provide more clues for supporting the user’s spatial cognition at 
e.g. decision points. A common technique is to perspectively deform a 2D map and to 
integrate a couple of landmarks. The development of a true 3D route planning and 
navigation system that can be used on the country road, in inner cities and by pedes-
trians requires a major effort in terms of data capturing, data processing, and mainte-
nance. This involves generating an accurate digital terrain model (DTM), integration 
techniques for the display of already available 2D maps and the road network, de-
tailed (i.e. recognizable) models of landmarks, generalized models of all other buildings 
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and structures, and possibly additional models of the street furniture. This has been 
realized so far only for smaller test areas. 

Within the project GDI-3D (Geodaten Infrastruktur in 3D, http://www.gdi-3d.de), 
we have implemented a 3D GIS and information system based on standards of the 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). The creation of a very detailed 3D city model of 
Heidelberg has been kindly supported by the local land surveying office. This model 
is used as a platform for testing new OGC standards and to see how they can become 
a part of a 3D spatial data infrastructure [1]. An OGC OpenLS Route Service for 
computing shortest or fastest routes for cars and pedestrians has been implemented 
and integrated into a range of applications already [9, 8, 4]. The route service could be 
quite easily converted into a true 3D route service (3DRS) by collecting height values 
from the DTM, without actually extending the OGC specification as suggested by 
[10]. However,  the presentation together with a 3D landscape and city model turned 
out to be more problematic so that additional techniques for the preprocessing of the 
DTM and route network is necessary in order to produce acceptable results. 

In the following sections, we show how open standards can be used in order to cre-
ate a 3D route planning and navigation system that can also be used for close-up 
views and route animations. An important aspect is the geometrical integration of the 
road surface into the triangulation of the terrain model and a correction method in or-
der to improve the surface quality.  

8.2   Public Domain Street Map 

OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a public project that aims at “creating and providing free 
geographic data such as street maps to anyone who wants them” [13] and puts all col-
lected data under a public domain license. Setting off in early 2006, OSM is a typical 
Web 2.0 application to which everyone who likes can contribute and collect data us-
ing a GPS device. A big amount of the data comes also from importing other public 
domain data like TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Refer-
encing system) for the US and AND (Automotive Navigation Data, donated) for the 
Netherlands. Although far from being complete, the coverage of OSM for central 
Europe and the US is already quite good and it’s growing very quickly. It contains at 
least all the major streets and very detailed maps for major cities. It partly contains 
ways that are reserved for pedestrians and cyclists and it allows for additional attrib-
utes such as speed limits and other restrictions which make the design suitable for 
routing. Furthermore, it contains many objects like street lights, buildings, green ar-
eas, forest, and many others. 

A first open routing application for Germany based on OSM has been implemented 
by us and is available at http://www.openrouteservice.org. The service is compatible 
to the OGC OpenLS (Open Location Service) specification. It already includes rout-
ing for pedestrians. Complementary OpenLS including Geocoder, Presentation Ser-
vice, and Directory Service have also been added based on OSM data. Support for 
other regions will follow in the near future. It’s the first web based routing solution 
that combines free data, open source and open OGC standards. 

In the following section we show how OSM can be made available to 3D applica-
tions especially focusing on 3D routing and navigation. 
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Fig. 8.1. Part of OpenStreetMap database showing Bonn  
(from http://www.openrouteservice.org). 

8.3   Display of Roads in the DTM 

The display of the road network in 3D differs from the usual maps produced by web 
map servers in several aspects. Within spatial data infrastructures (SDIs) geo data 
such as roads, transportation networks, land use areas, and point objects is usually 
provided by Web Feature Services (WFS). The question is how this data can be com-
bined with a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The idea of transforming existing 2D geo-
referenced vector features into 2.5D and 3D features and to combine them with terrain 
data is sometimes referred to as Smart Terrain (ST) [2]. 

Current car navigation systems feature a very simple perspective view on the sur-
rounding area with no clues on the steepness of roads or nearby hills. Digital globes, 
in contrast, just map aerial photos on the terrain and overlay the road network as line 
vectors. This is fine for giving an overview over larger areas, and they don’t have 
high accuracy terrain data that is needed for close-up views, for instance from a pe-
destrian’s or driver’s point of view. Also, the integration of 3D city models or at least 
selected landmarks require an accurate representation of the terrain surface, otherwise 
they become floating in or over the ground. 

For our city model of Heidelberg, the local land surveying office kindly provided 
us with a 5 meter elevation raster that was captured using airborne laser scanning. A 1 
meter raster would be also available. Google is currently updating its virtual globe 
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with 5 meter terrain data for the US. In the future much better resolutions can be ex-
pected which will be well suited for very detailed city and landscape models. In the 
Netherlands for instance the AHN-2 (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland) with a point 
density of 10 points per square meter is currently in work. 

In order to visualize the road network, we chose to perform a geometrical integra-
tion of the road surface into the triangulation of the DTM which is represented by a 
set of Triangulated Irregular Networks (TINs). This means that the road surface be-
comes a part of the TIN. The street network is treated as a layer consisting of a collec-
tion of polygons representing all the individual network segments. The borders of the 
polygons are integrated into the TIN as fully topological edges so that we can distin-
guish between triangles that are part of the street surface and the remaining triangles. 
Different colors are applied to the triangles so that they become visible. See [16] for a 
detailed description of the geometrical operations. This approach has the following 
advantages: 

 
• No image data needs to be produced which may be costly in terms of network 

bandwidth and graphics memory. 
• Simple colors or generic textures can be applied which gives the scene a more map 

like appearance. In our case the material and texture properties are defined as visu-
alization rules using OGC Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD) documents, a specifica-
tion for adjusting the map appearance to the use case or personal preferences. SLD 
has been extended by us in order to support also 3D objects and terrain (3D-SLD, 
see [11]. In particular, this allows for the definition of the appearance of the DTM 
dynamically per request from the client side. 

• Parts of the surface can be corrected, if the underlying terrain does not have the 
required accuracy. This will be described in the next section. 

8.4   Correcting Street Surfaces within the DTM 

After integrating the street network as surface layer, we realized that the quality of the 
underlying terrain is partly not sufficient. Although a 5 meter raster is in general 
sufficient for capturing all kinds of surface structures and for the integration with a 
3D city model, linear features like ditches, smaller dikes, walls, the rims of terraces, 
and especially the hard border edges of roads can be only represented insufficiently 
(see Fig. 8.2). Sometimes the road sidelines seem to be frayed. At steep hillsides the 
road surface is inclined sidewards. The situation is of course even worse with lower 
resolution DTM data sources. Similar observations have been made by [5]. 
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Fig. 8.2. Comparison between the original terrain surface (left) and with the flattened road 
segment (right). 

A common way to support also linear features is to include break lines during the 
terrain triangulation, e.g. using the Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT). How-
ever, break lines are seldom available. Therefore we correct the parts of our surface 
representing areas that should be actually more or less flat. A comparison between the 
situation before the correction and afterwards is shown in Fig 8.2. It is much more 
likely that the middle line takes a smooth course between the river and the hillside 
with approximately the same height, and that the profile is nearly horizontal, as can be 
seen on the right side, instead of being very bumpy and uneven.  

For the flattening process we assume that all TIN edges that are part of the area 
that needs to be corrected or are connected to it can be represented as elastic springs. 
Springs store mechanical energy when they are compressed or extended. The force 
that a simple coil spring is exerting depends on the spring constant (equivalent to the 
stiffness) and is proportional to the distance that the spring has been stretched or 
compressed away from the equilibrium position. This relation is described in Hooke’s 
Law [19]. A network of springs will find to equilibrium where all spring forces will 
cancel out each other. Modeling elastic material as spring networks is a common 
technique in material science for simulating physical deformations, tension, and crack 
propagation in solids. Solids are represented as Finite Element data structures.  

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is also used in software for performing com-
plex geotechnical analysis such as load carrying capacity, plastic modeling of soils, 
deformations within the regolith material, etc. [15]. 

Although we don’t deal with solids, we can as well represent our TIN mesh as 
interconnected springs. For all edges that need to be considered during the calculation 
we attach additional information on the physical spring properties. As spring constant 
we choose two different static values. The first is applied to all edges inside or at the 
border of the area that needs to be flattened and the second is applied to all other 
edges. The relation between the two values is determining how stiff the area is and 
how much it will be flattened. As equilibrium length (where no energy is stored in the 
spring) we take the projected edge length in R2 on the x-y-plane (as seen from above) 
for all interior and border edges and the usual length in R3 (Fig. 8.3). The different 
edge properties will generate a tension in the mesh and because of the shorter spring 
lengths of the interior edges these will move to a more horizontal position.  
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Fig. 8.3. Road segment (in grey) integrated into the DTM partly modeled as spring network. 
During the flattening process the z value of all border and interior nodes is corrected. Length in 
R2 is attached to border and interior edges (dashed) as spring constant, length in R3 to exterior 
edges (bold). 

The next step is to find the overall equilibrium of the spring network. In order to 
find this we allow each interior and border node to move up and down only along the 
z axis so that the shape of the integrated area is not distorted. The force that acts on 
each node is computed as follows: 

 

 (1) 

 
with 
 
F: force on the node in up direction. Downward forces have negative values. 
M: adjacent node 
N: current node 
e1: edge i connected to the node  
u: up vector (z axis) 
D: spring constant 
L: spring equilibrium length 
 
The force F can be seen as function of the node’s z value: f(Nz), see(1). (Fig. 8.4) 

shows the forces exerted by the individual edges connected to N in relation to the ver-
tical offset of N and the summarized force acting on N. The intersection of the curve 
with the axis of abscissa (root) represents the local equilibrium. Since we are not in-
terested in the actual physical simulation or temporal dynamics, we try to find the 
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intersection point immediately using the Newton-Raphson method. This method 
computes an approximation of the root, which is improved quadratically at each itera-
tion. Starting at the original node position (offset = 0) we limit the number of itera-
tions to 4, which is already good enough.  

 

 

Fig. 8.4. forces exerted by edges connected to a single node measured against the ver-
tical offset. The intersection of the cumulated curve (Sum 1-4) with the abscissa de-
fines the local equilibrium. 

The local equilibria are computed for all interior and border nodes of the area to be 
corrected. The values are interpreted as vertical offsets which are then applied to each 
node. The maximum offset over all nodes can be seen as error value indicating the 
difference between the current situation and the desired situation. A single pass of this 
correction process will not yield the global equilibrium where all forces cancel out 
each other because major correction values will propagate though the mesh. Usually it 
takes about 20 iterations in order to reach an error value of 1 cm, which is in our case 
sufficiently accurate.  

8.5   Automatic 3D Network Creation 

The main characteristics of 3D Navigation is that the course of the route and the route 
instructions must be presented in combination with a landscape and city model and 
that the actual network geometry must exist as 3D line set. The 3D network can be de-
rived from commercial or public domain street data using elevation data. The height 
of each node in the network is taken from the terrain model which must be available 
as grid or TIN. Also each vertex of the network geometry must be adjusted and addi-
tional vertices must be inserted, because the resulting network geometry must be ex-
actly lying on the terrain surface. Intersections with the surface sometimes occurring 
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at very long network segments should be avoided. The topology of the resulting net-
work remains the same. 

The actual route calculation is carried out within the OGC OpenLS Route Service 
[9]. Because the distance between adjacent nodes must be present as weight attribute 
attached to the network segment, we can calculate this weight either as absolute travel 
distance or as travel time or another measure defined by attributes of the network 
edges. This allows to calculate either the shortest or the fastest route, or according to 
another criterion. Because we take these values from the 3D network we can also con-
sider the steepness. Although this approach is not new in general, it is still not widely 
used in popular route planners. After the route calculation is complete, each segment 
is replaced by the according 3D line string representing the actual geometry which is 
stored in a lookup table.  

For creating the 3D network geometry, we take the network data from the open 
source project Open Street Map (OSM) and the surface data from the Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission (SRTM), which is also freely available. OSM is still incomplete 
but generally has very good coverage for Germany. We observed a growth of nearly 
100.000 streets per month alone for Germany recently, so a nearly complete coverage 
can be expected in the foreseeable future. SRTM data is available as 3 arc-seconds 
(approx. 90 m) raster for Germany. For our project area in Heidelberg, we use mostly 
the more accurate 5 m grid. 

As a first step, all elevation data is triangulated as TIN. This step takes the most 
time and memory. After that we iterate through all the network segments and convert 
them into 3D by collecting the height information at the vertices and by adding inter-
mediate vertices in order to reflect the surface structures. This can be done very 
quickly. Travel distance and time is generated for the new segments. The result is 
stored as ESRI shape file so that it can be imported into a PostGIS database. 

Although this approach is correct in most of the cases, it is not sufficient in 
situations where several street levels exist. This is the case at bridges, skyways, 
underpasses, and tunnels. Fig. 8.5 shows an example of a route going over a bridge 
and then making a turn and crossing underneath. 
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Fig. 8.5. Example for routing with our 3D routing service at several streets levels: 
route crossing underneath a bridge. The network is shown as thin lines. 

Tunnels also require a modification of the network since the height information 
cannot be taken from the surface. The question how routing through tunnels might be 
presented to the user is discussed later in the outlook. Therefore, we mark such 
segments that cannot be converted using the terrain model with an additional attribute. 
In OSM various properties are attached by key value pairs, e.g. “bridge=yes”, 
“tunnel=yes”. There is also a tag called “layer” with values from -5 to +5  which can 
be used for identifying under ground and above ground layers. 

Such parts could also be manually corrected using 3D modelling software and 
later on copied back into the route network. However, this makes updates more 
complicated. Therefore we define a second surface representing all bridges and 
tunnels. This second surface is stored as a collection of sample points in the vicinity 
of these structures and must be somehow measured or digitized. The sample points 
are triangulated as an additional TIN. Fig. 8.6 shows the normal terrain and the Karl 
Theodor Brücke (“Old Bridge”) in Heidelberg together with the additional TIN 
rendered as wireframe model. The second TIN represents the longitudinal profile of 
the bridge. In cases with multiple layers on top of each other, this needs to be 
extended to multiple TINs or similar approaches, but we stick here for the sake of 
clarity to the case with one additional level. 

All segments that are marked as bridges or tunnels collect their height information 
from the second TIN instead of the usual TIN for the terrain. Where no second TIN is 
available, a straight connection line will be drawn. 
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Fig. 8.6. For bridges and tunnels a second surface model is used in addition to the 
usual terrain (here rendered as wireframe model). 

8.6   SDI Integration with Web Processing Services 

The method for generating the 3D street network as described above implies that we 
have a triangulated terrain model for the whole area which we can use for deriving the 
3D line strings. This can be extremely memory intensive. In our case, the 5 m DTM 
grid for Heidelberg contains about 13 Mio Measuring points. The 3-arc seconds 
SRTM grid for Germany sums up to more than 44 Mio. Points. In the latter case a 
fully topological TIN would require at least 8 GB RAM plus spatial index data. A 
TIN data structure is preferred because it enables a better reconstruction of the earth 
surface and the integration and correction (flattening) of other 2D data becomes 
possible. Modern server hardware is barely capable of processing such an amount of 
data. However, it is better to divide the whole processing task into many smaller tasks 
that can be delegated to other nodes within our spatial data infrastructure (SDI).   

For this purpose, we are currently implementing several services for DTM process-
ing tasks which are all compliant to the OGC Web Processing Service (WPS) stan-
dard. The WPS specification has been adopted in February 2008 as official standard. 
It was developed for offering any kind of GIS processing functionality by a standard-
ized interface. The processes can “include any algorithm, calculation or model that 
operates on spatially referenced raster or vector data” [12]. This can be very complex 
computations like simulations on a climate model or very simple ones such as com-
puting a buffer. Examples of WPS processes for different domains can be found in 
[17], [18]. 

According to the specification there are three mandatory operations performed by a 
WPS, namely GetCapabilities, DescribeProcess and Execute: 
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• GetCapabilities returns a brief service metadata document describing the resources 
of the specific server implementation, especially the identifiers and a short descrip-
tion of each process offered by the WPS instance. 

• DescribeProcess returns a detailed description of a process including its required 
input parameter (together with the allowed formats) and outputs that are produced. 

• Execute finally carries out the process execution. 
 

Within the project SDI-GRID (Spatial Data Infrastructure-Grid, www.gdi-grid.de) 
we have already implemented some basic WPS for DTM processing that greatly im-
prove the performance of often used 3D GIS operations within our 3D SDI, such as 
DTM triangulation, mesh reduction, polygon-in-mesh integration, and surface tiling 
[7]. Other operations, like relevance sorting and generalization of 3D geo data will 
follow, but they are of minor importance within this context. 

There is an ongoing discussion on the possible categorization of WPS Processes 
[3]. Due to the broad range of possible processes, the specification does not contain 
any directives in this matter. We have identified several services that are necessary or 
useful within the workflow of 3D network generation, terrain generation, and model 
preparation for visualization. 

8.6.1   Geotessellation Service 

This service is responsible for the CPU- and memory-intensive task of creating 
triangle meshes from input sample points, which may come from SRTM, raw laser 
scanning data or any other data source. The service implements two different tri-
angulation modes. Delaunay triangulation is the fastest algorithm for the 
triangulation. The disadvantage is that it works actually only 2 dimensional. 
Therefore, the service provides also another triangulation algorithm that takes also the 
surface curvature into account and produces much more effective reconstructions of 
the earth surface which is important for close-up views (e.g. route animations).  

The service contains also optional subsequent operations such as 2D layer 
integration, surface flattening, and mesh reduction/generalization, and tiling. All these 
operations are used for integrating the street network into the terrain. 

8.6.2   DEMService 

This service is used for retrieving height information from the terrain at a specific 
location and for converting lines into 3D using a TIN. It is connected to a PostGIS 
database containing all sample points. The very simple GetHeight process returns the 
height value at a specific coordinate. It collects sample points near the coordinate and 
lets the Geotessellation Service compute a small TIN. The height is picked from the 
TIN over the coordinate. The ConvertLineString process derives a 3D LineString 
from the input 2D LineString and the underlying terrain. The sample points are 
collected using a buffer around the 2D LineString as spatial constraint. Subsequently 
the collected sample points are also forwarded to the Geotessellation Service. The 
resulting TIN is then used for collecting height values along the LineString. The 
process also adds additional vertices so that the 3D LineString will follow the terrain 
surface. 
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8.6.3   3DNetworkGenerator Service 

This service is used as an access point for converting complete shapefiles and creating 
3D networks. The process is comprised of two steps. First the z value of each node 
(where the individual LineStrings meet) is computed by the GetHeight process of the 
DEMService. Then all the LineString geometries are converted into 3D. The nodes 
are connected again using the new 3D vertices of the LineString. The separation into 
two steps is necessary in order to avoid discontinuities between the LineString that 
cause problems at the network topology computation and the 3D visualization. The 
response of the service contains a shapefile with z values. 

 

 

Fig. 8.7. Flow chart of the 3D network generation process using OGC Web Process-
ing Services. 

8.7   Results 

An OpenLS Route Service is already a part of our SDI. It was extended so that it can 
also handle 3D shapefiles as input [8]. The response to a DetermineRoute request 
returns an overview map, a route summary, route instructions and the actual route 
geometry. Since the geometry is still provided as GML linestring, but with additional 
z values, the service does still fully comply with the OGC OpenLS specification.  

The easiest way to benefit from the additional information is to display an 
elevation profile along the route. This might be interesting for cyclists and hikers 
when planning a tour. Fig. 8.8 shows an example of a combined display of route map, 
summary, and elevation profile. The latter can easily be computed from the 3D points 
defining the route that are returned by the RouteService. 
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Fig. 8.8. Route overview with map, summary, and elevation profile.  

The Route Service is also used by our 3D visualization software XNavigator (see 
http://www.gdi-3d.de). The latter is based on Java3D and Java Webstart and enables 
web based access to OGC Web3D Services [14] providing DTM and 3D city models. 
The possibilities for displaying 3D routes and navigation support are very versatile. 
Depending on the actual use case this could involve texture overlay on terrain, 
generating additional 3D route geometries, display of relevant landmarks along the 
way, 3D display of route instructions, animations, avatars, display of slopes, and 
much more. Fig. 8.9 shows an example including a detailed 3D city model of 
Heidelberg. The route is displayed as a pipe and instructions are overlaid as 2D labels. 
Street names are displayed as additional objects floating directly over the ground. The 
perspective is almost a street level one, which makes for a very accurate display of the 
surface and route. 

The previously described methods for correcting the road surface and including 
additional levels for 3D network generation clearly improve the quality of the 
presentation. The original DTM did not capture the road very well, resulting in frayed 
sidelines and bumpy surfaces. Although the correction is based on assumptions that 
might not always be true, it seems to be a valid cartographic method for improving 
the readability of 3D maps. 
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Fig. 8.9. Display of a route integrated into a 3D city model with corrected road sur-
face. The route goes right onto the bridge.  

Fig. 8.10 – Fig. 8.12 show examples of OSM road and land use data that has been 
combined with a SRTM 3 arc-seconds (ca. 90 m) terrain model. The scenes show the 
city of Freiburg im Breisgau and the surrounding mountains. In order to apply the 
vector-based method for integrating areas into the TIN, buffers have been computed 
around the road network. The buffer size varies according to importance. Also the 
values for flattening the street surface depend on the importance and width. Primary 
and secondary roads are flattened more than cycle ways and minor forest tracks. Thus 
a more natural appearance is achieved. The street names have been overlaid as 
geometries on top of the terrain. They have been directly derived from the 3D 
network by taking the edges as middle lines for stringing together the character 
geometries. 

8.8   Outlook 

The previously described methodologies address only a small part of the broad re-
search field of routing and navigation. However, the quality of the route network is 
very important for many applications. Since non-experts are increasingly involved in 
creating map data (e.g. OSM), quality standards cannot always be guaranteed for such 
projects. Further (applied) research topics should feature better or more appropriate 
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presentation techniques that may include text, images, speech, 3D graphics, anima-
tions, Virtual Reality, etc. In our case, a solution for navigating through tunnels still 
needs to be developed. Many prefer an elevated viewpoint above the route course and 
not the actual driver’s viewpoint [6]. In order to adapt the viewpoint so that the user is 
actually guided through a tunnel and not over it, additional meta information is neces-
sary for controlling the animation. Also, speed limits could be used for the animation. 
This would require an OpenLS extension. OSM also contains many other tags (if cap-
tured) like limits, permissions, track types, elevators, and access ramps for disabled 
people that could be used for route calculations. 

Another important aspect will be the identification, selection, and integration of 
landmarks depending on the current route. This is currently being investigated in the 
project MoNa3D (Mobile Navigation 3D, http://www.mona3d.de).   

 

 

Fig. 8.10. Typical OSM data (city of Freiburg im Breisgau and surrounding area, Germany) 
combined with the SRTM terrain model. The width of the streets is larger than in subsequent 
figures to provide a generalized overview. 
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Fig. 8.11. Close-up view showing all available OSM roads and land use areas. The street names 
are additionally overlaid as geometries on top of the terrain. 

 

 

Fig. 8.12. Certain mountain roads have been integrated into the terrain and flattened. Major 
roads have a higher priority and were flattened more than smaller forest tracks. 
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Chapter 9 
Using a B-Rep Structure to Query 9-Intersection 
Topological Relationships in 3D GIS – Reviewing 
the Approach and Improving Performance 

Claire Ellul and Mordechai Muki Haklay  

Abstract. A key component of a three-dimensional Geographical Information 
System (3D GIS) toolkit is the ability to identify binary (between two objects) 
topological relationships.  These include adjacency (are objects next to each 
other), containment (is one within another) and intersection (do they interact in 
any way).  Determining such relationships allows the GIS to answer questions 
such as “what is directly underneath this building?” and “if a tunnel is dug 
here, what rock types will be cut?” Frameworks are used to fully list the possi-
ble relationships between objects and the prevalent approach to the determina-
tion of such relationships in 3D GIS takes advantage of structures based on 
Boundary Representation (B-Rep).  The first part of this paper thus presents a 
review of the 9-Intersection Framework and the use of B-Rep in 3D GIS. The 
second part of the paper outlines modifications to a B-Rep structure to improve 
binary relationship query performance, particularly relevant when the increas-
ing size of 3D datasets is considered.  An alternative structure is proposed to 
overcome limitations when using standard B-Rep. Tests using both structures 
show that the modified structure is between 11 and 15 times faster, and the pa-
per concludes by identifying additional features of the modified structure and 
suggesting further research into its use. 

9.1   Introduction 

Mainstream three-dimensional (3D) Geographic Information Systems (GIS) do not 
yet offer full capabilities corresponding to those available in two dimensions (2D). 
This is despite the fact that databases such as Oracle [33], IBM DB2 [22] and Post-
GIS [40] permit, at minimum, the storage of 3D coordinate information [54] and 
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authors including [1, 4, 6, 11, 18, 29, 30, 35, 36, 37, 49, 50, 53] have carried out re-
search into 3D GIS.   

One component of functionality critical to the uptake of 3D GIS is topology, 
which has been “a central and important concept in GIS since the mid 1970s” [46]. 
Binary topological relationships (between two 3D objects) are the subject of this pa-
per.  They include adjacency (are objects next to each other), containment (is one 
within another) and intersection (do they interact in any way).  

In a 3D context, binary topological relationships can be used to answer questions 
including “which artifacts can be found within a particular layer of stratigraphy?”, 
“which geological regions are cut by a particular fault?”, “find any water pipes that 
intersect with the trench to be dug in this road” and “find the shortest escape route 
through this 3D building”. These queries involve the determination of relationships 
between large numbers of pairs of objects.  Further details of such applications can be 
found in [16]. 

Frameworks are used to fully list the possible relationships between objects, with a 
total of 512 relationships identified by the 9-Intersection framework [14].   

Prevalently in 3D GIS a data structure approach is used to model the relationships 
identified by the Framework - “inherent spatial connectivity and adjacency relation-
ships are explicitly stored” in the structure [46]. Research is ongoing [5, 10, 12, 29, 
38, 39, 43, 53] and structures offer the advantage of a ‘calculate once, query many 
times’ approach. 

The majority of such structures are based on Boundary Representation (B-Rep) of 
3D objects, which allows objects to be stored unambiguously (i.e. their interior can 
be determined). The first part of this paper presents a systematic review of the 9-
Intersection framework and the use of B-Rep in 3D GIS topological relationship que-
ries.  This review addresses the question: 

How are 9-Intersection relationships determined from a B-Rep structure, and 
what modifications are required to allow the structure to model all the relation-
ships idnetified by the 9-Intersection framework?   

B-Rep was originally developed for Computer Aided Design and Computer Vision 
[21]. Given this, performance may not be optimized for relationship determination, a 
topic of particular importance when increasing sizes of 3D GIS datasets are consid-
ered alongside the generally larger number of objects involved of binary topological 
queries such as those listed above.  The second part of this paper thus seeks to answer 
the question: 

Is the B-Rep structure optimised for binary relationship identification? If not, 
what modifications are required to improve performance?   

A description is then given of tests undertaken to validate that both structures can 
model all required relationships and to compare their query performance. The results 
of these tests are then presented. We conclude by describing further work that could 
be carried out using the modified B-Rep structure. 

As object-relational databases now form the backbone of data storage in GIS, the 
discussion will take place in this context. It is assumed that the reader has some fa-
miliarity with the representation of spatial data within such databases, and other the 
general concepts – such as Structured Query Language (SQL) querying and pri-
mary/foreign key relationships between tables.  Further information can be found in 
[42]. 
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9.2   Background 

Topological relationships between objects are those that do not change when the 
space the objects are in is subject to continuous transformation (such as stretching 
and distortion, without any folding or tearing [52, page 120])1.  This section presents 
a review of the 9-Intersection Framework, used to enumerate topological relation-
ships in 3D GIS, and of the Boundary-Representation approach used to model these 
relationships in a database. 

9.2.1   The 9-Intersection Framework 

Binary topological relationships between objects are described in GIS by frame-
works, which enumerate all possible topological relationships between two objects.  
The 9-Intersection framework, developed by Egenhofer and Herring [14], is “perhaps 
the most well-known topological formalism in geographic information science” [26].  
This framework also forms part of the ISO 19107 standard issued by the Open Geo-
spatial Consortium (OGC) [32] in collaboration with the International Standards Or-
ganization (ISO)2.     

The 9-Intersection framework distinguishes three components of each object - the 
interior and boundary and exterior - and examines the intersections of each of the 
components of object A with each of the components of object B, resulting in the 3 
by 3 matrix shown in Fig. 9.1. 

 

Fig. 9.1. 9-Intersection Relationship Matrix 

In Fig. 9.1 Int(A) represents the interior of object A, Bnd(A) represents the bound-
ary of A and Ext(A) represents the exterior of A.   The symbol   represents the inter-
section operator.  Each intersection can be TRUE or FALSE giving a total of 512 
possible relationships, although many of these are not achievable in practice.   

This framework has been extended to support 3D objects [51] and a complete 
enumeration (diagrammed by [53], Chapter 6) is available to model the compre-
hensive set of binary topological relationships between simple objects in 3D.  Work 
undertaken by [25] (cited in [53]) has led to the development of a simple, three-
digit, numeric representation for each 9-Intersection relationship. An example of 

                                                           
1  Note that topological relationships between MULTIPLE objects should be dif-

ferentiated from the topological validity of a SINGLE object (as described in [21]).  
They can also be contrasted with metric relationships such as distance, area and vol-
ume, which do change as transformation occurs. 

2  The Open Geospatial Consortium is a non-profit, international, voluntary con-
sensus standards organization involved in the development of standards for spatial 
and location based services 
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the relationships and corresponding Decimal Encoding (R-Code) values taken from 
[53] is shown in Fig. 9.2 below.  

Fig. 9.2. Examples of Surface/Surface Relationships and corresponding R-Codes (taken from 
[53]) 

A summary list of the 9-Intersection relationships in 3D is given in Table 9.1.   

Table 9.1. Summary of 9-Intersection Binary Topological Relationships in 3D, identified by 
[53] 

Dimension of Embedding 
Space 

Dimension of Objects 
 

Number of Relationships 
 

1 Line and Line 8 
2 Line and Line 33 
3 Surface and Line 31  
2 Surface and Surface 8 
3 Body and Body 8 
3 Surface and Surface  38 
3 Body and Line 19 
3 Body and Surface 19 

 
The 9-Intersection framework has been further developed by the original authors 

[13, 15, 28], with a number of other authors basing their frameworks on 9-
Intersection [8, 20].  A number of applications have also been developed around this 
framework [17, 27, 34]. 

9.2.2   Boundary Representation 

B-Rep is a method for representing a 3D solid using its constituent Surface compo-
nents – Nodes (0-dimensional), Edges (1-dimensional) and Faces (2-dimensional), 
collectively known as primitives.   The interior of the solid is represented by the 
space enclosed by the constituent Faces.  Nodes are used to define the Edges, which 
in turn are ordered to define each Face [21, page 37].  One example of the implemen-
tation of a B-Rep structure is shown in Fig. 9.3. 

Given the GIS and relational database context, the Feature object shown in Fig. 
9.3 can represent Point, Line, Surface or Body object types, joining directly to one or 
more Node, Edge or Face primitives.  This extends traditional B-Rep structures such 
as [3, 19].  In this case, 1 Feature has many Primitives, but each primitive is associ-
ated with only 1 Feature. 
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Node_Edge and Edge_Face tables join the primitives.  An ordered list of Edges 
around a Face can be derived using an ORDER BY query on Edge_Order (intrinsic to 
SQL), removing the requirement to maintain a list of previous and successive Edges 
shown in [3].  Similarly, left and right Faces can be derived from the Edge_Direction 
field (for the same Edge_ID, there will be two different Face_IDs listed in the 
Edge_Face table).  Conventionally, counter-clockwise ordering is used for the Edges 
around a Face, thus allowing the interior and exterior of a 3D Feature to be deter-
mined. 

 
Fig. 9.3. Boundary-Representation Structure in a Relational Database.  

9.3   Identifying 9-Intersection Relationships from a B-Rep 
Structure 

The first question posed above regarding the B-Rep structure relates to its ability to 
model the full set of 3D 9-Intersection relationships. To determine this, it is first nec-
essary to define the general process and queries required to determine binary relation-
ships from B-Rep.   

Fig. 9.3 above represents the B-Rep structure required to model a single object, al-
lowing a single Feature_ID to be associated with each primitive. This does not take 
into account the fact that, in a GIS context, primitives are generally shared between 
objects (for example, two adjacent buildings share a party wall). Moreover, to deter-
mine the 9-Intersection relationship between two objects, the list of primitives consti-
tuting the interior and boundary of each object must first be identified.  Comparing 
(intersecting) these lists will identify any shared primitives and hence intersecting in-
teriors, boundaries and exterior (this process is described in more detail below). 

To support shared primitives, many:many relationships between the Features and 
the primitives are required, as shown in Fig. 9.4 below.  Note that it is now no longer 
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possible to determine the interior of an object by examining the orientation of the 
constituent Faces, as both the left and right of each Face could represent the interior 
of adjacent objects.  Thus Left_Body_Feature and Right_Body_Feature fields are 
added to the Face table.  

 

Fig. 9.4. B-Rep Structure modified to store multiple Features sharing the same primi-
tives. This shows the Many:Many relationship between the Features and primitives.   

9.3.1   Identifying Interior Primitives 

The identification of interior primitives in B-Rep depends on the dimension of each 
object. The interior of a 2D object (a surface or area) is represented by one or more 
2D topological primitives (Faces). The interior of a 1D object (a line) is composed of 
a number of Edge primitives. The interior of a 3D Body is defined by the space en-
closed by the Face primitives forming the Body. For example, to identify the Int(A) • 
Int(B) relationship between two Surfaces A and B, the interior of each must first be 
identified by querying the constituent Face primitives, following the joins from Fea-
ture to the Feature_Face table. If the Faces reconstructing Surface A have at least one 
Face primitive in common with Surface B then Int(A) • Int(B) returns the shared 
primitives.  The interior of 3D Bodies will be discussed further below (Requirement 
for a Volume Primitive).   

Note that the Node, Edge and Face tables and joins between them (Node_Edge, 
Edge_Face) are not queried by this process – the list of required primitives can be ob-
tained from Feature_Node, Feature_Edge or Feature_Face depending on the dimen-
sion of the 3D Feature. It is the lists of primitive IDs that are intersected – the geome-
try (coordinate points for a Node, Start and End points of an Edge, ordered lists of 
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coordinates forming a Face) of the primitives is not required for the topological rela-
tionship query. 

9.3.2   Identifying Boundary Primitives 

The boundary of an object consists of any topological primitives that have dimension 
less than the maximum dimension of the object.  For example, the boundary of a 
Body can consist of Faces, Edges and Nodes. To identify the Bnd(A) • Bnd(B) rela-
tionship between a Line A and a Body B, the Node boundary primitives of A must 
first be identified (by following joins from the Feature table through Feature_Edge to 
the Node_Edge table). Similarly, the Node boundary primitives of Body B are identi-
fied by following the relationship from Feature to Feature_Face, then to Face_Edge 
and Edge_Node. If the Node primitives returned for the boundary of the Line A are 
shared with those returned for Body B then Bnd(A) • Bnd(B). A flow diagram of the 
process required to identify the intersection between the Interior of Feature A and the 
Boundary of Feature B is given in Fig. 9.5 below.  In this case, the dimension of each 
Feature is used to identify the corresponding boundary and contained primitives, 
which are then intersected to find shared primitives.  If none exist, then Interior A 
and Boundary B do not intersect. 

With reference to Fig. 9.4 above, it can again be noted that the Node, Edge and 
Face tables are not queried by the relationship identification algorithms, although in 
this case Node_Edge and Edge_Face are. For example, it is possible to directly join 
from the Feature_Edge table to the Node_Edge table to identify a list of Node_IDs 
forming part of the interior or boundary of a Line Feature. Similarly, it is possible to 
generate a list of Edge_IDs forming the boundary of a Surface from the Feature_Face 
and Edge_Face table.   
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Fig. 9.5. Flow Diagram for Interior of A intersecting Boundary of B.  

9.3.3   Identifying the Exterior of an Object 

In a B-Rep structure the exterior an object is not explicitly described – instead, it is 
taken to be all the space not occupied by the interior or boundary of the object.  In 
practice, if a primitive of A is not shared with a primitive of B then it is taken to be 
outside B (i.e. intersecting with the exterior of B).  This is valid in most cases.   

However, for the topological relationship of containment, as illustrated in Fig. 9.6 
above and Table 9.2 below, the approach to identifying the shared interior and 
boundary primitives described above would return an incorrect result for the intersec-
tion of the Exterior of the outer Body A and the Boundary of inner Body B.   
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Fig. 9.6. Body/Body Containment –R220. A is the outer Body and B is the inner Body.  A does 
not have an interior cavity. 

Table 9.2. 9-Intersection Matrix for R220.  

 INT (A) BND (A) EXT (A)
INT (B) TRUE FALSE FALSE 
BND (B) TRUE FALSE FALSE 
EXT (B) TRUE TRUE TRUE 

 
The boundary primitives of inner Body B (Faces, Edges and Nodes) are not shared 

with Body A, as the latter has no cavity. Using the above test, they would thus be 
identified as intersecting with the exterior of A. Therefore Ext(A) • Bnd(B) would be 
incorrectly TRUE. Additionally, the information detailing the left and right Body ob-
jects for each Face is now incorrect – Faces F7 to F12 have Body A on the left and 
right, and also Body B on the right.    

Further investigation reveals additional containment exceptions that cannot be han-
dled using the B-Rep structure – Point in Body, Line in Body and Point on Surface 
and Line on Surface.  Conventionally, where they are modeled in GIS, these con-
tainment cases (excluding the Body in Body situation) are generally handled by the 
inclusion of one or more containment exception tables in the B-Rep schema.  For ex-
ample, [30] calls these tables ArcOnFace, NodeOnFace, ArcInBody and NodeIn-
Body, [53] models NodeInBody and NodeOnFace.  Modifications required to support 
Body/Body containment are discussed below (Requirement for a Volume primitive). 

9.3.4   Requirement for a Volume Primitive 

B-Rep structures do not directly represent the interior of a 3D Body.  Although the 
interior of a Body can be reconstructed from its constituent Faces using the left and 
right Body information held on the Face, a number of situations arise where this ap-
proach is insufficient – i.e. where more than one Body is on the same side of a Face.  
Table 9.3 shows left and right Body values for shared Faces for each 9-Intersection 
Body/Body relationship, with the Relevant Faces column identifying the Faces that 
are of interest, and the Left Body and Right Body columns identifying the Bodies on 
either side of these Faces.  
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Table 9.3. 9-Intersection Relationships between Simple Bodies 

Relationship Diagram  Relationship 
and R-Code

Relevant 
Faces 

Left 
Body

Right 
Body 

 

R179 – Con-
tains 

Shared 
Faces 

A, B A 

B
A

 

R476 – Cov-
ered By 

Shared 
Faces, 
Bounding 
A 
 
Shared 
Faces, In-
ternal to 
A 

A, B 
 
 
 
 
A, B 

0 
 
 
 
 
A,B 

A, B

 

R400 – Equal All Faces A, B 0 

A B

 

R031 – Dis-
joint 

All Faces N/A N/A 

A

B

R511 – Over-
lap 

Shared 
Faces 

A, B A, B 

A B

 

R287 - Meet Shared 
Face 

A  B 

 
 
Using the many:many relationship between the Feature and the Face primitive 

shown in Fig. 9.4, a list of shared Faces can be identified between Body A and Body 
B. However, there is no means of determining that the shared Faces in fact form an 
enclosed 3D space. The identification of this enclosed space is required to determine 
intersections of the interior of these Bodies (the intersection of two 3D bodies is also 
a 3D space).   

The inclusion of a primitive to explicitly represent the interior of a 3D Body re-
solves this issue. This primitive, known as Volume primitive, allows a set of Faces to 
be marked as forming an enclosed space.  One Feature may be decomposed into to 

B
A
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many Volume primitives (for example, Body A for the Overlap relationship in Table 
9.3 is comprised of two Volumes) and one Volume may form part of many Features 
(the shared Volume in this Overlap relationship forms part of both Body A and Body 
B).  Each Face is now related to at most two Volume primitives3. 

9.3.5   Binary B-Rep 

Fig. 9.7 shows the resulting Binary B-Rep (BB-Rep) structure, with the four con-
tainment exception tables and the additional Volume table and Many:Many relation-
ship between Feature and Volume.  Tables shown in red are those required to identify 
binary topological relationships.     

It can be noted that BB-Rep is, in fact, very similar to [29, 37], although the latter 
does not include the containment exception tables.  However, these structures do not 
appear to have been systematically validated for their ability to model a complete set 
of 3D 9-Intersection relationships listed by [53].  This validation is described below 
(Validating the Structures). 

Additionally, Fig. 9.7 (and also Fig. 9.8 below) includes spatial information on 
both the primitives and the Feature itself. This contrasts with traditional B-Rep struc-
tures which hold spatial information on the Node primitive alone and also results in 
duplicate storage of coordinate information.  However, it takes advantage of new spa-
tial data types not available in a database when B-Rep structures were initially de-
signed, and facilitates the visualization of the 3D object or higher level primitives as 
these do not need to be reconstructed from the coordinate information held on the 
Node.   

As these tables are not required for binary relationship determination (only those 
tables shown in red are required) a trade-off must be made on implementation be-
tween the additional time required to visualize the data from coordinates on the Node 
primitive and the additional time required to maintain duplicate coordinate informa-
tion. 

 

                                                           
3  Note that a similar argument can apply to the requirement for an Edge primitive 

(excluded by [10] and [53]).  This is required to identify the interior of a 2D line as it 
may not be possible to assume that if two Lines share the same pair of Nodes, they 
also share the Edge that joins these Nodes. 
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Fig. 9.7. Binary B-Rep (joins between the containment exception tables and the primitives are 
not shown).   Tables shown in with a white background and a thicker border are those required 
for the determination of a Binary 9-Intersection Relationship. 

9.4   Potential 9-Intersection Query Performance Issues 

The second question identified in relation to the B-Rep structure relates to its per-
formance in terms of query execution time.  As described above, the process to de-
termine the 9-Intersection relationship between two objects initially involves deter-
mining the dimension of each object.  Once this is done, primitives are flagged as 
interior or boundary primitives and contained primitives identified.  Finally, the proc-
ess determines the intersection between each set of primitives.  Applying this algo-
rithm to the structure shown in Fig. 9.7 above, the queries involved in the second step 
of this process may require a relatively high number of join relationships to be fol-
lowed.  For example, to determine the Node primitives associated with a Body object, 
the query must follow joins from Feature to Feature_Volume, to Face_Volume, to 
Edge_Face and then to Node_Edge. Similar (although more compact) queries are re-
quired to determine constituent Nodes for Surface and line objects.   

The authors in [2, page 337] note that relational joins are one of the more costly 
operations in terms of query performance.  Joins take two candidate sets of objects 
and attempt to find matches according to the criteria given in the query – their high 
cost lies in the possibility of large numbers of potential candidates on either side of 
the join, greatly increasing the number of comparisons that are required4

                                                           
4  The use of Object-References, which behave like foreign keys [45], may miti-

gate join performance issues.  This approach is applicable both for the BB-Rep struc-
ture described in Fig. 7 and for the MBB-Rep structure in Fig. 8 and may provide 
performance improvements for both. 
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In addition to the number of join operations, four containment exception tables 
must also be queried before all shared primitives are identified for each pair of ob-
jects.  This complicates the queries to identify shared primitives, as well as adding to 
the number of joins to be traversed.   

To address these issues, we propose a Modified Binary B-Rep (MBB-Rep) struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 9.8 below.  This structure differs from B-Rep in two ways. 

Firstly, all levels of primitives associated with a Feature are directly linked to that 
Feature.  By querying the Feature_Node table, for example, all the Nodes associated 
with a 3D body can be directly identified, where as in BB-Rep, these would have to 
be identified via the Feature_Volume, then Volume_Face and Face_Edge and 
Edge_Node tables5.  

Secondly the use of the Is_Boundary flag allows the removal of the containment 
exception tables, incorporating the information into the main structure.  This results 
in a far more compact structure with the requirement to query only 5 tables to inden-
tify binary topological relationships as opposed to 12 in BB-Rep. 

 

 

Fig. 9.8. Modified Binary B-Rep.  Tables shown in with a white background a thicker border 
are those required for the determination of binary 9-Intersection Relationships  

The algorithms to identify shared primitives using the MBB-Rep structure are 
identical to those used for the BB-Rep structure in that they query the structure to 
identify the primitives forming the interior and boundary of each Feature and then de-
termine whether any of these are shared.   However, rather than identifying the Nodes 
                                                           

5  In a standard B-Rep approach (such as BB-Rep), an entry is only created in the 
Feature_Node table where the 3D Feature is a point, an entry in Feature_Edge table is 
only created when the 3D feature is a line, in Feature_Face when the 3D Feature is an 
area or surface and in Feature_Volume when the feature is a 3D body. All lower level 
primitives are identified through the Volume_Face, Face_Edge and Edge_Node 
primitives. 
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associated with a 3D Body through a series of joins (Feature, Feature_Volume, 
Volume_Face, Face_Edge, Edge_Node tables are queried for BB-Rep), lists of 
Node_IDs forming a Feature are directly derived from the Feature_Node table, 
minimising the number of joins to be followed. Thus only the tables shown in with a 
white background (and a thicker border) in Fig. 9.8 are queried.  Two examples 
(R220 and R287) are given here. 

For R220 (Body/Body containment, no cavity) the Is_Boundary flag is used to 
model containment exceptions, as shown in Table 9.4 (only Feature_Volume and 
Feature_Face tables are shown - a similar approach applies for Feature_Edge and 
Feature_Node).  All shared primitives are flagged as Is_Boundary = FALSE for Body 
A and Is_Boundary = TRUE for Body B).   

Table 9.5. (a) and (b) Feature_Volume and Feature_Face tables for R220 (Body/Body con-
tainment, where A is outside B and A has no cavity) 

(a)  (b) 
Feature_ID 
 

Volume_ID
 

Feature_ID
 

Face_ID Is_Boundary 
 

A V1 A F1 TRUE 
B V2 A F2 TRUE 
A V2 A … TRUE 
  A F6 TRUE 
  A F7 FALSE 
  A F8 FALSE 
  A .. FALSE 
  A F12 FALSE 
  B F7 TRUE 
  B … TRUE 
  B F12 TRUE 

 
Ext(A) • Bnd(B) will return FALSE as the Faces making up the boundary of B are 

shared with A.   However Faces F7 – F12 are marked as non-boundary for A but 
boundary for B, giving Int(A) • Bnd(B) as TRUE.   Additionally, due to the shared 
Volume V2, Int(A) • Int(B) is also TRUE - A references this shared Volume object, 
and the interior of A is now formed from the sum of V2 and V1. 

 

Fig. 9.9. Body/Body Meet (R287). A and B are adjacent and share Face F1. 
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Table 9.4. 9-Intersection Matrix for R287 

 INT (A) BND (A) EXT (A)
INT (B) FALSE FALSE TRUE 
BND (B) FALSE TRUE TRUE 
EXT (B) TRUE TRUE TRUE 

Table 9.5. (a) and (b). Feature_Face and Feature_Volume tables for R287 

(a)  (b) 
Feature_ID Face_ID Is_Boundary  Feature_ID Volume_ID 

A F1 TRUE  A V1 
A .. TRUE  B V2 
A F6 TRUE    
B F1 TRUE    
B F7 TRUE    
 …     

B F1 TRUE    
 
Table 9.6 shows the Feature_Face (a) and Feature_Volume (b) tables for the R287 

relationship illustrated in Fig. 9.9 Table 9.5 shows the corresponding 9-Intersection 
matrix for this relationship.  In this case, the shared Face F1 is marked Is_Boundary = 
TRUE for both A and B and they do not share any Volume primitives. 

9.5   Validating the Structures 

Structure validation can be divided into two areas – can the structure model all the 
required 9-Intersection relationships, and how do the structures compare for binary 
relationship query performance? 

9.5.1   Modeling the 9-Intersection Relationships 

To confirm the theoretical validation of the structures shown in Fig. 9.7 and Fig. 9.8, 
a test dataset was constructed, based on the comprehensive set of diagrams detailing 
possible 9-Intersection relationships in 3D between simple objects, documented by 
[53, Chapter 6].  The dataset was initially created manually using hand-coded SQL 
scripts (in an Oracle database).   

Three query types were identified for validating the structures: 
 

• Find Intersecting Objects – given object A, find any objects that have a non-
disjoint relationship with A. 

• Find Objects with Relationship – given Object A and the possible 9-Intersection 
relationships, find any objects that have a specific relationship with A 

• 9-Intersection Pairs- given two Objects A and B, find the R-Value for the 9-
Intersection Relationship between them. 
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The first two query types listed correspond directly to the “queries on whether two 
objects satisfy a set of topological relations” proposed by [9], with the generic Find 
Intersecting Objects providing a rapid mechanism to identify any non-disjoint objects 
without investigating the specific nature of the relationship.   The third type of que-
ries directly map to the second type proposed by [9] - “queries on the topological re-
lations between two objects.”   

Given the multiple steps required to determine each component of a 9-Intersection 
relationship (described in Fig. 9.5 for one of the 9 components) and the subsequent 
summation to R-Value (Table 9.1), PL/SQL procedures were written to run the three 
types of 9-Intersection queries automatically6. 

9.5.2   Performance Comparison 

A series of performance tests were carried out to validate the hypothesis that the 
MBB-Rep Structure provides improved performance for binary relationship identifi-
cation over BB-Rep. The basic set of Features modelling each relationship pair (used 
for the validation process described above) was replicated to a total of 1.08 million 
Features to provide a more robust basis for performance comparisons.  Queries were 
run against the replicated dataset to identify storage requirements for each structure. 

A test harness then was created to run repeated iterations of the three query types 
identified above (Find Intersecting Objects, Find Objects with Relationship and 9-
Intersection Pairs).  

Using the replicated dataset and the PL/SQL algorithms described above, the per-
formance of each structure was measured.  The tests were designed to emulate, as far 
as possible, a typical database environment, as follows: 

 
• Tests were carried out using increasing numbers of users (2, 4, 6 and 8 concurrent 

users).  
• The tests for each query type were run three times, with 100 iterations of each 

query per test, to allow the database to pin the execution plan for the query in 
memory.   

• Each query iteration identified the relationship between a random pair of Features 
to minimize the impact of data caching (pre-loading the data would result in artifi-
cially fast query performance). 

                                                           
6  PL/SQL (Procedural Language/SQL) is a procedural language extension within 

the Oracle Database Management System that allows the development of programs in 
the SQL environment within the database itself, providing a tighter link to the data-
base engine than other development languages such as Java or Visual Basic.  PL/SQL 
makes use of native oracle data types, including the Object-Relational types such as 
SDO_GEOMETRY, which removes the requirement to cast data into programming 
language variable types before operations are performed.  This makes PL/SQL an 
ideal programming language where intensive SQL querying is required, as in this 
case.  PL/SQL was thus selected over other available options (such as C++ or Java), 
which would be more advantageous where complex coordinate geometry calculations 
are required 
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• Query performance results were automatically logged in the database by the test 
harness. 

9.5.3   Tests Results 

The tests described above were designed to answer the two questions identified in the 
Introduction.  The first of these asks if B-Rep structures can model the 9-Intersection 
relationships identified by [53]? The PL/SQL code was run on the test dataset, with 
results of each query written to the database.  The use of this dataset validated the 
fact that both the BB-Rep (with described modifications) and the MBB-Rep model all 
the required relationships identified by [53].   

Storage requirements for both structures were also compared, and it was deter-
mined that a total of approximately 50MB additional storage is required for the 
MBB-Rep structure using the 1.08 million Feature dataset.   

The second question asked if a B-Rep structure is optimised for binary topological 
relationship identification queries. Results of performance comparisions between BB-
Rep structure and MBB-Rep are given in Fig. 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12.  

Fig. 9.10 shows the results obtained for an increasing number of concurrent users 
for the 9-Intersection Pairs queries (which determine the 9-Intersection relationship 
between two randomly chosen Features from the dataset).  As can be seen, the query 
execution time obtained for the MBB-Rep structure is indeed less than that for BB-
Rep as predicted, showing that the impact of the additional join queries and the ex-
ception tables is significant.   

Fig. 9.11 shows results obtained for the Find Objects with Relationship queries – 
given Feature A, find any objects having a specific binary topological relationship 
with A.  Again, as predicted, the MBB-Rep structure showed faster query perform-
ance than BB-Rep. 
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Fig. 9.10. Performance Comparison for MBB-Rep and BB-Rep– 9-Intersection Pairs.   Graph 
shows Average Test Time for different numbers of concurrent users. 
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9-Intersection Pairs - Structure Comparisons
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Fig. 9.11. MBB-Rep and BB-Rep – Find Objects with Relationship. Graph shows Average 
Test Time for different numbers of concurrent users. 
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Fig. 9.12. MBB-Rep and BB-Rep – Find Intersecting Objects. Graph shows Average Test 
Time for different numbers of concurrent users 

Fig. 9.12 shows results obtained for the Find Intersecting Objects queries – given 
Feature A, find any objects having any non-disjoint binary topological relationship 
with A.  Again, the MBB-Rep structure showed faster query performance than BB-
Rep.    

9.6   Comparing the Structures 

The work described above shows that B-Rep requires considerable extension to 
model a complete set of 3D binary topological relationships as defined by the 9-
Intersection framework. This is to be expected, as the original B-Rep structure was 
designed to support CAD and computer visualization applications, rather than for use 
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in 3D GIS. Thus for the original structure, it is the integrity of each single object that 
is important, as well as the ability to reconstruct the object from its primitives, rather 
than relationships between objects and sharing of primitives. 

Once extended, both BB-Rep and MBB-Rep are able to model the complete set of 
9-Intersection relationships.  However, for MBB-Rep, fewer tables are queried to de-
termine the relationships, and fewer joins followed. 

An additional 50MB storage required for MBB-Rep is due to the additional Fea-
ture_Node, Feature_Edge, Feature_Face and Feature_Volume records, and also takes 
into account the reduced storage gained by excluding the data stored in the four con-
tainment exception tables.    

It is also anticipated that the time to required insert or maintain data will be similar 
for both structures, as it is the determination of shared primtives from the underlying 
geometry (using algorithms such as [7, 24, 31, 41, 44, 47]) that is the most time-
consuming element of this process, rather than the population of the database tables 
with the results of these algorithms.   

9.7   Advantages of MBB-Rep 

MBB-Rep structure benefits from features of BB-Rep including the fact that it can 
represent a solid unambiguously by describing its Surface and topologically orientat-
ing it such that at each Surface point the side on which side a particular solid lies can 
be identified. Both structures model topologically valid objects (as described in [23] 
and [21]).  MBB-Rep and BB-Rep also make use of the same primitives.      

For binary relationship determination, MBB-Rep is a much more compact struc-
ture than BB-Rep, with a total of only 5 tables being queried for binary topological 
relationship determination, as opposed to 12 for BB-Rep.  This simplifies data main-
tenance and the algorithms required for query implementation. 

The approach taken for containment exception handling for MBB-Rep is consis-
tent across all dimensions where as in BB-Rep separate containment exception tables 
are used for specific cases.  The MBB-Rep approach can easily be extended to di-
mensions higher than 3.  

Additionally, the MBB-Rep structure allows the system to easily discriminate be-
tween specific elements of the components of the 9-Intersection relationships – for 
example if the user is only interested in relationships that include shared Nodes these 
can be rapidly and directly identified from the Feature_Node table rather than via 
joins from higher dimension primitives.  It may also be possible to use MMB-Rep to 
model other frameworks such as those listed in [55]. 

As predicted, for binary relationship queries, the MBB-Rep structure out performs 
the BB-Rep structure in all cases.  Table 9.7 summarizes the results for all 3 queries 
for 8 concurrent users and 1.08 million Features.  Depending on the nature of the 
query, the MBB-Rep structure results in a performance improvement of between 11 
and 15 times over BB-Rep.  This improvement in performance is particularly signifi-
cant when it is considered that 3D datasets are increasing in size, topological relation-
ship queries are rarely run in isolation of other queries (such as metric measurements, 
attribute queries) and are also rarely run on a single pair of objects.  
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Table 9.6. Summary Test Results, 1.08 million objects 

Test Number 
of Users

MBB-Rep 
(s) 

BB-Rep 
(s) 

BB-Rep/
MBB-Rep

9-Intersection Pairs 8 0.34134 3.86793 11.3316 
Find Intersecting 8 0.17271 2.75457 15.9488 

Find Objects with 8 0.18642 2.87999 15.4490 

9.8   Factors Impacting the Test Results 

A number of factors could reduce the absolute query performance times obtained 
when similar tests are applied to real-world data using both structures.  These in-
clude: 
 
• The disconnected nature test dataset (which comprised a series of Feature pairs), 

leading to a higher number of DISJOINT relationships 
• The relative simplicity of the test Features (planar Faces, few primitives per Fea-

ture), leading to very short lists of primitivies to be intersected 
• The artificial execution of 100 identical queries run in rapid succession against dif-

ferent Features, leading to possible query or data caching 
 

However, it is anticipated that the performance of both structures would be equally 
reduced and thus that the comparative results would not be impacted.   

9.9   Further Work 

The availability of 3D spatial object types within an object-relational database allows 
GIS developers to move away from a traditional B-Rep structure (where the spatial 
configuration of a Feature is derived from the X, Y and Z coordinates held on a series 
of Node primitives) towards a more direct approach where the 3D Feature itself holds 
the required spatial information. 

Both BB-Rep and MBB-Rep can take advantage of this approach, eliminating the 
requirement for multiple join queries to retrieve the coordinate information, and al-
lowing the GIS to take advantage of spatial indexing.     

Using this approach, it is also possible to reduce the number of Node, Edge and 
Face primitives by storing Edges as multi-segment objects and only creating   Nodes 
where Edges shared between two objects actually meet. Fig. 9.13 illustrates this re-
duction, with Boxes A and B on the left hand side are formed from a total of 12 
Nodes, whereas on the right hand side only 4 Nodes are used. Reducing the primitive 
count may also counter the impact of more complex real-world datasets on the abso-
lute query performance times shown above.    

Objects 

Relationship 
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The removal of the requirement to reconstruct a Feature from its primitives could 
also further the optimisation of structures towards binary relationship query perform-
ance.  Further work is required to examine the possibility of removing the joins be-
tween the Node, Edge, Face and Volume primitives in the MBB-Rep structure.  Al-
though this removes the intrinsic topological validation of objects provided by the B-
Rep structure, it may be possible to validate the correctness of the data as part of the 
compuational geometry process of identifying shared primitives, prior to structure 
population.   

Fig. 9.13.  Reducing Primitive Count by taking Advantage of Spatial Object Types.    

Removing these joins also opens the possibility of modelling binary topological 
relationships between invalid objects (such as those listed in [23]) – providing that 
some process can be identified (perhaps using manual intervention) to allow the sys-
tem to set the Is_Boundary flags correctly for each primitive.   Additionally, in con-
trast to trditional BB-Rep, where all coordinate information is held on the Node pri-
maitive, it may also be possible to model curved lines and surfaces.   

Additional work is also required to identify the potential of integrating the MBB-
Rep structure with the time primitives identified by [48].   Two such primitives are 
noted – point-in-time and time-interval.  These could be represented as two non-
spatial primitive types, where point-in-time forms the boundary of time-interval.  The 
resulting structure (with joins removed) could be diagrammed as follows: 

Fig. 9.14. MBB-Rep extended to include with Time Primitives.  
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The debate between the various approaches to binary topological relation-
ship determination is ongoing in both 2D and 3D GIS, and further work is re-
quired to compare approaches, both for the test dataset described here and for 
real-world 3D data. Such approaches include an as-required determination of 
relationships direct from feature geometry.  These comparisons will be facili-
tated as database vendors improve on the basic 3D functionality currently of-
fered and move towards a richer range of binary topological queries. The 
work presented here contributes to this debate, and is of particular relevance 
to applications where the performance of such queries is important. 
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Chapter 10 
Query Processing in 3D Spatial Databases: 
Experiences with Oracle Spatial 11g 

Siva Ravada, Baris M. Kazar and Ravi Kothuri  

Abstract. Falling costs in laser scanning equipment have made it easier to ac-
quire 3D representations of real world entities as high-density point clouds, 
which may then be generalized to compact forms such as TINs, meshes, sur-
faces and solids.  Scaling to the sizes of such large point clouds is becoming in-
creasingly impossible for desktop applications. Sensing the need for a scalable 
database management of such 3D data, Oracle developed the 3D Spatial Engine 
in Oracle 11g. In this paper, we first present the overall architecture and func-
tionality of the 3D Spatial Engine and introduce new geo-referenced data types 
for scalable storage and management of point clouds, TINs, and 3D vector ge-
ometries. We then focus on efficient processing of queries on these data types 
using a 2-stage filtering. For the second-stage filtering on 3D data, we propose 
and evaluate various techniques for efficiently answering different types of 3D 
queries such as anyinteract and distance. We note that to compare the points of 
point-cloud block or TIN block efficiently with the query, a spatial index may 
be useful but the creation cost is high. Our experiences are as follows: (1) For 
an anyinteract query, R-tree based processing is only required when both data 
and query geometries have large numbers of sub-elements. (2) For a distance 
query, an R-tree based evaluation is always helpful. We also propose a novel 
vertex-avoiding ray shooting algorithm for the point-in-solid function. 

10.1   BACKGROUND 

In recent years falling costs for laser scanning and terrestrial imaging have enabled 
the use of advanced 3Dimensional scanning equipment for a variety of GIS tasks, thus 
shifting the focus from 2-D to 3D. Let us look at two popular techniques for acquiring 
3D data for city/terrain modeling applications. 
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10.1.1   3D Data from Point Clouds 

Fig. 10.1 shows the process of using scanning equipment to acquire 3D data as point 
cloud data (z, and other values for each pair of x, y). Such point cloud data is first 
generalized to triangulated meshes and then to higher-order geometries such as 3D 
surfaces, solids or NURBS (non-uniform rational B-Splines for smooth modeling).  

Scan &Acquire 
Point Cloud 
(x,y,z values)

Surface Computation 
using Delaunay
Triangulation

Generalize to
‘higher’ geometries

(Surface/Solid/
NURBS)

3-D Geometry
(Vector Model)

 

Fig. 10.1. Acquisition Process Workflow for 3D Vector data. 

10.1.2   3D Data from Extrusion 

Another approach for acquiring 3D building data is by “extruding” from the 2-D foot-
prints. Fig. 10.2 shows an example of extruding a 2-D polygon to a solid (usually by 
specifying heights for each vertex of the polygon). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 10.2. 2-D Rectangle Extruded to a 3D Solid. 

Using either of the above-mentioned techniques, the cadastral (property boundary) 
information in various cities is being modified to incorporate 3Dimensional building 
models on an experimental basis. Examples of such cities include Berlin, Bonn, and 
Hamburg [14]. 

In going from 2-D to 3D, there is a specific distinction between the CAD/CAM 
and the GIS industry requirements. Most existing CAD products operate mainly in lo-
cal coordinate spaces and typically do not include a geo-referencing aspect. Besides, 

Extrusion 
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the scale and number of objects handled by such CAD/CAM applications is some-
times limited. On the other hand, the 3D objects in the city modeling applications in 
the GIS industry need to support many coordinate systems suitable to different re-
gions of the Earth and for performing different functions. 

Oracle introduced the 3D Spatial Engine in Oracle 11g to address the growing need 
for 3D GIS. In this paper, we first describe the functionality and architecture of this 
3D Spatial Engine. We believe this presentation will serve the following purposes: (1) 
present our experience in building a 3D query engine, (2) and point out new avenues 
for further research. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 10.2 describes the architec-
ture and various components of Oracle’s Spatial 3D engine. Section 10.3 describes 
three different types of queries are on the various data types. Section 10.4 examines 
various alternatives for implementing these queries. The final section summarizes 
these results and points out open issues for research. 

10.2   Functionality of the 3D Spatial Engine in Oracle 11g 

The Spatial 3D Engine in Oracle 11g has the following components.  
 
• 3D Data types include SDO_POINT_CLOUD, SDO_TIN, and the 

SDO_GEOMETRY to support storage of point cloud, TIN, and vector geometries, 
respectively.  

• Query engine for efficiently processing different types of queries on the 3D data 
types. 

• Adapters and loaders: These include converters between external formats such as 
GML and KML and the SDO_GEOMETRY data type. Loaders are also provided 
for storing a set of points into the SDO_POINT_CLOUD or the SDO_TIN data 
types. 

• Utility functions such as validation of individual geometries [20], and extrusion of 
2-D footprints to 3D solid geometries [19]. 
 
We will look at the data types in more detail and in the following section we will 

look at query processing on such data. 

10.2.1   3D Data types in Oracle 

To effectively manage the data at each stage in the workflow of Fig. 10.1, Oracle in-
troduces two different data types, shown in Fig. 10.3—SDO_POINT_CLOUD, 
SDO_TIN and extends SDO_GEOMETRY to 3D. 
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Fig. 10.3. 3D Data types in Oracle 11g. 

10.2.1.1   SDO_POINT_CLOUD 

This data type allows for the scalable storage and management of point clouds ob-
tained from scanner equipment. Users can store up to 18104 ⋅  points in a single point 
cloud object in Oracle. This is achieved by partitioning the points into fixed-size 
blocks and storing the blocks as multiple rows in a separate block table. Fig. 10.4 
shows the storage schematic for the point cloud.   
 

 

Fig. 10.4. Storing Point Cloud as Multiple Blocks in a “block table”. Metadata is stored in the 
SDO_POINT_CLOUD column 

As shown in Fig. 10.4, only the metadata, such as the block capacity, the total 
number of dimensions (at least 3: x, y, z and usually more, e.g., color), and the block 
table information is stored in the SDO_POINT_CLOUD column. The data points 
themselves are partitioned into subsets (using spatial partitioning techniques), each 
subset being stored in the points column of the associated block table. Note that the 
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blk_extent column stores the extent of each subset and is spatially indexed. This 
blk_extent column allows for efficient query processing in a 2-stage filter processing 
as discussed in Section 10.3. The Max_res, Min_res columns allow point clouds to be 
stored in multiple resolutions. Such multi-resolution point clouds are useful in some 
applications that need to access them based on proximity to a viewpoint (closer for 
higher resolution and farther for less detail). This partitioned or blocked storage of a 
point cloud ensures scalability.  

10.2.1.2   SDO_TIN 

This data type, also referred to as the TIN type, allows for the scalable storage and 
management of triangulated irregular networks (TINs).  The storage scheme is very 
similar to that of point clouds. Each row of the block table contains not only the 
points for that block but also an additional column to store the triangles that make up 
the TIN.   

A single TIN in Oracle can handle up to 18104 ⋅  points. This is in sharp contrast to 
most triangulation software packages, which assume that all the points can fit in main 
memory and cannot scale beyond a few million points. 

10.2.1.3   SDO_GEOMETRY 

The SDO_GEOMETRY data type has been extended to support arbitrary 3D vector 
types such as points, lines, surfaces, solids and collections as a single geometry. Fig. 
10.5 shows the different type of objects represented by the SDO_GEOMETRY data 
type.  

The SDO_GEOMETRY is represented by an array of one or more elements. The 
element array can be used to represent a point, line-string, surface, solid, or collection 
(heterogeneous collection or homogenous collection such as multi-point, multi-curve, 
multi-surface, or multi-solid). Two or more points form a line. A closed line-string is 
called a ring. One or more rings (1 outer and 0 or more inner rings) form a polygon. 
One or more polygons form a surface (called a composite if more than 1 polygon and 
the surface then should be connected). One outer surface and 0 or more inner (repre-
sented as 1 or more in Fig. 10.5) surfaces form a simple solid (SSolid in Fig. 10.5). 
One or more ‘attached’ solids form a solid (referred to as composite if more than 
one). The collection types are formed as one or more elements of the appropriate type 
(e.g., one or more points form a multi-point, and one or more solids form a multi-
solid). 
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Fig. 10.5. Conceptual Model for 3D SDO_GEOMETRY 

10.2.1.3.1   Comparison with GML and KML 
Note that the SDO_GEOMETRY is similar to the GML geometry class shown in Fig. 
10.5a. 

The following similarities can be noted between the two representations from Fig. 
10.5 and Fig. 10.5a: The GML_Aggregate class is same as the collections class in 
SDO_GEOMETRY. The Surface type in SDO_GEOMETRY can represent both 
GM_Surface (primitive class) as well as GM_CompositeSurface. Likewise, the Solid 
type in SDO_GEOMETRY can represent both GM_Solid (primitive) as well as 
GM_CompositeSolid. The GM_Point and the GM_Line classes map to the Point, Line 
classes in SDO_GEOMETRY. Given these similarities, there are some restrictions 
with the SDO_GEOMETRY type compared to GML geometry class: 
 

• No equivalent for GM_CompositePoint in SDO_GEOMETRY. 
• Polygons and solids need to have at least one exterior element in 

SDO_GEOMETRY  
• In GML, aggregates can be nested inside aggregates, but such nesting of collec-

tions (aggregates) is not allowed in SDO_GEOMETRY. 
• No surface holes are allowed on inner/outer solid geometries in the 

SDO_GEOMETRY model (whereas they are allowed in GML). However, these 
can be modeled as collections in SDO_GEOMETRY.  
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Fig. 10.5a. GML geometry basic classes (Fig. 10.5 of ISO_FDIS_19107). 

Even though the SDO_GEOMETRY model is slightly different than GML3.1.1, it 
can still model real world 3D objects by removing unnecessary elements. Note that 
while the GML Geometry is a superset of the KML counterpart, the 
SDO_GEOMETRY is also a superset of the KML geometry. 

10.2.1.3.2   Comparison with CAD and other models 
There are different methods of 3D object representations that can mainly be classified 
into boundary representations (Breps) [1] and constructive solid geometry (CSG) [1]. 
Boundary representations model just the boundary of the 3D object. For example, for 
a solid shape, only the outer surface of the shape is represented. In CSG, the solid is 
defined using primitive solid elements as appropriate. Due to the ease of representa-
tion, Oracle mainly uses the boundary representation format for modeling 3D data. 
Given any type of solid (without any parametric curves and parametric surfaces), 
Oracle can store it by explicitly by specifying the composing surfaces.   

10.2.1.4   Spatial Reference System 

For 3D data, Oracle Spatial supports the following types of coordinate systems that 
can be associated with any of the 3D types:   

 
• Local: These refer to coordinate systems that are specific to an application. Used in 

CAD/CAM and most non-GIS based applications. 
• Geocentric 3D: These refer to 3D Cartesian coordinate systems. 
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• Geographic-3D: These refer to coordinate systems that perform calculations on the 
3D ellipsoidal data that represent the terrestrial surface. 

• Compound: These refer to coordinate systems that combine Geographic-2-D sys-
tems such as projected and geodetic systems with vertical coordinate systems that 
measure height (from a reference point such as sea level) 

 
Whereas the Local coordinate systems can be used in any application, the rest are 

typically used to model data on the surface of the Earth (e.g., buildings in a city 
model). Since the Earth’s surface is not a regular ellipsoid geometric shape, different 
data and the associated coordinate systems use different ‘ellipsoids’ to maximize the 
accuracy for specific regions and specific tasks (such as area and distance computa-
tions etc.). Oracle supports a rich set of 3D coordinate systems that are based on the 
European Petroleum Standard Group’s (EPSG) model. 

10.3   Indexing and Querying 

In this section, first we present how queries are processed on the SDO_GEOMETRY 
type. Then, we describe how they are processed on SDO_POINT_CLOUD and 
SDO_TIN types. 

10.3.1   Queries on SDO_GEOMETRY 

After storing different types of geometries using the SDO_GEOMETRY type, users 
can create spatial indexes on the 3D data. Oracle uses the Oracle R-tree [5] for such 
spatial indexing. The 3D spatial R-tree index can be created by setting the 
sdo_indx_dims parameter to 3 as follows. 
 

SQL>CREATE INDEX bldgs_idx ON bldgs(bldg) 

INDEXTYPE is MDSYS.SPATIAL_INDEX 
PARAMETERS (‘sdo_indx_dims=3’); 

Users can then perform the following types of queries efficiently by specifying the 
query in the WHERE-clause of an SQL statement. 
 
• SDO_ANYINTERACT: Given a 3D geometry as the query object, this type of 

query identifies all 3D geometries in a table that have any spatial interaction (such 
as intersection) with the query object. In the following example, the query object is 
a polygon. 

SQL>SELECT c.mkt_id, c.name 

FROM cola_markets c 
WHERE SDO_ANYINTERACT(c.shape, 
SDO_GEOMETRY(3003, NULL, NULL, -- Query object 
SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,3), 
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SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY( 
6.0,6.0,6.0, 
5.0,6.0,10.0, 
3.0,4.0,8.0, 
4.0,4.0,4.0, 
6.0,6.0,6.0))) = 'TRUE'; 

• SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE: Given a 3D geometry as the query object and a dis-
tance “d”, this type of query identifies all 3D geometries in a table that are “within 
a distance d” from the query object. 

• SDO_NEAREST_NEIGHBORS: Given a 3D geometry as the query object and the 
number “k”, this type of query identifies all 3D geometries in a table that are “the k 
neighbors” for the query object. The query also has provision for specifying non-
spatial predicates such as ‘building_type=’OFFICE’’ to identify the “k” OFFICE-
type buildings from a bldgs table. 

 
Each of these queries requires the table being queried to have a spatial index. Using 

such an index, the queries are processed in a two-stage filter-and-refine approach [6, 
7] as described in Fig. 10.6. Using the 3D minimum bounding volumes (MBVs) in the 
spatial index, the candidate geometries that may satisfy a query window are first iden-
tified. These candidates are then sent to the Geometry Engine to refine and identify 
the final result set. This two-step filtering mechanism ensures that the ‘expensive’ ge-
ometry engine operations are performed only on a few candidate geometries and uses 
the fast-filtering power of spatial index to weed out irrelevant candidates. 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10.6. Two-stage Processing of Queries in 3D Spatial Server. 

Note that depending on what the query type is, different functions from the Ge-
ometry Engine are used. For SDO_ANYINTERACT query, the anyinteract function 
of the Geometry Engine is used. For distance-based queries such as the SDO_NN and 
the SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE, the distance function in the Geometry Engine is 
used. Since the first stage was already available in Oracle before, the contribution of 
this study in Oracle 11g in terms of querying 3D data lies in the implementation of 
different functions in the Geometry Engine, which is the second stage in Fig. 10.6. 
These functions will be discussed in more detail in Section 10.4. 

10.3.2   Queries on SDO_POINT_CLOUD/SDO_TIN 

Oracle provides a clip PL/SQL query on the SDO_POINT_CLOUD and the 
SDO_TIN types. This query takes a spatial window (specified as an 
SDO_GEOMETRY) and identifies all points and/or triangles that have any interac-
tion with the spatial window. In addition to the spatial window, the query also takes a 
resolution range to identify only those blocks that satisfy the resolution range. This 
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type of query is typically called a resolution-based visibility query and we refer to this 
as the clip operation. To restrict the scope of the discussion, we refer to the spatial 
window as the “query” in the rest of the section, ignoring any resolution range por-
tions of the query.  

As shown earlier in Fig. 10.4, a point cloud is stored as multiple rows in an associ-
ated block table, each row containing a blk_extent column of type 
SDO_GEOMETRY to represent the extent of the points in that row. For TINs, a simi-
lar blk_extent is maintained in the associated block table. This blk_extent is implicitly 
indexed with an Oracle R-tree index.  

Using such an index, the CLIP query on an SDO_POINT_CLOUD or an 
SDO_TIN is processed in 2-stages as shown in Fig. 10.6a.  
 

Fig. 10.6a. 2-Stage Query Processing on a Point Cloud/TIN. 

1. First-stage: Using the spatial index on the blk_extent, the query identifies all the 
relevant blocks of a point cloud or a TIN. 

2. Second-stage: For each relevant block for the query (identified in first-stage), 
the associated points (and triangles if the type is an SDO_TIN) are retrieved. 
Typically the number of such points in a block is of the order of thousands or 
tens of thousands (typical block capacity). These points are composed as a 
multi-point SDO_GEOMETRY and compared with the query geometry using 
the anyinteract function. For an SDO_TIN block, the triangles are composed as 
a multi-surface and compared with the query geometry using the anyinteract 
function. The intersecting points (and or triangles) are returned as part of the 
result of the CLIP routine. The CLIP routine, implemented as a pipelined table 
function [19], returns one result block row corresponding to each candidate 
block identified in the first stage in an iterative manner. 

 
Oracle Spatial creates a spatial R-tree index on the blk_extent column of the block 

table. Using such an index, Oracle quickly identifies the blocks that are relevant for a 
spatial query window. The actual points and triangles that are “definitely” relevant for 
the query window are identified using an “anyinteract” query between the query-
geometry and the points/triangles in the point cloud/TIN in the Geometry Engine 
(secondary filter). 

10.4   The 3D Geometry Engine 

The 3D Geometry Engine provides a variety of functions for geometry-geometry rela-
tionships, geometry area/length/volume determination and geometry transformation 
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(rotation, scaling, translation, etc.). In this paper, we focus primarily on the geometry-
geometry relationship functions such as anyinteract and distance. 

In providing this functionality, the Geometry Engine:   
 

1. Processes inner geometries, i.e., holes. 
2. Handles not only convex but also concave geometries that have planar surfaces, 

and without performing any triangulation process for conversion from concave ge-
ometry to convex equivalent(s). While most software applications in the literature 
do not consider concave geometries, the ones that consider concave geometries 
convert them into their convex equivalents using a triangulation process, which 
adds extra costs into the computation. 

 
To the best of our knowledge, there is no software in the literature which supports 

BREP (boundary representation) with or without inner geometries (holes), and han-
dles concave geometries without triangulation. In what follows, we describe the func-
tionality of the 3D Geometry Engine in more detail.  

10.4.1   Geometric Relationship Functions 

First we will describe the algorithm for anyinteract function. We present various al-
ternatives for the query processing and evaluate using experimental data. We then re-
peat the same exercise with the distance function. Finally, we discuss how holes are 
processed in this framework. 

10.4.2   Anyinteract 

The anyinteract function takes two arguments: one query SDO_GEOMETRY and a 
second data SDO_GEOMETRY. The anyinteract function determines whether or not 
these two input 3D geometries have any spatial interaction (such as intersection) with 
each other. Each of the input geometries can be any valid SDO_GEOMETRY: i.e., it 
can be a point, line, polygon, composite surface, solid, composite solid, or a homoge-
nous collection (multi-point, multi-line, multi-surface, or multi-solid) or heterogene-
ous collection. This type of generic interface is useful in processing the queries for 
SDO_GEOMETRY, SDO_POINT_CLOUD and SDO_TIN data types. For instance, 
for a TIN type, the anyinteract function will have two arguments, the first one being 
the query window and the second being a multi-polygon (multi-surface) consisting of 
the set of triangles in a row of the TIN block table. Most importantly, the minimum 
bounding volumes (MBVs) of the two input geometries in an anyinteract function may 
already intersect (as the anyinteract function is typically called as a second-stage 
processing in the 2-stage filtering of Fig. 10.6 and Fig. 10.6a). The anyinteract func-
tion is called either to eliminate false positives (MBVs intersect but not the geometries 
themselves), or to identify the sub-elements of the geometries that intersect. 

The author of [3] deals mainly with 3D topological relationships but assumes that 
the geometries do not have any inner cores (or holes). In this paper, we consider inner 
geometries as well (in section 10.4.4), which makes the determination of anyinteract 
relationship more complex. The inner geometries could be surfaces or solid geometries. 
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Fig. 10.7 shows the overall flowchart for the anyinteract determination algorithm us-
ing appropriate building blocks [12, 13, 17].   
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Fig. 10.7. Algorithm for Anyinteract: Determining if Two 3D Solid Geometries Intersect. 

Since the input geometries can be collections of primitive elements such as poly-
gons (e.g., triangles for TIN block), lines, or points (as in a point cloud block), in-
memory spatial indexes such as R-trees can be constructed on different sub-elements 
of the geometries and they can be used to eliminate the non-interacting parts of the 
input geometries, thus ensuring scalability of the algorithm with the complexity 
(number of surfaces, lines, etc.) of the geometries. Fig. 10.7 shows the typical proc-
essing algorithm for the anyinteract function assuming two solids, G1 (query geome-
try) and G2 (data geometry) as input. The minimum bounding volumes (MBVs) of the 
two solids are first compared. If they do not intersect, the solids do not intersect. Oth-
erwise (i.e., if the MBVs do intersect), the solids are checked to see if one is inside the 
other (using a point-in-solid function, which will be discussed in Section 10.4.2). If 
they are inside one another, the solids have an anyinteract relationship. Otherwise, the 
processing is continued by decomposing the solids into lower-level elements such as 
the bounding surfaces. Observe that the processing is carried out in a recursive man-
ner on lower-level primitives, i.e., solid-solid anyinteract is evaluated using ‘surface-
surface’ anyinteract which is in turn evaluated using surface-line, and line-line proc-
essing and so on. 

Note that the above algorithm suggests the use of R-trees (or other spatial indexes). 
Constructing such spatial indexes during query processing may be costly (typically of 
the order of O(N/f * logf (N/f))  for N elements and an R-tree of fanout f). If G1 
(query) and G2 (data geometry) are the same, then all of the sub-elements of these ge-
ometries match. This causes the R-tree construction costs to be comparable to the di-
rect comparison cost, which is O(N2). On the other hand, if both G1 (query) and G2 
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(data geometry) have large number of sub-elements few of which match, the R-tree 
construction cost turns out to be smaller than the O(N2) comparison cost. Since few 
sub-elements from query and data 3D solid geometries are expected to match in real-
life data, we preferred to include R-tree construction (on the surfaces of G1 and G2) for 
solid-solid processing part in Fig. 10.7. Furthermore, the surface-surface processing 
part in Fig. 10.7 will activate R-tree construction (on the edges of a surface of G2) 
only if the number of edges of surface of G2 is greater than 10. Even though we are 
unable to discuss other cases like composite-surfaces due to space limitations, we 
should note that we applied similar strategies to arbitrary pairs i.e., G1 and G2 being 
different type of geometries. 

10.4.2.1   Query has few sub-elements (e.g., solid box) 

In most cases (for example, queries from a visualizer such as Google Earth), the query 
geometry is a simple window (may be a solid box or a simple surface). The data ge-
ometry can be either an SDO_GEOMETRY representing a building, or a block of an 
SDO_TIN representing a triangulated surface, or a block of a SDO_POINT_CLOUD. 
In these situations, it is not clear whether or not the R-tree construction cost is an ac-
ceptable overhead cost. To better understand these issues when one of the geometries 
(query) has fewer elements compared to the second (data) geometry, we conducted 
several experiments and evaluated various alternatives. 

Our experimental setup is as follows. We compared the anyinteract processing cost 
for a TIN block and a solid box query window. The number of points forms a 2-D 
grid in the TIN and is varied as follows: 20-by-20, 50-by-50, 100-by-100, 150-by-150 
(we chose only these sizes of 400 to 22500 points as these numbers represent a typical 
block capacity of a TIN or a point cloud). The z value is randomly chosen using a 
random number within the query range. The query window itself is varied randomly 
across the extent of the TIN block and chosen to be either 1% or 0.1% of the underly-
ing TIN block extent. Using these data, we compared the following alternatives: 
 
• Brute-force: This method compares each triangle in the TIN block to the query 

window directly. 
• ElemMBV check: This method performs an MBV check of each element (i.e., each 

triangle) with the query and if successful, performs a direct comparison. 
• R-tree: This method constructs an R-tree on all the elements (triangles) first, and 

then identifies relevant candidates using the R-tree and performs lower-level com-
parison on the candidate results. 

 
Fig. 10.8 plots the query response time for different database sizes (query times on 

y-axis on logarithmic scale). Note that the ElemMBV check approach is slightly faster 
than the R-tree approach. This is expected, as the R-tree construction cost becomes an 
overhead.  
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Fig. 10.8. Query times for different TIN sizes where 20-by-20 size TIN with z-values has 722 
triangles, 50-by-50 size TIN with z-values has 4802 triangles, 100-by-100 size TIN with z-
values has 19602 triangles and 150-by-150 size TIN with z-values has 44402 triangles. 

Fig. 10.9 plots the query response time for different R-tree fanouts where the TIN 
size is 100-by-100 points. You can observe that as the fanout increases the time im-
proves. This is expected because the effect of the R-tree construction cost, O(N/f * 
logf (N/f)),  decreases as fanout increases and becomes a constant as f becomes com-
parable to N. 

 

Fig. 10.9. Query times for different R-tree fanout values. 
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Table 10.1 presents similar results with real data for the city of Berlin from Tele 
Atlas. 

Table 10.1. Query times for a solid geometry (39 faces) vs. a point query. 

 Query time (seconds) 
R-tree 0.026 
ElemMBV check 0.014 

 

10.4.2.2   Query has several sub-elements 

Next, we repeat the anyinteract query time experiments when the query itself has 
many sub-elements, i.e., both the query and the data geometries have many sub-
elements. This situation is common for radiation plum detection and determining 
whether a ship can dock into a harbor properly. For this, we compare a building with 
39 faces with another building of 24 faces. We observe that the R-tree helps in this 
case, because of the following: the R-trees add an overhead of only O(2*N/f * logf 
(N/f)) but the ElemMBV check has to perform O(N2) checks. Table 10.2 (real data for 
the city of Berlin) indicates that the R-tree strategy is indeed faster than ElemMBV 
check strategy. 

Table 10.2. Query time for anyinteract of a Building of 39 faces with another Building of 24 
faces 

 Query time (seconds) 
R-tree 0.036 
ElemMBV check 0.093 

 

10.4.3   Point-in-Solid Function 

This function determines whether a point is inside a solid or not1. This is used inter-
nally in the anyinteract function to determine whether two solids are inside one an-
other (by checking a vertex of one solid with the other solid and vice-versa). The 2-D 
counterpart of the point-in-solid, which is called point-in-polygon, can be solved us-
ing the ray-shooting algorithms [18] in the literature. Given a point p and a polygon S, 
the algorithm is as follows. Fig. 10.10 illustrates the algorithm with an example.  
 
• Shoot a ray from point p to a point q outside S. 
• If the ray from p to q intersects the polygon an even number of times, then the 

point p is outside S, otherwise it is inside.  
 

 
 

                                                           
1 If the point is on the boundary of a solid then it is considered not “inside”. 
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Fig. 10.10. Point-in-polygon example for two points P
1
 and P

2
 and polygon S. 

As easy as it may seem, there are several boundary cases for the ray-polygon inter-
sections that need to be accounted for in the above algorithm. These include intersec-
tion at a vertex of S, and the ray grazing along an edge. The boundary cases are solved 
in the literature using a variety of ways such as by counting the number of edges 
‘above’ the ray, etc. [18] 

Generalizing the above algorithm to 3D solids introduces more boundary cases: the 
ray can graze along a polygonal surface of the solid, too. Besides, the rules for resolv-
ing all the boundary cases in 3D solids are not straightforward. Consequently, Oracle 
takes the series of steps for point-in-solid: 
 

1. Check if p is inside (and coplanar with) any of the boundary polygons of solid S 
(within tolerance). If so return as ‘outside’. 

2. Identify a random ray between point p and a point q outside S (q can be any point 
outside the MBV of the solid S).  

3. If the ray intersects a vertex, or grazes along an edge, then determine a vertex-
avoiding ray calculation as described below. 

 
Algorithm for Vertex-avoiding Ray: 

 
1. From the point p, take any line parallel to any of the three axes, say z-axis. Call this 

line Ref_line.  
2. Now connect p to each of the vertices v1,...,vn of the solid S.  
3. For each vi, compute angle ai = absolute angle between (Ref_line, Line <p, 

vi>). 
4. Let ak be the min of all non-zero ai. (exclude vertices that are on the Ref_line).  
5. Now shoot a ray R midway between Ref_line and the line <p,vk> (on the 

plane of Ref_line and line <p,vk>). 
 
One can prove (by contradiction) that the ray will not intersect any vertex of the 

solid S (nor will it graze along an edge of S). However, it may graze along (i.e., be 
coplanar with) a polygon of solid S. Once you find a vertex-avoiding ray from p for a 
solid S as described above, you can determine whether p is inside or outside of S us-
ing the following rules: 
 
1. If the ray is coplanar with a polygon of S, that polygon is removed. 
2. Otherwise, count the total number of intersections of the ray with the edges of the 

solid S. 

P1 -> Q: 1 intersection 
 P1 is inside S 

 
P2 -> Q: 2 intersections 
⇒ P2 is outside S 

P2 

P1 

QS
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3. If the total number of intersections is even, then point p is outside S. Otherwise, it 
is inside S. 

 
The above algorithms provide a clear-cut solution to the point-in-solid problem. 

Since the number of vertices of a solid is limited, and there is infinite number of rays 
from point p, it is very likely that a random ray does not intersect a vertex of the solid. 
Even when it does, the vertex-avoiding ray algorithm ensures the next ray chosen 
does not. We compared the cost of computing the vertex-avoiding ray with that of 
finding a random ray and checking if it intersects with the vertices. We used the larg-
est building with 783 vertices in the Berlin city model data provided by Tele Atlas. 
The results for average times of 100 point in solid computations (using 50 random 
points inside and 50 outside the solid) are shown in Table 10.3. You can observe that 
the vertex-avoiding technique that we proposed is within 2 times slower than the ran-
dom ray technique. This makes it quite effective to be combined with random ray 
shooting as described above in the series of steps taken for point-in-solid in Oracle 
11g. This novel approach ensures fast point-in-solid determination in Oracle. 

Table 10.3. Time (seconds) for computing point-in-solid using a vertex-avoiding ray vs. ran-
dom ray. 

Number of vertices in Solid Random Ray Vertex-avoiding Ray 
783 0.013 0.024 

10.4.4   Distance 

Next, we will describe how distances are computed between a pair of geometries. The 
distance function takes two arguments: one query SDO_GEOMETRY and a second 
data SDO_GEOMETRY. This function computes the minimum distance between the 
two input 3D geometries. If they intersect (anyinteract with) each other then the dis-
tance is 0, otherwise it is non-zero. Each of the input geometries can be any valid 
SDO_GEOMETRY: i.e., it can be a point, line, polygon, composite surface, solid, 
composite solid, or a homogenous collection (multi-point, multi-line, multi-surface, 
or multi-solid) or heterogeneous collection. Unlike the anyinteract function, where 
the MBVs of the two input geometries intersect, for a distance function that assump-
tion seldom holds. 

Fig. 10.11 shows the algorithm for computation of distance between two solid ge-
ometries (can be generalized to arbitrary pairs). Observe that the algorithm computes 
the distance in a recursive manner by identifying the nearest pairs of sub-elements us-
ing the nearest-neighbor processing of spatial indexes such as R-trees.     
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Fig. 10.11. Algorithm for Distance Computation for Two 3D Solid Geometries 

To evaluate the performance of the above algorithm, we conducted several experi-
ments using the TIN block data used for anyinteract. The queries, however, are cho-
sen to be random points outside the TIN block extent. We compared the above algo-
rithm with R-tree indexes and without R-tree indexes (i.e., brute force: no spatial 
index based join but a pair-wise join). Fig. 10.12 plots the results for different sizes of 
the data. As expected, the above algorithm using R-tree is substantially faster than 
brute force distance computation. Observe that the brute force times increase quad-
ratically (O(N2) distance computations) as the size of the data increases.  
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Fig. 10.12. R-tree vs. brute force for distance computation 

10.4.5   Relationship Computation When Geometries Have Holes 

As described earlier, solids and surfaces represented in Oracle can have holes. The 
above algorithm for relationship determination can be extended to geometries with 
holes as follows. 

Let the input geometries G1 and G2 be composed of outer geometries O1 and O2 and 
hole geometries H1 and H2 respectively. G1 and G2 intersect if and only if the follow-
ing holds: 

 
1. O1 is not inside H2 and O2 is not inside H1, and 
2. O1 intersects O2. 

 
These criteria can then be generalized to geometries with not one but many holes.  

10.5   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented the architecture and the functionality of the 3D Spatial 
Server. We described different data types introduced in Oracle 11g for catering to 
‘data at different stages’ of a city modeling or 3D GIS application. The 3D Spatial 
Server has one of the few TIN creation techniques that can scale to arbitrarily large 
dataset sizes (> terabytes). The other ones involve alternate and orthogonal strategies 
such as streaming techniques in [21]. We then examined query processing on these 
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new data types. Again for scalability, the queries are processed in a 2-stage filtering 
approach. The first stage performs filtering based on spatial indexes. The second stage 
uses an exact relationship determination between a pair of geometries- one query and 
one data geometry. Two types of relationship functions are possible in the second 
stage - anyinteract or distance. In addition, a point-in-solid function is necessary to 
process the anyinteract function.   

To efficiently process the point-in-solid function, we proposed a novel technique to 
compute vertex-avoiding rays from a point p for a given solid S. Such rays can be util-
ized if random ray shooting does not provide clear-cut answers (i.e., intersects a ver-
tex or an edge).   

Next, we described algorithms for efficiently processing anyinteract and distance 
functions for a pair of geometries. Since the geometries can have many or few sub-
elements, we compared two main variants for query processing: (1) constructing and 
utilizing R-trees on sub-elements of geometries, and (2) just comparing MBVs of ele-
ments of first geometry with the MBV of the second geometry and vice-versa (referred 
to as ElemMBV check).  We can summarize our results as follows. 

 
• For distance computation, processing using R-trees on sub-elements of geometries 

is always faster by a factor of 2 or more based on the number of elements. 
• For anyinteract computation, use of R-trees on the geometries is faster if both ge-

ometries have a large number of (such as 20 or more) elements. 
• However, for anyinteract computation, if one geometry has very fewer number of 

sub-elements compared to the second, then R-trees are not the right choice. 
Instead, processing using ElemMBV check is faster. 
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Chapter 11 
Making Interoperability Persistent: A 3D Geo 
Database Based on CityGML 

Alexandra Stadler, Claus Nagel, Gerhard König and Thomas H. Kolbe  

Abstract. Virtual 3D city models are becoming increasingly complex with re-
spect to their spatial and thematic structures. CityGML is an OGC standard to 
represent and exchange city models in an interoperable way. As CityGML data-
sets may become very large and may contain deeply structured objects, the effi-
cient storage and input/output of CityGML data requires both carefully opti-
mized database schemas and data access tools. In this paper a 3D geo database 
for CityGML is presented. It is shown how the CityGML application schema is 
mapped to a relational schema in an optimized way. Then, a concept for the 
parallelized handling of (City)GML files using multithreading and the imple-
mentation of an import and export tool is explained in detail. Finally, the results 
from a first performance evaluation are given. 

11.1   Introduction 

Like many cities in Germany, Berlin is currently establishing a virtual 3D city model. 
More and more applications require additional height information and object structur-
ing in vertical direction – just think of urban and landscape modelling, architectural 
design, tourism, 3D cadastre, environmental simulations, radio network planning, dis-
aster management, or navigation. In order to assess the comprehensive 3D geoinfor-
mation for a city like Berlin, an appropriate data management component has to be 
built. Here, data may be collected, compared, adapted, updated, and exchanged. The 
data is used for urban studies, planning variants, calculation of intervisibility, impacts 
of vegetation alterations, and semantic data explorations. A necessary precondition is 
the existence of a standardised data model, ensuring consistent and interoperable data 
structuring. 

CityGML [9] is an international standard for the representation and exchange of 
3D city and landscape models issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). The 
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common information model behind CityGML defines classes and relations for the 
most relevant topographic objects in cities and regional models with respect to their 
geometrical, topological, semantic and appearance properties. By covering thematic 
information and structures, CityGML complements 3D graphics formats like KML 
and X3D/VRML. CityGML is implemented as an application schema for the Geogra-
phy Markup Language (GML) 3.1.1 [3] of the OGC and the ISO TC211.  

Based on CityGML, a 3D geo database for the official Berlin 3D city model was 
established. The main development objective was to achieve both the efficient storage 
and fast processing of CityGML. For this reason, the CityGML data model was 
mapped to a compact relational database schema. Moreover, an import/export tool 
was realised to facilitate the high-performance processing of CityGML and GML 
structures. Both aspects are considered integral parts of the 3D geo data management 
in Berlin. In this paper, we therefore address the modelling and database design of the 
Berlin 3D geo database as well as the software engineering aspects of the im-
port/export tool. 

11.2   A 3D geo database for Berlin 

The 3D geo database has been realised as an Oracle 10G R2 Spatial relational database 
schema. In the first project phase, the Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation, Univer-
sity of Bonn, built a first version that was confined to a subset of CityGML [1]. In the 
second phase, we now have redesigned the existing database schema to fully comply 
with CityGML 1.0.0. For this upgrade, additional support of interior building structures, 
the new appearance model and the full set of CityGML’s thematic modules is provided. 

In detail, the database implements the following key features of CityGML: 
 

• Complex thematic modelling  
The description of thematic features includes attributes, relations, and nested ag-
gregation hierarchies (part-whole-relations) between features. Since on the spatial 
level geometry objects are assigned to features, both a semantic and a geometrical 
aggregation hierarchy can be employed. The rich semantic information can be 
used for thematic queries, analyses, or simulations.  

• Five different Levels of Detail (LODs) 
Following the idea of multi-representation, every geo object (including DTMs and 
aerial photographs) can be stored in five different LODs. With increasing LOD, 
objects not only obtain a more precise and finer geometry, but do also gain in 
thematic refinement. 

• Appearance data 
In addition to semantic information and geometry, features can have appearances, 
i.e., information about the observable properties of a feature’s surface. Appear-
ances can represent textures and materials, but are not restricted to visual proper-
ties. In fact, appearances can transport any surface based theme, such as infrared 
radiation, noise pollution, etc.  

• Complex digital terrain models (DTMs) 
DTMs may be represented in four different ways in the 3D geo database: by regu-
lar grids, triangulated irregular networks (TINs), 3D mass points and 3D break 
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lines. For each LOD a complex relief can be aggregated from any number of DTM 
components of different types. For example, 3D mass points and break lines can 
be used together to form complex terrain models. 

• Representation of generic and prototypical 3D objects 
Prototypical objects are used for memory-efficient management of objects that 
frequently occur in the city model at different locations, e.g., pieces of street furni-
ture like lanterns, road signs or benches. Each instance of a prototypical object 
may refer to a particular prototype object for each LOD. 

• Free, also recursive aggregation of geo objects 
Geo objects can be aggregated to groups according to user-defined criteria, e.g., to 
model a building complex consisting of individual building objects. The groups 
themselves represent geo objects which can be assigned names and additional 
classifying attributes. Groups again may contain other groups as members, result-
ing in aggregation hierarchies of arbitrary depth. 

• Flexible 3D geometries 
The geometry of 3D objects can be represented through the combination of sur-
faces and solids as well as any, also recursive, aggregation of these elements.  

The previous version of the database added two aspects to the underlying informa-
tion model which exceed the capabilities of CityGML [1]. These aspects have been 
retained in the upgraded database: 

 
• Management of large aerial photographs  

The database can handle aerial photographs of arbitrary size. Using Oracle 10G 
R2 Spatial GeoRaster functionality, tiled, homogeneous photographs can be ag-
gregated to one single image.  

• Version and history management 
The version and history management employs Oracle’s Workspace Manager. It is 
largely transparent to applications that work with the database. For administration 
of planning areas and embodied planning alternatives, the tool “PlanningMan-
ager” was implemented and added to the 3D geo database. Furthermore, proce-
dures saved within the database (Stored Procedures) are provided, which allow for 
comfortable management of planning alternatives or versions [10]. 

The following sections explain the different steps of the database development. 
Important design decisions are pointed out. The three main steps are marked as (a), 
(b), and (c) in Fig. 11.1: 

 
(a) Simplification of CityGML’s data model (section 11.3) 

In order to achieve a more compact database schema and improve query per-
formance, the complex data model was simplified at some critical points. 

(b) Derivation of the relational database schema (section 11.4) 
The simplified object-oriented data model has been mapped to relational tables. 
The number of tables was optimized in order to minimize the number of joins for 
typical queries. 

(c) Creation of an import and export tool (section 11.5) 
The database administration tool allows processing of very large CityGML in-
stance documents (>> 4 GB). Multiprocessor systems or multi-core CPUs are 
leveraged through a multithreaded architecture.  
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Fig. 11.1. Tasks in the development of Berlin’s city geo database: 
           (a) Simplification of CityGML’s data model, 
           (b) Derivation of the relational database schema, 
           (c) Creation of an import and export tool for CityGML instance documents. 

11.3   Simplification of CityGML’s data model 

In order to cope with arbitrary CityGML datasets, the 3D geo database has to cover 
all modelling aspects of CityGML 1.0.0 [9]. However, CityGML uses concepts which 
are seen as quite complex by some users and software implementors. Complexity is 
found on different levels: 

 
• CityGML comprises different thematic models to represent the topographic ob-

jects in cities and regional models. These models are different in structure, e.g., re-
garding relations and aggregation hierarchies between features, and spatial proper-
ties of features. Consequently, there is no simple ‘mechanic’ way to create a 
standardized relational model adhering to each thematic component. 

• On the level of single thematic model components we have to face different rela-
tions between objects, allowing for modelling in various levels of complexity. 
First, the thematic model of CityGML is based on hierarchical decomposition of 
geo objects. E.g., a building may be decomposed into building parts, rooms, walls, 
windows, and doors, etc. Second, some cyclic relations exist, resulting in nested 
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object structures of arbitrary depth. E.g., building parts may be recursively decom-
posed into nested building parts. Another prominent example is the “general-
izesTo” relation for CityObjects which maintains links between corresponding ob-
jects in different LOD. Third, multifaceted aggregations are included between 
thematic classes and their spatial properties. For one object, several geometric rep-
resentations may be provided simultaneously. 

• On the geometry level, hierarchies comparable to those on the thematic side can be 
found. CityGML supports a subset of GML’s geometry model comprising mainly 
polygonal geometries: Surfaces, CompositeSurfaces, MultiSurfaces, Solids etc., all 
of which may be assigned appearance information. This subset facilitates various 
ways of composing spatial entities, including nesting of arbitrary depth.  

The ability to represent structured urban information is one of CityGML’s key fea-
tures. However, when it comes to data collection at a large scale (e.g., for a big city), 
some simplifications should be considered to enhance performance of database ac-
cess. For Berlin, a simplified data model has been created and then used as basis for 
the derivation of the actual database structure. In the following, modifications are 
listed and discussed in detail: 

 
• Simplified treatment of recursions 

Recursive database queries are very time consuming, especially if the recursion 
depth is unknown. In order to guarantee high performance, each database object 
stores both its direct parent element and its root element. The root element is essen-
tial for typical high level queries. E.g., all parts of a building can be obtained by 
simply accessing those elements storing the building’s ID as root ID. This opera-
tion can be executed on thematic as well as geometry side. The explicit storage of 
parent elements allows for reconstruction of the whole recursion tree without in-
formation loss. 

• Alternative design of GML geometry classes  
In CityGML, spatial properties of features are represented by objects of GML3’s 
geometry model, consisting of primitives, which may be combined to form com-
plexes, composite geometries, and aggregates. The usage for CityGML is restricted 
to a subset of the GML3 geometry package, dealing with the representation of po-
lygonal geometries. This may be Points, LineStrings, Polygons, Solids and all valid 
geometry collections such as CompositeSurfaces or MultiSolids. For topology and 
appearance information, CityGML requires identification of geometry parts, even 
if contained in geometry collections. Spatial databases usually provide data types 
for the aforementioned geometry types. In fact, only those data types enable spatial 
queries within these databases. Unfortunately, database implementations of geome-
try collections such as MultiSurface do not allow for naming and referencing of the 
internal geometry parts. This hinders their use for CityGML.  
The solution is a simplified geometry model for 2D and 3D geometries as shown in 
Fig. 11.2.  
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Fig. 11.2. Simplified modelling of polygon-based GML geometry classes. 

The abstract root class is called _BRepGeometry and acts as basis for all surface-
based geometry objects within the city database. It specialises to two concrete classes 
Polygon and BRepAggregate which hold explicit coordinates or information on ag-
gregation hierarchy respectively. All surfaces are split into individual polygons such 
that each is identifiable. Polygon uses a native spatial data type (Oracle 
SDO_GEOMETRY of type Polygon) to enable spatial queries. Polygons are then aggre-
gated using BRepAggregate, again with each being identifiable. Various flags denote the 
type of aggregation: is Triangulated denotes a TriangulatedSurface, is Solid distinguishes 
between surface and solid, and is Composite defines whether this is an aggregate (e.g., 
MultiSolid) or a composition (e.g., CompositeSolid). Geometric aggregates are arbitrary 
aggregations of geometry elements which are not assumed to fulfill specific topological 
constraints. In contrast, composite geometries represent a set of topologically connected 
primitive geometric objects of same dimension, whose interiors are disjoint. The geomet-
ric composite itself must be isomorphic to a primitive geometric object [11]. The recur-
sive relation bRepMember enables nesting of geometry collections. 

 
• Project specific classes and class attributes 

The city database of Berlin must also store orthophotos, metadata, and version con-
trols. Since in CityGML this information is not represented, appropriate classes 
and class attributes have been added. 

• Data type customisation 
Some of the data types specified in CityGML were substituted by simpler ones to 
enable a more efficient representation within the database, e.g. code lists and col-
our vectors were replaced by strings and non-polygonal GML geometry types were 
mapped to their Oracle-specific data type SDO_GEOMETRY. 

• Reducing multiplicities of class attributes 
Simple attributes with an unbounded number of occurrences (*) are represented in 
the database by either an array containing a predefined maximum number of ele-
ments or by a data type permitting storage of arbitrary values in one object (e.g., 
several values may be represented by using the data type String with a predefined 
separator to detach elements from each other). Only then such attributes can be in-
cluded into a single database column. 

• Cardinalities and types of relations 
To represent relations of cardinality n:m in a database, an additional table is 
needed, which contains pairs of linked object IDs. With the simplification to 1:n or 
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n:1 relations this additional table can be avoided. Therefore, all relations defined in 
CityGML were tested for more restrictive interpretation. One result was changing 
the aggregation between rooms and furniture to a composition, since furniture is 
always bound to a specific room.  

11.4   Derivation of the relational database schema 

GML is inherently object oriented. The GML application schema of CityGML con-
tains specialization and aggregation hierarchies, nested objects, and complex attrib-
utes. In order to map these structures to a relational schema different rules have been 
proposed and discussed in the past. For example, the mapping of specialisation hier-
archies onto database tables may follow one of three different mapping methods [13]. 
Fig. 11.3 illustrates these methods for the mapping of our simplified geometry repre-
sentation, introduced in Fig. 11.2 (the bRepMember relation is omitted here). 

In order to create space-efficient representations, systems that are capable of auto-
matically deriving relational schemas from GML application schemas typically employ 
variants (c) or (b). For example, the two commercial systems GO Loader [8, 12] from 
Snowflake Software and SupportGIS [4] from CPA Geo-Information follow this line.  

For the Berlin 3D geodatabase the mapping was carried out manually allowing 
careful optimisations. For each CityGML class the mapping alternative was chosen 
individually. The criteria were the expected number of tuples within the tables, the 
number of joins to reconstruct the CityGML objects, and the overall complexity of the 
most important queries (with respect to the CityGML object structure). Emgård and 
Zlatanova [6] provide a more detailed discussion about the mapping of a 3D informa-
tion model to a relational database. They outline and evaluate two alternative map-
pings that are optimised for spatial or semantic queries respectively. 
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Fig. 11.3. Mapping a class hierarchy to database tables: (a) mapping all classes to a single table; 
(b) mapping non-abstract classes to their own tables; (c) mapping each class to a single table. 
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Central CityGML classes were identified that require individual tables. They in-
clude CityObject, CityModel, SurfaceData, and major thematic classes such as Plant-
Cover or AbstractBuilding. Remaining classes have been merged into these tables ei-
ther due to similar structure (e.g., BuildingInstallation and IntBuildingInstallation) or 
due to inheritance (e.g., Road, Track, Railway, and Square into TransportationCom-
plex). See [9] for CityGML class diagrams.  

The overall root class Feature has no associated table. Instead, its attributes 
GMLID, GML_NAME, and NAME_CODESPACE have been moved to direct sub-
classes of CityObject. In addition, GMLID has been equipped with an attribute 
GMLID_CODESPACE. It contains the full path of the originating CityGML instance 
document or a user-defined value. The codespace is required since GMLIDs are to be 
unique in single instance documents only. Only the combination of ID and codespace 
ensures uniqueness within the database. For the class CityObject, the attributes 
GML_NAME and NAME_CODESPACE have been pushed down an additional level 
along the inheritance hierarchy. This is due to typical database queries, such as 
searching for a specific building named “Brandenburger Tor”. Storing the attributes 
directly in table CityObject would require unnecessary table joins to identify affected 
buildings. 

Finally, the attribute CLASS_ID has been added to CityObject. It helps implement-
ing queries starting in table CityObject, such as by GMLID, by spatial extent (e.g., a 
bounding box), or through meta information. To facilitate further database scanning, 
the attribute CLASS_ID provides information on the class affiliation of the identified 
entries in CityObject and enables direct access to relevant tables.  

The implementation of geometry in the 3D geodatabase (Fig. 11.4) follows the first 
approach (Fig. 11.3(a)). By avoiding multiple tables the number of joins is reduced, 
resulting in higher database performance. As explained in section 11.3 (Simplified 
treatment of recursions), the bRepMember relation (Fig. 11.2) was reduced to two at-
tributes PARENT_ID and ROOT_ID. Further explanations can be found in the data-
base documentation [2]. 

 

 

Fig. 11.4. Implementation of 3D BRep geometry in the 3D geo database. This table stores eve-
rything from single Polygons over MultiSurfaces, CompositeSurfaces, TriangulatedSurfaces, 
up to Solids, MultiSolids, and CompositeSolids. By only using Oracle’s SDO_GEOMETRY 
type for single polygons, every polygon is a tuple with an ID value and may be referenced e.g. 
from appearance information. 
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11.5   Creation of an import and export tool 

In this section, we introduce a software tool for the import and export of CityGML 
datasets for the 3D geo database. In addition to the relational geo database schema, 
the tool is considered an integral part of an overall solution for the efficient process-
ing, storage, and retrieval of 3D city models. 

In this context, the processing of CityGML and GML structures has to face three 
main challenges:  

 
1. GML provides a powerful and expressive data model and XML is verbose. This re-

sults in voluminous encodings of spatial data. Thus, instance documents quickly 
grow in file size and may exceed main memory limits (e.g., one million buildings 
in LOD1 require about 7GB of disk space).  

2. Objects may be arbitrarily nested leading to complex data structures which have to 
be efficiently parsed and mapped to according database tables.  

3. Property elements may reference their value using XLinks pointing to remote ob-
jects within the same or an external document. These Xlinks have to be resolved in 
order to correctly represent objects within the geo database. 

The import/export tool addresses these challenges by employing strategies for the 
handling of CityGML instance documents of arbitrary file size and the resolving of 
XLinks. Furthermore, high-performance data processing is achieved based on a multi-
threaded software architecture. Fig. 11.5 gives an overview of the import and export 
tool’s implementation. It is composed of three parts. In the middle, the process of 
binding the underlying CityGML XML schema definition to a Java object model is il-
lustrated, further explained in section 11.5.1. The top and bottom parts show the proc-
ess of data import and export, addressed in sections 11.5.2 and 11.5.3.  
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Fig. 11.5. Import and export tool: Overview of the overall data flow. 

Special attention is directed to the management of object IDs, because only a sys-
tematic and careful usage of a worldwide unique identifier guarantees consistent up-
dating of geo objects stored in the database. As GMLIDs are optional and unique only 
within one dataset, all imported objects are either assigned a new worldwide unique 
identifier (UUIDs) or only objects with missing GMLIDs are assigned such UUIDs. 
In both cases, the attribute GMLID_CODESPACE described in section 11.4 is added 
to every object (including surface-based geometries). 

11.5.1   Software design of the import/export tool 

The import/export tool is implemented as a Java application. It employs a chunk 
processing strategy for XML documents in order to handle instance documents of ar-
bitrary file size. Furthermore, the software design is entirely based on multithreading 
allowing for high-performance and concurrent data processing. 

11.5.1.1   Support for CityGML instance documents of arbitrary file size 

The processing of large XML documents is realized through a stream-based XML ob-
ject binding. This approach utilizes two existing Java frameworks for reading and 
writing verbose XML files. On the one hand, the Java Architecture for XML Binding 
(JAXB) is employed to facilitate an object-oriented view of XML data. On the other 
hand, the Simple API for XML (SAX) is used for the stream-based and event-driven 
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parsing of XML documents. By combining both frameworks, the benefits of each API 
can be leveraged while limiting their downsides. 

The JAXB framework provides a convenient and easy-to-use way to validate and 
process XML content using Java objects by binding the underlying XML schema 
definition to a Java object model. It enables storing and retrieving of data in memory 
in any XML format without the need to implement a specific set of XML loading and 
saving routines. Moreover, the generated object model captures the structure of XML 
better than general-purpose APIs like the XML Document Object Model (DOM) or 
SAX. Like most object-binding APIs, JAXB requires the entire XML stream or file to 
be present in main memory before data processing can begin. Consequently, memory 
consumption limits the maximum XML document size.  

In contrast, streaming parsers such as SAX, allow for a serial access to XML 
documents. Each element of the document is passed to the application in sequence of 
its occurrence via user-defined callback methods. Accordingly, the memory footprint 
of this event-driven approach is mainly based on the data stored in a single XML ele-
ment, and thus is always only a small fraction of the size of the entire document. 
However, stream-based parsing is unidirectional, i.e., previously parsed data cannot 
be re-read. This hinders a simple and object-oriented handling of complex XML con-
tent. 

In order to provide both an object-oriented view of XML data and a solution to the 
data overload problem, the import/export tool implements a two-stage approach: 1) 
XML documents are parsed using a SAX streaming parser which splits the document 
into single chunks of manageable size. For each chunk, the occurring SAX events are 
recorded using a memory buffer. 2) The buffer contents are individually mapped to 
Java objects for data processing using JAXB. For writing XML documents, the in-
verse process is applied. 

By this means, memory usage is no longer dependent on the document size, but 
only relates to the amount of data kept in the memory buffer. For CityGML instance 
documents, reasonable XML chunks are embraced by <cityObjectMember> tags 
which represent the top-level features within a CityGML model. 

In anticipation of future changes, a thin access wrapper is added to the JAXB bind-
ing classes. This wrapper abstracts from the underlying binding classes to enable par-
allel support of CityGML version 0.4.0 and 1.0.0. 

11.5.1.2   Concurrency of data processing  

The overall architecture of the import/export tool is based on multithreading, i.e., 
concurrent execution of multiple interacting computational tasks. Generally, each task 
within the import/export process of CityGML data is carried out by separate threads. 
The decoupling of compute bound from I/O bound tasks and their parallel non-
blocking processing usually leads to an increase of the overall application perform-
ance. In a multi-core environment, threads can even be executed simultaneously on 
different CPUs.  

However, a common and simplistic thread-per-task approach faces disadvantages 
for a large number of active threads such as thread life-cycle overhead and resource 
thrashing. For this reason, the import/export application reuses threads for multiple 
but homogenous tasks by applying a pooled threads model. Thread-creation overhead 
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is spread over many tasks, and because a thread already exists within the pool when a 
task is requested, the delay introduced by thread creation is eliminated.  

The thread pool model is implemented as a work queue combined with a fixed 
group of associated worker threads (Fig. 11.6). The work queue is realized as a block-
ing queue which is a common pattern in multithreaded programming: one thread pro-
duces objects, i.e., single tasks to be performed, and places them on a queue for con-
sumption by other threads, which remove them from the queue. The blocking queue 
implementation is following the producer-consumer design pattern [7] to avoid dead-
locks of the associated worker threads. 

 

Queue

Thread Pool

worker

worker

worker

Thread Pool

Queue

worker

asynchronoussynchronous asynchronoussynchronous

 

Fig. 11.6. Thread pools are implemented as work queues with fixed groups of associated 
worker threads. 

Single thread pools can be easily combined to entire process chains. The worker 
threads within a thread pool concurrently process the tasks placed on their associated 
work queue, and pass their processing results to the work queue of the subsequent 
thread pool. This allows for the decoupling of process steps in a modular way, allow-
ing for easy extension by further process steps. Inter-process communication between 
the process steps is realized by an event-dispatcher thread which is implemented as 
single-worker pool allowing for asynchronous and synchronous message transfer ac-
cording to the publisher-subscriber design pattern [7]. 

The optimal number of worker threads within a thread pool mainly depends on the 
number of processors available, the nature of the task, e.g., I/O bound or compute 
bound, and the cost of thread context switching. The import/export tool supports user-
defined threshold values and a management unit per thread pool for autonomous ad-
aptation based on the overall workload. Furthermore, the queue size is a determining 
factor for memory consumption, and thus can be adjusted to specific system configu-
rations. 

11.5.2   The import process  

The process of importing CityGML datasets into the database is illustrated in Fig. 
11.7. The workflow is implemented by chaining thread pools which cover single steps 
of the import process. It comprises thread pools for the chunk-processing of the input 
XML document (parser thread pool), the conversion of single chunks to JAXB objects 
representing CityGML top-level features (converter thread pool), and the data proc-
essing of these features (importer and XLink thread pools). The associated work 
queues are also shown in Fig. 11.7. 
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Fig. 11.7. Import Tool (phase 1) – Detailed workflow from input CityGML instance documents 
to database storage. XLink references are separately stored in temporary tables to enable XLink 
resolving in phase 2. 

The first two steps of the process chain, i.e., chunk processing of the input data and 
unmarshalling of CityGML top-level features, have already been discussed in section 
11.5.1. By analyzing the resulting JAXB objects, the subsequent importer thread 
shown in Fig. 11.7 derives the final SQL statements using the import functionality, 
which maps the objects to corresponding tables of the relational database schema 
(section 11.4). This step can be customized by user-defined import filters. For exam-
ple, the import may be restricted to a given set of feature types, e.g., only CityGML 
buildings, or to features located within a geographic bounding box. Filtered objects 
can be immediately skipped and released from memory.  

In order to optimize database response times, SQL statements are precompiled and 
stored in corresponding Java objects by the importer thread. The precompiled objects 
can then be used to efficiently execute the same statement multiple times with varying 
data. Furthermore, SQL statements are collected and only forwarded to the database if 
a certain amount of statements has been reached (bulk processing). This allows for an 
efficient batch processing on the database side. The optimal number of statements 
within a batch depends on the complexity of the imported CityGML dataset, and thus 
can be customized.   

The multithreaded design of the import tool allows for the concurrent execution of 
all process steps. For example, the parsing of the XML document is never blocked by 
threads waiting for database response, and multiple JAXB objects can be processed 
simultaneously. However, the chunk-processing of the input data also introduces a 
further level of complexity. In CityGML instance documents, properties of features 
like relations to other features or geometry objects may be denoted using the XLink 
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concept of GML3. Thus, instead of having the XML content inline within the feature 
element, the content is given by reference to a remote object identified by its GMLID. 
Since backward references within the same XML document are allowed, a one-stage 
approach for resolving of XLinks would require the whole document to be present in 
memory. 

To solve this problem, the import tool employs a two-phase strategy. In the first 
run (Fig. 11.7), features are written to the database neglecting references to remote 
objects. However, if a feature contains an XLink, an additional entry is written to a 
temporary table by a separate XLink thread. This entry mainly contains the referenc-
ing feature and the referenced GMLID. Furthermore, the import tool keeps track of 
every previously encountered GMLID and its corresponding object representation in 
database. In a consecutive run, only these temporary tables are revisited and queried. 
Since the entire XML document has been processed at this point in time, valid refer-
ences can be resolved and processed accordingly. The second phase of the import 
process is depicted in Fig. 11.8.  

By means of this two-phase import process, the advantages of chunk-processing 
can be kept and a correct storage of CityGML instance documents within the database 
can be ensured. 
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Fig. 11.8. Import Tool (phase 2) – After phase 1 is completed, the information stored in the 
temporary tables is queried (splitter thread pool) to resolve XLink references to remote objects 
(resolver thread pool).  

11.5.3   The export process 

The workflow for exporting CityGML datasets from the database is shown in Fig. 
11.9. As for the import, the workflow is realized as a process chain combining several 
thread pools, each of which covers a separate process step.  

The first step of this workflow is to query the database according to user-defined 
criteria. These export filters are identically defined as the import filters, e.g., allowing 
for spatial queries of features within a given geographic bounding box. Spatial queries 
are performed within the database itself using the spatial indexing capabilities of Ora-
cle 10G R2 Spatial. Furthermore, the queries are only executed on a single database 
table in the first run, which only holds general information for all contained features. 
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Thus, the queries can be rapidly processed by the database and returned to the export 
tool.  

As soon as the first query results are returned, the splitter thread places them on the 
work queue of the subsequent exporter thread. By this means, the worker threads of 
the export pool already start to reconstruct the corresponding CityGML feature ob-
jects while the splitter thread still processes the initial database response. 

Depending on the type of feature to be reconstructed, the exporter workers have to 
execute more complex database queries spanning several tables in order to retrieve 
the necessary feature data. The export functionality provides respective code for each 
feature type. At this stage, most of the data processing is done by the database server 
due to efficient use of SQL join statements. Furthermore, if a single worker thread is 
waiting for database response, it does not block the other threads within the export 
pool. If all data has been received, it is mapped to corresponding JAXB objects. Also 
the export tool keeps track of the feature’s GMLID in order to avoid duplicate output 
of objects and to use XLinks instead. The JAXB objects are marshalled to SAX 
events which are recorded by a temporary memory buffer. The buffered SAX events 
are placed on the queue of the subsequent thread pool. Afterwards, the export thread 
continues to work on the next feature. 

The last step of the export process, i.e., writing the entire feature data to a 
CityGML instance document, is carried out by an I/O writer thread. This thread takes 
the SAX event buffers from its work queue and translates them into XML elements. 
Again, these file-based processes are decoupled from all other steps of the process 
chain. 
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Fig. 11.9. Export Tool – Detailed workflow from database filtering to the export of CityGML 
instance documents. 

11.5.4   Performance 

Currently, performance has not been measured thoroughly. However, initial tests ex-
hibit good throughput in the following setting: 

 
• Database server: 2 x Intel Xeon Dual Core@3GHz, 6GB RAM, SCSI Raid 5 Disk 

Array, Windows Server 2003 SP2, 100MBit LAN 
• Client running the import/export tool: Intel Core2 CPU 6600@2.4GHz, 2GB 

RAM, WindowsXP SP2, 100MBit LAN 
 
The database server was running a default Oracle 10G R2 Spatial installation with-

out manual tunings or additional settings. All import tests have been performed with 
spatial indexes disabled. Additionally, indexes on table rows containing VARCHAR2 
values (e.g., GMLID, GMLID_CODESPACE) were switched off. Unless stated oth-
erwise, Oracle’s table versioning was disabled. The performance measurements for 
the import of different CityGML instance documents are shown in Table 11.1.  

Table 11.1. Performance measurements for the import of CityGML datasets using the devel-
oped import tool. Row headers are as follows: [1] File size, [2] Overall import time, [3] Top-
level features per second (please note that these may contain nested features which are not 
counted here), [4] Workers per thread pool, [5] Imported top-level features / geometries / tex-
ture images / Xlinks, [6] Versioning using Oracle Workspace Manager 

Dataset [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
1 mio. LOD1  
buildings 

7.5GB 1:15h 228 4 1055951 / 
11511040 / 0 / 0 

off 

Dataset [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
1 mio. LOD1  
buildings 

7.5GB 2:25h 121 1 1055951 / 
11511040 / 0 / 0 

off 

209 complex LOD3 
objects 

40.1MB 17s 12 4 209 / 73823 / 0 / 0 off 
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on 
10927 fully tex-
tured LOD2 build-
ings 

163MB + 
57 MB 
textures 

25min 7 4 10927 / 434714 / 
43348 / 391006 

off 

57 MB 
textures 

42min 4 1 10927 / 434714 / 
43348 / 391006 

off 

(w/o textures) 
163MB 

 
6:30 
min 

28 4 10927 / 434714 / 
0 / 391006 

off 

 
Corresponding export tests are illustrated in Table 11.2. 

Table 11.2. Performance measurements for the export of CityGML datasets using the devel-
oped export tool. Row headers are as follows: [1] File size, [2] Overall export time, [3] Top-
level features per second, [4] Worker per thread pool, [5] Exported top-level features / ge-
ometries / texture images / XLinks 

 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
1 mio. LOD1  
buildings 

7.5GB 38min 455 10 1055951 / 11511040 / 
0 / 0 

0 / 0 
209 various and 
complex LOD3 ob-
jects 

40.1MB 7s 30 10 209 / 73823 / 0 / 0 

10927 fully tex-
tured LOD2 build-
ings 

163MB
+  

57 MB 
textures 

4:20min 42 4 10927 / 434714 / 
43348 / 391006 

(w/o textures) 
163MB

+  
57 MB 
textures 

2min 91 4 10927 / 434714 / 
43348 / 391006 

11.6   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper a relational 3D geo database for the storage of CityGML data was pre-
sented. Optimizations on the object model and its mapping to a relational schema 
were discussed. Furthermore, a concept for multithreaded processing of large 
(City)GML files was proposed. The first performance evaluations showed that the us-
age of concurrent worker threads leads to significant speedups.  

The 3D geodatabase has been developed in the course of the project “Geo data 
management for the Berlin government – The official Berlin 3D city model” [5]. By 
relying on CityGML’s comprehensive data model, members of different commu-
nities, such as city planners, architects, surveyors, etc. are provided with a database 

-“- 40.1MB 24s 9 1 209 / 73823 / 0 / 0 off 
-“- 40.1MB 3:20h 0.02 4 209 / 73823 / 0 / 0 

-“- 163MB +  

-“- 

-“- 7.5GB 1:57h 150 1 1055951 / 11511040 / 

-“- 40.1MB 17s 12 1 209 / 73823 / 0 / 0 

-“- 
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for semantically rich city models. With the project close-out at the end of this year 
the entire software will be released as Open Source on [2].  

In the future, the database administration tool will be extended by data matching 
functionality, i.e. buildings in the database that represent the same real world object 
will be detected and linked automatically. This allows for the exchange of thematic 
information attached to either of the buildings as well as automated updating proce-
dures. In case of equivalent geometries, one of the objects will be deleted to avoid da-
tabase inconsistencies. 

Finally, there is room for performance optimisations. Important topics not yet cov-
ered are logical table and index partitions as well as their optimal distribution on 
physical volumes.  
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Chapter 12 
Use of Finite Arithmetic in 3D Spatial Databases 

Rodney, James Thompson  

Abstract. Most of the spatial theory that underpins geographic information re-
positories is based on the assumption of Euclidean space, which requires the 
support of the real number system. The actual implementation of this theory on 
computer hardware then requires the use of finite precision arithmetic, meaning 
that some approximations must be made during the processing of certain calcu-
lations. This paper considers these approximations, and the effect they have 
when made at different critical points in the processes. 

12.1   Introduction 

Most of the spatial theory that underpins geographic information repositories is based 
on the assumption of Euclidean space, which requires the support of the real number 
system. The actual implementation of this theory on computer hardware then requires 
the use of finite precision arithmetic, meaning that some approximations must be 
made during the processing of certain calculations. 

This paper considers these approximations, and the effect they have when made at 
different critical points in the processes. 

12.2   Approaches Taken 

There is an inherent and unavoidable loss of accuracy when any measurements of 
real-world phenomena are taken and stored. This obvious fact is common to all ap-
proaches discussed in this paper. The issue being discussed here is the small inaccura-
cies that accumulate in the database representation of spatial features as those repre-
sentations are processed and manipulated during the life of the data. 
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In order to compare the different approaches, a comparison will be made using as 
examples: 
 
• The validation of a polygon in 3D as a planar object. 
• The validation of polyhedra. 
• The operation of forming the union of polyhedra. 
• A test for equality of volumetric features in space. 
 

In addition, the important topological operations: union, intersection and comple-
ment [4], the predicates intersects and overlaps, and the Region Connection Calculus 
predicates: connected, disconnected, tangential proper part etc. [12] are considered. 

12.2.1   Validation of a Polygon as a Planar Object 

Any three points may have a plane that passes exactly through them, and if the points 
are not collinear or coincident, this plane will be uniquely defined. Where four or 
more points are involved, it may not be possible to find a plane that passes through 
them. Many 3D objects are represented as having planar faces, where these faces have 
more than three vertices. It is important in these representations that the faces are truly 
planar. 

This issue can be sidestepped by using a triangulation of the surfaces, where each 
surface is broken into triangular facets. This does, however lose the definition of the 
original surfaces, and does not document the intention that they be planar.  

12.2.2   Validation of Polyhedra. 

In addition to the requirement for planar surfaces, there are other validation require-
ments being suggested for 3D objects. One of the more important is that the volume 
be “watertight”. That is to say, if the volume is defined in terms of the bounding 
faces, then the faces must meet exactly along all edges. In practice, given the finite 
precision of point representations, this means that additional vertices must be inserted 
in some faces. For example in Fig. 12.1, a point at p has to be inserted into face A, to 
prevent mismatch of the approximated position with the edge.  
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p A 

 

Fig. 12.1. A redundant point in face A of polyhedron 

Another requirement is that the outer surface should be simple, while the internal 
volume should be connected. [9] give a number of specific cases of polyhedra which 
fail this requirement. In the cases depicted in Fig. 12.2, the finite precision calcula-
tions may result in their being detected as valid or invalid by different software. 

 

Fig. 12.2. Polyhedra with non-simple boundary surfaces 

12.2.3   Union of Polyhedra 

The operation of forming the union of two polyhedra can be problematic, when calcu-
lated using finite precision arithmetic. For example, if a region is connected to another 
region, it should be connected to the union of that region with any other. For example, 
in Fig. 12.3, since A is connected to B, it should be connected to B∪C, however, small 
inaccuracies in the calculation of the points of intersection of the boundaries can 
cause this to break down. For simplicity, this issue is discussed using 2D cases, but 
applies in any dimensionality. 
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Fig. 12.3. Connectivity is not necessarily conserved in calculations. Here A is strongly con-
nected to B, but due to limited accuracy of calculations (shown exaggerated) is not connected to 
B∪C. 

Further, the calculation of the union or intersection of regions can lead to non-
associativity of operations. In the same way that floating point arithmetic is not neces-
sarily associative, it is possible that the result of calculation of the union or intersec-
tion of spatial regions may differ depending on the order that calculation is carried 
out. For example in Fig. 12.3, since A is connected to B, the union A∪B is a simple, 
connected polygon. Forming (A∪B)∪C, the result would be a simple connected poly-
gon. If, however, B∪C is calculated, small inaccuracies can result in A not being con-
nected to B∪C, so that A∪(B∪C) is a multi-polygon. 

12.2.4   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The simple test of determining if A is equal to B should be the most basic of opera-
tions in any system. It is therefore surprising that it is rarely implemented correctly if 
at all, and that the ISO 19107 definition of equality of spatial objects would not sat-
isfy the requirements of the Object class in Java. 

The ISO 19107 definition of equals() (ISO-TC211 2001) uses the phrase “shall re-
turn true if this GM_Object is equal to another GM_Object”, but qualifies this defini-
tion with: “Since an infinite set of direct positions cannot be tested, the internal im-
plementation of equal must test for equivalence between two, possibly quite different, 
representations. This test may be limited to the resolution of the coordinate system or 
the accuracy of the data. Application schemas may define a tolerance that returns true 
if the two GM_Objects have the same dimension and each direct position in this 
GM_Object is within a tolerance distance of a direct position in the passed 
GM_Object and vice versa” (ISO 19107 Section 12.6.2.2.18.3). 

There is also a need for a stronger form of equality. As an example, consider the 
implementation of geometric objects as subclasses of the Object class of Java. This 
requires the implementation of “equals” and “hashCode” methods [13]. A hash-keyed 
structure is used where large numbers of objects are to be stored, with the expectation 
that the hashCode method generates a key value that can be used to provide fast ac-
cess to any object in the collection. It is acceptable (and unavoidable) for different ob-
jects to generate the same key value (“collisions”), with the “equals” method being 
used to distinguish between them. The requirements of the hashCode method are that 
for two objects a and b: 
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a.equals(b) ⇒ a.hashCode() = b.hashCode() 

a.hashCode() = b.hashCode() “nearly always implies” 
a.equals(b) 

The “nearly always implies” determines how useful the algorithm is. If many un-
equal objects generate the same hash code, the algorithm is inefficient, leading to 
multiple collisions.  

It is difficult to imagine any hashCode routine that is useable in conjunction with 
an “equals” test which allows a tolerance.  

12.3   Approximate the Results of Every Step 

This is the most common approach taken currently. The problem is that at any stage 
of an operation it is possible for the logic to break down, because the rounding im-
plied in any stage can invalidate the results of earlier stages. 

12.3.1   Floating Point Arithmetic 

At each step in an operation the arithmetical unit of the computer performs a round-
ing. This may be an explicit rounding to a selected accuracy, or an implied rounding 
that is generated by the floating point arithmetic unit. This is the approach taken by 
many of the systems that operate in floating point. 

The IEEE standard for floating point operations IEEE 754 [5, 6] is a partially suc-
cessful attempt to ensure that a calculation will give consistent results in differing 
computational contexts. The remaining inconsistencies seem to be in the handling of 
overflow, underflow and “divide by zero” [8].  

On the other hand, the results of certain arithmetic calculations are exactly speci-
fied – down to the mandatory rounding to be used, for any computer hardware that 
advertises IEEE compliance. These include addition, subtraction, division, multiplica-
tion, square root and binary to/from decimal conversions. Significantly, they do not 
include the trigonometric functions (sin, cos etc). 

It might be thought that it would be possible to take a similar approach to the cal-
culation of geometric results, but this is out of scope of this paper. The difficulties of 
this approach are legion, but include the same types of issues that prevent the exact 
standardisation of trigonometric functions. 

One non-technical reason for the reluctance of standardisation bodies to take such 
an approach is that the details of actual calculations may be commercial in confi-
dence, and particularly well designed algorithms can be valuable distinguishing fea-
tures of software, giving a competitive commercial advantage. 

In summary, it may be assumed that the calculation of a result, such as the point of 
intersection of three planes, will result in a good approximation to the true point re-
gardless of the platform used, but that the same result cannot be expected on different 
platforms. 
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It should be expected, however, that the re-calculation of a function from identical 
inputs should have exactly the same result, but even this can be jeopardised by “over-
enthusiastic” optimisation in some programming environments [8]. 

Arithmetic operations between floating point numbers are not necessarily associa-
tive. That is to say (a+b)+c may not give the same answer as a+(b+c).  

For example, 1010 + (-1010 + 10-10) gives zero, while (1010 - 1010) + 10-10 gives 10-10. 
This can be significant in many calculations, and must be considered where repeat-
ability of results is desired. 

12.3.2   Validation of a Polygon as a Planar Object 

In general, any polygon in 3D with more than 3 vertices cannot be represented using 
floating point coordinates such that the vertices are exactly coplanar. If the calculation 
of the vertex coordinates were carried out using infinite precision arithmetic, and the 
results rounded according to the IEEE 754 rules, the amount of deviation from planar-
ity could be kept to a predictable (and very small) distance. 

If the vertices are the result of calculations which are carried out using floating 
point arithmetic, the deviation can be more extreme. For example, if a vertex is calcu-
lated as the point of intersection of three planes, defined by parametric equations: 

 

a1x + b1y + c1z + d1 = 0 

 a2x + b2y + c2z + d2 = 0  

a3x + b3y + c3z + d3 = 0 

(1) 

 
then the point of intersection p = (x, y, z) can be calculated as x = px/q, y = py/q, z = 

pz/q, where: 
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The calculations of these intermediate results require the addition of six terms, 

each of which are the product of three variables. Thus, the final accuracy of x, y, and z 
will be dependent on the initial values. This can be reduced by normalising the 
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parameters in various ways (e.g. by replacing d1 by 
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  etc.. thus converting to Hessian normal form) [16], but there will still 

be a deviation of the vertices from the strictly correct position. The non-associativity 
of floating point arithmetic means that the results may not be repeatable on different 
platforms. 

Typically, the approach taken to the issue of planarity of a polygon is to state that a 
polygon is considered planar if all points are within some tolerance of the plane.  

This is not, however a useful form of statement for standardisation. It is necessary, 
in deciding that all points are sufficiently close to a plane to determine the plane first. 
It is quite possible for such a plane to exist and be known to the sender, but if the pa-
rameters of the plane are not passed to the receiving system, there is no guarantee that 
it can be found. (The sender may have used a more sophisticated form of interpolation 
than was available or known to the recipient). 

 

Fig. 12.4. Attempting to find a plane close to vertices 

For example, in Fig. 12.4, the vertices marked as x’s are all within a reasonable 
tolerance distance of the plane (drawn from the side as a solid line). However, the 
plane shown as a dashed line, the result of a least squares fitting does not pass suffi-
ciently close to all points. The plane generated, even by the same algorithm, cannot be 
guaranteed to be the same on all platforms. It is not common practice for the paramet-
ric forms of planar surfaces to be included in interchange specifications.  

12.3.3   Validation of Polyhedra 

In order to ensure that this validation is computable, it is common practice when mak-
ing the initial data load approximations, to apply a normalisation1 in the form sug-
gested by [11]. This specifies a tolerance ε, such that the distance between a point and 

a line can be calculated with accuracy
10

. Note that the polyhedra in Fig. 12.2 high-

light the need in 3D for additional rules to those of Milenkovic, that no two lines may 
be closer than ε except at their endpoints, no line may be nearer than ε to a plane, etc.  

Given the complexity of the calculation of the minimum distance between two 
lines, and the non-associativity of floating point arithmetic, even the determination of 
Milenkovic normalisation cannot be used as a validity criterion, unless we are willing 
to specify the exact calculation to be used, and the order of individual operations 
                                                           

1 This is usual when building a topologically-encoded data structure. 

ε
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within that calculation. It is not even clear whether the order of the two lines, or the 
direction of the two lines affect the calculation (e.g. for points a,b,c,d does the dis-
tance calculated between line ab and line cd equal the distance calculated between cd 
and ab, and between ab and dc etc). 

That is to say that even if an object is valid, and Milenkovic normal2 to tolerance ε 
(including the additional criterion), there is no guarantee that it is Milenkovic normal 
as determined by other software. 

12.3.4   Union of Polyhedra 

Since the calculation of the intersections of lines and surfaces is of limited precision, 
rounding effects will apply as described in section 12.2.3. Thus it cannot be assumed 
that many obvious results of spatial theory can apply. For example, using the termi-
nology C(A, B) to mean A is connected to B: 

 C(A, B) does not imply C(A, B∪C). 
 C(A, B∩C) does not imply C(A, B). 
 A∪(B∪C) is not necessarily equal to (A∪B)∪C. 
 A∩(B∩C) is not necessarily equal to (A∩B)∩C. 
And so on. In such a system, it is difficult to create a toolkit of operations and 

predicates that can be relied on in all cases. 
The situation in topologically-encoded data stores is different. Once a complete 

polygon coverage of space has been built, the topological and connectivity operations 
between polygons are clearly rigorous and repeatable. On the other hand, the later ad-
dition of polygons to an existing coverage is not so clear, and it is possible that the 
order of adding these polygons may be significant. 

12.3.5   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The implementation of the ISO 19107 definition of equality in a repeatable and stan-
dard form is highly problematic. Note that the standard does not specify the tolerance, 
but further, it does not specify how the tolerance is to be applied.  

Determination of an algorithm is also problematic, since the representations of two 
objects may, indeed be different, while they are equal by this definition. For example, 
in Fig. 12.5, two polyhedra are depicted. Due to small differences in positioning, the 
polyhedron on the left is topologically homeomorphic to a toroid, while the polyhe-
dron on the right is simply connected. Under the ISO 19107 definition, if the gaps are 
sufficiently small, the two polyhedra can be equal.  

 

                                                           
2 Note also that the “winding number” defined by Milenkovic needs to be extended 

to 3D in the obvious way. 
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Fig. 12.5. Equal polyhedra of differing forms. The object on the left has a hole right through it. 
The one on the right has a simple interior. 

In a similar way, a single polyhedron can be equal to a disconnected set of poly-
hedra. Thus, in a system that does not permit multiple geometries, a feature may be 
valid, but equal to a feature which is invalid. 

12.4   Delay Rounding Until End of Operation 

Again, when data is loaded, there is an implied or explicit rounding/truncation. 
In this approach, the rounding at every step in the process is delayed until the 

whole operation is completed. For example, in the case depicted in Fig. 12.3, only 
when the full calculation of (A∪B)∪C or A∪(B∪C) is completed is any rounding per-
mitted. 

This can be achieved in one of two ways: 
 

• Using rational number arithmetic (unlimited precision) during the calculation, and 
then rounding back to integer or floating point coordinates at the completion of the 
calculation, or 

• Using floating point or integer arithmetic, with “lazy evaluation” of point posi-
tions. 

 
The use of infinite precision rational arithmetic will be discussed in Section 12.5, 

while the lazy evaluation approach will be discussed here. The essence of this ap-
proach is that any calculation which involves rounding is delayed as long as possible. 
Alternatively, a result is calculated in rounded form, but the original data are retained 
so that subsequent calculations can be carried out with the unrounded values.  

Returning to the example of Fig. 12.3 (see also Fig. 12.6), in calculating B∪C, the 
point t may be calculated in approximate form, but the original line pq is retained, so 
that when the union of A with (B∪C) is calculated it can be used to calculate points r 
and s (in approximate form). Using this approach, it makes no difference to the final 
result whether the union is formed as A∪(B∪C) or (A∪B)∪C.  
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Fig. 12.6. Forming the union of regions using lazy evaluation of point positions 

This is only true for as long as the original points are retained, and if the operation 
is carried out as two steps, the result will vary – e.g. if a new region is calculated as D 
= (B∪C), then A∪D may not equal (A∪B)∪C. 

The essence of this approach is that the imprecision can be seen as applying only at 
the end of each operation, while the operations themselves are rigorous. Thus it can 
be modelled as if the output of the calculation is then applied to an imprecision func-
tion. Thus in the example above it is clear why APPROX( APPROX( A ∪ B ) ∪ C ) is 
not necessarily equal to APPROX( A ∪ APPROX( B ∪ C )).  

12.5   Round on Data Load Only 

In this approach, rounding is avoided as far as possible, apart from the rounding im-
plied at the time of data load. Typically, a rational number representation is used, or 
the points are represented by homogenous coordinates. In this discussion, homoge-
nous integer coordinates are used. Rational coordinates have a similar behaviour. 

Some rounding may be necessary, for example in datum shifts or point positional 
adjustments, and the geometry validity may be compromised in this situation. 

12.5.1   Homogeneous Coordinates 

In section 12.3.1., the formula for the point of intersection of three planes is given in 
terms of px, py,  pz and q, with the point being represented as p = (x, y, z), where x = 
px/q, y = py/q, z = pz/q. An alternate storage for rational points is the homogeneous co-
ordinate form, as defined in the discipline of Projective Geometry [3]. Here the q is 
retained, and the point (in 3D) is represented as a quadruple of numbers p = (px, py,  pz, 
q). The advantage is that integers can be used throughout, since in calculations such 
as determining the plane through three points, or the intersection of three planes, no 
division need be done. (In the discussion below, capital letters will be used for inte-
gers, lowercase letters for rational, floating point or real numbers). 

The formula for the plane through three points (X1,Y1,Z1,Q1), (X2,Y2,Z2,Q2), 
(X3,Y3,Z3,Q3) becomes: 
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(4) 

 
This is used, for example in the LEDA library of geometric tools [10]. In this ap-

proach, the rational points are stored as a tuple of integers (X, Y, Z, Q) with Q > 0. 
The point is interpreted as having rational coordinates (x, y, z) where x = X/Q, y = 
Y/Q, z = Z/Q.  

The point of intersection of three planes defined as  
 

A1X + B1Y + C1Z + D1Q = 0 

A2X + B2Y + C2Z + D2Q = 0 

A3X + B3Y + C3Z + D3Q = 0 

(5) 

 
can be calculated as p = (X, Y, Z, Q) where: 
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(7) 

 
There is a pleasant symmetry to this approach, where a point is stored as a tuple of 

four integers, p = (X, Y, Z, Q) and a plane is also stored as four integers (A, B, C, D). 
This parallels the fact that three points define a plane, while three planes define a 
point. 

12.5.2   Validation of a Polygon as a Planar Object 

Using homogeneous coordinates, the vertices that are calculated as the points of inter-
section of planes can be exact, so that there is no need to allow a tolerance in the pla-
narity of surfaces. (except at initial data load). 
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12.5.3   Validation of polyhedra. 

Returning to the example in section 12.2.2, Fig. 12.1, Fig. 12.7, the point at p does not 
need to be inserted into face A, since it can be calculated to fall exactly on the bound-
ary of A. On the other hand, if it is made a vertex of A, it can be guaranteed to fall ex-
actly on the plane of A. 
 

p A 

 

Fig. 12.7. A redundant point in face A of polyhedron (reprint of Fig. 12.1) 

Returning to the second example in Section 12.2.2, Fig. 12.2, the exact calculations 
of intersections of planes allow repeatable determination of the validity of compli-
cated surfaces.   

12.5.4   Union of Polyhedra 

The difficulties in forming the union of two polyhedra are also solved by using ho-
mogeneous coordinates, since all calculations are exact. 

12.5.5   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The equality of polyhedra can be determined exactly using homogeneous coordinates, 
but if a tolerance is to be allowed, the complexity of the issues as described for float-
ing point representations still apply. It would be expected that in this type of ap-
proach, exact equality would be mandated, or that a clear distinction would be made 
between equality, and an “approximately equal” condition based on the ISO 19107 
definition. 

12.5.6   Operations Requiring Imprecise Calculations 

Although this approach covers many of the operations that make up the toolkit of 
geographic information systems, there are some that it does not. Any operation that 
involves rotation, projection or adjustment to a different datum can best be handled by 
approximated transformations. This is not necessarily a problem, provided it is real-
ised that these do not necessarily preserve the full integrity of the database. Ideally, 
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following such an operation, the validity of all features should be re-checked. For ex-
ample, it is possible that some contiguous geometric objects may become discon-
nected. 

Frequently operations of this type are not carried out in a rigorous form in any case 
– for example in 2D it is common for a datum correction to be applied only to the 
end-points of a line segment, with the assumption that the line remains straight.  

Conversely, the application of an approximation sweep through the database can be 
an advantage, in reducing the space requirements for the storage of points. 

12.5.7   Storage Requirements 

This approach requires arithmetic operations to be available in the computational lan-
guage that are effectively unlimited in size. That is to say, for integers A and B, it 
must always be possible to calculate A+B and A×B exactly, and with no possibility of 
overflow. This is possible in several languages, including Java, but with the loss of 
some programming convenience. (In an language such as Java which does not permit-
ting overloading of operators, the coding A = B*C+D*E; has to be replaced by A = 
B.multiply(C).plus(D.multiply(E)).  

The disadvantage of this approach in that every operation is likely to increase the 
size requirements of the result. Thus after a long series of operations, the storage re-
quirements of a representation increase (without bound), and processing time re-
quirements for further operations increase (also without bound). Note that with num-
bers of the size found in spatial data – where 9 digits resolution is commonplace, the 
numerators and denominators can become very large indeed.  

As a rough calculation, if the coordinates of points in 3D are stored as 32 bit inte-
gers, the formula for a plane which passes through them in the form Ax + By + Cz + D 
= 0, with A, B, C and D integers will in general require A, B, C to be at least 64 bit in-
tegers, and D to be 96 bits. Further estimates show that if three planes are intersected 
to define a point, and three such points used to define a plane, the storage require-
ments for this plane are ten times those of the original ones. (For example, if the 
original planes require 64 bits, the next generation of planes require 640 bits per pa-
rameter). Thus every operation on a three dimensional object defined by unrestricted 
rational number points potentially creates a very large (and multiplicative) rise in the 
precision requirements. Note, however, that this effect is not as extreme in the case of 
2D spatial objects, where the multiplier effect is smaller. 

It is clear that if a common factor can be found for the integers that define a point 
or a plane, the storage requirements can be reduced. Clearly: 

Point (RX, RY, RZ, RW) = (X, Y, Z, W) and 
Plane (TA, TB, TC, TD) = (A, B, C, D). 

If it exists, a common factor can be found using a fairly obvious modification of 
the Euclidean Algorithm [2], allowing simplification in some cases, but whether this 
is productive is not necessarily clear.  

Given two random integers, the probability that they are relatively prime is given 
as 6/π2 [1]. This means that the probability that a common factor can be found is 
about 0.4. For four integers at random, the probability of any common factor drops 
significantly, but this does not really answer the question. There are many cases 
where the integers are not randomly distributed, and common factors can be found.  
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Fig. 12.8. Point of intersection of a line with a plane 

For example, in Fig. 12.8, if p and q have each been defined as the intersection of  
three planes, (ABC and ABD respectively). If the planes require 64 and 96 bit integers 
for their parameters, then the points p, and q will require of the order of 224 bits for 
the XYZ, and 192 bits for the Q ordinates. 

In general, the intersection of a plane using 64/96 bits (such as E) with the line 
joining two points (p and q) each requiring 224/192 bits would be expected to take a 
very large number of bits to represent the resultant point r. In fact, r is at the point of 
intersection of three planes, therefore it requires only 224/192 bits – the same as p and 
q. Thus the result of the calculation of r from p and q must be a 4-tuple of integers 
which have a common factor. If any calculation is made of a point or plane, it may be 
wise to test for common factors, even though this calculation is expensive. 

Despite this case, and “accidental” cases of common factors, typically the precision 
requirements grow linearly (in terms of number of bits required in the result) with the 
number of operations executed.  

As alluded to above, this type of database may benefit from an occasional sweep 
through all of the geometry (even if not needed to apply a datum change or other such 
action), approximating it back to reasonable sized coordinate values. It must be re-
membered that this action can introduce validation errors, and so must be accompa-
nied by a validation sweep. If such an approximation operation is carried out at the 
completion of each operation, a result equivalent to the lazy evaluation approach of 
section 12.4 is obtained. 

12.6   Round Only on Specific Operations 

The regular polytope, based on domain-restricted rational (dr-rational) numbers [15] 
rounds at data load time, but also when some (rare) operations are carried out. It does, 
however provide rigorous evaluation of most of the important operations and predi-
cates, including all those of topological and RCC theory. 

Operations which round include: 
 

•  Datum shift or any point positional adjustment. 
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•  Calculation of derived geometries such as convex hull. 
 
Operations which are rigorous include: 
 

•  All RCC predicates 
•  All basic topological operations (union, intersection, inverse). 

 
A regular polytope representation of spatial objects is defined as the union of a fi-

nite set of (possibly overlapping) “convex polytopes”, which are in turn defined as the 
intersection of a finite set of half spaces (in 3D, half planes in 2D). These half spaces 
(planes) are defined by finite precision integer parameters (3 values in 2D, 4 in 3D 
etc). Although the definitions of the half spaces use integral coordinates, the points 
within them (and therefore the point sets defined by regular polytopes) are interpreted  
as domain-restricted rational points, and expressed in homogeneous coordinates. 

12.6.1   Half Space Definition 

In 3D a half space H(A,B,C,D) is defined as the set of all points (in homogeneous co-
ordinates) p(X,Y,Z,Q): Q > 0, -MQ ≤ X,Y,Z < MQ for which computational evaluation 
of the following inequalities yields these results: 
 

(AX + BY + CZ + DQ) > 0 or 
[(AX + BY + CZ + DQ) = 0 and A > 0] or  
[(BY + CZ + DQ) = 0 and A=0 and B>0] or  
[(CZ + DQ) = 0 and A=0, B=0 and C>0], 
 

where M is the limit of values allowed for point representations, and A, B, C and D 
are integers. We place the restrictions that: 

 
-M < A, B, C < M,  -3M2 < D < 3M2 in 3D applications,  
-M < A, B < M,  -2M2 < D < 2M2 in 2D (C is not required in 2D).  
 

Clearly each half space defines a plane in the same way as described in section 
12.5.1 unless A=B=C=0, with the half space being the set of points to one side of that 
plane. H(0,0,0,0) is not a permitted half space. Two special half spaces are defined: 

 
H  = H(0,0,0,-1) (‘empty’ i.e. points for which –1 > 0). 
H∞ = H(0,0,0,1) (‘everything’ i.e. points for which 1 > 0). 
 

The complement of a half space is defined as: 
 

),,,( DCBAH −−−−= , where ),,,( DCBAH = . 
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Fig. 12.9. A convex region defined by a set of half spaces (in 3D) 

 

12.6.2   Regular Polytope Definition 
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Fig. 12.10. Regular polytope O defined as the union of two convex polytopes C
1
 and C

2
3. 

 
A regular polytope O is defined as the union of a finite set of (possibly overlapping) 
non empty “convex polytopes” (C1 and C2 in Fig. 12.10), which are in turn defined as 
the intersection of a finite set of half spaces (H1a to H1d and H2a to H2d) [14]. This may 

be represented as 
mi

iCO
..1=

= , where ij
nj

i HC
..1=

= . Note – a regular polytope may 

consist of disconnected parts, and parts may overlap.  
Points coincident with the boundaries, shown as dashed in Fig. 12.9 and Fig. 12.10 

do not belong to the regions they define. In Fig. 12.10 da HH 12 = , and points that lie 
along the common boundary are within C2 but not C1 (and therefore are within the 
regular polytope O). 
                                                           

3 Note – Fig. 12.2 and many others are drawn as 2D cases for the ease of presenta-
tion where there is an obvious extension to 3D.  By contrast, the text and mathematics 
are expressed in 3D. 
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The natural definitions of the union, intersection, and complement of regular poly-
topes is used, so that the meanings are exactly equivalent to the point set interpreta-
tions. E.g.: 

 
∀ p: p ∈ O1∪O2  ⇔ p ∈ O1 ∨ p ∈ O2 

 

It is possible to define two forms of connectivity for the regular polytope, known 
as Ca (weak) and Cb (strong), and to show that for these definitions, the usual functions 
for a Region Connection Calculus apply. Thus it is guaranteed that all the functions 
and predicates based on union, intersection, overlap, connectivity, and complement 
will be rigorously calculated [15].  

12.6.3   Validation of a Face as a Planar Object 

This follows immediately from the fact that all objects are defined from the half space 
primitive which can only represent planar faces. Vertices are a secondary calculation 
from the half spaces, and are calculated exactly. 

12.6.4   Validation of Polytopes 

A regular polytope, as defined here, is similar to a polyhedron, but has some signifi-
cant differences. It is not necessary that a regular polytope is fully bounded, nor does 
it need to be internally connected. In general, there is no such thing as an invalid regu-
lar polytope, but in certain applications, it may be useful to insist that a regular poly-
tope should be: 
 

 non-empty – i.e. ∃p: p∈O. 
 bounded - ∀p=(X,Y,Z,Q) ∈ O: -MQ < X,Y,Z < MQ. 
 connected. 
 
Whatever validity requirements are to be enforced, it is assured that, since integer 

arithmetic is mandated, the same results will be assured on any computing platform. 

12.6.5   Union of Polytopes 

The union of two regular polytopes 
1..1

1
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2
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This is simply the union of a set of convex polytopes, and is therefore a regular 
polytope. It clearly does not matter in what order this set is specified, and so the union 
operation is clearly commutative and associative. The cases for the intersection and 
complement operations, while more complex, are similar.  

12.6.6   Equality of Volumetric Objects in Space 

The functions and predicates, operating on regular polytopes, are defined in the fol-
lowing order, in order to implement them. 

The Empty(C) predicate is defined first for the convex polytope – where Empty(C) 
is defined as ∀p: p ∉C. It is fairly simple to implement this while a convex polytope 
is being constructed. As each half space is added to the definition, the vertices of the 
convex polytope are calculated. If all vertices are outside or on the plane of the new 
half space, the resultant convex polytope is empty. 

This is then used to define overlap: OV(C1, C2) as ¬Empty(C1 ∩ C2). 
Which is used to define regular polytope overlap, OV(O1, O2) as  ∃Ci∈O1, Cj∈O2: 

OV(Ci, Cj). 

This is then used to define part of: P(O1, O2) as ¬OV(O1, 2O ). 
Which defines equality: EQ(O1, O2) as P(O1, O2) and P(O2, O1). 
Thus the definition is rigorous, and can be applied on any computational platform.   

12.6.7   Operations Requiring Imprecise Calculations 

All the operations that require rounding in the infinite precision rational approach 
clearly require rounding in this approach, but in addition some other calculations can-
not maintain full precision. An example is the calculation of the convex hull. It is not 
possible to rigorously calculate a convex polytope which is the convex hull of a given 
regular polytope. The best that can be found is the “convex enclosure”, which is a 
convex polytope, guaranteed to enclose the regular polytope, and is within one unit of 
resolution of the true convex hull. 

Unlike the infinite precision rational number case, there is no need to run a peri-
odic sweep through the database approximating the objects to reduce storage and 
processing requirements. 

12.6.8   Storage Requirements 

The storage requirements of this approach are constrained. The half planes are repre-
sentable using conventional integers – for example, using 32 bit integers for A, B and 
C, and 64 bits for D, as used in the proof-of-concept coding described by [15]. (Note 
that by the definition of a half space (Section 12.6.1); A, B and C have a range of ±M, 
but D has a larger range: ±3M2). If it is desired to store vertices, they require extended 
precision representations, but these are of finite and pre-determined size. (In 3D, X, Y, 
Z require 128 bits, and Q requires 96 bits). 
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12.7   Conclusions 

All spatial data that is represented in a computer is subject to imprecision and round-
ing errors. These may lead to failures of logic when they are applied, so it is advanta-
geous to be aware of when this occurs. Different approaches have been investigated 
and compared, with the results tabulated in Table 12.1. No individual approach is op-
timum in all situations, but the regular polytope, based on dr-rational homogeneous 
coordinates has been shown to provide rigorous results in all of the most useful opera-
tions, without unconstrained growth in storage requirements or the need for periodical 
approximation sweeps of the database. 

Table 12.1. Summary of Approaches 

 

 Floating 
Point 

Lazy Calcu-
lation 

Unrestricted 
Rational 

Domain Re-
stricted Ra-
tional 

Approximate 
on data capture 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Approximate 
on adjustments 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Approximate 
results to store 
in database 

Yes Yes No No  

Approximation 
sweep through 
database 

No No May be use-
ful 

No 

RCC opera-
tions 

Not rigorous Rigorous, 
then ap-
proximated 

Rigorously 
supported 

Rigorously 
supported 

Convex Hull Yes Yes Yes Approximate 

Representation 
storage re-
quirements 

Fixed Unlimited 
during op-
erations 

Unlimited Fixed 
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Chapter 13 
Automatic Digital Aerial Image Resection 
Controlled by LIDAR Data 

Roosevelt De Lara Jr., Edson A. Mitishita, Thomas Vögtle and Hans-Peter Bähr  

Abstract. During last fifteen years the Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) 
has been used as a very good option to terrestrial surface surveying. It can sur-
vey 3D positions over the terrestrial surface at speed beyond comparison to the 
Topography or Photogrammetry. The recent Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) ap-
paratus are made with add of digital cameras (photogrammetric or not) becom-
ing easy the integration among LIDAR data and digital aerial images. In this ar-
ticle the authors desire to emphasize the use of the LIDAR data acquired at 
distinct time of the digital aerial images. The integration of data surveyed at dif-
ferent times is based in cross correlation among the intensity image from 
LIDAR and gray scale image from RGB digital aerial image. This procedure is 
not conventional considering the radiometric differences between the two dif-
ferent types of images. The methodology proposed is fully automatic, restrict-
ing the human interaction to the adoption of different processing criteria (in-
serted an only time at the beginning of the processing). The final results had 
demonstrated the efficiency of the developed methodology and suggest its ap-
plication in other situations aiming the images orientation. 
 

13.1   Introduction 

Though traditionally the 3D mapping earth´s surface is carried out by photogrammer-
ic methods, LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) has been coming into use. It can 
survey 3D points with incomparable speed to the topographic or photogrammetric 
methods. The ALS (Airborne Laser Scanner) apparatus is currently made with a digi-
tal camera, metric or not, targeting at complementing laser survey by integrating their 
data with the digital images. Such integration, being automatic or not, determines 

                                                           
Universidade Federal de Santa Maria, CESNORS-FW/RS 
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some benefits to the two kinds of surveys, aiming cartographic products, such as: al-
timetric models, orthophotos and photogrammetric mapping. These benefits by inte-
grating data may be summarized as the following: LIDAR data contribute towards the 
geometric features, and the digital images contribute towards the radiometric features. 
The (positional) geometric information of the local topography from LIDAR data is 
invariable in the time in significant proportions, so that the LIDAR mass data may be 
used as a database to reference new different kinds of surveys at different times. For 
instance, giving control points to photogrammeric survey. According to [8], four dis-
tinguished automation levels are considered as follow: a) Interactive Systems: Abso-
lutely manually or with no automation kind; b) Semi-Automatic Systems: Automatic 
units are added to the process by more or less human interaction; c) Automatized Sys-
tems: The main tasks are done automatically; the human interaction is limited to 
processing criteria definition and acceptance of the final results; d) Independent Sys-
tem: Totally automatic, “Press the button and forget it”, it calculates all necessary pa-
rameters to an independent process automatically. Such systems do not exist in pho-
togrammetric applications [18]. To [12], the general problem about automatic control 
points extracting and consequent external orientation process automation is limited to 
corresponding establishment between a database from the object space and its repre-
sentation on the image space.  In [14], when there is a reliable database, a total auto-
mation, or a highly degree of it, the control points extraction and exterior orientation 
parameters determination are possible. Basically, it consists in: a) Defining and ex-
tracting of the primitive from database; b) Extracting of the primitive from image; c) 
Determination of the correspondence between the extracted primitives; d) Calculating 
the exterior orientation parameters. During the last five years the scientific communi-
ty has been dedicating attention to LIDAR data and images integration. [9] integrated 
digital images from a digital camera (not photogrammetric) with a LIDAR intensity 
image to digital camera calibration. [10] carried out image´s exterior orientation pa-
rameters determination using features (free form) and LIDAR intensity image. The 
results indicated the possibility of good data integration. Thus, it regards to the semi-
automatic process. [11] integrated LIDAR data and digital images in close range pho-
togrammetry application. They used linear features built from plan intersection auto-
matically detected. This method took manually stages. [4] carried out LIDAR data 
and aerial images (taken with a low cost digital camera). The control points were ex-
tracted manually from the LIDAR raw data. Two phototriangulation applications were 
made using the bundle method for a small block (two strips, 13 images), one of them 
conventionally controlled, and the other one used the control points, whose coordi-
nates were extracted from the LIDAR raw data. The two adjustments evidenced com-
patible results between them. They suggested the great potential LIDAR data for pho-
togrammetric controlling. [2] proposed linear features extracted from the DTM 
generated through the LIDAR data as control points to spatial resection of images 
taken from a digital camera. [19] presented a methodology to do automatic spatial re-
section of images based on the use of roads hypotheses. The IEKF (Iterated Extended 
Kalman Filtering) was used in estimation of the external orientation parameters; the 
mathematical model of equivalent plans [21] was used on a relationship between im-
age spaces and an object.  In this article the authors desire to emphasize the use of the 
LIDAR data acquired at distinct time of the digital aerial images. The integration of 
data surveyed at different times is based in cross correlation among the intensity im-
age from LIDAR and gray scale image from RGB digital aerial image. This procedure 
is not conventional considering the radiometric differences between the two different 
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types of images. The proposed methodology to images integration is fully automatic, 
restricting the human interaction to the adoption of different processing criteria (in-
serted an only time at the beginning of the processing). At present work the digital 
aerial images were taken from a low cost digital camera, considering the potential 
growth use of this type of camera in no conventional Photogrammetry. 

13.2   Methodology 

The developed methodology runs by three different stages shown in the Fig. 13.1. 
 

Digital Aerial Image - IAD

 Corners detection

Intensity Image - II

Correspondence between DAI and II corners
based on the Cross Correlation Coefficient - CC

Automatic extraction of 3D coordinates

Selected Control Points

Final Processing (one or more images)
accepted

Defining new 
selection 
criteria

rejected

  Enhancement Rotation – Escale - Cutting

Start

Correspondence using AT

Eliminating falses correspondences
using  Spatial Resection

Edges detection

Eliminating corners based on the neighborhood (corners and edges)

Eliminating edges based on a chain dimension

STAGE 1 
PREPARING 
IMAGES

STAGE 2 
AUTOMATIC 
EXTRACTING 
OF CONTROL 
POINTS

STAGE 3 
DATA 
INTEGRATION

Position Refinement via CC

 
Fig. 13.1. Methodology stages 

Digital aerial image and intensity image are prepared at the first stage, the prepara-
tion stage includes the interest area selection, scale, rotation and cutting. The second 
stage takes into account the automatic extraction from the 3D coordinates of the con-
trol points. The third stage corresponds to automatic integration of digital aerial im-
ages and LIDAR data (exterior orientation parameters determination, adjustment and 
evaluating the process). 
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13.2.1   Stage 1- Preparing the Images 

The images preparing is based in information about photographic and LIDAR flights 
missions. The potential correspondence between areas of the intensity image and digi-
tal aerial image are selected in this stage. The key procedures are: 
  

a. The area selection on the intensity image (total LIDAR surveyed area) is based 
on the approached coordinates of the digital aerial image centre and the respec-
tive flight direction line; 

 b. Scaling of the intensity image, so that two images have the same gsd (ground 
sample distance) in this work is maintained the gsd of the digital aerial image; 

 c. Rotating of the LIDAR intensity image (is based on the approached coordinates 
of the digital aerial image centre and the flight direction); 

 d. Cutting the interest area from total intensity image with the same dimensions 
(rows and columns) of the digital aerial image. 

 
The Fig. 13.2 draws the main positional reference data used on the intensity image 

preparation. 
 

N

E

E1

N1
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(E0,N0)
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Fig. 13.2. Data for the image preparation 

 The Fig. 13.2 shows the greater grid (reference grid) performs the intensity image 
of the whole area by the LIDAR survey; the others grids on the greater grid then per-
form the digital aerial images; the flight line is designed through the line from ap-
proached coordinates of the digital aerial image centers; the systems (u, v) and (E, N) 
represent respectively the reference systems in the image and object spaces. Expected 
entry data: the digital aerial image and the intensity image (LIDAR); the gsd of the 
images; the digital aerial image perspective center approached coordinates (for two or 
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more images); the approached flight line direction, and the approached coordinates of 
the image perspective center (in the case of an image); images dimensions (rows and 
columns), and the upper left corner coordinates of the intensity LIDAR image (the ob-
ject space). The digital aerial image center coordinates in the object space coordinate 
system (the LIDAR intensity image) calculation is made as follow: 
 

0).( EgsduEc +=  (1) 

).(0 gsdvNNc −=  (2) 

 

cc NE , , image center coordinates with reference to the object space; 

00 , NE , located pixel coordinates on the upper left corner (1,1) of the intensity image 

with reference to the object space; 
vu, , coordinates with reference to the image space (column, row)  

gsd , related to the intensity image. 
 
 When working with only one digital aerial image, a primary condition to the 
process is having the former knowledge of the image center coordinates (with refer-
ence to the object space), and the flight line direction (κ ), or the flight line azimuth 
( Az ); these ones are related to each other through the (3) equation. Latter, they may 
determine the rotation angle (

rotA ) in order to be applied for the LIDAR intensity im-

age cutting through the (5) formula:  
 If working with two or more images, the process is limited to the knowledge of the 
approached coordinates of the digital aerial image centers. The azimuth calculation of 
the set up direction between two following image centers is made by the (4) formula. 
Latter, the rotation angle is calculated by (5) formula, with reference to an (n) image: 
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κ , flight line direction; 
Az , azimuth; 

rotA , rotation angle. 
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13.2.1.1   The digital aerial image enhancement  

The objective of the digital aerial image enhancement is reduce the radiometric dif-
ferences between two different types of images, digital aerial image (RGB) and the 
intensity image (256 gray scale obtained by the resample of the pulse intensity laser 
returning). The LIDAR survey (carried out through the superimposed flight strips) is 
represented by a cloudy of points. From this set of points, using interpolation, LIDAR 
intensity image is produced. The pulse intensity of a laser returning depends on the 
material and the object design which reflects it, causing considerable levels of noise 
to the intensity image produced. Therefore, a specific methodology was developed for 
the RGB digital aerial image enhancement. It was inspired by the follow works [7], 
[16, 17]. Working with RGB color images, [7, 16] presented a rate that allows the ob-
ject classification in an aerial image into two classes: an artificial one (the human 
constructions) and a natural one (the vegetation, the shadow, the exposed topsoil, 
etc.). Such rate consists of getting an Artificial Degree of the scene features through 
the DoA (Degree of Artificiality), given by the following equation: 
 

RG
RGDoA

+
−=

 

(6) 

 
BGR ,, , colored image bands (RGB); 

 
 Trying to separate the artificial objects from those natural ones, through RGB band 
analysis, [17] developed the artificiality rate called NandA (Natural and Artificial), in 
order to enhance lighter gray tones for the vegetation, while darker gray tones for 
buildings and roads.    
 

)( BRGNandA +−=  (7) 

 
 In the present methodology an image treatment was developed to enable the cor-
respondence between the RGB image and intensity image, without radiometric or 
geometric losses. The formula (9) develops the image enhancement pixel by pixel and 
gives positive values as a result (to the present case, between 0 and 255, to greater 
values than 255 it is applied the value of 255 as shown in Fig. 13.3). It is important 
stands out what [7, 16, 17] solutions can turn in negative values for the pixels of the 
image of intensity. 
 

),,( GBRfI =  (8) 

GRBNandAI −+=−= )('  (9) 

 
I , earliest colored RGB image; 
'I , enhanced image; 
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 Converting the RGB color image into an image of gray scale image (gs) comes 
from the (10) formula [6]. 
 

BGRgs 114.0587.0299.0 ++=  (10) 

                                   (a)                            (b)                          (c) 

Fig. 13.3. Gray scale image (a), LIDAR intensity image (b), and Enhanced image (c) 

13.2.2   Stage 2 – Automatic control points extraction  

This stage implies in the location, selection, and positioning of the control points from 
the correspondence of corners detected in the image and in the LIDAR intensity im-
age. The assumed processing criteria are shown in the Table 13.1. Such criteria have 
taken into account the experiments by [5]. 

Table 13.1. Assumed process criteria 

Element Criterion Unit 
Searching by radius through points for correlation 80 pixel 
Sample matrix for correlation 31x31 pixel² 
Search matrix for correlation 91x91 pixel² 
Search matrix for correlation  41x41 pixel² 
GSD – LIDAR Intensity Image 25 cm 
Standard deviation for Gaussian filtering (Harris e Canny) 2 pixel 
Searching by radius for non-maxima-suppression (Harris) 2 pixel 
Searching by radius for non-maxima-suppression (Canny) 1 pixel 
Top threshold for hysteresis (Canny) 0.1  
Neighborhood filtering 5x5 pixel² 
Least number for connected pixels 60 pixel 
Module of the cross correlation coefficient 0.7  
Exclusion criterion in affine transformation filtering 5 pixel 
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13.2.2.1   Corners detection 

According to [22], it is advisable that a corner detector should meet the following re-
quirements:   

a. It detects all corners which really are there on the image;  
 b. It does not detect false corners;  
 c. The corner location should have the highest fidelity;  
 d. The corner detector should keep its efficiency under different situations;  
 e. It needs to be robust against noise;  
 f. It needs to be computationally efficient. 
 In the present methodology is used Harris corner detector [13], the Fig. 13.4 shows 
an example of the Harris corner detection. 

 

    
                                                 (a)                        (b) 

Fig. 13.4. Detected corners in: enhanced RGB image (a) and intensity image (b) 

13.2.2.2   Edge detection 

According to [15], it is important that the edge detector ought to have the following 
features: 
 

a. Good detection: it needs to have the ability to locate and to mark all existing 
edges; 

 b. Fine locating: it needs to lessen the distance between the detected edge and the 
real edge;   

 c. Good return: for each edge there would be just a return. 
 
 At present work is used the Canny edge detector [1], the Fig. 13.5 shows an appli-
cation of the Canny edge detector. 
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                                                  (a)                        (b) 
Fig. 13.5. Detected edges in: enhanced image (a), intensity image (b) 

13.2.2.3   Corner filtering based on the chain dimension  

On the binary images, resulting from the edge detection, the small open chains (seg-
ments of lines) and the small closed chains (islands) are eliminated, which are a sig-
nificant part of undesirable segments, on each of the two images independently. The 
elimination criterion is based on counting the number of pixels connected (neighbor-
hood of 8) on those islands, and on those segments of undesirable edges, compared to 
a pre-definite criterion, as shown on the Fig. 13.6 example.  
   

    
                                                      (a)                        (b) 

Fig. 13.6. Filtering based on the chain dimension, enhanced image (a), intensity image (b) 

13.2.2.4   Filtering edges based on the corners and edges neighborhood 

On the binary resultant images of the detection of edges and of the filtering based on 
the chain dimension, carried out in the previous section, a test of neighborhood is ap-
plied in the positions of each selected corner. The test mask is a square matrix with 
odd order. And its elements are all zero centered on the concern corner. Then, adding 
the masks as well as the filtered images is the procedure on all over positions where 
corners were detected: when there is an element which is not invalid in the matrix, as 
a result of the test, then the corner is selected. Otherwise, it will be eliminated, as it is 
shown on the Fig. 13.7. This proceeding result to the enhanced and the LIDAR inten-
sity images is shown on the Fig. 13.8.  
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0      1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 + 0 0 0      0 1 0 + 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 + 0  0 + 0  0 0 0 1 1 + 0
0 + 0 0 0 1 0  0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1      0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1      0 1 0 0 0 0 1

                                                  (a)             (b)            (c) 

Fig. 13.7. Earliest image (a), Mask (b), Filtered image (c) 

    
                                                  (a)                         (b) 

Fig. 13.8. Filtering based on the neighborhood: enhanced image (a), intensity image (b) 

13.2.2.5   The correspondence based on the cross correlation coefficient 

The first level of correspondences between the detected corners on the digital aerial 
image and its respective in the intensity image is carried out taking as a basis the 
Cross Correlation Coefficient – CC, details on [20]. This first level of correspon-
dences has as the main interest to take equivalent dimension of the detected corners 
sets on the mentioned images. Using the sets of corners selected (a set for the digital 
aerial image and another for the respective intensity image), the selection of corners 
potentially correspondent is implemented between the two sets of corners indepen-
dently at each other.  
 The correspondence will be based on the correlation coefficient between the candi-
date corners, limited to their somewhat neighborhood, with focus on not turning the 
process slow. After this first trying to establish the correspondences, the two sets of 
corners come to have the same number of elements.  
 It takes into the account that the most part of these correspondences are false, easi-
ly noticed by the Fig. 13.9, on the central region of the (a) and (b) images. Comparing 
to the Fig. 13.8, it is also realized the increasing capacity for eliminating the spurious 
corners. 
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                                                (a)                        (b) 
Fig. 13.9. Correspondence based on CC, Enhanced image (a), intensity image (b) 

13.2.2.6   The correspondence based on the Affine Transformation 

The second level of correspondences between two detected corners on the digital 
aerial image and its respective in the intensity image is carried out based on the Affine 
Transformation – AT, focusing the improvement of the correspondences gotten in the 
last section. Now, this proceeding tries to eliminate the most number of false corres-
pondences within a selective procedure of adjustment, in which are eliminated point 
by point, in reference to the points that exceed the rejection positional criterion. The 
mathematical model is the AT (the linear form, the equations 11). The adjustment 
model is the Parametric LSM. Putting great emphasis on the case of images (the re-
presentation on the tri-dimensional space plan, and the distortion of the camera lens), 
the AT is just a nearly mathematical model, which is relegating the two images to the 
inherent considerations for the bi-dimensional space.  In addition to that, while the 
digital aerial image has a central perspective, the intensity image features an ortho 
image.  
 

615142

312112
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(11) 

 

11,vu , the enhanced image coordinates; 

22 ,vu , the intensity image coordinates; 
654321 ,,,,, aaaaaa , AT coefficients. 

 
 The point elimination comes from the identification of the larger module element 
in the residual vector. The process repeats itself until the larger module element of the 
residual vector reach the smaller module, or the equivalent to the rejection criterion. 
This rejection criterion assumed here was determined empirically with the value of 5 
pixels. The Fig. 13.10 (a) and (b) shows the ultimate configuration of detecting cor-
ners which may, or not, be used as control points during the stage of the image inte-
gration (see the white crosses and its correspondents black crosses). 
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                                                  (a)                      (b) 
Fig. 13.10. Correspondence based on the AT, gray scale image (a), intensity image 

13.2.2.7   Improving the position through the correlation coefficient 

To the correspondent corners determined over the last section, it is applied the corre-
lation again focusing for the improvement in identifying the positions of the potential 
control points. It is important to place emphasis on the previous stages which always 
kept the coordinates determined by detecting corners. Now, the responsibility of this 
stage is only to try the position improvement of the detected corners (with the chang-
ing consequence of the corner position to a local of a greater coefficient correlation). 
Yearning for the improvement in some applications may be carried out by applying 
the correspondence with the least squares method. The earlier coordinates, determined 
by the detection of the corners, are used as approached coordinates in the adjustment 
process [20]. Undertaking the position improvement is not a necessary stage through 
this suggested methodology. It may be quit according to the kind of the application.  

13.2.2.8   Determining the planimetric coordinates 

The Fig. 13.11 shows the general plan, and the implied elements, when transforming 
the planimetric coordinates in the image system into the planimetric coordinates with 
reference to the object space, through the application of the Orthogonal Transforma-
tion – OT, as it follows: 
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Fig. 13.11. Elements for determining the planimetric coordinates via OT 

13.2.2.9   Extracting the altimetric coordinate 

The planimetric coordinates determined in the last section will be used as an argument 
about in the search within the raw file of the generated coordinates by the LIDAR. 
The raw data point, which lends its height to the argument point, needs to follow two 
criteria simultaneously: 
 

a. The distance between the argument points and the searched ones in the LIDAR 
raw data needs to be short (the nearest neighbor); 

b. When there are two points at the same distance from the argument point, the 
height chosen needs to be higher (the highest point). Such criterion was deter-
mined because aerial photographs are being dealt. Then, the located points on the 
object tops have more probability to turn up on the images (the digital aerial and 
the intensity ones). 

 
 It is helpful to take into account that the LIDAR raw data are usually substantial 
(its content has million points). So, it is necessary to establish a strategy to manage 
such files. For this reason in this work LIDAR raw data file was divided into smaller 
files (cells), in which all integrating points are known and numbered.  
 The Fig. 13.12 shows a plan for managing the LIDAR raw files. The LIDAR raw 
file is a kind of text file, which has, in the case of the systems that record the returning 
pulsed laser intensity, at least, four pieces of information: three planialmetric coordi-
nates (E,N,h), and the pulse laser intensity information. The raw file set up consists 
of, primarily, determining the arranged file extremes (the upper left corner coordi-
nates and the lower right corner coordinates), and, latter, determining the dimensions 
of the arranged file cells. Two auxiliary files are created: the first one needs to get 
pieces of information for arranging each point in each cell (the points in each cell 
have a number of a sequence determined as the allotment of the cells); the second file 
needs to get pieces of information for positioning the cells (limits of the lines and the 
columns of each cell), and the starting and the ending number of the sequence of the 
points in the cell. From the planimetric coordinates of the argument point and the 
search by radius decision, the survey limits are determined in terms of the cells. 
 The Fig. 13.13 (a) shows the fixed position through the developed methodology 
in this work. Its planimetric position determined by the OT application, according to 
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the 13.2.2.8 section description (a light tone on the building corner), and the nearly 
point (a dark tone), whose position was determined by description over this section, 
and, on its turn, the altimetric coordinate was established to the argument point. Also, 
it is noticed that the other points of the LIDAR raw data (really measured) get a dark-
er tone. To the left region also is seen the concentration of points, as a result of super-
posing the LIDAR survey bands. There is, on the Fig. 13.13 (b), the hypsometric re-
presentation of the same neighborhood shown by Fig. 13.13 (a). The hypsometry 
displays the existence of two distinguished levels, one of them is shorter (dark), and 
the other one is higher (light). Such levels are due to a small building presence on the 
local place. The setting analysis of the Fig. 13.13 (a) and (b) suggests a view confir-
mation as an efficient methodology, which was developed to focus for determining 
the planimetric positions, as well as its association and extension to complement the 
3D coordinates of the identified point (corner), when the LIDAR raw data are used for 
it.   
 

N

E

Cells

Point Argument

Search radius

Raw data file

Planned file

 
Fig. 13.12. Plan for surveying coordinates in the LIDAR data file 

    
                  (a)                           (b) 

Fig. 13.13. LIDAR raw data over the intensity image (a), and over hypsometric representation (b) 
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13.2.2.10   False correspondences eliminating via Spatial Resection 

The present step focus on eliminating (last) false correspondences when using, hither-
to assumed, control points in the spatial resection process (SR). The SR performance 
over this step has its adjusting criteria less strict (it is admitted that the linear differ-
ences on the image space, up to 4 pixels, and on the object space, up to 1 m, the angu-
lar convergence criterion is 1”) than those applied in the photogrammetric process, as 
a result of its focus on detecting and eliminating the false correspondences remaining 
in the process of automatic extraction of the control points. Summarizing, those re-
jected points on the adjusting period are eliminated, and those ones approved are ac-
tually considered as photogrammetric control points. 

13.2.3   Stage 3 – Integrating Data – The Photogrammetric Process 

When it is determined the photogrammetric control points, its application in the pho-
totriangulation by bundle adjustment may be carried out at any photogrametric unit, 
that is, a spatial resection, a model, a strip or a block.  

13.3   Experiment 

The experiment consists of carrying out the automatic spatial resection (SR) of a digi-
tal aerial image, controlled by the extracted points automatically from the LIDAR da-
tabase. The divergence as a result of checking the points up means the difference be-
tween its coordinates measured manually and its similarities, calculated by the 
collinear equations on an inverted state, from the exterior orientation parameters, got-
ten through the manual control points extraction  (MCPE), and the automatic one 
(ACPE). Such procedure was chosen because the number and the allotment of the 
manual and automatic control points are not identical ones.   
 

13.3.1   Presenting data 

The digital aerial image (n. 216) belongs to a group of 13 RGB color aerial images. It 
was taken with a digital camera Sony DSC-F717 (CCD 2560x1920 pixel²), which 
came from the A AGRITEC company. The images (at the moment of the acquisition) 
were recorded through specific JPEG format files. The photographic flight took place 
on 27 June 2003, which undertook two strips, through the nearly direction NE-SW (a 
flight strip to NE-SW, with a sequential number from 194 to 199, and the other flight 
band to SW-NE, with a sequential number from 212 to 218), covering about 2 km², 
around the Centro Politécnico, Campus III, Universidade Federal do Paraná - UFPR. 
The estimated flight height of this photographic mission was 750 m, and the estimated 
gsd was 25 cm. The LIDAR data were taken from the Optech ALTM 2050 system, 
which belongs to the LACTEC. It includes 2 text format files (first and last pulse re-
turning), whose contents of the geodesic coordinates UTM-SAD69 (E, N), the ortho-
metric height (h) and intensity image (with gray scale value from 0 to 255). The 
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LIDAR mission flight height was 1000 m, which took place on 09 May 2003, expect-
ing the following accuracy: 50 cm for the planimetry, and 15 cm for the altimetry (da-
ta and all information provided by LACTEC, which was responsible for carrying out 
and processing the LIDAR mission). The cloud of LIDAR points produced had 
8.593.331 points, and covered an area of 3.55 km² (the estimated density of points 
was 2.42 points/m²).  
 The intensity image process was carried out through the QTmodeler software, 
showing the gray scale via the bilinear interpolation again. The resulting image was 
recorded on the GeoTIFF format. The studied data may be seen on the Fig. 13.14. 
Through this paper, the computer programs, which are necessary to carry out all inte-
grating process of the developed methodology, were performed (by the authors) in the 
Matlab environment.   

13.3.2   Reference systems and units 

The reference system to the object space, which was chosen here, regarding the small 
area used in the experiment, was a 3D, hybrid, and simplified system. The planimetric 
coordinates (E, N), on the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) projection, referred 
to the SAD69 (South American Datum), were equivalent to their own plane coordi-
nates (X, Y). The orthometric height (h), assumed as equivalent to the Z altimetric 
coordinate. The measure unit used for the object space was the meter, and for the im-
age space was the pixel. 
 

 
Fig. 13.14. LIDAR intensity image (a), Digital aerial image 216 (b), Intensity image cutting 
equivalent to the digital aerial image 216 (c) 

13.3.3   Statistics of the developed methodology application 

The methodology suggested may be faced as a process of filtering or cleaning (pros-
pecting) of the data (corners), taking benefits of control points in focus. The 13.2 
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shows the indicated numbers for the detected corners on the two EI images (enhanced 
image), and II (the intensity image), the resulting numbers after filtering based on the 
neighborhood of corners and edges, the correspondence effect based on the cross cor-
relation coefficient (pairing and dimensioning), the residual points after the corres-
pondence application controlled by AT (affine transformation), and finally the resi-
dual points after carrying out the spatial resection (SR). Examining this table allows 
to find out the method powered by getting or carrying out the identification and the 
measurement of the control points automatically. Another examination is about the 
method powered by selecting the real correspondences, considering the residual 
points, which amount to about 0.14 % (20 points) of the early total (about 14000 
points). 

Table 13.2. Statistics of the developed methodology application 

Image EI, II  Corners EI, II  Filtering CC AT SR 
216 14435   13698   3239    3870 951 38 20 
%       100.00         25.27 6.76 0.27 0.14 

13.3.4   The Spatial Resection of the Image 216  

The Table 13.3 shows the parameters of Sony DSC-F717 camera inner guide taken 
with calibrating the camera [3]. The parameters were used on the spatial resections 
(with manual and automatic control point extraction) of the image 216.  

Table 13.3. Parameters of interior orientation of Sony DSC-F717 digital camera 

Parameter Calibration Standard Deviation Unit 
c 2931.722 1.172 pixel 
x0 -71.648 2.012 pixel 
y0 -40.965 1.953 pixel 
k1 -2.640E-08 6.626E-10 pixel 2−  
k2 3.242E-15 6.916E-16 pixel 4−  
k3 3.061E-22 2.103E-22 pixel 6−  
P1 -4.130E-07 5.186E-08 pixel 
P2 2.429E-07 5.118E-08 pixel 
A -1.346E-04 1.042E-04 pixel 
B -2.033E-05 1.055E-04 pixel 

 
 The Table 13.4 below shows the exterior orientation parameters by spatial resec-
tions with manual (MCPE) and automatic (ACPE) control points extraction and their 
own discrepancies among them (MCPE-ACPE).  
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Table 13.4. MCPE(manual) and ACPE(automatic) 

 MCPE Stand.Dev. ACPE Stand.Dev. MCPE-
ACPE 

Unit 

k 5.43635 0.00030 5.43676 0.00026 -0.00041 rad 
f 0.01272 0.00141 0.01736 0.00172 -0.00464 rad 
w 0.01163 0.00154 0.00663 0.00104 0.00500 rad 
X0 677486.065 1.113 677490.129 1.328 -4.065 m 
Y0 7184230.551 1.207 7184233.150 0.829 -2.599 m 
Z0 1660.648 0.279 1659.241 0.214 1.407 m 

 
 The Table 13.5 shows discrepancies between the checkpoints coordinates (ex-
tracted manually and assumed as a reference) and their own being calculated from 
MCPE and ACPE, applied to collinearity equations into an inverted state. The M in-
dex refers to the manual process, and the A index to the automatic process; the R de-
notes the resultant discrepancies outcome between dE and dN. The Mean and the 
Standard Deviation values refer to discrepancies and their own results. 
 The Fig. 13.15 (a) indicates the geometrical distribution of the control points ma-
nually measured (squares), and the geometrical disposition of the checkpoints (cir-
cles); the Fig. 13.15 (b) shows the geometrical configuration of the control points au-
tomatically extracted (squares) and the checkpoints (circles). 
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                                                              b) 

Fig. 13.15. Image 216 control points extraction: manual (a), and automatic (b) 

Table 13.5. Discrepancies in the image 216 checkpoints 

Checkpoint dEM(m) dNM(m) RM(m) dEA(m) dNA(m) RA(m) 

2160 -0.128 1.365 1.371 0.343 -0.374 0.507 

2161 -0.101 0.081 0.129 -0.191 -0.534 0.567 

2162 -0.394 0.120 0.412 -0.128 -0.591 0.605 

2163 -0.045 0.399 0.401 0.000 -0.264 0.264 

2164 -0.136 0.427 0.448 0.088 -0.664 0.670 

2165 -0.228 0.074 0.240 -0.092 -0.590 0.597 

2166 -0.200 -0.010 0.201 -0.148 -1.418 1.426 

2167 -0.258 0.808 0.848 0.102 0.368 0.382 

2168 0.296 0.175 0.344 0.818 -0.684 1.066 

2169 -0.325 0.351 0.479 -0.008 -0.276 0.276 

Mean -0.152 0.379 0.487 0.078 -0.503 0.636 

Stand.Dev. 0.190 0.422 0.368 0.303 0.447 0.360 

13.3.4.1   Comments about the image 216 processing 

 a. The criteria for automatic process of digital images were efficient, because all 
process had neither failure nor interruption;  

 b. Twenty control points extracted via automatic; and their geometrical distribution 
fulfilled the phototriangulation by the bundle method; there is no control point at 
the left bottom of the image 216, though; 

 c. The exterior orientation parameters (determined through manual and automatic 
control points extraction) produced compatible coordinates to the checkpoints, 
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2169
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whose discrepancies related to the checking coordinates presented, comparable 
by themselves to positional evaluation (Table 13.5 – Mean and Standard Devia-
tion). The differences between manual and automatic methods in this experiment 
got down under 1 pixel (or about 25 cm over the surface). 

 d. The automatic detection identified control points very nearly to each other, as it 
is indicated on the Fig. 13.15 (b); although not being desirable, this fact had a 
positive consequence by geometric compensation, according to the item c) re-
port.  

 e. The experiment had a successful methodology to extract control points from the 
LIDAR database automatically, integrating them on the digital aerial image 
through the spatial resection performance.  

13.4   Conclusions and Remarks 

The methodology in focus on carrying out automatic integration of digital aerial im-
ages and LIDAR data – was efficient, according to the experiment outcomes.  
 About the enhanced image execution with focus on the correspondence based on 
the correlation coefficient, a treatment was developed to the whole image, which af-
fords to systematize the acquired correspondences between these kinds of images. 
 All stages through the experiment had a continuous process, that is, neither inter-
ruption nor human interruption (limited to the process criteria definition), which got 
the methodology qualification as an automatic one. 
 As filter applications of borders based on the chain dimension as filter of corners 
based on neighborhood testing between corners and borders showed an excellent per-
formance of filtering spurious corners, nearly 75% of the started total from the expe-
riment carried out (Table 13.2, EI, II Filtering).  

The correspondence based on the cross correlation coefficient, although applied be-
tween images captured by different sensors (correlation between digital aerial image 
and LIDAR intensity image) came up with a high performance of eliminating false 
correspondences (about 73% of eliminating the correspondences left (Table 13.2, CC) 
from the filter actions based on the chain and neighborhood dimension).   
 Selecting correspondences based on AT is essential in the developed method, be-
cause of its effective and proved capacity to select true correspondences (Table 13.2 – 
AT). 
 As long as the photogrammetric process is based on the phototriangulation by bun-
dle method, the geometric distribution of the control points in the photogrammetric 
unit has a reiterated importance. The automatic process was less efficient than the 
manual through the experiment carried out, concerning the distribution of the control 
points. 
 The outcomes acquired by the tests carried out may come out a positive conclu-
sion, giving an account of using the potential LIDAR database to bring into focus the 
control points, especially from this study, whose task assigns the automation of the 
extraction of the control points and their use in the automatic and semi-automatic 
Photogrammetry. 
  It is recommended the methodology might be applied its use to other situations, for 
instance, as integrating conventional (digitalized) aerial images and LIDAR data, as 
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using in Close Range Photogrammetry for integrating digital images and terrestrial la-
ser scanning system. It is suggested improvements and adjustments to be added 
throughout the developed methodology stages by choosing new algorithms, and by 
new developing technology.  
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Chapter 14 
Automatic Surface Patch Generation from a Video 
Image Sequence  

Yixiang Tian, Markus Gerke, George Vosselman and Qing Zhu  

Abstract. Automatic 3D building reconstruction is becoming increasingly im-
portant for a number of applications. This paper aims to present a new approach 
for an automatic pipeline to reconstruct surface patches from a video image se-
quence, which can deal with images acquired with an uncalibrated hand held 
camera. In order to skip the details to get the surface patches that present the 
building’s main structure, the algorithm applies rules and a processing sequence 
that aim to reasonably group extracted sparse 3D points and 3D edges. Then the 
surface patches are estimated from these grouped points and edges. The final 
step is to define the surface patches’ outline, which aim to both present the lo-
cation and the actual shape of the surface patches. The results for two datasets 
show that the main surface patches for each dataset are successfully recon-
structed. 

14.1   Introduction 

Acquiring 3D models of real world objects has been an interesting and challenging 
problem in computer vision and photogrammetry, and is beneficial to many applica-
tions such as urban planning, architectural design, civilian and military emergency re-
sponse. 3D city models constructed from ground based data are becoming more useful 
as they present the realistic façades, which contain more details than the models con-
structed from aerial data. Traditionally, ground based building extraction has mainly 
relied on manual operations with the support of some modeling software, such as 3ds 
Max, Google Sketchup, ImageModeler, which still remains in an expensive and time-
consuming process, especially when a large amount of data must be processed.  
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State Key Lab of Information Engineering in Surveying Mapping and Remote 
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In recent years, there has been intensive research activity on the reconstruction of 
3D objects and scenes from the image sequences or image sets, especially in the field 
of computer vision [2, 4, 9, 10]. The high overlapping of images within a video se-
quence leads to highly redundant information, which is exploited for tie point extrac-
tion, feature tracking and 3D object extraction. However, the short baseline between 
the images also may lead to a poor ray intersection geometry and thus to a weak ge-
ometry across the sequence. The current state of automation in reconstruction of 
buildings from video image sequences is still not flexible. Some algorithms and sys-
tems have been developed [3, 5, 8]. Most systems try to extract detailed 3D points 
from video streams using state-of-art dense matching algorithms, which incur high 
computational cost. Presenting the constructed 3D geometry from the result of trian-
gulating the dense point clouds waste a lot of memory space, is largely affected by 
depth error and cannot directly represent a building’s shape.  

As a majority of buildings in existence nowadays satisfy the assumption that they 
can geometrically be modeled as an ensemble of planar polygonal surface patches us-
ing polyhedral models seem to be a relatively simple and efficient way to represent 
building structures [13]. Because surface patches are the main components of the 
polyhedral models, this paper aims to present a new approach for an automatic pipe-
line to reconstruct surface patches from a video image sequence based on sparse 3D 
points and 3D edges. 

In section 14.2 we first describe the preprocessing steps on camera parameters, 
while point and edge feature extraction methods are explained in section 14.3. Section 
14.4 is the main part of this paper. We describe the approach to group 3D points and 
edges, estimate plane parameters and define on the outline of surface patches. Results 
of the surface patch generation are shown and discussed in section 14.5. Finally some 
conclusions are given in section 14.6.   

14.2   Preprocessing 

Starting from a collection of images or a video sequence, the initial step consists in re-
lating the different images to each other by feature tracking. Only the relative position 
of cameras can be recovered, the overall scale of the configuration can not be recov-
ered solely from images without prior information in the scene [7]. We use the com-
mercial software Boujou [1] to get camera projection information and through some 
visual assessment we assure that the results are correct. In the subsequence steps the 
3D points, their corresponding 2D points and the individual projection matrices are 
used.    

14.3   Feature Extraction  

As edges can provide more constraints about objects’ shape than points, both points 
and edges are considered as basic features for surface patch generation in our method.  

Edges are first detected in each frame separately by using EDISON edge detector, 
which introduce a confidence measure into the Canny edge detector and results in 
more connected and smoothed edges [6]. Then Hough transformation is adopted to 
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extract straight edges. After analyzing the quality of points obtained from Boujou, re-
liably matched points are used as guidance for edge matching, which means only 
edges near these good quality points are considered. 3D edge parameters are esti-
mated from the matched 2D edges by using the Gauss-Markoff model with con-
straints. As the whole sequence is incorporated in this adjustment the aforementioned 
weakness of video sequences, namely the short frame-to-frame baseline does not have 
an effect here. End points of each 3D edge are found by analyzing the end points of 
the corresponding 2D edges. This method for 3D edge extraction has been explained 
in [11]. As the common way for taking video is to maintain an almost constant height 
of the camera during capture, the camera is moving horizontally. Vertical edges can 
be better estimated than horizontal edges. As the result, the vertical direction, which is 
important for the following steps, can be easily obtained after edge extraction.  

To obtain anyhow horizontal edges we exploit the fact that most structures on 
manmade objects are orthogonal. So, if reliable points are placed on a line, perpen-
dicular to a reliable vertical edge, we insert an additional horizontal edge by connect-
ing those points. 

 

 

Fig. 14.1. Feature extraction result, reliable points (dot), matched edges (finite line) 

Fig. 14.1 shows extracted 3D points and edges projected on the first frame of a 
video image sequence. The video was taken by a moving car with a mounted camera. 
The camera was oriented sideways and captured the facades of buildings. 3D view for 
edge extraction result is shown in Fig. 14.2. As we only get sparse points and edges 
and some semantic edges are missing or not complete, we need to incorporate some 
object knowledge (model) to construct the patches, which is explained in the next sec-
tions. 
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Fig. 14.2. 3D view of edge extraction result in Fig 14.1, side view (left), top view (right) 

14.4   Surface Patch Generation 

In this step, we group the estimated 3D points and 3D edges to more complex aggre-
gates (surface patches). 3D edges can be aggregated to 3D corners based on the as-
sumption that edges are coplanar and non-parallel. However, for the building façade, 
there may be only parallel edges on the same plane extracted, and some intersecting 
edges belong to detail objects, like windows, which are almost located in the same 
plane as the interesting wall. However, at this stage we focus on the main structure 
that let people recognize the building, such as walls and roofs.  

Our method to get the surface patches can be divided into four steps. First, plane 
hypotheses are formulated from cues based on point-cloud segmentation and on some 
of the 3D edges derived beforehand. The hypotheses then are verified by incorporat-
ing unused 3D edges. Afterwards, plane parameters are obtained by all the edges and 
points in the plane. The one with the least residual RMS is chosen as the best fit. The 
final step is to define the surface patches’ outline. The details are presented in the fol-
lowing.  

14.4.1   Feature Grouping 

To retrieve complete surface patches, coplanarity is the necessary but not sufficient 
condition for edge and point grouping. More conditions need to be satisfied to make 
sure that the surface patches being reconstructed from the features correspond to the 
realistic façade structure. Therefore, we consider cues from point cloud segmentation, 
intersecting edges and parallel edges and apply these cues in sequence. As some 
points and edges may lie on the boundary of planes, our grouping method allows an 
overlapping cluster result. 
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Fig. 14.3. Point cloud segmentation result of data in Fig. 14.1, reliable points (dot), point seg-
ments with convex outline (polygon) 

1. Cue from point cloud segmentation. The purpose of the point cloud segmentation 
is to find the main building wall, which usually is the largest plane with some win-
dows, doors and symbols to let people separate it from other buildings on the 
ground, so it contains more salient feature points then other parts of building. We 
adopt the planar surface-growing algorithm by [12], which consists of a seed sur-
face detection followed by the actual growing of the seed surface. Because this 
method is mainly used for laser scanning data that is much denser then point cloud 
extracted from image sequence without using dense matching technique, we 
choose a large surface growing radius, which lead to some segments that do not ex-
ist in the real façade. 3D edges and the vertical direction are used to judge their 
reasonability. The rules will be explained in section 14.4.2. As shown in Fig. 14.3, 
two vertical walls can be reconstructed from the result of point cloud segment and 
small segments will be removed later. 

 
2. Cue from two intersecting edges. If two 3D edges intersect, they must be in the 

same plane. But we do not want to group edges that are not corresponding to actual 
building façade. For example, edge 1 and edge 2 in Fig. 14.4 are intersected in the 
object space. Such plane hypothesis can be excluded by the relation between inter-
section point and two edges. Considering the units in object space, if the distance 
between the intersection point and any edge is lager than a threshold, the hypothe-
sis is rejected. The distance between the intersection point and finite 3D edge is de-
fined by the relationship between this intersection point and two endpoints of the 
edge. If the point is located between two endpoints, the distance value is zero, see 
the distance between the intersection point and edge 1 in Fig. 14.4. Otherwise, the 
distance is the minimal value of the distance between the point and endpoints, as 
the distance between the intersection point and edge 2 in Fig. 14.4.  
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Fig. 14.4. A simple building with extracted edge 1-5 

3. Cue from two parallel edges. As we known many parallel or almost parallel edges 
exist on the building façade. Furthermore, either too close or too far apart parallel 
edges are not reliable to make a surface patch hypothesis. We specify a minimal 
threshold and a maximal threshold between the two 3D edges, according to edge 
extraction result. There is one example in Fig. 14.4. If edge 4 is located a little in or 
out of the wall, edge 3 and edge 4 may result in a plane hypothesis. The minimal 
threshold is used to avoid such detail part and the maximal threshold is used to ex-
clude edges that by chance lie on the plane formed by a cluster of closer edges. The 
sequence of edge processing within this kind of reasoning is not arbitrary. There-
fore additional rules need to be applied. One is for each edge a hypothesis is first 
made from the parallel edge with a smallest distance above the minimal threshold. 
The other is if any one of the two edges was already grouped to a surface patch, we 
search for other parallel edges belonging to that patch and choose the two with 
smallest distance to make a hypothesis. For example, edge 2, edge 3 and edge 5 are 
parallel and recorded in that sequence. According to our rules, edge 2 and edge 5 
form a surface patch before a hypothesis from edge 2 and edge 3.  Meanwhile, the 
later one is modified by edge 2 and edge 5. So the plane hypothesis made from 
parallel edge 2 and edge 3 can be avoided.  

14.4.2   Plane Verification  

After defining the plane hypotheses, they are verified or modified by 3D edges that 
are not used for grouping so far. Two parameters must be given first to decide 
whether an edge belongs to a plane: A threshold determining the distance of endpoints 
from the plane and the maximum angle between the edge and the plane. 

As we consider cues in sequence, the later cues are considered after verifying all 
hypotheses from the former one. However, the way to verify and implement cues is 
related to the particular cues, which are used to define the hypothesis. For the first 
type, i.e. the point cloud based cue, we segment all the points at one time. For each 
segment, a convex hull is calculated. Then the verification is done by testing whether 
there are some 3D edges belonging to that plane and located in that region. If there is 
no edge belonging to it and it is not parallel or orthogonal to the vertical direction, the 
respective plane hypothesis is rejected. 

For the other two cue types, a new hypothesis is made after defining the outline of 
the former hypothesis. It doesn’t need further verification. But additional edges that 
are belonging to it need to be included. Simply say this step is to grow a small surface 

1

23 4 5
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with two edges to a bigger one by adding more edges to it. The way to judge whether 
an edge can be added to a hypothesis is the same as some rules used in making hy-
pothesis from edges. If an edge is intersected with any edge belonging to the hypothe-
sis with an intersection point near to it or parallel to any edge belonging to the hy-
pothesis within the maximum distance, it is added to the hypothesis. 

14.4.3   Plane Estimation 

Plane parameters are obtained by all the edges and points in the plane. The one with 
the least residual RMS is chosen as the best fit. As some points and edges may lie on 
the boundary of planes, we label the edges inside the respective region after defining 
the outline of a plane. Therefore, the edges at the boundary can be grouped into more 
than one surface patch. This overlapping cluster method results in more surface 
patches, meanwhile requires effective outline reconstruction method that can present 
patches’ shape and correctly judge edges at the boundary. 

14.4.4   Outline Reconstruction 

After estimating the plane, the normal direction of it can also be determined. In addi-
tion, according to the vertical direction, surface patches are separated to three types, 
vertical, horizontal and oblique surface patch. We assume that walls are vertical and 
most common surfaces have a rectangular shape, therefore in the absence of slanted 
edges within a particular patch we conclude it being rectangular. In addition, the hori-
zontal part on the building is difficult to be observed from ground-based video, but 
there are usually some points and edges on the ground that is in front of the building. 
We can simply use a convex hull to present the ground. 

By observing the general building structure and surface patches that can be seen 
from ground-based video, we make a conclusion in Table 14.1 about the relation be-
tween three kinds of surface patches, building structures and generalized shapes. Ex-
trusion includes balcony, overhanging part on the wall or roof. The shapes in Table 
14.1 can be rotated, stretched or have different length ratio between edges in object 
space. They are not complete to present all kinds of surface shapes. Nevertheless, they 
are commonly used shapes to simplify building facades. In order to exclude areas that 
are not belonging to a patch, the third and fourth shapes in the upper row are two dif-
ferent shapes, although the fourth shape is a combination of the third shape. All these 
knowledge about general building façade shapes are considered in this step, which is 
described in the following. 
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Table 14.1. The relation between surface type, building structure and generalized shape 

 Building structure Generalized Shape  
Vertical  wall, window, door, extrusion 

 
horizontal eave ,extrusion 

 
Oblique roof, extrusion 

 
 
• Vertical surface patches 

If slanted edges are not on the side part, we assume there are two outline edges par-
allel to the vertical direction. 
If all the slanted edges are located in the upper part, we assume there is a straight 
edge parallel to the ground at the lower part, because those kinds of shapes mostly 
belong to wall, such as third and fourth shape in the upper row. 

• Oblique surface patches 
If slanted edges are intersected and the intersecting point has a small distance to 
them, we use triangle shape to fit the surface patch outline, otherwise, the trapezoid 
is considered. 

14.5   Results  

Fig. 14.5 shows the surface patch generation result of the building façade in Fig. 14.1 
and Fig. 14.2. All reconstructed surface patches are located in a correct position. From 
them, the basic structure for this part of construction can be recognized. However, 
outlines of some surface patches need to be modified. For example, there is a long 3D 
edge on the main wall plane (surface patch 1), which result in part of it occludes the 
other surface patch behind it (surface patch 2). As the edges of glass wall and door are 
in the same plane and near to each other, surface patch 2 includes all of them. In addi-
tion, one surface patch does not exist in real world (surface patch 3), because the in-
tersection edge of surface patch 4 and surface patch 5 was not observed. Two parallel 
edges, which are at the boundary of those two surface patches, form surface patch 3.  
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Fig. 14.5. Surface patch generation result of building façade in Fig 14.1 and Fig. 14.2, 2D view 
(top), 3D side view (down left), 3D top view (down right), reliable points (dot), extracted edges 
(finite line), surface patches (polygon) 

Fig. 14.6 shows the first and last frame from another example. The video was cap-
tured by a hand-held SONY camera. The images have a resolution of 640×480 pixels 
and a frame rate of 30 frames per second. There are 189 frames in total in this case.  

3 not existing
in real world  
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Fig. 14.6. Input image sequence with eight surfaces (each surface with one number), first frame 
(left), last frame (right) 

Eight surfaces can be seen from the image sequence and seven of them are recon-
structed as shown in Fig. 14.7, although most of them need to be extended. The real 
boundary can be reconstructed by intersecting adjacent patches. The only one lost is a 
small extrusion (surface 7), which cannot be easily seen from the image sequence, as 
shown inside the circle in Fig. 14.6.  
 

 

 

Fig. 14.7. Surface generation result of building façade in Fig 14.5, 2D view (left), 3D side view 
(right top), 3D top view (right down), reliable points (dot), extracted edges (finite line), surface 
patches (polygon) 
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14.6   Conclusions 

Within this paper, an approach of surface patch reconstruction from a video image se-
quence was presented. The rules and processing steps can reasonably group extracted 
sparse 3D points and 3D edges. The final step is to reconstruct the surface patches’ 
outline, which aim to both present the location and the basic shape of the surface 
patches. The shape information helps to restrict planes in the region corresponding to 
the actual case and make it easier to connect adjacent patches later. Up to now, only 
geometric information conveyed by the 3D points and 3D edges has been used for 
surface patch generation. Although the reconstructed surface patches present the 
building façade geometry, three aspects need to be mentioned. First, if there is no 
point or edge extracted from a surface patch, the pure geometric reconstruction fails 
to determine it. Secondly, small surface patches appear between surface patches 
which should be adjacent. Third, the outlines still need to be modified in the follow-
ing steps.  

In the near future, we will focus on how to set up relationship between these sur-
face patches, extent or separate them, remove surface patches that do not exist and 
add new ones. Both geometric information and intensity information will be consid-
ered and some knowledge about building structures will be used. Finally, we want to 
build geometrically and topologically correct 3D models of the building facade. 
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Chapter 15 
Indoor 3D Modeling and Visualization  
with a 3D Terrestrial Laser Scanner 

Jia Dongzhen, Tor Yam Khoon, Zhong Zheng and Zhou Qi  

Abstract. For indoor wireless location, it is useful to have 3D models to docu-
ment and to validate the results of the locations derived from wireless sensing 
equipment. Visualization using a 3D model also allows the user to generate a 
realistic mental model while navigating their virtual surroundings. While it is 
possible to build a 3D framework model from CAD drawings, the results do not 
feature the exact locations and models of indoor equipment, such as tables, fire 
sprinklers, fluorescent lamps, and so on. A 3D Terrestrial Laser Scanner 
(3DTLS) is a tool that can be used to record indoor 3D coordinates of real ob-
jects efficiently and effectively. It has remarkable advantages including high 
data acquisition rate, high accuracy and excellent spatial data density (Yusuf A. 
2007). The resulting dense “point-cloud” of data makes it easy to model any 
scanned object. In this study, we summarize our experiences in scanning and 
modeling. Using visual C++ and OpenGL, we developed a 3D visualization 
platform that enables browsing and navigation of 3D models and other applica-
tions. A case study using 3DTLS at the NTU Position & Wireless Technology 
Center (PWTC) is also presented in this paper. 

15.1   Introduction 

Laser scanner technology was introduced in the 1990s [3]. The first generation terre-
strial laser scanner was introduced in the surveying industry in 1998. 3D Terrestrial 
laser scanners make use of non-contact high-speed laser pulses for measuring the 
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surface profiles of objects. Scanners directly acquire distance and reflection intensity 
of object surfaces and then automatically store the data in a database. As a remote and 
rapid data acquisition tool, the technology has matured over the last few years through 
an impressive and steep development curve. The latest terrestrial laser scanning tech-
nology captures up to 500,000 points per second [8] and achieves point accuracy of 
±6 mm or better [5]. Such systems are able to acquire immensely accurate 3D points 
within a short period of time. In view of advantages such as speedy long-range mea-
surements [1], high spatial resolution, high speed data acquisition and high density 
point clouds, the technology opens new opportunities for data acquisition and model-
ing.  

An entire scan collects a series of 3D points called “point clouds.” These provide 
the basis for surface reconstruction or modeling. The point clouds in most cases are 
just an intermediate step to reach results and deliverables. The real value is in the in-
formation implicitly stored and contained in the point clouds, such as the size, shape, 
form, location and surface characteristics of objects in the real world [4]. The objec-
tives of this study are to make use of point clouds and extract information from these 
point clouds. Subsequently, we use points, polygons, curves, etc. to reconstruct a sur-
face or object and then simulate the real world.  

PWTC, the studied region, has a total area of about 550-600 square meters. There 
are about 10 rooms, 100 fluorescent lamps, 80 fire sprinklers and 20 tables. In this 
paper we present the 3D structure of the whole building, especially the 3D elements 
mentioned above. 

15.2   Data Acquisition and Processing 

15.2.1   Accuracy and Resolution of Scanning  

Generally, without taking into account the inherent measuring signal error of an in-
strument, scanning accuracy depends mainly on the size of the laser spot and the dis-
tance between two successive points [7]. The smaller the laser spot and the shorter the 
scanning distance, the higher will be the resulting accuracy. The Leica ScanStation 
3DTLS used in this study has a point accuracy of 6 mm at 1 sigma as per specifica-
tion. The accuracy of the modeled object is specified as 2 mm at 1 sigma. The size of 
the laser spot is 4 mm (FWHH - based) from 0 – 50 m and the point spacing is fully 
selectable horizontally and vertically; <1 mm minimum spacing, through the full 
range of 300 m. 

The resolution of the scanning, i.e. the distance between the adjacent scanned 
points, depends on the incident angle and range of the laser beam. For instance, the 
resolution of the scanned points on the ceiling and the floor of a room is a function of 
the incident angle between the laser beam and the plane of the ceiling and the floor. 
The desired maximum resolution can be achieved by limiting the radius of scanning.  

As shown in Fig. 15.1, where θ is the angle between two successive incident laser 
beams; L & S are the preset range & resolution; h is the distance between the horizon-
tal axis of the instrument and the ceiling or floor; R is the limiting scanning radius; r 
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is the maximum resolution of the model; and the distances between laser scanner and 
two scanned points are x and y, respectively, and x • y. θ can be evaluated as follows: 

 

θ = r / y (1) 

 
and, 
 

θ = S / L (2) 

 
so, 
 

x • y = L• r / S (3) 

 
According to right-angle triangle geometry: 
 

2 2R y h= − =

2
2L r h

S
⋅⎛ ⎞ −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

(4) 

 
Since L, S, h, r are known or preset/desired values, the maximum value of the 

scanning radius R can readily be computed. The number of instrument stations for an 
indoor scanning system can thereby be planned. 

15.2.2   Data Acquisition 

Following the above calculation, one must survey all the lights and fire sprinklers, be-
fore creating a plan outlining the location of each scanner. In order to combine the 
different scanning scenes into a single coordinate system, it is necessary to acquire 
certain common points, defined by either targets or distinct features, between two ad-
jacent scanner stations.  
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Fig. 15.2. Calculation of scanning radius 
 

Although scanning the whole PWTC in high resolution with more scanning stations 
is feasible, it would not only take more time, but would also acquire superfluous point 
clouds that would be of little use for modeling. Level of detail (LOD) refers to the sit-
uation where one has a group of models at different scales, which are used to describe 
a single scene or its object [6]. Adopting the same concept as LOD, an initial prescan 
was taken at a low resolution of 5 mm to acquire panoramic data, followed by a high-
er resolution of 1 mm to scan key elements, such as the fluorescent lamps and fire 
sprinklers. This not only meets the accuracy requirements, but also substantially re-
duces redundant data. Ten sets of point clouds, one from each scanning station, were 
obtained and stored in a single database. The scanning process lasted one and a half 
days. 

15.2.3   Data Processing 

The ten sets of point clouds, each with its own coordinate system, must be aligned in-
to one common coordinate system using a registration process. The process is de-
picted in Fig. 15.2. 

Point clouds are composed of a number of data including some noise components 
that are derived from surface quality and laser dispersion [2]. Noise removal and 
smoothing should be performed after registration. 
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Fig. 15.2. Results of point cloud registration 

15.2.4   Modeling 

Point clouds acquired by 3DTLS comprise discrete vector points that themselves con-
tain rich characteristic information. However, the points do not include any shape and 
topological relationships. Accordingly, modeling is usually performed by experienced 
operators. The process requires skill to produce a surface that has sufficiently high 
quality and precision [2]. 

The 3D object model comprises geometric and textural models. Since the most 
common representation of such objects in 3D models uses lines, surfaces and vo-
lumes, we used these basic geometric elements as the smallest units in our model. 
From the point clouds, the operator interactively constructs such geometric elements 
and integrates these elements to complete the model. The process comprises six main 
steps: 

 
1. Remove noise, i.e. spurious point clouds, from the whole scene; 
2. Segregate the point clouds defining an object from the whole scene and model the 

object as lines, surfaces and volumes; 
3. Merge the modeled object into the original scene; 
4. Repeat step 2 and step 3 till the whole model is completed; 
5. Fine tune the whole model, for instance by intersecting and trimming surfaces, rep-

licating objects etc; 
6. Textually map the surfaces into the model. 

There are five basic models in our representation of PWTC, namely wall models, 
floor and ceiling models, desk models, fire sprinkler models and fluorescent lamp 
models. The entire model is shown in Fig. 15.3. The process of modeling took about 
two days. 
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Fig. 15.3. Entire 3D model of PWTC 

3   3D Visualization and Use of the Interactive Platform 

Visualization is the basis of human-machine interaction. For the user, it provides both 
a window and a tool to interact with a real environment. It can immerse the user in a 
3D scene and allow them to live in the model.  

The work flow of the visualization processes consists of three parts, namely data 
preparation and preprocessing, establishment of the 3D model, 3D model manage-
ment and display. The architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 15.4. 

A data conversion system was developed with VC++ for 3D model creation, 
attribute data edition, management, etc. The 3D model of PWTC was converted to a 
3D geography object library by the conversion system and this library was used in 
subsequent computation. 

The visualization was performed using VC++ and OpenGL. The platform has the 
following features: multi-angle viewing, walkthrough, spatial query, distance measur-
ing and so on. A 2D navigation map is provided for an intuitive browsing experience 
and to aid in user orientation. An interactive display of the 2D map and the associated 
3D scene was implemented. The interfaces are as shown in Fig. 15.5 and Fig. 15.6. 
Crosses in Fig. 15.6 represent accurate positions of the fire sprinklers. 
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Fig. 15.4. Flowchart of the visualization process 

 

 

Fig. 15.5. Navigation of the 2D map and 3D scene 
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Fig. 15.6. Interface of the 2D viewer 

15.4   Conclusions 

This paper introduces 3D data acquisition, processing, modeling and visualization us-
ing a 3D Terrestrial Laser Scanner. To achieve an optimum scanning resolution for 
3D point clouds, a detailed calculation method to select an appropriate laser scanning 
radius is presented and applied in this study. Due to different complexities of indoor 
objects and varying accuracy requirements, various scanning resolutions were used to 
scan the indoor objects. Our process helps reduce time and cost to meet the stipulated 
accuracy. A 3D application platform was developed for the 3D model of PWTC, 
which allowed for the dynamic display of 3D models and interactive user operation. 

However, our modeling process is not fully automated and the accuracy of the 
model relies to a certain extent on the experience of the operator. With more than 
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100,000 surfaces in the model, it was very time consuming to textually map these 
elements. The modeling process can be further improved. 
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Chapter 16 
Automatic Image Mosaic-Building Algorithm for 
Generating Facade Textures 

Yunsheng Zhang, Qing Zhu, Jie Yu and Yeting Zhang  

Abstract. Our goal is to create seamless texture mosaics for photo-realistic 
modeling of building facades. This paper presents an automatic image mosaic 
algorithm that resolves both geometry and color in a wide variety of images. A 
geometrical preprocessing step based on vanishing geometry theory is first used 
to rectify the typical distortion of terrestrial imagery. Subsequently at least 4 
evenly distributed corresponding points are extracted as tie points for solving 
the parameters of affine transformations between two adjoining images. A 
coarse-to-fine matching strategy with good reliability and efficiency is em-
ployed for the automatic extraction of tie points, where point features are ex-
tracted using the Harris operator at the top level of the image pyramid and by 
means of the SUSAN operator at the bottom level. For image auto-dodging, the 

color transfer algorithm in lαβ  color space is introduced. Experimental re-

sults prove that the presented method is feasible and is robust to modeling re-
peated patterns in imaging building facades. 

16.1   Introduction 

Increasingly, cities all over the world are being encouraged to build photorealistic 3D 
city models. Texturing these models provides a photo-realistic effect and conveys the 
visually detailed geometrical structure of a building. Such details are becoming more 
important for many simulation applications, such as urban planning, virtual tourism, 
digital documentation of historic landmarks, and so on. Currently feasible means of 
collecting building surface texture include analyzing roof texture and facade texture 
directly from satellite or aircraft imagery, and collecting facade texture data from 
terrestrial images. In the case of facade texture, aerial images always suffer from 
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distortion, perspective changes and non-ideal resolutions, this paper focuses only on 
the terrestrial image mosaicking. Manually collecting and processing terrestrial im-
ages seriously limits the production efficiency and visualization effects of the 3D ci-
tyscape. The result is a bottleneck problem for large-scale 3D city modeling. In most 
cases, because of the small field of view of cameras and due to limiting environmental 
conditions, such as the physical boundaries of narrow streets, it is very hard to capture 
an image that covers a whole facade, and there is a need to mosaic multiple images to 
cover the whole facade. Terrestrial images are often shot with a large inclination an-
gle. Consequently, the original texture images often demand a great deal of geometric 
rectification and mosaicking, which is a time-consuming and labor-intensive manual 
task. Automatic processing methods therefore seem promising.  

Due to major distortions of terrestrial images, basic geometrical preprocessing is 
necessary. Based on the abundant line information in facade images, vanishing point 
geometry is often used to recover the camera’s pose [5]. 

The purpose of mosaicking is to recover mapping relations among multiple images, 
ensuring the mosaic image is geometrically and color-wise seamless. For image mo-
saicking, an appropriate mathematical relationship is needed to map pixel coordinates 
from one image to another before image registration. A variety of such parametric 
models are available, including planar motion models such as affine transforms, pro-
jective transforms, etc; 3D transformations can also be used. However, this paper only 
focuses on mosaicking facade images, so planar motion models are most suitable. 
Projective transformation uses eight parameters, and can be readily achieved using 
parameter estimation. Thus, affine transform is chosen in this paper to describe the re-
lationships between images.  

Once a suitable model has been chosen to describe the relationships between a pair 
of images, the basic problem is to estimate the parameters. There are two kinds of 
geometrical image mosaic methods: direct and feature-based methods. The direct me-
thod is to shift or warp the images relative to each other and to look at how much the 
pixels agree. Pixel-to-pixel matching is often used in the direct method, such as the 
multiple projection merge method [9], equidistant matching (Kyung and Soon 1999) 
and similar. The direct method operates on practice pixels, and the result is generally 
inferior in terms of efficiency. Feature-based methods utilize corresponding points or 
corresponding lines to estimate the parameters to create the image mosaic, which is 
robust to illumination change. One example is the image mosaic method based on 
SIFT [1], which uses regional segmentation and matching steps to estimate the rota-
tion, the translation and the scale factor between two successive images in the input 
sequence. Harris point matching is guided by the estimated parameters [16]. Many 
feature-based methods are robust to viewpoint change and illumination change but al-
so have low reliability with repetitive patterns. 

Color differences in terrestrial images are usually very obvious because of variable 
imaging conditions. Multiple-image dodging methods are therefore necessary to de-
crease differences, using the mean-variance method, histogram matching, and color 
matching based on Wallis filter [8]. The mean-variance method needs image registra-
tion and the processed image has local contrast that often decreases after dodging. If 
large homogeneous regions exist, color aberrances will result after histogram match-
ing because gray tones get overlaid and concentrated. Color matching based on the 
Wallis filter is widely used to process remote sensing images, but its efficiency is 
lower. 
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Large inclination-angle and many similar transparent windows often exist in build-
ing surface images owing to the image capturing environment constraint which is a 
big problem for image alignment. In such cases the direct mosaic result is rarely ideal. 
This paper utilizes a method based on vanishing point theory and object space parallel 
geometric constraints to automatically rectify building surface images. We utilize dif-
ferent operators to extract feature points in different pyramid levels, adopting a 
coarse-to-fine matching strategy, thereby compromising match reliability and effi-
ciency. We also adopt color transfer strategies to adjust the color among images and 
we blend the images to get a seamless mosaic. Section 2 provides details. Real image 
experimental results are given in section 3. 

16.2   Image mosaic algorithm 

As shown in Fig. 16.1, the automatic mosaicking algorithm includes two parts: one is 
for seamless geometric mosaicking and the other for image dodging. 

For geometrical mosaicking, vanishing point theory and parallel geometric con-
straints are firstly introduced to automatically rectify the original facade images, and 
the images are transformed from a central perspective projection to an orthographic 
projection. 

Second, to increase the reliability of feature point matching due to the repetitive 
pattern of facade image textures, a coarse-to-fine matching strategy and relaxation 
method are employed to disambiguate the corresponding points. Both the Harris oper-
ator and the SUSAN operator are introduced for extracting feature points at different 
pyramid levels. The Harris operator offers a higher repetition rate, in favor of image 
matching. In contrast, the SUSAN operator has a high efficiency in extracting corner 
point features [11, 12]. Accordingly, Harris feature points are extracted at the top lev-
el of the image pyramid, matched through correlation, relaxation and robust estima-
tion. We then obtain a group of reliable corresponding points, which is used for calcu-
lating initial affine parameters between original images. At the bottom level of 
pyramid image, the SUSAN operator is used to extract feature points in the first im-
age overlap region where grids are evenly divided. Subsequently we select feature 
points in each grid and utilize the obtained parameters to guide correlation matching 
on the original image. When each grid has one feature point successfully matched 
then we turn to the next grid, remove the gross error in the obtained corresponding 
points set, and calculate affine transformation parameters between images to guide 
least square matching of each grid feature point. Finally, we utilize the corresponding 
points to complete the image geometrical mosaic. 

In order to remove color or luminance differences within a single image and be-
tween multiple images, color transfer in a lαβ  color space is presented for image 
dodging. 
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Fig. 16.1. Flowchart of image mosaicking 

16.2.1   Rectification based on vanishing point theory and object space 
parallelism  

The method based on vanishing point theory and object space parallel geometric con-
straints is considered useful for automatically rectifying facade texture images [7, 5]. 
According to vanishing point geometry, the interior and exterior orient elements of an 
image are a function of three vanishing points. Building facade images feature consi-
derable amounts of parallel line information, which provides a basis for vanishing 
point theory. However, in most building facade images, only lines clustered parallel to 
the two coordinate axes can be extracted, and consequently only two vanishing points 
can be calculated through adjustment. Hence, a principal point is first fixed to the im-
age center, then based on the rule that principal point lies in the orthocenter of a trian-
gle composed by the three vanishing points we can deduce the third vanishing point. 
The image orientation elements can then be calculated according to the relationship 
between the vanishing point and orient elements. 

One key to rectifying the images in this paper is the extraction of line information. 
One classical line detection method is the Hough Transform that is calculationally 
complex and has difficulty selecting proper parameters. For easier line extraction, the 
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freely available software PtLens [2] is used to remove the radial distortion of the orig-
inal images. The extracted line lacks local features and has low distinguishability, so 
the following improvements are proposed when utilizing the Hough Transform to 
detect facade image line features.  

First, set the line initial orientation manually, and then only detect the lines which 
orientate near the initial orientation. Second, adopt a coarse-to-fine detection strategy, 
namely first adopt coarse quantized parameters to detect lines, and then adopt fine 
quantized parameters to detect the line again on the basis of the result from the earlier 
coarse detection step. 

After line extraction, eliminate some outlier line features based on length and 
orientation, then divide the detected orthogonal line cluster into two sets according to 
orientation. In the object space these should be separately parallel. Establish an ad-
justment model based on line clustering of geometrical constraints that utilizes the ob-
ject space parallel geometrical constraints. Use least square adjustment to solve image 
orientation elements iteratively. Finally, project the image onto a virtual plane with a 
focal length distance from the shot center to get a rectified image. 

16.2.2   Reliable coarse-to-fine feature matching 

Initial matching of the repetitive pattern of building facade images would result in 
one-to-many or many-to-one matching. If just the matching measure in (1) is used to 
constrain matching, a point in the first image may be paired to several points in the 
second image (which are called candidate matches), and vice versa. Relaxation tech-
niques are commonly used to eliminate this kind of matching ambiguity [13], because 
most of the time facade images can simply be treated as a plane. 

A correlation coefficient is commonly used to measure the symmetry between fea-
ture points and invariant to gray linear transformation, it is defined as in (1): 
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The relaxation technique allows the candidate matches to reorganize themselves by 
propagating certain constraints, such as continuity and uniqueness, through the neigh-
borhood. This is justified because most of the façade image can be treated a plane. 

If we define two sets N(x) and N(x’) respectively in the neighbors of(x,x’)with ra-
dius R, then the correct corresponding points should be supported by more corres-
ponding points. If (y,y’)is a pair of corresponding point, then the relation between 
(y,y’)and corrected corresponding point (x, x’) is that the angle between xy and x’ y’ 
is no larger than θ  

The support strength of (x,x’) and (y,y’)is defined as: 
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In this paper rε is defined as 0.3, θ is 45 degrees, R is 1/4 of the shortest length. 

Finally, search support strength across the neighbors, and accumulate them to get 
matching strength. Because one point can have many candidate corresponding points 
and each candidate has its own support strength value, max [ , '; , ']Sm x x y y  is consi-
dered for each neighbor. Considering the symmetry of support strength, the matching 
strength is defined as: 
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Due to the repetitive pattern, some feature points may have more than one candi-

date match which can confuse the matching algorithm very easily. If all the candidate 
matches are reserved without filtering, the relaxation time is often a little longer. In 
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this paper, we use the candidate match number to filter out some feature points that 
can cause highly ambiguous matches before relaxation. 

After relaxation, there are also often a number of false matches, and a robust tech-
nical approach must be adopted to reject false matches in the sets. The RANSAC me-
thod (Martin and Robert 1981) was applied in order to reject these outliers. By itera-
tively choosing three corresponding points to fit the affine transform as in (5), we can 
accumulate the number of corresponding points to support the motion model under a 
certain threshold. The model with the largest number is chosen as the “correct” mod-
el. 
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Where 
 

• x,y are the pixel coordinates of first image 
• X,Y are the pixel coordinates of second image 

• 0 1 2 0 1 2, , , , ,a a a b b b  are affine transform parameters 

 
Initial matching mainly includes the following steps. 

 
1. Utilize the shortest side to determine the pyramid layer, then construct the Gauss 

pyramid image. 
2. Extract the Harris feature point [4] on the top level pyramid in both images. For 

each feature point in the first image, calculate the correlation coefficient with all 
the feature points in the second image. Treat the points with correlation coefficient 
greater than 0.85 as candidate matches. Sort the feature points according to the 
number of candidate matches, and then remove the feature points which have more 
than 35 candidate matches. This step can reduce the relaxation time and the ambi-
guity. 

3. Use (4) to calculate all the matching strengths of each corresponding point candi-
date. 

4.  Sort the feature points by matching strength, choose the top 60% to be the winning 
points. If the filtered number is no more than 1/3 of the original feature points 
number, then continue to ⑸,otherwise return to ⑶; 

5. Based on (5), use RANSAC to filter the inliers, convert the corresponding points 
coordinates to the original image, and utilize a least square adjustment to calculate 
the affine transform parameters between original images. 

 
Guided matching After obtaining affine transform parameters between images, the 
feature point extraction and matching on the bottom level of pyramid image are con-
fined to overlapping areas. The SUSAN operator [12] does not require gradient opera-
tion, and operates quickly in corner point detection. However, the corner point can be 
only located to a pixel level [14]. Other researchers have analyzed the problem of how 
to pinpoint exact location features using image acquired by aircraft, and they proposed a 
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kind of exact locationing methodology based on the Harris interest value. Using this 
approach, the theoretical precision reached 0.14 pixels. However, this method is based 
on the Harris interest value. Consequently, it cannot precisely locate some of the fea-
ture points that are extracted via the SUSAN operator. 

A good feature algorithm for image matching should identify zones distinct from 
their neighborhoods. Information content is a measure of the point features’ distinc-
tiveness, and the more distinctive the feature is, the easier it is to create a successful 
match. Information content can be described in many ways and entropy is one com-
monly used method [14].  

Utilizing the parameters obtained from an initial matching step to determine the 
overlap area between images, the Susan operator is used to extract feature points in 
the first overlap area, then calculate the entropy of all the feature points in a 11×11 
window with the points located in the center. All the points are sorted according to 
entropy and the square grids are divided at the same time. For every point in each 
grid, we utilize correlation matching to search for the corresponding point in a 40×40 
search window confined by the known parameters. If the correlation coefficient’s ex-
treme value is greater than 0.85 in the region of a given search area, the center of the 
window with the extreme value can be thought of as the corresponding point. In this 
case, we move on to the next grid until all the grids are processed. 

The parameters obtained from the initial matching process are coarse parameters. 
The corresponding points selected by these parameters still include some gross errors. 
Iteration can be used to reject these gross errors until all points have residuals of less 
than 2 pixels.  

The corresponding points obtained from correlation matching can only be located 
to pixel level, so the least square matching is adopted to increase matching accuracy. 
We utilize the corresponding points excluding gross error to calculate affine transfor-
mation parameters between images. Feature points in each grid are first located to the 
sub-pixel level, if the location correction value is more than one pixel, and then the 
feature point is abandoned. The points chosen via the affine transformation parame-
ters are treated as initial points for least square matching. If the differentiation be-
tween the co-ordinates obtained from least square matching and forecasted co-
ordinates is more than 3 pixels, the feature point is abandoned. Once all the grids are 
processed, an evenly distributed number of corresponding points can be obtained. 

After extracting at least 4 evenly distributed corresponding points, affine transform 
parameters can be computed via least squares adjustment. According to the affine 
transformation, one image can be registered to another through bilinear resampling.  

16.2.3   Modifying Color and Tone 

Because of variable image capture parameters such as viewpoints and scaling, there 
are always color and tonal difference among images. It is hard to maintain complete 
color seamlessness if the blending is performed directly after geometrical mosaicking. 
Accordingly, the dodging method should be adopted to adjust whole color across all 
the images. Existing dodging methods, such as histogram matching and color match-
ing based on the Wallis filter, are processed in the RGB color space. Color aberrance 
easily appears with these methods because there are correlations between the different 
channels’ values in the RGB color space. A color space called lαβ  minimizes the 
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correlation between channels for many natural scenes. (Reinhard et al. 2001) contri-
buted research on borrowing one image’s color characteristics from another based on 
this kind of color space. A similar method inspired by Reinhard’s work is developed 
to modify the color of the images. One image is chosen as the standard image, and 
then its color is transferred to other images to make all the images have similar color 
characteristics which can make the final mosaic image smooth color-wise. 

The RGB color space can be transformed to a  lαβ  color space via (6)(7)(8): 
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Because there is little correlation between the axes in lαβ  color space, a linear 

method can be used to transfer one image’s color to another. For each channel in 
lαβ  color space, we get the destination image value according to  (9)： 
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Where  
 

• destM , destσ  is the mean value and variance of the standard images  

• sorceM , sorceσ  is the mean value and variance of the other images  
 

After the three channels are processed, the resulting image is transformed back to 
the RGB color space to obtain the dodged image, and then all the images thus have 
almost the same color characteristic. 
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After color transferring there is still a slightly noticeable stitch line, which will af-
fect the mosaic result if is it not processed. Linear blending and multi-band blending 
are common methods to solve this problem. The former method has a high efficiency 
but may cause some blur when the geometrical mosaic is not ideal, the latter approach 
can preserve more detail but requires more time. Because of our high accuracy of 
geometrical mosaicking, this paper adopts linear blending. In the overlap region we 
select the distance between a current pixel and the seam pixel as the power, and we 
take the weighted average gray value as the corresponding pixel value in the mosaic 
image.  The formula is as in  (10)： 
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Where   
 

• LP is the gray power of the corresponding point on the first image; 
• LG , RG  is the gray of the pixel; 
• curD  is the distance between current pixel and seam pixel, 
• allD  is the distance between the edge pixel of this line and the seam pixel 
 

After dodging and linear blending, the color of the mosaic image is very smooth 
and the result is more realistic. 

16.3   Experimental results 

To test the feasibility of the proposed algorithm, a VC++ program was implemented, 
and the experiments were conducted on a PC with a 512MB EMS memory. All the 
test images as shown in Fig. 16.2 are a series of photographs taken using a hand-held 
camera with autofocus from multiple viewpoints along a facade. The images shown in 
Fig. 16.2(a) were shot in multi-view mode to avoid occlusion from trees and were ex-
posed using a longer timeframe to avoid occlusion from moving vehicles. The image, 
as shown in Fig. 16.2(a), has repetitive patterns which potentially make image match-
ing more difficult.  

The rectified images in Fig. 16.3 show many repetitive patterns in the facade image 
which can cause ambiguity of image matching. The parameter accuracy can be meas-
ured by the mean square error of corresponding points through matching and checks 
on other corresponding points. Mean square error (m0) can be estimated using  (11): 
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• （X,Y）(x,y) are the pixel coordinates of corresponding points  

• 0 1 2 0 1 2, , , , ,a a a b b b  are affine transform parameters 

 
This paper chooses a Gauss window width equal to 5, the variance is 3, and the 

non-maximum suppression threshold for fixing corners is 3000 when using the Harris 
operator to extract features. The grid number on the original image’s long edge is 
fixed at 15.  

The traditional image stitching method directly extracts Harris feature points from 
the original image for matching, then uses RANSAC to filter the inliers and estimate 
the transformation parameters. It is very easy to match the inliers to part of the over-
lap region and this can be performed with good efficiency. The proposed method en-
sures the corresponding points for mosaicking distribute evenly all over the overlap 
region and the m0 of all stereo images is less than 2 pixels. 

 
(a) Horizontal 1 

 
(b) Horizontal 2 

Fig. 16.2. Original images 
 
    As shown in Fig. 16.4, the seamless mosaic image can be directly mapped onto a 
model surface. Since multi-view images are used, several occlusions such as pede-
strians, trees or cars are avoided. Of course, because of the limited number of source 
images, there is still some occlusion as shown in Fig. 16.4(b) 

     

Fig. 16.3. Part of rectified images from Fig. 16.2. 
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(a) Result of horizontal 1 

 
(b) Result of horizontal 2 

Fig. 16.4. Final mosaic result 

Fig. 16.5 shows that the proposed algorithm is not limited to mosaicking images in 
the horizontal plane, but also can mosaic images vertically. Fig. 16.5(a) is composed 
of 2 images that represent the facade of a cathedral; Fig. 16.5(b) is composed of 4 im-
ages that represent the facade texture of a modern building which has many transpa-
rent windows that make the matching problem hard. 

                               
(a) Vertical 1                                (b) Vertical 2 

Fig. 16.5. Mosaic result from vertical images  
 
Our experimental analysis results suggest the following conclusions: As a type of 

preprocessing, image rectification based on vanishing point theory is appropriate for 
subsequent geometrical mosaicking. By means of the coarse-to-fine matching strategy 
and the integrative application of different feature point operators at different level of 
the pyramid images, seamless geometric mosaicking is reliable and effective for com-
plicated terrestrial images. Color transfer into the lαβ color space is also useful to 
improve the image blending. This proposed algorithm provides an easy and efficient 
method for automatic generation of building facade textures. Future work will be fo-
cused on reducing occlusions by using image sequencing techniques. 
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Chapter 17 
3D Continuous K-NN Query for a Landmark-based 
Wayfinding Location-based Service 

Najmeh Samany, Mohmoud Reza Delavar, Sara Saeedi and Reza Aghataher  

Abstract. Wayfinding in unfamiliar indoor and outdoor environments are par-
ticularly intricate problems of all the people’s activities. The development of 
assistive technologies to aid wayfinding is hampered by the lack of reliable and 
efficient methods providing location information in the environment. Location-
based services (LBS) are systems which support wayfinding task as process. 
They do not support landmark-based wayfinding although researchers agreed 
on its efficient role. In addition, one of the challenges of LBS is the continuous 
query which guarantees the performance of the system. In this paper, we pro-
pose an efficient method for 3D continuous k-NN query. Our method is based 
on three ideas, (1) The dynamic mobile objects have 3D coordinate space (x,y,t) 
and static landmark with 2D spaces (x,y) (2) selecting landmarks which are the 
nearest neighbor of one or more continuous queries, (3) indexing the queries 
rather than the landmarks. Through some experimental evaluation we demon-
strate that our method is applicable on increasing runtime and decreasing power 
consumption of mobile devices.  

17.1   Introduction 

Wayfinding and orientation form important parts of people’s daily lives. We have to 
find our routes through cities, through buildings, along streets and highways, etc. [18]. 
Location-based services are systems which present appropriate services for users 
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according to their locations. Location based services are gaining much importance for 
all kinds of human activities ranging from tourist navigation to support of rescue 
teams in disaster management. One of the fundamental processes theses systems pro-
ceed are navigation and wayfinding task. Although there are different approaches 
which provide guiding instructions, landmark-based wayfinding is known as a reliable 
and efficient method [19]. In landmark-based wayfinding, we have two main actors: 
human wayfinder which is a mobile actor and the landmarks which are used to guide 
the users and they are static in nature. We should select a suiatable landmark at deci-
sion points to navigate the user in the environment. Selection of these landmarks is 
based on three different parameters including: distance between the position of mobile 
object and landmark (also the visibility of it), orientation of mobile object and land-
mark and the saliency of landmark. In this context using the appropriate method for 
continuous query to monitor and track the wayfinder and giving the relevant instruc-
tions is an important factor in performance of these systems. There are a vast number 
of solutions for query on various types of data [10, 23, 26]. We distinguish between 
two different types of similarity queries: range queries and nearest neighbor queries. 

For both types, the user selects an object, the query object which is the starting 
point of the search. For a range search, the user must additionally specify the query 
radius, i.e. a threshold for the maximally allowed distance from the query object. 
Since similarity measures are often not very intuitive, it may be difficult to specify 
such a query radius. Whereas, K-NN have a distance function to find the k nearest 
neighbor objects (landmarks at decision point). Therefore, in practice, the k-nearest 
neighbor query (k-NN) is more important, because the user only has to specify k, the 
number of objects that he wants to retrieve, and the system automatically retrieves the 
k most similar results. In our proposed algorithm we utilize K-NN method and con-
sidering three parameters introduced above. In this paper, we focus on k-NN queries 
but our technique can be extended to range queries in a straightforward way [5, 6, 23, 
27]. 

In this research we are trying to apply and enhance a location-based service which 
supports landmark-based wayfinding by 3D continuous K-NN query. We address the 
problem of how to perform continuous queries on a LBS supporting wayfinding in an 
efficient way. In this paper, we propose an efficient method for 3D continuous k-NN 
query. Our method is based on three ideas, (1) The dynamic mobile objects have 3D 
coordinate space  (x,y,t) and static landmark with 2D spaces (x,y) (2) selecting spe-
cific landmarks which are the nearest neighbor of one or more continuous queries, (3) 
indexing the queries rather than the landmarks. To reduce the large data volume of 
trajectory we assume the route of the wayfinder as a polyline, a sequence of line seg-
ments with each segment connected to the next. 

The paper is structured as follows: The existing methods are briefly introduced. 
The notion of 3D continuous query, wayfinding and landmark is explained in the third 
section. Our methodology to design a 3D continuous K-NN query for landmark-based 
wayfinding is described in section four. Section five investigates the implementation 
of the proposed approach and presents the experimental results. Section six provides 
the conclusions and future research. 
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17.2   Literature Reviews 

Mobile data model and management have been received increased attention in the 
past few years and methods to model and index moving object databases have been 
developed. Sistla et al. [21] proposed the MOST data model. They classified the que-
ries in three categories as: 
 
• Instantaneous query. In this case the query is responded immediately after the 

query sending and the answer is transmitted to the user; 
• Continuous query. It needs to be evaluated at every time instant in order to ensure 

the correctness and validity of the query answer; 
• Persistent query. It needs to be evaluated at every time instant as well, but the 

query assessment must involve all previous mobile object database states starting 
from the time of query issuance (database history). 
 
Based on the mobility of query (client) and the objects queried by the clients, such 

queries can be further grouped into three different classes [23]: 
 

• Mobile clients query about static objects (e.g. tourist services, m-commerce); 
• Static clients query about mobile objects (e.g. fleet management, traffic control and 

management); 
• Mobile clients query about mobile objects (e.g. tourist services, digital battlefield, 

mobile games). 
 
Continuous spatio-temporal query processing in an LBS environment for simple 

range and nearest neighbor queries has also received much of interest. In this case, the 
queries are ranges in space and time. The index is used to find the objects that are 
contained inside the queried space during the specified time interval. The time inter-
val may refer to the past (historical queries) or to the future (predictive queries). We 
are encountered with the mobile objects (mobile users) searching static objects (land-
marks) to navigate the environment which it needs to be evaluated at every time in-
stant in order to assess the correctness and validity of the query answer, so we are fo-
cused on “continuous K-NN query” according to the defined categories [21, 23]. 

For the historical queries, a number of indexing approaches based on conventional 
spatial access methods have been proposed. R-tree is the very first access methods 
created by [7]. Then some well-known index structures extended from this are R*-
Tree, packed R-Tree, CR-Tree, and R+-tree, etc. [9, 22]. Grid file is another earlier 
indexing technique developed by 15]. Also Quad-tree has been developed into multi-
ple new approaches such as Point quad-tree, pyramid, octree, PR-tree, MX-CIF quad-
tree, PMR quad-tree, etc. [25]. With deeper research carried out and more needs stems 
from spatial database usage, more and more new indexes are innovated for different 
specific kind of queries. Q+R-tree tempted to combine benefits from quad-tree and R-
tree so updating and searching performance are more balanced [26]. Some efforts is 
put on the querying demand of historical, present and future positions of moving ob-
jects to better support the tracking services, where BBx-tree, Bx-tree, HR-tree, STR-
tree and TB-tree are concerned and studied [11, 16, 20]. One significant variant is 3D 
trees. One example is trying to introduce 3D in order to benefit interval queries with 
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paying some storage caapcity, implemented by modifying MVR-tree to MV3R-trees 
[24]. 

Each basic technique has its advantages and drawbacks. For example, quad-tree 
from the partitioning root has advantage of updating but suffers from the searching 
process. So the innovative way of preserving the advantage and making up for the 
disadvantage is the key to successful new solutions. In this paper we utilize R-tree in-
dex method for indexing landmark (static object in the environment) as it is the most 
popular indexes for Euclidean query processing due to its simplicity and efficiency. 

The regular K nearest neighbor queries has been intensively studied and for which 
numerous algorithms proposed. A majority of the algorithms are aimed at m-
dimensional objects in Euclidean spaces, and are based on utilizing one of the varia-
tions of multidimensional index structures. A K-NN query on static databases is a 
well studied problem for which many index structures have been introduced [5, 8]. 
Hjaltason et al. [8] propose an incremental nearest neighbor algorithm that is based on 
using an index structure and a priority queue. Their approach is optimal due to the 
structure of the spatial index but not with respect to the nearest neighbor problem. 
[17] introduced two elementary methods called Query Indexing (Q-index) and Veloc-
ity Constrained Indexing (VCI) and also proposed the important concept of safe re-
gions. The Q-index approach is based on static range queries over mobile objects. The 
queries are indexed by an R-tree and mobile objects search the index structure to rec-
ognize the queries whose response they may involve. By indexing queries, Q-index 
approach avoids consequent updates of the index structure. In addition, it follows the 
concept of safe regions which force the mobile object to issue an update only if such 
mobile object passes the region and thus participate in answering some other queries. 
An improved technique based on generic framework was developed [8] to handle 
continuous queries by leveraging the concept of safe regions through which the loca-
tion updates from mobile clients can be further reduced. 

Although there are a number of continuous query methods which could support 
wayfinding task, there is no comprehensive method reported for continuous query 
supporting landmark-based wayfinding which is a more reliable approach and could 
enhance the performance of services. 

17.3   3D Continuous Queries to Support Wayfinding Task 

In this section we discuss wayfinding task and its important component called “land-
mark” which follows the navigation systems to support landmark-based wayfinding. 
Then we explain 3D continues query as a method for tracking and giving wayfinding 
instruction for mobile users. 

17.3.1.   Landmark-based Wayfinding 

Wayfinding i.e. getting from some origins to a destination is one of the fundamental 
everyday problems human encounters [1]. It has been defined as “purposeful, di-
rected, and motivated movement from an origin to a specific distant destination, 
which can not be directly perceived by the traveler” [1]. Such behavior involves rela-
tions between the traveler and the space. Human wayfinding takes place in large-scale 
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environment. Such spaces cannot be perceived from a single viewpoint; therefore, 
people have to navigate through large-scale spaces to traverse them. People use vari-
ous spatial, cognitive and behavioral capabilities to find their ways. These abilities are 
a necessary requirement to use environmental information or representations of spa-
tial knowledge about the space [19]. Landmarks act as significant features in the way-
finding task, and work as nodes for organizing other spatial information into a layout. 
They may be mentioned or remembered because of dominance of visible form, pecu-
liarity of shape or structure, or because of socio-cultural significance. Paths are static 
linear structures in an environment; they may be streets, footpaths, pavements, canals, 
rivers or railway tracks. Landmarks play an important role when humans experience 
foreign environments. For example, trying to find the way is much easier if the navi-
gator can rely on a description of the route based on well-recognizable objects in the 
space, instead of navigating only based on the street names and metric directions. 
Landmark-based navigation applies knowledge about salience objects in the environ-
ment to guide travelers through unknown areas [4, 12]. 

Among the different meanings of landmark, it is an object or structure that shows a 
locality and is used as a reference point [14]. The concept is limited to the prominence 
or distinctiveness of a feature in a large-scale environment or landscape. Thus the 
landmark saliency of a feature does not depend on its individual attributes but on the 
distinction to attributes of near features, being a landmark is a relative property. Stud-
ies show that landmarks are selected for route directions usually at decision points. 
Another study has shown that routes enriched with landmarks at decision points make 
better guidance, or less wayfinding errors, than routes without landmarks. [19]. 

Lynch [13] introduced landmarks as “external points of reference—points that are 
not part of a route like the nodes in a travel network. He characterizes the quality of a 
landmark by its singularity, where singularity is bound to a clear form, contrast to the 
background, and a prominent location. The prominent factor is the figure-background 
contrast. The contrast can be produced by any property, such as uniqueness in form or 
function in the local or global neighborhood. Landmarks are essential parts of way-
finding directions and any communication about space [19]. 

Today’s car navigation systems provide driving instructions in the form of maps, 
pictograms, and spoken language. However, they are so far not able to support land-
mark-based navigation, as the most natural navigation concept is for humans and also 
plays an important role for upcoming personal navigation systems [3]. 

However, the primary concept of delivering the instructions has not been modified 
very much. Still, spoken language instructions use a relatively small set of commands 
(like ‘turn right now’), which only refer to properties of the street network. This is not 
optimal, since i) features of the street network usually are invisible from a greater dis-
tance because of  the low driver position and small observing angle, and ii) the most 
natural form of navigation for humans is the navigation through landmarks, i.e. the 
provision of a number of recognizable and memorizable views along the route. Obvi-
ously, the definition of buildings as landmarks together with corresponding spoken 
instructions (such as ‘turn right after the tower’) would be a step towards a more natu-
ral navigation [2, 3]. Fig. 17.1 shows the wayfinding procedure supporting by land-
marks.  
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Fig. 17.1. Landmark-based wayfinding 

Landmarks can be classified into three categories: visual, cognitive and structural 
landmarks. The more of these categories cooperate on constructing particular object, 
the more it qualifies as a landmark. This concept is used by Raubal and Winter to 
provide measures to determine formally the landmark saliency of buildings: the 
strength or attractiveness of landmarks is specified by the components visual attrac-
tion (e.g. consisting of facade area, shape, color, visibility), semantic attraction (cul-
tural and historical importance, explicit marks, e.g. shop signs) and structural attrac-
tion (nodes (important intersection), boundaries (parting elements like rail tracks or 
rivers), regions (building blocks)). The combination of the property values results in a 
numerical estimation of the landmark’s saliency. Hypothesis testing was used to se-
lect the most significant landmark at each decision point for integration in the way-
finding instruction [19]. Brenner and Elias proposed a method to extracting landmarks 
for car navigation system using existing GIS databases and laser scanning. They util-
ize data mining approach to achieve this goal [3]. 

17.3.2   3D Continuous K-nearest Neighbor Query 

     Intersection 
      Landmark 

          Route segment 

Continuous nearest neighbor queries are introduced as determining the K nearest 
neighbors of any object on a given path. An example of this type of query is shown in 
Fig. 17.2 where a moving object (e.g., a car) is traveling along the path (A, B, C, D) 
(specified by the dashed lines) and we are trying to find the first 3 closets restaurants 
(restaurants are specified in the figure by (r1, …, r8) to the object at any given point on 
the path. “The result of a continuous KNN query is a set of split points and their asso-
ciated KNNs. The split points specify the locations on the path where the KNNs of 
the object change “[10]. In the other words, the KNNs of any object on the segment 
(or interval) between two adjacent split points is the same as the KNNs of the split 
points. 
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Fig. 17.2. Example of continuous K nearest neighbor query [10] 

The current studies on continuous NN queries are focused on spaces where the dis-
tance function between two objects is one of the Minkowski distance metrics (e.g., 
Euclidean) [10].  

17.4   Proposed Methodology 

We base our approach on the wayfinding application scenario appropriate in LBS for 
monitoring and tracking mobile objects and giving instruction information through 
landmarks. We assume that the users have wireless devices (e.g., mobile phones or 
PDAs) that are online via some form of wireless communication network. We assume 
that users can obtain their positions using global positioning system (GPS) technol-
ogy. We have setting in which a central database at the LBS server stores a represen-
tation of each mobile object’s current position. Also we assume that the landmark-
based wayfinding is a reliable and efficient method for wayfinding. So, it is not nec-
essary for our enhanced query to search all of the objects surrounding the mobile cli-
ents, only finding the suitable landmark is sufficient to complete the wayfinding task. 

We consider the route of mobile client as three-dimensional (3D) polyline trajecto-
ries (Fig. 17.3). To store the exact trajectory of a moving object would require storage 
of the location for each time instant during the moving object’s lifespan. This would 
produce a potentially huge volume of data. Hence, in many applications, each object 
trajectory is approximated as a polyline, a sequence of line segments with each seg-
ment connected to the next. 

We define the trajectory of moving objects as a set of line segments. Each line 
segment represents part of an object’s trajectory for some time period. When the ob-
ject’s velocity (speed and direction) changes beyond a threshold, a new line segment 
is used.  
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Fig. 17.3. Mobile point in a 3D space (2D space, time) [23] 

Each mobile client “mo” in the dataset has the following properties: (moid; po1; po2; 
…; pon). The trajectory is described by a sequence of 3-D points, where each poi corre-
sponds to (x, y, t). Also for each current mobile user we have some other parameters 
which receive on-line and then disappear. These parameters are speed and direction of 
the user. Also, the distance and orientation of the mobile clients are calculated with 
respect to nearest landmarks. According to these assumptions, we propose a method-
ology to enhance a LBS supporting wayfinding task through K-nearest neighbor 
query which is constrained on landmarks at decision points. 

K-NN query retrieves k objects from the static dataset that are nearest to a query 
point according to Euclidean distance. Our algorithm manages the position of mobile 
client in spatial database by indexing them through a spatial access method. In this 
context we utilize R-tree indexing method and some branch-and-bound approach to 
restrict the search space. We indexed landmarks and network (consist of edges and 
nodes) using R-tree method and query about them by mobile user with KNN ap-
proach. 
The procedure of our methodology is as follows:  
 

− The mobile object (client) introduces the start point. 
− The K-NN algorithm finds the nearest landmark/(s) to the query point and checks 

it/their orientation and the saliency. 
− By selecting the appropriate landmark, the instruction guides the client to the next 

decision point (Places where the wayfinder need guiding instructions. These points 
usually are the intersections). 

− Before the user arrives to the next decision point the K-NN query finds the appro-
priate landmark and the guiding process continues. 

− The procedure continues until the user reaches the destination. 
 
The described algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 17.4. By the selection of appropriate 

landmarksdhk, the wayfinding process continues according to the instructions pre-
sented at Fig. 17.5. 
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Fig. 17.4. The algorithm of K-NN searching suitable landmark 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 17.5. Wayfinding instructions based on landmarks  

Location-dependent application is characterized by a large number of objects and a 
large number of continuous queries (or users). Most users require the system answer 
their queries as soon as possible or even process their query in real time. We expect 
using this approach could reduce the complexity and so the computational volume. 
Selection of landmarks at decision points are based on three different parameters in-
cluding: distance between the position of mobile object and landmark, orientation of 
mobile object and landmark and the saliency of landmark. All of these parameters 
have an importance magnitude in choosing the suitable landmark for wayfinding 
which is considered as weights of these parameters (w1, w2 and w3). The weight of dis-
tance (w1) is measured based on the visibility of landmarks. The weight of orientation 
(w2) is determined according to Eq.1F: 
 

 

Wori= 

 

(1) 

Algorithm 2: Give instruction based-on landmarks 
Input: The selected landmark, the position of the user at time t (x, y, t) 
Output: The appropriate instructions for the user 
Start instruction:  [When landmark1 is (in front | back| right| left) of you, Start, 
Move Straight] 
Stop instruction: [At landmarkk Stop] 
Move instructions:  
For i=2 to k-1 
 [At | Towards | Along landmarki] + 
[Turn Left | Right | Veer Left | Veer Right| Move Straight]+ 
{ONTO street name} 
{(PASSING | CROSSING) LANDMARK J} 0 … n+ 
[UNTIL | TOWARDS | ALONG  landmarki+1] 
Next for 

Algorithm 1: k-NN Search (GI, LT, q) 
Input: Grid Index GI, Landmark Table LT, k-NN Query q; ith landmark L (i) 
Output: The appropriate Landmark for the guiding 
Landmark list = Ø; /*Initialize k-NN*/ 
i = 0; /*Initialize cell level*/ 
Landmark.K.NN-dist = •; /*Initialize KNN-dist */ 
/*Construct initial k-NN candidates*/ 
For each K-nearest neighbor i=1 to k 
If ((w1*distance+w2*orientation+w3*saliency) (L (i)))> all of the K-NNs 
Give instruction according to Algorithm 2 

-45° < orientation angle < 45°  ;1 

-90° < orientation angle < -45°  ;2 

45° < orientation angle < 90°  ;3 
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The orientation angle is the angle between the current direction of mobile object 

and the landmark. The saliency of the landmark is considered using Rauble’s method 
[19].We proposed a model to measure the saliency of effective landmarks relying on 
attraction landmark criteria. Using these criteria, we could extract landmarks auto-
matically [19]. Hypothesis testing was used to select the most significant landmarks at 
each decision point for inclusion in the wayfinding instruction.  

17.5   Experimental Results 

We perform experiments to obtain the performance of the proposed algorithm in the 
query processing methodology. Data structures have been implemented using Micro-
soft Visual Studio C sharp (C#).We tested the algorithm on 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 
and 1000 mobile objects in a network route with 1023 segments.  We measure the 
runtime parameter as a criterion for the performance of the system. The implementa-
tion showed that using this method could increase the speed of runtime of the system 
(Fig. 17.6). Increasing the temporal performance could result in the reduction of way-
finding process. Also, using this method reduces the volume of the computational 
process which could result in the reduction of energy consumption of the mobile sys-
tem. 
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Fig. 17.6. Performance of the system based on the runtime. 

17.6   Conclusions 

Wayfinding and navigation are among the fundamental tasks supported by LBSs. 
There are different factors to provide a good means for human wayfinder. These pa-
rameters are: A reliable and efficient guiding instructions, the improvement of speed 
performance and response and as the users are mobile, the reduction of energy con-
sumption. On the other hand, wayfinding based on suitable landmarks in traversing 
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environment is known as a reliable method for guiding user. Current navigation sys-
tems apply various search and query approach to assist the wayfinder to find the des-
tination such as KNN. These systems don’t mention to the importance of landmarks 
in guiding the mobile users. 

To overcome the explained challenges we utilized 3D continuous K-NN query 
method for finding appropriate landmarks guiding the user (we considered 3D as 
x,y,t). To achieve this goal we implemented a method to automatically extract local 
landmarks from datasets to be integrated in wayfinding instructions. Different indi-
vidual properties for the attractiveness of a landmark were first defined and then put 
together to form a global measure of landmark saliency for each feature in a dataset. 
Then we indexed the static object or landmarks and network using R-tree. The K-NN 
query finds the appropriate landmark at decision points in spite of searching all mo-
bile objects surrounding the users. The results showed that using this approach in-
creases the speed of runtime of the process and decreases the energy consumption. 

Our future research would be on the integration of different query approaches such 
as range query to enhance the process. 
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Chapter 18 
3D Geo-Network for Agent-based Building 
Evacuation Simulation 

Jinmu Choi and Jiyeong Lee  

Abstract. This paper discusses 3D geometric network extraction for building 
evacuation simulation with an agent-based model. 3D geometric network repre-
sents the internal structure of a building, which provides agent-based models 
with the shortest path for evacuation. 3D geometric network of a building can 
be built from computer-aided design (CAD) file (vector) and scanned blueprint 
(raster) through wall extraction and 3D topology construction. We test two wall 
extraction methods: vector-based medial-axis transformation (MAT) and raster-
based thinning. For vector-based MAT, straight MAT is used to extract wall 
structure from wall polygon generated from CAD data. For raster-based thin-
ning, boundary peeling thinning is used to extract wall structure from scanned 
blueprint. The extracted 3D geometric network is then used in an agent-based 
model for building evacuation simulation. In the evacuation simulation, human 
beings are considered to be the only moving agents. To model human behavior, 
we adopt a social force model to consider human-to-human and human-to-wall 
interactions during evacuation. We test simple evacuation scenario in a situa-
tion of jam by enforcing different numbers of people in three rooms. The results 
show that the average velocity increases continuously before jams, decreases 
during jams at doorways and outer exits, and eventually increases again as indi-
viduals escape the jams.  

18.1   Introduction 

As geographic information system (GIS) continues to mature, three-dimensional (3D) 
modeling has become a tool for GIS analysis with varying levels of success [34]. 
There is increasing demand for 3D geometric network model in various disciplines 
including emergency services and cadastre management [2, 6, 16, 33, 34]. If there is 
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an emergency situation in a building, 3D geometric network can provide fast way to 
egress the building.  

Emergency services rely on both macro- and micro-level GIS [16]. The ultimate 
emergency management would function on macro scales such as urban areas and on a 
micro scale such as individual buildings. On the macro-level, an emergency response 
GIS in a large city might route responders to a building, and then, on the micro-level, 
route them to the emergency room through the shortest path once they arrive at the 
building’s entrance [20]. Therefore, emergency response on micro-level features such 
as buildings depends upon 3D geometric network regarding the internal structure of a 
building.  

Most current commercial GIS, however, do not provide tools to model 3D geomet-
ric network representing the internal structure of a building. They only include sur-
face-based 3D representation methods. ESRI 3D Analyst provides tools for surface 
generation, volume calculation, and viewshed analysis. ESRI ArcScene emphasizes 
visualization through texture mapping and fly-through. ERDAS Imagine VirtualGIS 
and Intergraph GeoMedia also provide 3D fly-through tools. While these commercial 
GIS systems are primarily concerned with 3D visualization, they do not provide any 
tool for 3D geometric network representing and analyzing the internal structure of 
buildings [35]. 

On the other hand, simulation on the emergency situation requires a model that is a 
simplified representation of reality [21]. A model can be dynamic if the output repre-
sents a later point in time and represents time steps in the operation of a dynamic 
process [10, 22]. Dynamic models are used to assess different scenarios by attempting 
to project quantifiable impacts into the future [4]. The possible results of simulation 
can be visualized and help decision-makers avoid disastrous situations. As a dynamic 
modeling tool, agent-based model has become one of the key computational ap-
proaches to simulate collective outcomes of complex geographic phenomena based on 
individual agents’ states and behaviors. In particular, human behavior with respect to 
the evacuation situation can be simulated on the 3D geometric network in a building. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a method to build 3D geometric network 
data and to use the 3D network data to simulate a building evacuation. 3D geometric 
network data can be produced from computer-aided design (CAD) files and scanned 
blueprints. Human behavior in the evacuation process is then simulated using agent-
based model on the 3D network data. 

In Section 18.2, we describe the framework of building evacuation simulation sys-
tem that utilizes both agent-based model and 3D geometric network in GIS environ-
ment. Section 18.3 and 18.4 detail the procedure to extract 3D geometric network 
from blueprints that are either CAD file and scanned paper designs. In Section 18.3, 
3D geometric network data are derived from CAD file using straight medial-axis 
transformation that extracts line wall structure from polygon wall. In Section 18.4, 
scanned blue print data are converted to 3D geometric network. In Section 18.5, 
building evacuation is simulated using agent-based model based on the internal struc-
ture of building and 3D geometric network information. Key ideas are summarized in 
the conclusion. 
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18.2   Framework of Building Evacuation Simulation System 

An integration of agent-based modeling and GIS offers improvements to understand 
complex spatial phenomena. GIS provides agent-based model with spatiotemporal 
GIS data to simulate the distributed nature of actions and reactions at the agent (indi-
vidual) level. Agent-based model provides GIS with the representation of feature dy-
namics such as temporal changes in spatial patterns. Therefore, in this study, a build-
ing evacuation system is designed in GIS environment (Fig. 18.1). For evacuation 
simulation, we utilize Agent Analyst1 as agent-based modeling tool and 3D GeoNet 
for input data generation. 
 

 

Fig. 18.1. Building Evacuation Simulation System Architecture 

For agent movement, we adopt and implement Helbing et al.’s social force model 
[13] (see details in section 18.5.2) in Agent Analyst. Agent Analyst takes building 
structure data (Fig. 18.1d) and runs a social force model that incorporates a mixture of 
socio-psychological and physical forces of human-to-human and human-to-wall inter-
actions for pedestrian movement. The simulation is iterative and the results in each 
step are visualized dynamically in ArcMap (Fig. 18.1e). So, we can explore agents’ 
evacuation process in a building. 

Current commercial software for pedestrian evacuation simulation such as ASERI2 
and Legion3 utilizes CAD file for the physical environment of a moving agent in a 
building. To build shortest paths from CAD file, users should manually model agents’ 

                                                           
1 Agent Analyst is an extension of ArcGIS, software and materials available at 

http://www.institute.redlands.edu/agentanalyst/AgentAnalyst.html. 
2 ASERI ( Advance Simulation of Evacuation of Real Individuals) is available at 

http://www.ist-net.de 
3 Legion is available at http://www.legion.com 
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routes from each room to destination, which is labor intensive process. Instead of 
manual modeling, we have developed 3D GeoNet that automatically extracts the in-
ternal structure of a building such as rooms, walls, and doors (and exits) and 3D geo-
metric network from building blueprint data. The internal structures of a building 
from 3D GeoNet provides agent-base model with geometric configuration (Fig. 
18.1b) for agents’ egress movement and the 3D geometric network provides with con-
nectivity and adjacency of rooms for agents’ egress routes (Fig. 18. 1c). These data 
are used as input of Agent Analyst though ArcMap. 

Two common data used as blueprint of a building (Fig. 18. 1a) are CAD files and 
paper designs that we can utilize in order to extract the internal structure of a building. 
Following two sections describes how to build 3D geometric network data from both 
CAD and scanned blueprint data. 

18.3   3D Geometric Network Extraction from CAD Data 

CAD data are commonly used as digital blueprint of a building [24]. The extraction of 
3D geometric network of a building from CAD data requires the conversion of a room 
to a node and a shared wall to a link based on dual graph theory [18]. The process 
starts by extracting wall structure of a building since walls in CAD data are stored as 
closed double lines that need to be converted to single lines. From the wall structure, 
3D geometric network can be generated through 3D topological structure. Details on 
individual steps are explained in the following sub sections. 

18.3.1   Straight Medial-Axis Transformation 

Walls in CAD blueprint of a building are represented as closed double lines. To build 
3D network data, the double line walls need to be converted to single lines after the 
conversion of the closed double lines to polygons using ArcInfo’s Build command. 
Then, lines are extracted from the wall polygons. There are several approaches to me-
dial-axis transformation (MAT) for extracting a line from a polygon. A skeleton of a 
polygon can be extracted by the Delaunay triangulation based transformation [25]. 
One or two edges of the Delaunay triangles are inside the input polygon. Connecting 
the midpoints of the inside edges of the triangles produces the skeleton of the polygon 
(Fig. 18. 2a). The skeleton approximates a medial-axis of the polygon. This method 
has been implemented to extract morphological structures of natural features such as 
the human body [25]. 

A true medial-axis can be derived from the Voronoi-Diagram based MAT [5, 17]. 
Lee [17] has developed an O(n log n) algorithm for polygons with concave corners. 
His algorithm is based on the divide-and-conquer method, which requires four steps. 
First, the Voronoi edges for each vertex of a polygon are generated. Second, polygon 
edges are grouped into chains at the concave vertexes. Third, Voronoi edges are gen-
erated for each chain and merged with each successive chain. Finally, the medial-axis 
is created by merging the final two chains and by removing the Voronoi edges inci-
dent at the vertexes of the polygon (Fig. 18. 2b). In Chin et al.’s algorithm [5], the 
medial-axis is the connection of all centers of inner circles of a polygon. The inner 
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circles touch the polygon in two or more points. Both MAT methods create second 
order lines at the ‘T’ intersections of skeleton lines. It is more difficult to calculate the 
interaction between walls and humans using a second order line rather than a straight 
line. 

 

Fig. 18.2. Medial-Axis Transformation Algorithms 

The straight MAT is another method to extract a medial-axis [7]. The straight me-
dial-axis is constructed by a shrinking process in which the edges of a polygon move 
inward with the same speed (Fig. 18. 2c). All edges are reduced to three event points 
eventually: edge, split, and vertex events. An edge event occurs when an edge col-
lapses down to a point (Fig. 18. 3a). If neighboring edges of the edge event still have 
nonzero length, they become adjacent. A split event occurs when a reflex vertex col-
lides with and splits an edge (Fig. 18. 3b). A split event divides a component of the 
shrinking polygon into two smaller components. A vertex event occurs when two or 
more reflex vertices are collapsed to the same point (Fig. 18. 3c). A vertex event can 
introduce a new reflex vertex into the shrinking polygon, which eventually create an-
other split event. Once the component of the shrinking polygon becomes a triangle, 
the straight medial-axis is completed by connecting three vertices of the triangle to its 
center. Connecting these reduced points forms a straightened skeleton. The algorithm 
is thus applied to construct a roof on a given ground plan [12]. To extract wall struc-
ture from wall polygon data in this paper, Eppstein and Erickson’s straight MAT al-
gorithm [7] is used because the algorithm can avoid the second order lines in order to 
calculate the interaction between walls and humans in a building evacuation model. 
The straight medial-axis transformation can also avoid the extraction of “Y” shape 
medial axis from “T” polygon. 

 
Fig. 18.3. Event Points of Straight Medial-Axis Transformation [7] 

a. Skeleton based on Delaunay
Triangulation [25]

b. Medial-Axis Transformation 
[17]

c. Straight Medial-Axis 
Transformation [7]

a. Edge Events b. Split Event c. Vertex Event
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18.3.2   Topological Data Structure and 3D Geometric Network 

Geometric network for 3D internal structure of buildings can be created through 3D 
topological data extraction. Boundary-based representations (B-Rep) constitute the 
most popular model to store 3D topological data. The Urban Data Model (UDM) [6] 
is based on the B-Rep model and uses boundaries: faces, edges, and nodes. UDM al-
lows us to query topological relationships between rooms. However, topological rela-
tionships in UDM are implicit, which requires extra processing power for interpreta-
tion. Billen and Zlatanova [3] have proposed the Dimensional Model (DM) in which 
objects are composed of “dimensional elements.” DM allows for topographical rela-
tionships between any combination of one, two, and three-dimensional objects. How-
ever, DM would also be resource intensive when applied to an entire building. 

Since B-Rep models require a large volume of data and considerable power to 
process, Lee and Kwan [20] have proposed a simple 3D topological data structure 
called Combinatorial Data Model (CDM). CDM consists of node-relation structure 
(NRS) and hierarchical network structure (HNS) to represent topological relationships 
between objects. In NRS, a node represents a room and an edge represents a wall 
shared by two rooms. HNS, a subset of NRS, stores edges that connect two nodes 
through a door, an elevator, or a stair. Therefore, NRS represents adjacency informa-
tion and HNS connectivity. This paper adopts CDM to build 3D topological structure 
because it allows for fast processing of 3D analysis with the concise 3D topological 
data structure. Based on the wall structure extracted from CAD data using the straight 
MAT, the NRS algorithm builds a 3D topological structure, in which a node repre-
sents a room and an edge represents a topological relationship (adjacency and connec-
tivity) (Fig. 18. 4). 

 
Fig. 18.4. 3D Topological Data Construction from Wall Structure 
 

The algorithm to generate NRS data needs four steps. First, on the wall structure, 
doorways of individual rooms are easily extracted by extending direction vector of 
each end node to the nearest end node (Fig. 18. 4a). The doorway data are stored 
separately for later use to build connectivity. Second, walls and exits are then used to 
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build room polygons using ArcGIS Build operator that split a line segment shared by 
three rooms (Fig. 18. 4b). Third, nodes for NRS are identified for individual rooms 
(Fig. 18. 4c). Finally, shared walls are converted to links that represent adjacency and 
doorways are converted to links that represent connectivity in 3D topological struc-
ture (Fig. 18. 4d). All edges represent connectivity is a subset of the edges that repre-
sent adjacency (Fig. 18. 5). Once horizontal NRS data is generated for each floor, 
HNS data links NRS of each floor by vertical connectivity through an elevator or a 
stairway [20, 30]. Each node (a room) is vertically adjacent to above and below nodes 
(rooms). 

 

Fig. 18.5. 3D Topological Data based on Combinatorial Data Model [30] 

Three dimensional topological data should be converted to 3D geometric network 
structure in order to model human behavior in building evacuation simulation. Hall-
ways are represented by nodes in 3D topological data but they should be recognized 
as edges that connect rooms for navigation. The process to build 3D geometric net-
work from 3D topological data requires two steps [19] (Fig. 18. 6). First, nodes that 
represent hallways are converted to edges. Hallway nodes are removed and hallway 
polygons are converted to edges using the MAT algorithm. Second, all edges from the 
other nodes need to be adjusted perpendicularly to the hallway edges in order to main-
tain shortest connectivity in 3D topological data. 
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Fig. 18.6. 3D Geometric Network from 3D Topological Data Structure [19] 

18.4   Conversion from Scanned Blueprint to 3D Geometric 
Network 

The wall structure of a building can be extracted from scanned blueprint using three 
fundamental algorithms: Voronoi diagram-based thinning, mathematical operator-
based thinning, and the boundary peeling method [1] (Fig. 18.7). The Voronoi dia-
gram-based thinning algorithm is the vector-based method, which starts by collecting 
sample points of a region’s boundary from raster data [29]. The, the incremental algo-
rithm [11] computes Delaunay triangulations of the sample points. A Voronoi edge is 
a part of the skeleton if its corresponding dual Delaunay edge lies completely within 
the region’s boundary (Fig. 18.7a). If a skeleton has parasitic branches, the skeleton 
can be simplified by retracting the leaf nodes of the skeleton to their parent nodes [9]. 
Finally, resulting vector skeleton is converted to raster skeleton. While the Voronoi 
diagram-based thinning algorithm may preserve the morphological shape of complex 
region, it does not extract straight line even from simple rectangular area without an 
extreme number of sample points (Fig. 18.7a). 
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Fig. 18.7. Skeleton Extraction using Thinning Algorithm for Scanned Blueprint Data 

The mathematical operator extracts skeleton of a region using two steps: thinning 
and pruning [28] (Fig. 18.7b). The thinning derives a general skeleton of an area fea-
ture and pruning removes parasitic branches of the skeleton [31]. Thinning process 
requires predefined sequential window filters (3x3 windows) that preserve eight di-
rections from the center of the window. These sequential filters are applied one by 
one to thin an area feature iteratively until no changes occur. The thinning process 
produces the parasitic branches mostly at the end part of the skeleton (left image in 
Fig. 18.7b), which are removed by pruning. The pruning process utilizes some of the 
eight directional filters of which direction is corresponding to the directions of the 
parasitic branches [31]. Pruning is also iterative process until no further changes occur 
and produces the final skeleton of a region (right image in Fig. 18.7b). While the 
mathematical operator better approximates medial-axis of a region than the Voronoi 
diagram-based thinning method, it requires interactive selection of directional filters 
for pruning. Since the result skeleton depends on the selection of pruning filters, the 
mathematical operator method is not robust.  

The boundary peeling algorithm [27] does not need the sequential filters and the 
pruning process of the mathematical operator method. The boundary peeling algo-
rithm starts by initializing the region to ON and the background to OFF. Every ON 
pixel is inspected by a 3x3 window, in which the center pixels are erased (set to OFF) 
if the pixels are not required for preserving connectivity, maintaining end lines, and 
preventing inward erosion. In the thinning process, ON-valued center pixels are 
erased (ERASED) if three conditions are satisfied. First, if the connectivity, defined 
as the number of chains of connected ON pixels in the neighborhood, is equal to 1, 
the center ON pixel can be erased  (Fig. 18.8a). The erasure of the center pixel will 
not destroy connectivity within any ON chains in the neighborhood. If the connectivity is 
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2 or more, the connectivity will be broken. Second, if the maximum length of a chain 
of the connected ON pixels in the neighborhood is greater than 1, the center ON pixel 
can be erased (Fig. 18.8b). If the maximum length is 1, the center ON pixel is the end 
location of the end line that should be maintained. Third, if the maximum length of a 
chain of the connected OFF pixels in the neighborhood is greater than 1 and less than 
7, the center ON pixel can be erased (Fig. 18.8c). If the maximum length is 1, the era-
sure of the center pixel can intrude further into ON regions. Finally, if all these three 
conditions are satisfied, the center ON pixel is set to ERASED. The ERASED-value 
pixels are treated as if they were ON values to prevent uneven erosion on a single it-
eration. At the end of individual iterations the ERASED pixels are set to OFF pixels. 
Iterations stop when pixels are no longer erased. The results are the skeleton of input 
area (see Fig. 18.7c). 

 

 

Fig. 18.8. Conditions to Erase Center ON-Value Pixel in Boundary Peeling Process 

Skeletons from the boundary peeling method in raster domain can approximate the 
medial axis of a region better than those produced by the Voronoi diagram-based 
method. Further, the boundary peeling algorithm is robust than the mathematical op-
erator-based method since it does not require pruning that uses interactive directional 
filters. Therefore, boundary peeling algorithm is implemented in this study and used 
to extract the skeleton of wall structure in order to build 3D geometric network data. 
For experiment, vector polygon walls (Fig. 18.9a) are converted to raster data (Fig. 
18.9b) and used as input for the boundary peeling process. The output of the boundary 
peeling process is the skeleton of wall structure (Fig. 18.9c). 
 

 

Fig. 18.9. Wall Skeleton Extraction using Boundary Peeling Algorithm 

Although skeletons may not be medial-axis, they are enough to represent walls to 
identify rooms in a building. The result wall skeleton needs to be converted to vector 
line segments in order to build 3D geometric network through 3D topological structure. 
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The process to build 3D geometric network from wall skeleton is already explained in 
the previous section (see Section 18.3.2). In the next section, 3D geometric network 
information is used to generate input data for building evacuation simulation. The 
moving agents (human) in the evacuation simulation utilize the shortest path informa-
tion from 3D geometric network to find the nearest outer exit from their respective lo-
cations. 

18.5   Building Evacuation: Agent-Based Simulation 

The key element of an agent-based model is agent. Agents are autonomous individu-
als who can make independent decision and influence on a simulation [8, 23, 32]. 
Agents have their own data and behaviors. Agent data are current states that include 
the agent’s internal state and relationship with other agents. Agent behaviors sense 
their surrounding to solve complex problems, to communicate, to move, and to adapt 
their altered state [4]. The other elements of an agent-based model are relationships 
and environments. A relationship between agents is specified by linking agents within 
a system. Environments define the space in which agents interact with the environ-
ment and other agents. 

18.5.1   Internal Structure of a Building and Agent’s Data 

Building evacuation simulation requires four input data: humans, rooms, walls, and 
doors (or exits). 3D geometric network is used to store connectivity in doors data and 
adjacency in rooms. Among these input data, humans and rooms are agents. Humans 
are moving agents that navigate to exit the building. Humans are located randomly in 
several rooms. Human agents have five data: LOCATION, SIZE, ROOMID, 
SITUATION, and SPEED. LOCATION stores current location of an agent for his 
movement. SIZE stores each agent’s physical size for calculating the interaction with 
other agents. ROOMID stores agent’s current room. SITUATION stores the aware-
ness of an emergency situation in a building. SPEED is agent’s desired speed. The di-
rection of agent’s movement is decided by the agent’s location and the interaction 
with obstacles such as other agents and walls.  

Rooms are modeled as static agents that update their own states in case a room has 
an emergency situation such as a fire. Rooms data are generated by ArcGIS Clean op-
erator during 3D NRS construction process (see Fig. 18.4b and Section 18.3.2). Room 
agents have their own data: ROOMID, STATE, and NEIGHBOR. ROOMID is a 
room number. STATE stores the situation of the room. NEIGHBOR stores the adja-
cency information of each room, which is built from 3D geometric network. 

Walls and doors are environments that provide humans with locational informa-
tion to assess exit strategy in a building. Walls are extracted by straight MAT (see 
Section 18.3.1) and doors are generated by directional vector during 3D NRS con-
struction process (see Fig. 18.4a and Section 18.3.2). Especially, geometric network 
data are used to build evacuation routes from each room to outer exit based on the 
connectivity of rooms. Doors data stores the connectivity of two rooms for human 
agent’s moving direction at each door. 
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18.5.2   Human Behavior 

Behaviors rule an agent’s actions that change agents’ location and update agents’ 
status. In a building evacuation, the only moving agents are humans. The behaviors of 
human can be derived from the paradigms of pedestrian movements [14, 15, 26]. To 
simulate the crowd dynamics in a building, Helbing et al. [13] provide a social force 
model based on Newton’s acceleration equation (Equation 1). The first term in Equa-
tion 1 represents socio-psychological force. The second and third terms represent hu-
man interaction (fij) (see Equation 2) and human to wall interaction (fiw) (see Equation 
3) forces. 
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In Equation 2, the first term 
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force of two agents i and j to stay away from each other. Ai and Bi are constant that 
can reproduce the distance kept at normal desired velocities. Higher Ai produces 
greater repulsive forces with Bi range overlap between two agents. dij denotes the dis-
tance between center of two agents (Hi and Hj). rij is sum of radii ri and rj of two 
agents (Hi and Hj). nij = (Hi-Hj)/ dij is the normalized vector pointing from agent j to i. 
If two agents touch each other (rij > dij), body compression 
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Equation 3 captures the interaction between humans and walls. diw means the dis-

tance to wall W. niw denotes the direction perpendicular to W. tiw is the direction tan-
gential to W. Other terms are identical to those in Equation 2. 

To implement Equation 1 for human movement in building evacuation simulation, 
six behaviors of human agents are used: MYSTATE, MYROOM, MYEXIT, 
MAINFORCE, P2PFORCE, P2WFORCE, MOVE, and UPDATE. The MYSTATE 
action checks an agent’s states. MYROOM checks current room situation with room 
ID, which decides the agent’s desired speed (v0

i). MYEXIT checks current doorway 
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to decide the desired direction (e0
i) of the agent. MAINFORCE calculates the socio-

psychological force (first term) in Equation 1. P2PFORCE calculates the human in-
teraction force using Equation 2. P2WFORCE calculates the human to wall interac-
tion force using Equation 3. MOVE changes the agent’s location based on the result 
velocity of Equation 1 that is sum of MAINFORCE, P2PFORCE and P2WFORCE. 
Finally, UPDATE updates the agent’s location and states. 

18.5.3   Building Evacuation Simulation using Agent-Based Model 

Among various agent-based modeling tools such as Swarm, MASON, Repast, and so 
on, Agent Analyst that is based on Repast4 is used in this study since it is tightly cou-
pled with ArcGIS for data management and visualization. There are two types of 
agents (vector and generic agents) in the Agent Analyst. A generic agent is a non-
spatial agent such as emergency announcements. A vector agent is a spatial agent that 
is stored as features in a shapefile. In our evacuation simulation, all input data includ-
ing humans, rooms, walls, and doorways are modeled as vector agents. 

In building evacuation model, the only moving agent is human and therefore the 
simulation is based on the human behavior model (see Equation 1) and the character-
istics of the crowd dynamics. We take first five characteristics from Helbing et al.’s 
[13] nine characteristics of crowd dynamics in order to simplify the situation: (1) peo-
ple move or try to move considerably faster than normal; (2) individuals start pushing 
each other, and interactions among people become physical in nature; (3) moving and, 
in particular, passing through a bottleneck becomes uncoordinated; (4) at exits, arch-
ing and clogging are observed; (5) jams build up. We assume that all people in the 
building know its structure so that they know where the nearest exit is and how to get 
to it. Door data stores room connectivity from 3D geometric network, which provides 
the shortest path information. 

To run the social force model (see Equation 1), we have specified the parameters 
as follows: a mass of m is average 60kg. Initial desired speed (v0

i) is 5m/s; initial de-
sired direction (e0

i) is toward exit; distributed pedestrian diameters 2ri in the interval 
[0.5m, 0.8m] considering shoulder widths; the constant Ai is 5000 and Bi is 0.08m; the 
parameter k is 750kg/s-2 and  is 3000kg/ms. In the simulation, we consider 15 peo-
ple (N) in three rooms to generate evacuation with and without a jam situation for 
each room. 

The simulation shows the evacuation process through time (Fig. 18.10). People 
follow the shortest path to the outer exit through the door of their room. Figs. 10a to 
18.10f show the evacuation situation in each room in the building. The number of 
moving people and the average speed are shown in Fig. 18.10g. When people start to 
jam in a room (Fig. 18.10b and Fig. 18.10c), the number of movements and the aver-
age speeds start to decrease (Fig. 18.10g). As people who are nearest to the door exit 
the room, the movements and the average velocity increase again. However, at the 
outer exit of the hallway, there is another jam because people out of different rooms 
meet at the exit, which decrease the average speed again (Fig. 18.10d and Fig. 
18.10g). Therefore, if there are many people in a building and they want to evacuate 
                                                           

4 Repast is an agent-based modeling tool and can download source codes and mate-
rials at repast.sourceforge.net. 
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at the same time, jams can occur at several places such as doorways of each room, 
stairways, and outer exits of the building. The jams make more distant people take 
even longer to evacuate and may result in many casualties in an emergency situation 
such as a fire.  

 

 

Fig. 18.10. Building Evacuation Simulation using Agent-based Model 

In this study, we simulate egress movement simply in one story building in 2D 
display environment. We can easily extend it to multi-story building by the connec-
tion of multiple floors in 2D environment or may be directly visualized in 3D envi-
ronment such as VRML. For evacuation modeling in multi-story building, we need to 
consider two aspects: vertical connection and agents’ speed in vertical movement. For 
vertical connection of floors, 3D geometric network already identifies stairwells, ele-
vators, and escalators and stores vertical connectivity information. For vertical egress 
movement, the agents’ desired speed should be adjusted based on the type of space 
for vertical movement. In case of emergency, only stairwells may be considered for 
vertical movement and the desired speed should be reduced since agents could not 
move freely in stairwells with the same speed as in hallways.  

18.6   Conclusion 

An integration of agent-based modeling and GIS offers improvements to understand 
complex spatial phenomena. With agent-based models, GIS can represent feature dy-
namics such as temporal changes in spatial patterns for further time-series spatial 
analysis. However, current GIS are still nascent in the representation of 3D internal 
structure of buildings for micro-level spatial modeling such as building evacuation 
simulation. 

In this study, we have discussed building evacuation simulation in GIS environ-
ment by integrating 3D geometric network construction procedure (3D GeoNet) with 
agent-based model (Agent Analyst). These tools are tightly coupled with ArcMap that 
is used for visualization. 3D GeoNet generates the internal structure data of a building 
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and 3D geometric network data and provides input data for Agent Analyst. Agent 
Analyst produces sequential results of agents’ egress movement. The sequential re-
sults of simulation are visualized in ArcMap. 

Especially, the automated generation of 3D geometric network data is important for 
building evacuation in order to provide pedestrians’ routing information with room 
connectivity. In this study, 3D geometric network has been created from building 
blueprint data through wall extraction and 3D topology construction. We tested two 
wall extraction methods: vector-based MAT and raster-based thinning. For vector-
based MAT, we utilized straight MAT to extract wall structure from wall polygon 
from CAD data. For raster-based thinning, we tested boundary peeling algorithm to 
extract wall structure from scanned blueprint. With wall structure extracted using both 
extraction methods, doorways and rooms were identified. By 3D duality, rooms were 
converted to nodes and the walls shared by rooms were converted to links in 3D topo-
logical structure. 3D geometric network was built by converting nodes in 3D topo-
logical structure to links if the nodes represent hallways. In particular, the topological 
connectivity and adjacency information in 3D geometric network were stored door-
way and room data, respectively, which were used in building evacuation simulation. 

With spatial data including rooms, walls, doors, and humans, a building evacuation 
was simulated in GIS environment using Agent Analyst. Especially, human agents’ 
behavior in building evacuation was modeled by adopting Helbing et al.’s social force 
model [13]. We tested simple evacuation with a jam situation by enforcing different 
numbers of people in three rooms. As expected, the results showed that the average 
velocity increased continuously before jams, decreased during jams at doorways and 
outer exits, and eventually increased again as individuals escaped from jams. 

As we emphasized in the paper, 3D geometric network provides detailed sub-unit 
structure of a feature such as a building for observing and understanding micro-level 
navigation. Especially, the integration of 3D geometric network and an agent-based 
model provides current GIS with new methodology that allows a simulation for dy-
namic spatial process in a micro-level environment such as a building. Future building 
evacuation simulation will involve enhanced human behavior model and more com-
plex building structure under disastrous situation such as fires. 
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Chapter 19 
Hierarchical Modelling of Multi-Geospatial 
Databases as Basis for Geo-Oriented 3D Analysis 
Capabilities 

Sagi Dalyot and Yerach Doytsher  

Abstract. Geospatial databases representing the natural environment are widely 
used and applicable for various mapping and engineering applications. Nowa-
days, the development of state-of-the-art measurement tools gives updated and 
more precise knowledge regarding the morphology of the acquired object, i.e., 
terrain relief. Geospatial analysis, such as comparison or integration, of two (or 
more) databases acquired on different epochs, while relying solely on their co-
ordinate reference systems, will usually result in a wrong outcome. This occurs 
mainly because of inherent non-uniform topographic and topologic inconsisten-
cies - as well as morphologic changes transpired - between the databases. Inves-
tigating and monitoring these factors prior to actual data analysis is essential. 
This paper suggests the division of the databases’ mutual coverage area into 
homogeneous separate hierarchical working levels. 2-stage monitoring process 
involving spatial registration and matching is implemented. This enables to 
properly define, model and store the complete spatial local interrelations of the 
databases. Utilizing these values yields novel mathematical and analyzing geo-
oriented capabilities, thus enabling visualization, simulation and integration 
processes. 

19.1   Introduction 

Nowadays, spatial topographic databases are amongst the main resources for a variety 
of terrain relief and natural phenomenon analysis and research applications, such as 
hydrogrpahy, urban mapping, risks and damages assessments. One of the more com-
mon spatial topographic computerized databases (model) is Digital Elevation Model - 
DEM (sometimes referred to as DTM - Digital Terrain Model). DEM databases store 
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the spatial elevation data of the underlying surface or terrain. This data is usually 
stored as an equal-spaced rectangular grid and mostly presented in Cartesian or Geo-
graphic coordinate system (much like raster data). Common DEM databases usually 
store data in several meters resolution and have vertical accuracy around 1m. New 
data acquisition technologies, on the other hand, are now capable of collecting data in 
a much denser and more precise manner. For example, Light Detection And Ranging 
(LiDAR) technology, which have dispersal and irregular data structure, can acquire 
up to 16 points per 1m2 with position accuracy around 0.1m. 

If two different databases acquired in different epochs are chosen for updating or 
morphological investigation task, it is quite obvious that they will present fundamen-
tal different data class, such as format, resolution, accuracy, density, datum, and more. 
Even though both databases are geographically geo-referenced to a certain coordinate 
reference system, a simple comparison and monitoring based on these reference sys-
tems might not suffice. Zonal topographic inconsistencies, as well as different data 
structures and formats, affect topographic ambiguity. These inconsistencies may oc-
cur due to natural phenomenon or human activities that took place during the data ac-
quisition epochs, as well as having inherent errors occurring during the data acquisi-
tion or production (object modelling) stages [1]. These discrepancies can be 
categorized by two groups: global systematic ones that can be roughly monitored and 
modelled (even visually); and, local random ones, which reflect on different scales of 
geometric discrepancies, and can be quantified only by local rigorous modelling 
analysis [2]. 

As a result, a local thorough investigation of the relative spatial correlations exist 
between the databases is essential for achieving correct analysis capabilities that are 
based on the data stored in them. Moreover, this investigation will prevent distortions 
as well as an ambiguous and ill-defined modelling analysis. The chosen analysis 
mechanism has to address the height representation issue of the terrain, as well as its 
spatial characteristics - topology and morphological structures [3]. Fig. 19.1 shows an 
example of an up-to-date database superimposed (‘inserted’) on an outdated one while 
relying solely on their mutual reference coordinates systems. It is clear that there are 
irregularities in the topographic representation. For topographical analysis purposes 
these are to be solved antecedently via morphologic and accuracy adjustments set of 
rules to ensure continues and semantic modelling. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: section 19.2 outlines the suggested con-
cept and the contributions of the proposed automated hierarchical modelling; Section 
19.3 outlines in further detail the algorithms developed and used; Section 19.4 de-
scribes geo-oriented experimental results derived from the discussed mathematical 
concept; Section 19.5 details relevant related work; and, the conclusions are given in 
section 19.6. 

19.2   Proposed Approach 

The analysis presented here can be implemented on any number and combination of 
geo-spatial databases. From here on, the concept is detailed in regard to two given da-
tabases (in the case where there are more than two databases, a sequence of the pro-
posed approach will be implemented - resulting in a single outcome). A simultaneous 
mutual monitoring and modelling processes are essential for investigating the relative 
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existing spatial correlations. We suggest carrying out this task hierarchically, accord-
ing to two main stages: 

 

Fig. 19.1. An up-to-date database superimposed onto an existing outdated database showing 
distinctive discontinuities on the border of the mutual area: height gaps and truncated morpho-
logical features caused by spatial trends are visible in the zoomed area (on the right). 

1. Registration (geo-referencing) - selecting a common mutual working schema (spa-
tial reference frame) while relying on topologic relations between conjoint unique 
entities that exist in both databases. 

2. Matching - spatial analysis process, which uses the registration knowledge, where 
a qualitative reciprocity is extracted for both databases. This enables precise and 
complete modelling of existing geometric conditions. 

 
An independent hierarchical modelling process, which is based on these two 

stages, is implemented on several separate homogenous topographic areas (frames). 
This will enable geo-oriented analysis capabilities to utilize the quantitative matching 
and modelling knowledge (values). 2-stage hierarchical process is proposed, in which 
in each stage a smaller area, i.e., localized data, is utilized, while based on the previ-
ous stage modelling result: i) implementing a robust geo-referencing process on the 
databases - enabling global discrepancies monitoring; ii) utilizing this value for local 
spatial matching that is carried out on smaller data-portions, enabling precise monitor-
ing of local random discrepancies that still exist. The complete ‘from global to local 
process’ validates that an analysis process utilizing the extracted databases’ modelling 
will preserve the topology, geometry and morphology of features exist in both data-
bases (terrain relief characteristics) - while preventing distortions. 

Rough registration can be extracted by constraining an affine spatial transformation 
to selected unique homologous features representing the same real-world object that 
exists in both databases [4, 5, 6] showed that obtaining a-priori knowledge regarding 
the geometric spatial relations between geospatial databases is crucial for a geometric 
matching process, mainly to ensure a correct and non-biased (local minima) matching 
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process. Rigid affine registration is achieved by various schemas, such as scene co-
herence [7], clustering approach [8] or invariant property [9]. 

Various geometric matching methods are cited in the literature, which are usually 
adapted to a certain data type in the selected test area. The matching algorithms 
mainly depend on the geometric types of the objects need to be matched, their topo-
logical relations, the databases’ volumes, and the semantic attributes [10]. A robust 
and qualitative matching process suitable for the data characteristics at hand is the It-
erative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [11]. The ICP algorithm is designated for 3D 
point cloud matching process by nearest neighbor criteria, while using an iterative 
Least Squares Matching (LSM) process [12]. This algorithm utilizes a-priori registra-
tion value, which is basically needed to exclude local minima solution. We suggest 
dividing the entire mutual coverage area into a grid of homologous separate partially 
overlapping small frames. The ICP matching process is then implemented on each 
frame separately and independently. This enables a localized monitoring, thus catego-
rizing more accurately local phenomena. This concept is in contrast to implementing a 
global matching process on the entire area, which consequently produces ill-defined 
and ambiguous results - mainly because it is not capable to model localized trends. 
The outcome of localized matching is the extraction of sets of accurate local spatial 
affine geo-registration (transformation) parameters - one for each homologues local 
frame. These sets of geo-registration values are stored in a novel grid of cells analo-
gous to a 2D matrix - a DEM look-alike structure. Via the use of designated interpola-
tion algorithms, utilizing this localized correct modelling enables the implementation 
of diverse geo-oriented analysis processes. 

19.3   Algorithm Outline 

19.3.1   Registration 

19.3.1.1   Extracting Unique Entities. 

Identifying distinctive topographic interest points is required for a robust registration 
of both databases. A novel extraction mechanism of surface-derived geomorphologic 
maxima features, such as local hill peaks, was implemented [13]. This mechanism is 
based on designated geometric, topologic, and topographic conditions. A generaliza-
tion algorithm for interest area recognition is established by constructing four local 
second degree polynomials around each grid-point - one for each principal direction. 
These polynomials represent a generalized version of the point’s topographic sur-
roundings. According to a set of conditions and thresholds on the polynomials formu-
lae the extraction of local maxima is feasible. 
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19.3.1.2   Extracting Registration Vector.  

A coarse reference frame is achieved by registering (geo-referencing) selective ho-
mologous interest points identified in both databases while screening the conjoint 
ones. The process implemented here relies on the Hausdorff distance algorithm, in 
which no constraints or a-priori knowledge on the interest points’ dispersal or their 
topologic relations is required. Given two sets of points A = {a1,…,am} and B = 
{b1,…,bn}, the forward Hausdorff distance - h - measures the degree of mismatch be-
tween the two sets, as defined in (1). This equation identifies point a  A that is far-
thest from any point in B, and then measures the distance from a to its nearest 
neighbor b in B. This value is later statistically evaluated by the correspondence it ob-
tains between the remainder points in sets A and B. This Euclidean spatial distance 
gives an initial estimation of the global reciprocal working reference frame, i.e., sys-
tematic discrepancy modelling value. Here, a 3D translation vector was chosen: dx0, 
dy0, and dz0. The output is a vector-set of preliminary registration values for the entire 
area chosen, which is used as a-priori data for the second working level - the match-
ing process. 
 

baBAh
BbAa

−=
∈∈

minmax),(  (1) 

19.3.2   Matching 

The registration value enables the implementation of an adequate local matching 
process between the two databases. The ICP matching process is implemented on 
homologous corresponding local data frames that are divided from the complete mu-
tual coverage area. It is obvious that by matching small frames more effective moni-
toring and modelling of local random discrepancies, i.e., inherent ‘errors’, exist be-
tween the databases is feasible. Monitoring - and then modelling - these errors is 
achieved by minimizing the target function, i.e., extracting the best possible corre-
spondence between the databases. The geometric target function is defined by a spa-
tial transformation model. 

A geometrically constrained ICP algorithm between two homologous local frames 
is implemented (2). The constraints assure that the nearest neighbor search criterion is 
correctly achieved. In addition, they verify that each of the paired-up points - one in 
each database’s frame - is the closest one exists, as well as having the same relative 
topography surroundings. This is achieved by implementing a perpendicular con-
straint on the first order derivative of the plane in both directions - X and Y - and the 
connecting line of the two pair-up points. It is worth noting that this algorithm is 
compatible in matching gridded databases - as well as non-gridded ones - by modify-
ing the grid geometry into a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) one, such as in the 
case of LiDAR data. 

 

∈
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where h1 to h4 are calculated from the height of local DEM grid cell corners: Z1 to Z4 

(h1=Z1-Z0, h2=Z2-Z0, h3=Z3-Zo, h4=h2-h1-h3); D denotes the DEM resolution; G and F de-
notes the DEMs’ indexes; (Xg

i, Y
g

i, Z
g

i) denotes the paired-up nearest neighbor in G; 
and, (xf

’, yf

’, zf

’) denotes the transformed point from dataset F. 
 

The transformation model implemented here - depicted in (3) - was modelled ac-
cording to 6 parameters - 3 translation parameters: dx, dy, and dz, and 3 rotation an-
gles: φ, κ, and ω (a scale factor can easily be added if required). Because linearization 
is needed to solve this model, an approximated preliminary 6 transformation values 
per frame are required. The initial translation parameters used are the ones extracted 
in the registration stage (section 19.3.1.2), while the preliminary rotation angles val-
ues - φ0, κ0, and ω0 - are given a value of 0 degrees (mainly for the fact that both data-
bases are close to being orthogonal projections of the terrain due to different photo-
grammetric processes related to DEM production). 
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where, g and f denote databases indexes; (X, Y, and Z) denote coordinates, R denotes 

the rotation matrix, (dx, dy, and dz) denote three translation parameters, (φ, κ, and ω) 
denote three rotation angles, and M denotes center coordinates of homologues frame. 

Implementing local matching processes on zonal data frames results in an output 
that consists of matching parameters sets, which are equivalent to the number of 
frames. Each set includes 6 geo-registration parameters that best describe the relative 
spatial geometry of the mutual homologous frames matched. Since this process yields 
better localized geo-registration definition, it ensures matching continuity on the en-
tire area (as opposed to matching the entire data in a single matching process). These 
geo-registration sets can be described as elements stored in 2D matrix: each set is 
stored in the cell that corresponds spatially to the zonal area it covers in both data-
bases, as depicted in Fig. 19.2. This matrix is actually analogues to a ‘geo-registration 
DEM’, where each grid node (cell) corresponds to the geometric center of local 
frames. This 2D matrix will comprise as the bases for implementing precise geo-
oriented analysis capabilities between the matched databases (described in section 
19.4). 

 

φ κ ω
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Fig. 19.2. Geo-registration matrix (superimposed on-top the source DEM) where each cell 
stores the geospatial relations, i.e., transformation, between mutual coverage frames. 

3.3   Interpolation Concepts 

3.3.1   Preface.  

It is clear that the geo-oriented analysis procedures have to fit the databases’ resolu-
tion in order to preserve actual precision. Still, the geo-registration modelling matrix 
resolution has significant different scale. As a result, an interpolation algorithm on the 
discrete data stored in the matrix is essential to ensure continuous interrelations repre-
sentation - and not a truncated one that only rarely exist in the terrain relief. Interpo-
lating between the vector sets of translation values is simple and straight forward be-
cause of their linear characteristics [14]. A problem arises when trying to interpolate 
between the orientation sets represented by three Euler angles. A naïve interpolation 
approach will produce a motion specified by a rotation-sequence that might be con-
tracted, jerky at times, not continuous, and ill-specified. This occurs mainly for the 
fact that Euler angles ignore the interaction and dependency of the rolls about separate 
axes; hence there is not a unique path between every two orientations across different 
coordinate systems [15]. A resulting rotation depends on the order in which the three 
rolls are performed, which coincides with the fact that rotations in space do not gener-
ally commute. 

The notation of Quaternions was first described by Sir William Rowan Hamilton in 
1843, when he discovered a mathematical method to define a 3D number system by a 
4D one. Four numbers describing rotation followed by scaling - just as complex num-
bers describe rotations in plane. Each Quaternion object contains four scalar vari-
ables: one real (W) and three imaginary (X, Y, and Z) - depicted in (4). Each of the 
imaginary dimensions has a unit value of different square root of -1, perpendicular to 
each other, known as i, j, and k (i.e.,: i2 = j2 = k2 = -1, i•j = k, j•i = -k, j•k = i, etc., with 
a cyclic permutation i • j • k). These Quaternion values describe rotation in a natural 
way: the vector part give the coordinates for the axis of rotation, while the scalar is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Geo-registration vector: 

{dxi, dyi, dzi φi, κi, ωi} 
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determined by the angle rotated through. The main practical application of 4D Qua-
ternions was found to be representing 3D rotations represented by a unit magnitude 
Quaternion. 

 

kZjYiXWq ⋅+⋅+⋅+=  (4) 

3.3.2   Translation values.  

Due to the data structure of the 2D matrix an algorithm that will ensure continuous 
parameters representation among cells has to be chosen. Interpolating DEM heights 
using bi-directional third degree parabolic equations is described by [16]. This algo-
rithm ensures a smooth interpolation within a grid-cell, as well as excluding surface 
representation discontinuities on cell borders while moving to the neighboring cell. 
This algorithm that utilizes 3rd degree parabolic equations is an improved version of 
the simple bi-linear interpolation that produces a jagged and unsmooth surface repre-
sentation. The same concept is implemented on the geo-registration matrix; instead of 
interpolating height values we implement the suggested interpolation in three separate 
processes on the translation values stored in the cells: dx, dy, and dz. Hence, the pre-
cise quantification of the three translation parameters - describing spatial shift be-
tween the two databases - at a certain location within the matrix is feasible. 

3.3.3   Rotation values.  

The direct conversion from Euler angles (stored in the matrix cells) to Quaternions is 
not straight forward and involves mathematical considerations and constraints. In-
stead, converting Euler angles into a rotation matrix representation and then convert-
ing it into a unit-Quaternion is easier and more efficient [17]. 

Linear interpolation between rotations described by unit-Quaternions will result in 
a straight line, which ignores the natural geometry of rotation space, and would result 
in a motion that speeds up in the middle. The needed motion has to keep a constant 
velocity on the 4D hyper-sphere, which geometrically translates into a great arc drawn 
between two given Quaternions, i.e., a spline curve. using Spherical Linear Interpola-
tion (SLERP) in unit-Quaternion space ensures a unique and correct path under all 
circumstances [18]. Consider 2 unit-Quaternion orientations to be 2 vectors in 2D: q1 
and q2. The angle between the vectors is given by  (dot product), which is normalized 
between the values 0 and 1, as depicted in Fig. 19.3. An intermediate third vector - qi - 
creates angle t with q1, and is derived from spherical linear interpolation between vec-
tors q1 and q2, as shown in (5) (where λ1 and λ2 are the coefficients of a linear combi-
nation). The implementation of SLERP yields the unique shortest possible interpola-
tion path between two unit-Quaternions on a unit sphere (a geodesic that follows the 
shortest great arc), which has constant angular velocity. 
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Fig. 19.3. SLERP 2D geometrical description. 
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Higher order of spherical interpolation within more than two orientations can be 

described as Bezier class curves [19], which draw arcs and proportions of arcs on unit 
sphere. This translates to calculating a 2-step SLERP sequence that will ensure a mo-
tion continuity described by the sequence of unit-Quaternions. Having a quadrangle 
grid of four corner-orientations: q0, q1, q2, and q3, the equivalent to Bezier curve with a 
spherical cubic interpolation - Spherical and Quadrangle (SQUAD) - is denoted in (6) 
[20]: 
  

0 1 2 3 0 3 1 2( , , , , ) ( ( , , ), ( , , ),2 (1 ))Squad q q q q t slerp slerp q q t slerp q q t t t= −  (6) 

 
(5) suits the given discrete data structure represented by the 2D matrix: given a grid 

of unit-Quaternion corners, the implementation of SQUAD enables the calculation of 
the required unit-Quaternion. It is worth noting that this process in non-commutative, 
hence the SLERP sequence is important. As indicated earlier, the rotations between 
two rectified and geo-referenced DEM databases are relatively small. This interprets 
to a geo-registration matrix with cells storing angle differences that do not exceed 
more than few degrees. As a result, any SLERP sequence chosen is adequate. This 
implies that implementing SQUAD interpolation mechanism on the orientations 
stored in the matrix ensure the precision needed. 

19.4   Experimental Results 

Several geo-oriented analysis processes were implemented to verify the effectiveness 
and advantages the complete hierarchical concept holds, while utilizing the 2D geo-
registration matrix. It is worth noting that test examples concerning the modelling 
processes detailed in section 19.3 are not given here (though they were shown to be 

λ λ

 θ  θ
 θ θ
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robust and accurate as can be found in [13]). Few geo-oriented analysis capabilities 
are presented here: i) Comparison, which can be designated for morphologic change 
detection among other uses; ii) Integration of grid databases (i.e., DEMs) as well as 
non-grid databases (such as LiDAR databases); iii) Visualization: in-between scene 
calculation and animating between topographic databases. It is clear that these capa-
bilities are only few examples that make use of the concept and its outcome, as it can 
be utilized for other geo-oriented 3D analysis processes as well. 

19.4.1   Comparison 

Two DEM databases - depicted in Fig. 19.4 - acquired on different epochs and pro-
duced using different technologies were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed concept in identifying morphological changes. One database presented 25m 
resolution and was produced by digitizing 1:50,000 contour maps. The other database 
presented 4m resolution and was produced from photogrammetric observations. The 
two databases covered approximately 2x2km and were produced 20 years apart from 
each other. Several unique entities were extracted in each database, enabling a robust 
registration process, which resulted in establishing a mutual correct working reference 
frame. The mutual coverage area was then divided into frames of 100x100m, in which 
the ICP matching process was implemented on each one separately and independ-
ently. The assumption is that all mutual frames should be matched accurately with 
approximately similar values, except for frames showing morphological changes. 
 

  

Fig. 19.4. Two databases utilized for the comparison process: digitized 25m - presented here in 
a 5m interpolation (left), and photogrammetric 4m (right). 

Fig. 19.5 depicts the outcome of the proposed procedure (left) - as well as the out-
come of the default mechanism that is based solely on the mutual coordinate reference 
frames (right). The figures depict a statistical evolution value - rms-z - for each frame. 
This value measures the correspondence between one database given heights and the 
heights calculated from transforming the other database via the geo-registration val-
ues calculated in the matching process. This calculation is carried out on each mutual 
frame separately. Roughly, this statistical test resembles the error vector that measures 
the matching quality of the frames, and as a result it embeds the stored 6 geo-
registration parameters in its calculation. As can be seen, this statistical test identifies 
precisely areas with morphological changes denoted as frames with bright colors. It is 
clear that the rms-z values calculated via the proposed concept present better match-
ing correspondence of both databases: around 1-2m (dark colors) with a maximum 
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value of 5m, whereas in the default mechanism this value reaches 10m. Close inspec-
tion of Fig. 19.4 and Fig. 19.5 shows that the higher values in rms-z correspond to 
morphologic inconsistencies between the databases, whereas the default mechanism 
presents more noise with no exact correspondence to morphological changes. For ex-
ample: the channel area on the low-left corner, where several channels appear only in 
the 4m database; or, the mountainous area in the upper-part of the area modified in 
the 4m resolution database as a result of a new paved road. 
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Fig. 19.5. Statistical value rms-z for each frame calculated via proposed concept (left), and via 
the default mechanism (right). Color bar values in meters. 

19.4.2   Integration 

As opposed to a comparison analysis, which merely utilizes the values stored in the 
2D geo-registration matrix for further analysis, an integration process involves inter-
polation on these values as well. An integration process is designated to produce a 
new database that is derived from the data stored in the source databases as well as 
from their correlations. The integrated database has to preserve both databases mor-
phology and topology. Compared to coercing single global transformation estimation, 
it is obvious that using localized interpolation yields more reliable and correct pa-
rameters calculation that describe both databases’ local mutual correlations. 

Conceptually, the integrated database is spatially located ‘between’ the databases 
used for its calculation. Thus, two interpolation ‘directions’ are implemented: i) Hori-
zontal - among the matrix cells values. This calculation is needed to calculate the ex-
act 6-parameters required for transforming each point stored in one database to its 
analogous location in the other. The horizontal interpolation utilizes SQUAD interpo-
lation on the rotation values, and bi-directional 3rd degree parabolic interpolation on 
the translation values; ii) Vertical - the 6-paramerters calculated via the horizontal in-
terpolation represent the correlation of a certain point in one database to its location in 
the other. As mentioned before, the integrated database ‘lies’ between the given data-
bases. So, a weighted interpolation on these 6-parameters is therefore needed. The 
weight is derived from the mutual accuracy of both databases. This means that the in-
tegrated database will ‘lay’ closer to the more accurate database. The vertical interpolation 
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utilizes SLERP interpolation on the rotation values, and linear interpolation on the 
translation values. 

The adequacy and quality of an integrated database can be examined and evaluated 
by inspecting the preservation and continuity of morphologic entities exist in the ter-
rain relief represented in both databases. Fig 19.6 depicts a topographic database that 
is the outcome of integrating the databases depicted in Fig. 19.1 according to the inte-
gration algorithm suggested here (including a 2nd degree polynomial fading seaming 
process on the borders of the mutual coverage area). As can be seen from this figure 
the spatial matching is correct and precise. The integrated database is unified, spatial 
continuous and free of gaps throughout the area. A careful examination of the mor-
phologic structures shows a correct terrain relief representation with no discontinui-
ties - including on the border of the mutual area. 

Another integration using the 2D geo-registration matrix was carried out on DEM 
and LiDAR databases - with approximately 2x2km mutual coverage area - depicted in 
Fig. 19.7. The LiDAR database was acquired 25 years after the source DEM, and pre-
sented denser (approximately a ratio of 1:165 points DEM vs. LiDAR), and more ac-
curate data. (It is worth noting that the LiDAR database had gone through a filtering 
process, as proposed by [21], so only the terrain relief was used in the process). As 
mentioned in section 19.3.2, the ICP matching process is not restricted to a specific 
data structure and data resolution - as implemented here: DEM vs. LiDAR. Fig. 19.8 
depicts a 3D shaded relief representation of the integrated database showing continu-
ous and unified database. 

 

 

Fig. 19.6. Integration process showing continuous terrain relief and morphological representa-
tion (mutual coverage area is denoted by a dashed square). 
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Fig. 19.7. DEM (left) and LiDAR (right) databases showing distinctive differences in level of
detailing and accuracy (mutual coverage area is denoted by a dashed rectangle). 

 

 

Fig. 19.8. 5m resolution hybrid DEM database: mutual coverage area on lower-left 
area. 

19.4.3 Visualization: Intermediate Scenes and Animation 

The integration product can actually be presented as an intermediate scene derived 
from two given scenes, i.e., source databases. We can assume that both source data-
bases represent two epoch times: t0=0 and t1=1, respectively. Knowing the complete 
local relations between these ‘times’ stored in the matrix, the calculation of any in-
termediate position (scene) ti is feasible (while ti∈[0,1]). By interpolating along the 
sets (i.e., vertical interpolation), the calculation of an intermediate database at ti is 
possible, for example: topographic changes or soil works. This enables complete and 
comprehensive 3D visualization and construction of hypothetical topography simula-
tion that ‘lies’ on the path from one source database to the other - and vice versa. 

Fig. 19.9 demonstrates the proposed intermediate scene visualization. Two data-
bases are given: t0=0.0 (produced from low resolution SPOT imagery), and t1=1.0 
(produced from digitizing contour maps). The visualization at ‘times’ ti=0.333 and 
ti=0.666 is presented. The intermediate scene visualization was precise and resembled 
accurately the morphological features existent while transforming spatially from one 
database to another. 

Moreover, a series of intermediate scenes can be produced while visualizing from 
t0=0.0 to t1=1.0 at t interval scenes. Combined this scenes together will result in an Δ
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animation of all transition states from one database to the other. This gives knowledge 
regarding the hypothetical morphological changes that are based on the correlations 
stored in the matrix, which occurred between the two given databases’ epochs (an ex-
ample carried out on the databases depicted in Fig. 19.9 can be viewed at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMjBzlQJwGE). 

19.5   Related Work 

Addressing the problem of modelling multiple DEM databases with various accura-
cies via implementing localized weighting process on their heights is presented by 
[22] or [23]. In both studies the databases utilized for the task were initially mutually 
geo-referenced, while assuming that both databases did not show any morphological 
local discrepancies. These can be reliable only with massive a-priori work - which is 
not always possible (as in the case of real-time and near real-time applications) - 
where in the study suggested here this is achieved by automatic geo-referencing and 
matching algorithms. [24, 25, 26], among others, have addressed the issue of integrat-
ing DEM databases with 2D and 2.5D vector-data focusing mainly on semantic visu-
alization. While vector-data represent discrete entities and structures, such as net-
works, points, polylines and polygons, DEM geospatial databases utilized in this 
research represent continuous reality. [27] addressed the issue of the seam line be-
tween two adjacent DEMs by using a new conflation algorithm in order to achieve a 
continuous strip of DEM databases. This paper addressed only the issue of the seam 
line and its close surroundings, in contrast to the complete modelling suggested here. 

Visualization of intermediate graphical scenes (frames) is usually restricted to 2D 
video texture and animation while utilizing key frames as basis. [28], for example, re-
uses frames to generate a seamless video while using a first-order Markov Chain 
model. In order to ensure motion smoothness through out the original region, [29] 
modified this approach while adding an automatic partial temporal order recovery al-
gorithm to the stills in order to approximate the original scene dynamics using a sec-
ond-order Markov Chain model. Another study [30] led to the statement of the path-
transition paradigm, which is a general methodology for creating 2D, real-time, color 
animations. This paradigm relies on the use of four abstract data types: location, im-
age, path and transition. Still, it is based solely on 2D and 3D primitives, such as 
cones, spheres, cubes and more, as opposed to the proposed approach were no geo-
metric primitives’ a-priori consideration is required. 

19.6   Discussion 

Standard on-the-shelf GIS software packages, which are designated for geospatial 
modelling of two or more databases, are mostly based only on their mutual coordinate 
reference systems. In contrast, we propose a novel modelling mechanism that is based 
on the geographic - as well as morphologic - information stored in those data-
bases. In order to overcome the inaccuracies and discrepancies exist between the 
databases, we propose the concept of using two hierarchical modelling levels. 
This enabled extracting the existing mutual correlations, and hence monitoring 
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and modelling phenomenon that are characterized only locally. These correlations - 
defined as geo-registration values for each modelled homogenous frame - are then 
stored in a matrix, later to be utilized for various accurate and reliable geo-oriented 
analysis tasks. 

Several interpolation algorithms were introduced, which are designated for ma-
nipulating the discrete geo-registration values stored in the matrix, thus enabling con-
tinuous geo-oriented analysis tasks to be executed. It was shown that standard linear 
interpolation between rotation values presented by Euler angles was not adequate, so 
an alternative parameterization was suggested. Describing rotation as unit Quaternion 
and implementing SLERP and SQUAD interpolations proved to be robust. This ap-
proach enabled executing tasks where motion representations are needed, such as cre-
ating intermediate scenes. 

Several experimental analysis results were presented: comparison, integration and 
visualization. All proved to be accurate and robust, enabling new geo-oriented capa-
bilities to be carried out on geo-spatial databases. These capabilities proved to pre-
serve the inner topology and morphology of the databases that were utilized. This is in 
contrast to a process that is based solely on their coordinates, where these correlations 
are not preserved leading to destroying topographic structures. The analysis capabili-
ties are not limited only to these three examples, and other geospatial tasks that will 
make use of this model can be implemented. The concept and algorithms presented 
are straight forward, can easily be translated into 2D space, and are applicable for 
other fields that make use of point clouds databases. For example, time dependent dif-
ferencing applications, such as MRI frames, will produce an accurate and geometri-
cally correct analysis results. 
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Fig. 19.9. Intermediate scenes t=0.333 and t=0.666 produced while utilizing data 
stored in source DEMs and geo-registration matrix (Figures are with no scale). 
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Chapter 20 
Solar Radiation over the Urban Texture:  
LIDAR Data and Image Processing Techniques  
for Environmental Analysis at City Scale 

Cláudio Carneiro, Eugenio Morello, Carlo Ratti and François Golay  

Abstract. A complete methodology from the extraction of Light Detection and 
Ranging (LIDAR) data to the environmental analysis of urban models and the 
visualization of results is presented. Aim of the work is to establish a process to 
investigate digital urban models integrating cross-disciplinary competences, 
like remote sensing, GIS, image processing and urban and environmental stud-
ies. Toward this goal, working on several interfaces, tools and datasets was 
necessary to provide a consequent structure to the introduced methodology.  
Case study for application was a squared area 300 metres wide in central Ge-
neva where LIDAR data are available. The use of a hybrid approach from raw 
LIDAR data and vector digital maps (GIS data) of buildings footprints for the 
interpolation of a 2.5-D urban surface model, with a resolution grid of 0.50 by 
0.50 metres, allowed to refine vertical surfaces of buildings and to process fa-
cades and roofs separately. This step reveals itself as fundamental for process-
ing the environmental analysis of the urban texture. In particular, the imple-
mented tool calculates solar radiation and solar accessibility on urban surfaces, 
in order to investigate the energy-performance of cities. 

20.1   Introduction 

Today’s availability of 3-D information about cities offers the possibility to analyse 
the urban fabric in a very innovative way. In fact, even if LIDAR data permit to de-
rive precious and precise information about the physical layout of cities, still very few 
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applications have been implemented in order to process these data for the environ-
mental analysis and to get a quick understanding about the performance of the urban 
form. For instance, the increasing interest in the quantification of energy-based indi-
cators at the scale of the city, strongly suggests the integration of 3-D geography and 
urban studies in order to provide useful applications for the urban planning. In par-
ticular, we introduce a novel cross-disciplinary approach that covers the whole proce-
dure from data acquisition from Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) to the environmental 
analysis through the image processing of digital urban models.  

The use of raw LIDAR data with fine density of points (at least 4 to 6 points per 
square metre) jointly with 2-D vector digital maps of buildings footprints, both origi-
nally on the same geodetic reference system and, later on, converted to the same pro-
jected coordinate system, allows the construction of a 2.5-D urban surface model. Due 
to its highest level of accuracy, the use of detailed vector buildings footprints in order 
to classify LIDAR points contained within buildings is crucial for the improvement of 
the final result of the 2.5-D urban surface model interpolated and constructed, espe-
cially along buildings facades.  

Thus, using the capability of LIDAR data in order to construct an accurate 3-D ur-
ban surface model, solar accessibility analysis at different heights (for existing build-
ings facades) is implemented and integrated in a tool for calculating urban radiation. 
As presented by [9], all visibility and sunshine analysis in urban areas based on 3-D 
urban surface models must take into consideration the geographical relief of the ter-
rain. 

The investigation of solar radiation in architecture is not new and there are already 
several tools that calculate radiation performance of buildings very accurately. Never-
theless, these tools are very useful at the micro-scale of architecture (environmental 
performance software) or at the macro-scale of landscape and regional geography 
(GIS tools), but the focus on urban texture is mostly lacking. Recently, the increasing 
attention to environmental policies in urban studies has opened up many questions 
about how planners should manage those indicators in the design process. In fact, 
numerous authors and architects are convinced that cities play a leading role in con-
trolling sustainability: strategies for redefining more efficient cities in terms of energy 
performance and environmental quality were the centre of attention in seminal work 
by Richard Rogers in defining policies for UK cities [15, 18] and supported the debate 
around the promotion of more compact cities [5, 6]. For instance, the need to over-
come traditional solar laws based on trivial angular criteria, such as obstruction angles 
rules, would be very welcome. Anyway, a comprehensive and reliable toolkit for sus-
tainable urban design is lacking among practicing professionals.   

The tool presented here can be intended just as one tile of a larger mosaic aiming at 
the quantification of environmental parameters at the urban scale. In particular, the 
calculation of solar radiation gives us some clues about the energy-performance of the 
urban fabric concerning a general understanding of the different contributions of ver-
tical and sloped surfaces in the urban context. Hence, some critical questions in urban 
design and planning arise: can we build denser cities without decreasing the potential 
for passive solar architecture? Which is the incidence of beam versus diffuse solar ir-
radiance contributions in typical urban textures? Those questions could benefit from 
comparative studies between different urban design solutions using the methodology 
introduced here.   

The area selected for the analysis is a square 300 metres wide near the Rhone River 
and the old town of Geneva, in Switzerland, such as presented in shadowed yellow 
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zone of Fig. 20.1. 36 different buildings with average height of 18.5 metres were 
counted on site. The urban texture is quite compact and densely built, and we want to 
verify if buildings are sufficiently separated from each others, so that overshadowing 
does not limit solar accessibility of indoor spaces. The reconstruction of the model, as 
explained later in text is shown in Fig. 20.2. 

 

  

Fig. 20.1. Pre-defined area of the case study in Geneva’s city, near the Rhone River and the old 
town. 

 

Fig. 20.2. The 2.5-D urban surface model visualized on Matlab. Heights are expressed in me-
ters above sea level. 
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20.2   Research context 

Reference to this work is both literature in the remote sensing, 3-D geography field 
and literature in the environmental and morphological analysis of digital urban mod-
els.  

Previous literature on interpolation of LIDAR point clouds is vast. The advantages 
and disadvantages of several interpolation methods, such as triangle-based linear in-
terpolation, nearest neighbour interpolation and kriging interpolation were presented 
by [19]. The most accurate surfaces are created using a grid with a sampling size that 
relates as close as possible to the LIDAR point density during the acquisition phase 
[1]. For applications where high level of accuracy is demanded, control techniques 
that analyse the quality of digital terrain models can be carried out [7].  

A method to interpolate and construct a 2.5-D urban surface model (incorporating 
the geographical relief), based on LIDAR and GIS buildings data, has been proposed 
by [9]. As related research, there are some semi-automatic methods available to create 
3-D GIS data from LIDAR data, such as the Virtual London at UCL [16] and the 
MapCube at Tokyo CadCenter Corporation [17]. 

Concerning literature about the application of raster images in urban studies, pio-
neers in the use of image processing techniques to analyse environmental indicators 
and morphology of digital urban models was a group of researchers at the Martin 
Centre, University of Cambridge [10, 12, 11]. Today’s increasing availability of 3-D 
information from user generated contents and remote sensing surveys, makes this 
technique promising and very useful for a general understanding of the performance 
of our cities. 

The technique is based on the use of very simple raster models of cities, called 2.5-
D urban surface models. These models reproduce the geometry of the urban fabric 
and are produced by regularly spaced matrices of elevation values, which contain 3-D 
information on 2-D digital support, stored in Bitmap format. Developing software al-
gorithms derived from image processing, it is possible to develop efficient strategic 
tools for analysing and planning the sustainable urban form, measuring geometric pa-
rameters and assessing radiation exchange, energy consumption, wind porosity, visi-
bility, spatial analyses, etc. Results are extremely fast and accurate.  

20.3   Methodology: The implementation of the 2.5-D urban 
surface model from LiDAR data to environmental analysis 

The process for structuring the proposed methodology is based on four major steps as 
represented in the scheme of Fig. 20.3: the construction of the 2.5-D urban surface 
model, the environmental analysis through the image processing of urban models, the 
visualizations of results and their evaluation by users (this latter step will be part of 
future work). 

For the 2.5-D urban surface model interpolation of the case study of the city of Ge-
neva here presented three data sources are required: raw LIDAR data, 2-D vector 
digital maps of buildings footprints and alphanumerical data containing altimetry in-
formation about buildings heights. 
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First, we interpolate a digital terrain model (DTM) by classifying the LIDAR 
points according to the following sequential operations: 
 
• Using a GIS software, LIDAR points contained within building polygons and in 

the 2 metres buffer generated from building polygons are eliminated. 
• Using the classification tools provided by TerraScan software, LIDAR points 

whose elevation value vary significantly from surrounding points are considered to 
be points indicating features such as aerial points (for example, if the laser beam 
touches a bird), trees and vehicles, and thus are removed. 
 
After eliminating the points indicating all these features, a DTM can be interpo-

lated only from ground points – with good density of LIDAR points (such as in our 
testing areas, located in Geneva city, where LIDAR points were acquired with a den-
sity of 4 to 6 points per square metre) there is no great difference among some of the 
existing gridding interpolation methods that can be employed, such as the nearest 
neighbour binning, inverse distance weighting, triangulation with linear interpolation, 
minimum curvature, kriging and radial basis functions [4]. All these interpolation 
methods are accessible in common GIS software available on the market.  

For its generalised use by the scientific community for DTM interpolation, the tri-
angular interpolation was chosen. Secondly, we interpolate (using only the LIDAR 
points classified as being contained within vector building footprints) a value for each 
grid cell corresponding to a roof value contained within the area defined by building 
facades, for all the existing buildings on the areas of study. Thus, a triangulation with 
linear interpolation is also applied to each one of the roofs of the buildings. It is im-
portant to note that along building facades, LIDAR points whose elevation value vary 
significantly from surrounding points are considered to be points indicating features 
such as low points and are removed (using the classification tools provided by Ter-
raScan software). For each building, and more specifically for each grid cell con-
tained within, the building height (also defined as nDSM of buildings) is taken to be 
the value of subtraction of the terrain elevation (calculated in the DTM interpolated) 
from the building elevation. Due to the presence of obstacles, such as trees, in the few 
cases where a lack of LIDAR points exists in buildings roofs, the grid cells corre-
sponding to each of these roofs have assigned an average building height value ex-
tracted from the attribute “building height” of the cadastral database.  

Lastly, each building is added to the DTM as a column (whose borders are defined 
from the vector buildings footprints), using the building height found previously for 
each cell contained within, as described in last paragraph. The final result allows the 
construction of a 2.5-D urban surface model (2.5-DUSM), which is composed of only 
terrain and buildings heights information (DTM + nDSM). Data source and parame-
ters needed for generating the 2.5-D urban surface model are shown in Fig. 20.4.   

Finally, in order to complete the image enhancement of the model, we have to re-
fine the facades of buildings that are sloped because of interpolation (Fig. 20.5c). In 
order to achieve this goal, we applied an image smoothing using a 3 by 3 low-pass fil-
tering. Each building’s contour pixel was deleted and then expanded again, in order to 
assign more constant values to facades. Among these perimeter pixels, the maximum 
value was later selected as the upper limit for running the computation of irradiances 
on facades (Fig. 20.6).   
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Fig. 20.4. Interpolation and construction of 3-D urban surface model 

Fig. 20.3. The structure of the proposed methodology from the reconstruction of LIDAR data to 
the environmental analysis and visualization of results 
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Fig. 20.5. The process of reconstruction of the urban model; from the top: (a) original LIDAR 
survey data; (b) removal of trees, cars and other minor details and interpolation of the terrain; 
(c) adjustment of building facades through image filtering, whereby the detection of facades 
and roofs is based on a hybrid approach using both LIDAR data and cartography 
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Fig. 20.6. The enhancement of the urban model; from the top: (a) the raw LIDAR data, (b) the 
original DEM, (c) the reconstruction of vertical facades 
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20.4   Image processing of raster images for the study of 
solar radiation  

In this study the reconstruction of the 2.5-D urban model was applied for implement-
ing a specific tool for calculating the solar irradiance intercepted by urban surfaces. 
Aim of the proposed application is first to determine the rate of accessibility of urban 
surfaces to direct solar radiation and second to exactly quantify solar irradiance (dif-
fuse and beam) both on facades and roofs. The computation distinguishes calculations 
for irradiation of facades and roofs. Therefore, outputs of the tool are irradiation val-
ues stored in two different arrays: one table contains radiations computed on every 
storey and on every facade of each building; a second table outlines the irradiance 
values on roofs for each building. Finally, beside this quantitative content, visualiza-
tions of results on the physical map are provided.   

The technique used in this application is based on the image processing of the pro-
vided models that are interpreted as raster images, i.e. 2-D arrays where every inten-
sity value represents the height of the pixel in metres. The density1 and accuracy2 of 
the LIDAR data used is relatively high. Thus, a 2.5-D urban surface model (grid) of 
0.50 by 0.50 metres, which has a sampling size that relates as close as possible to the 
LIDAR point density during the acquisition phase [1], was interpolated and con-
structed. The technique computes irradiance values on all target points (building fa-
cades) being visible from a viewpoint location represented by the position of the sun. 

Two types of input data are required for running the tool: first, geographical and 
climatic data that inform the location of the case-study area and the mean daily irradi-
ance received by horizontal surfaces for each month of the year for that location; sec-
ond, a set of urban models, as result of the reconstruction process presented above. 

To the first set of data we have to provide the geographical coordinates of the case-
study area, the height above sea level and the physical extension of the site in metres. 

Regarding climatic data, the mean daily beam and diffuse irradiances on horizontal 
surfaces can be obtained from statistical data collected for the city, often reported by 
local or national norms. In this case, irradiance values were obtained by the statistical 
analysis of historical data. From these letter irradiances on horizontal surfaces it is 
possible to derive irradiance values for every orientation and inclination of surface, 
according to solar geometry formulae [3]. Other minor input information can be used 
if provided, like for example the quote of ground-reflected radiation, which default 
value can be assumed as 0.2, but this can vary during the winter season in presence of 
snow. 

A list of six masks necessary in order to run the model follows: 
 

• The digital elevation model (DEM), here also called 2.5-D urban surface model, 
whereby intensity values of pixels represent the height above the sea level. This in-
put image is the main 2.5-D information to run the script. 

• The mask of the buildings alone contains the absolute height of each building and 
is useful in the process of slicing the model in several storeys; in this image the ter-
rain model was removed and substituted with 0 values, so that it can also be used 
as mask for detecting and labelling buildings. 

                                                           
1 4 to 6 points per m2 
2 Planimetric precision of 20 centimetres and altimetric precision of 15 centimetres 
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• The masks including labels of buildings and facades. It is possible to determine the 
exact identifications of buildings and facades through cadastral data (digital vector 
maps of buildings); a simple object recognition process in Matlab would distin-
guish between independent blocks, but would fail in the identification of different 
properties in case for example of contiguous row houses.     

• The masks for describing roofs are essentially two and inform about orientations 
and inclinations of roof pixels. These latter masks might be also implemented as 
part of the Matlab code, but would require a longer calculation process. 
 
This procedure allows to precisely distinguishing between roofs and facades of 

buildings and represents a noticeable innovation in digital urban analysis. For in-
stance, all outputs in this work are stored in separated arrays in order to analyse the 
different contribution to solar gains of vertical and sloped surfaces in the urban con-
text.  

Solar geometry formulae allow deriving the beam and diffusing components of 
hourly radiations just starting from the previous mentioned inputs. In the computation 
of the time distribution of radiations during the day, however, we can just assess val-
ues representative for clear sky conditions, even if they tend to produce conservative 
estimates [3]. Therefore, even if accurate, results of the application should be used 
mostly in comparative studies to evaluate differences of solar caption in time. 

Hence, we store a set of possible radiations in dedicated arrays that will be useful 
later when applied on the physical context. In particular, the typical array is a 3-D ma-
trix (24x12x9) where the columns represent the 12 months of the year, the rows are 
24 hourly intervals and the 9 z-layers are the computed values for 8 different orienta-
tions (S, SE, E, NE, N, NW, W, SW) plus the irradiance on horizontal surfaces. We 
computed this typical array for vertical surfaces and for sloped surfaces at intervals of 
15 degrees between 0 and 90. 

Once the irradiance arrays are calculated and the input images are defined, the core 
of the computation can run. The shadow casting routine first introduced by [13] is ap-
plied here at a specific hour of the day and is used to detect which pixels on the fa-
cades are in shadow and which collect direct sunlight. The script computes the 
shadow casting routine slicing the urban model at every storey (3 metres is assumed 
to be the average storey height) of each building. Since the technique deals with 2.5-D 
models, slicing each building at different heights is necessary in order to compute the 
real irradiance condition in the vertical direction. In other words, reciprocal overshad-
owing by buildings can affect only part of the facade and this method allows distin-
guishing at which height vertical aligned pixels on the facade start to be irradiated 
(see Fig. 7); otherwise, with simple shadow casting routine applied to the entire 
model, facades that are shaded at the basement only result totally shaded until the 
roof.  

Moreover, we need to define the linear length of pixels on the perimeter of build-
ings: depending on their inclination, pixels can assume values between 1 and √2. This 
can be easily calculated applying sobel filters [11].    

Hence, when we are able to determine for every facade at every storey, if each pe-
rimetral pixel is under shadow or light, which is its orientation and its linear exten-
sion, we can assign the incident solar irradiance calculated in Watt per square metre. 
For roof pixels instead, we need to add the information of slope and orientation 
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contained in the input masks. The area of each roof pixel was calculated considering 
the slope of the pixel.  

Finally, we have to store irradiance values in a convenient way, depending on the 
results we are interested in. In this work we were basically investigating about the ra-
tio of direct solar irradiation on urban surfaces and an energy-based evaluation of col-
lected radiation on surfaces. Therefore, results were stored listing all pixels by facade 
identification and by orientation; regarding roofs, results were stored following build-
ing labels.  

Furthermore, it is important to provide also general morphological indicators for 
the case-study area, because it could be interesting to correlate urban shape indicators 
to environmental performance in future comparative studies. These morphological in-
dicators include among others: built volume, built area, densities, mean and maximum 
height of buildings.  

 

 

Fig. 20.7. Method implemented (using a 2.5-D urban surface model) for the calculation of the 
solar radiation along each building facade at a specific date of the year. Slicing the model at 
different heights allows taking into consideration pixels in shadow or in light 

20.5   Results of the analysis  

A general overview about the energetic performance of vertical surfaces in an urban 
site is very useful if we want to compare different fabrics or if we want to assess the 
impact of new buildings inside the city. The tool presented here is accurate at the 
scale of the neighbourhood, if we do not consider the inevitable edge effect due to the 
absence of obstructions generated by buildings located right outside of the area of in-
vestigation.   

Different profiles describing the solar irradiation can be traced for an urban site. 
We consider two main graphs, introduced later in Fig. 20.12 and Fig. 20.13. Both 
types of analysis were computed at different times on an hourly basis. We can observe 
that absolute irradiance values slightly decrease with height (Fig. 20.8a) and this is 
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mostly caused by the parallel decrement of the amount of vertical surfaces when we 
move to upper storeys. Anyway, if we normalize results in respect to the areas of re-
lated vertical surfaces, the average irradiation per square metre clearly increases with 
height (Fig. 20.8b). This phenomenon occurs in part also with the analysis of direct 
solar irradiation, whereas here on the upper storeys the percentage of surfaces under 
direct radiation increases again and this is due to the lower reciprocal overshadowing 
by buildings (Fig. 20.8c).   

Beside the calculation on vertical surfaces, the tool computes the irradiance values 
collected on roofs and their solar exposure (light or shadow) on an hourly basis (Fig. 
20. 9 and Fig. 20.10). The chosen case-study area is composed by a very uniform ur-
ban fabric, whereby big gaps in the skyline do not occur. Therefore, roofs are mostly 
interested by proper shadows on pitch slopes opposite the sun and represent in general 
the location where it is easier to collect solar energy. Even if a general quantification 
of irradiance values on roofs is fundamental in order to have a general understanding 
of the passive solar potential of the city, further work should investigate limitations 
concerning solar energy collection occurring at pitched roofs and considering for in-
stance the most efficient way to install solar and/or photovoltaic panels at the 
neighbourhood scale. 

Moreover, polar plots of solar irradiances on vertical surfaces computed for Ge-
neva show the contributions of beam and diffuse irradiance on the site (Fig. 20.11). 
Great part of the solar irradiation collected by vertical urban surfaces is due to diffuse 
irradiance, considering also the fact that the sky is not always clear. In terms of en-
ergy performance, increasing the direct solar contribution on vertical surfaces does 
not bring a consequent improvement of energy collection. It means that we can build 
more compact urban spaces and delegate roofs to collect beam radiation for the pro-
duction of electric energy and/or hot water. Nevertheless, in terms of environmental 
quality in general, assuring a minimum amount of direct solar radiation on each build-
ing is recommendable for increasing the perceived comfort inside buildings. Anyway, 
if we aim at providing sufficient light for living conditions inside indoor spaces, the 
constant diffuse radiation is in most cases satisfactory. Concerning the case study-area 
in central Geneva and according to the irradiations at that latitude, the layout of build-
ings already guarantees good solar radiation. 
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Fig. 20.8. Total irradiance falling on vertical surfaces for the case-study area on the average 
day of December at 10 AM, 12 PM and 2 PM with increasing heights of buildings; from the 
top: (a) absolute irradiances in MW; (b) mean irradiances in W/m2; (c) percentages of vertical 
surfaces subjected to direct radiation



 

Fig. 20.9. From the top: (a) Total irradiance collected by roofs at 8 AM, 10 AM, 12 PM and 
2 PM in the average day for the months of March, June and December  (values are ex-
pressed in MW); (b) Percentage of roof surfaces in light at 8 AM, 10 AM, 12 PM and 2 PM 
in the average day for the months of March, June and December; (c) Mean irradiance col-
lected by roofs at 8 AM, 10 AM, 12 PM and 2 PM in the average day for the months of 
March, June and December  (values are expressed in Watt per square metre) 
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Fig. 20.10. Top view with irradiance values (in W/m2) on roofs at 10 AM in the morning on 
December 10  

 

 

Fig. 20.11. Polar plots of solar irradiances on vertical surfaces for Geneva on the average 
day of June; in black beam radiation, in dark gray diffuse radiation (values are expressed in 
W/m2). From left: irradiances at (a) 8 AM, (b) 10 AM, (c) 12 PM
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6. Visualization of results: 2-D and 3-D displays for communicating results 

According to [8], the acceptability of any visual exploratory system is strictly 
related to its utility (feasibility of the information to be visualized) and its usability 
(cognitive visual interpretation of the 3-D urban models proposed). 

This combination between utility and usability determines the level of accept-
ability among the different users (in particular for architects and urban planners) 
of the proposed 3-D urban models [14]. 

User requirements concerning the utility and usability of 3-D urban models for 
communication and visualization purposes have not yet caused much attention 
within the world of researchers and developers. Thus, for different users and ap-
plications, it is fundamental to clearly distinguish which levels of detail (LOD) 
should be implemented and, based on this classification, which urban objects 
should be or should not be visualized. This filter of criteria is essential, in order to 
avoid too dense and confusing urban scenes.  

The visualization of results here proposed is based on the user requirements 
study undertaken for the city of Geneva, such as presented by [2]. 

The representations of maps indicating the performance of facades on a 2-D-
plot are displayed in Fig. 20.12 and Fig, 20.13: the first accounts the total irradi-
ance (expressed in Watt per square metre) falling on vertical surfaces with increas-
ing heights of buildings; the second plot represents the percentage of facades sub-
jected to direct solar radiation with increasing heights of buildings. These 
synthetic maps reveal themselves to be very immediate because they give an 
omni-comprehensive understanding of irradiation conditions on the entire site. 

For 3-D visualization we used the available model, developed by the DCMO3 
in Geneva. The 3-D urban model of the city of Geneva was constructed using 
many data sources, such as: 2-D vector data, 2.5-D raster data, alphanumerical 
data containing altimetric information about buildings heights, LIDAR and terres-
trial laser data, aerial photos orthorectified and terrestrial photos. We used this 
model to present our analysis of results. Results showed in Fig. 20.14 display the 
average irradiance (expressed in Watt per square metre) falling on each building. 
Irradiance values collected on the facades of each building were divided by the to-
tal area of vertical surfaces, whereby facades that do not receive radiation at all 
were discarded (mostly separation walls between two buildings). Results tend to 
be quite uniform, due to the operation of averaging of irradiation values on all fa-
cades, lighted and shaded.  

 

                                                           
3 DCMO, Direction Cantonale de la Mensuration Officielle, responsible for the 

management of the topographical, cartographical and GIS information of the city 
of Geneva. 
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Fig. 20.12. The mean solar irradiance collected by each facade on the second sto-
rey on December 10 at 12 PM, considering both beam and diffuse contributions.  
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Fig. 20.13. On each facade on the second storey, the percentage of surface interested by di-
rect solar radiation on December 10 at 12 PM is displayed. 
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Fig. 20.14. 3-D visualization of average irradiance values per building (expressed in W/m2) 
on December 10 at 12 AM 

20.6   Conclusions 

In this paper a complete methodology from the extraction of LIDAR data to the 
environmental analysis of urban models and the visualization of results was intro-
duced. Combining different disciplines interfaces and datasets reveal constrains of 
today’s applicability of LIDAR images for the environmental prediction of the ur-
ban form. Hence, a first result is to bring 3-D geography and urban studies to-
gether in a process that goes from data acquisition and processing to urban model-
ling and urban design application. 

Applications of this methodology in urban design and planning are very prom-
ising. In our case study we limit the analysis to the physical built environment, but 
we could extend the investigation to assess the impact of new buildings in the city 
and use the technique for improving design schemes based on an evaluation of 
quantitative indicators before and after changes are introduced. The methodology 
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has been tested for a small case-study area, but calculations can run also at a city 
level if LIDAR data are available. 

The accuracy of results depends mainly on two issues that we tried to over-
come: the quality of input LIDAR data and the constraints of the image processing 
technique of 2.5-D urban surface models. First, in order to enhance the precision 
of LIDAR data, a process of image reconstruction was implemented and a hybrid 
approach that integrates the use of vector building footprints data was proposed in 
order to reconstruct the perimeters of buildings. Second, the use of the image 
processing technique of raster images permits time-saving computation, but 
needed to be improved through multiple slicing of the model to consider different 
shadowing conditions on vertical aligned pixels. In general, the aim is to achieve a 
real understanding of the energetic performance of the urban fabric. Comparative 
studies conducted not only at different times, but also on different sites or on the 
same site introducing changes (like for example a new building or adding one sto-
rey to all buildings) could give more clues for interpreting results. 

As here presented, existing vector digital maps (GIS data) can be used if avail-
able and updated, but outlines of buildings from this source of information should 
be always handled with special care. In fact, the 2-D outlines of buildings foot-
prints do not have to represent the outline of the building roof. Modifications be-
tween GIS data and laser data can have numerous reasons which can not auto-
matically be recognized. Proposals using vector digital maps as input for 2.5-D 
urban surface model interpolation and construction should be attentive of the fact 
that in some cases map information might not give the correct hints about 3-D 
buildings shapes. 

Finally, future work should: 
 

• improve the technique for the construction of the model through a me-
thod for roof segmentation/interpolation, in order to take into account 
more accurately different footprints of buildings and roofs;  

• ameliorate the quality of the urban model with the integration of trees, 
which remains one of the most delicate aspects concerning environ-
mental analysis using 2.5-D urban surface models; 

• optimise the efficiency of the proposed code and consequently intensify-
ing the number of slices on the model; 

• provide a statistical analysis on 2.5-D urban surface models; 
• Investigate the utility and usability of the proposed visualizations out-

puts through users’ evaluation. 
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Chapter 21 
Creation and Error Analysis of High Resolution 
DEM Based on Source Data Sets of Various 
Accuracy 

Jari Pohjola, Jari Turunen, Tarmo Lipping and Ari Ikonen  

Abstract. Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are extensively used as basic com-
ponents of geographic information systems. Our purpose in this study was to 
generate a high-resolution DEM based on available elevation data of varying 
levels of accuracy and reliability. High-resolution DEM can be used as an input 
for modeling landscape development of the Olkiluoto region in Finland, a fu-
ture repository site for spent nuclear fuel. We also generated error models for 
the newly created DEM. Our approach uses thin plate approximation and Monte 
Carlo simulations. Our results show that our proposed framework enables vali-
dation and identification of flaws in various source data sets even if little is 
known a priori about their accuracy. Thin plate approximation is shown to per-
form well in the case of DEM generation. In the case of sparsely and irregularly 
located source measurements, the smoothness of the generated DEM is highly 
dependent on the local interpolation neighbourhood 

21.1   Introduction 

The study presented in this paper was motivated by the need of Posiva Oy, a Finnish 
company responsible for planning repositories for spent nuclear fuel, to model the 
landscape development in the area surrounding a potential site in Olkiluoto [1] (see 
Fig. 21.1). The timescale of the modeling, up to 10,000 years, takes into account both 
the reasonably predictable interglacial terrain development and travel times of hypo-
thetical releases from the repository to the surface in case of a failure. In the Olkiluoto 
area, the current rate of postglacial land uplift is about 6 mm/year. Also, tilting of the 
bedrock occurs because the uplift is faster in the western part of the region. The 
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changes in terrain over time can be predicted by taking the uplift into account [2] 
(Fig. 21.1). 

The accuracy of this kind of landscape development model is normally limited by 
the precision of the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) that lies at the heart of the analy-
sis. Currently, elevation data from various different sources and of variable accuracy 
is available for the region of interest. Our purpose was to create a uniform DEM and 
to evaluate its accuracy (confidence limits) based on the available data. The grid reso-
lution of the final model was chosen to be 2.5 x 2.5 m as a reasonable scale for subse-
quent modelling of hydrological and ecological characteristics. 

DEM is the basic dataset used in most Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and 
therefore its accuracy has been studied intensively by several research groups. The 
source data used to generate DEM usually contains various errors such as those due to 
measurement devices, data transfer, storage and analysis, as well as human errors. In 
[3] several pre-processing phases were applied to reduce the error in source data (con-
tours, spot data, rivers, lakes and reservoirs) before estimating the interpolation para-
meters and generating the final DEM using an iterative process. In [4] two different 
datasets - lidar and satellite radar data - were combined using kriging and variogram 
models, which were subsequently validated with baseline validation data. Bamber et 
al. evaluated the accuracies of two different DEMs that were generated for the An-
tarctic continent using lidar data [5]. The accuracies of the models were evaluated us-
ing the surface slopes as well as the original values of the DEMs. Oksanen et al. com-
pared a DEM model derived from contour data against lidar data and estimated the 
modelling error using variogram and statistical measurements [6]. Sefercik compared 
three different DEM models produced from geodesic measurements, photogramme-
try, and Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data [7]. The author found the photo-
grammetric DEM to be more accurate than the others. 

An important issue related to DEM accuracy is interpolation. It is often desirable 
that the DEM to be used in a GIS be defined on a uniform grid even though the source 
data might be in a very different format - contour lines, for example. Even if the 
source data were defined on a uniform grid (from photogrammetric data sets, for ex-
ample), it might be useful to represent the final DEM at a different resolution either to 
save storage or analysis capacity or to match the DEM to other data sets. In [8] sever-
al aspects related to optimal sampling of a DEM were studied. Chaplot et al. com-
pared several interpolation techniques like Inverse Distance Weighting, Ordinary 
Kriging, Universal Kriging, Multiquadratic Radial Basis Function and Regularized 
Spline with Tension [9]. The results of the different methods varied depending on the 
sampling densities and spatial structure variability. Also in [10] several methods were 
compared to determine optimal landscape visualization. Surface modelling based on 
the Theorem of Surfaces is presented in [11] and compared to traditional methods. 
The method proposed by the authors showed a slight improvement over alternatives. 

Monte Carlo simulations have been used in several studies dealing with the evalua-
tion of DEM accuracy. In [12], a Monte Carlo simulation was used to study the dif-
ferences between two methods of drainage area estimation using a DEM model.  Ok-
sanen et al. and Raaflaub et al. have studied error propagation in a DEM model and its 
derivatives (slope, for example) using Monte Carlo simulations [13, 14]. DEMs were 
varied by adding a simulated random error to the grid points, or otherwise by varying 
the grid points according to some distribution and repeating that process 1000 or 1500 
times. Based on the simulation, several statistical coefficients were calculated. In [15], 
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DEM reconstruction from multi-baseline InSAR data without ground control points 
was analysed and validated using a Monte Carlo simulation. 

 

 

Fig. 21.1. Terrain forecasts for 1000 (left panel) and 8000 (right panel) years, respectively [2]. 
The current land area is shaded and the (newly formed) lakes and rivers are shown in dark grey. 
The square indicates the expected location of the repository containing spent nuclear fuel. 

There exist studies that aim to correct the DEM model after it has been generated. 
Some computational methods produce pits or depressions in the model and the chal-
lenging task is to subsequently separate the artificial depressions from the real ones. 
In [16], an algorithm was proposed that evaluates and fixes erroneous depressions in 
DEM. Grimaldi et. al. proposed a method that corrects errorful pit cells in DEM by 
adjusting the slopes and flow direction in the associated topography [17]. 

In the following sections we first describe the elevation data available from the Ol-
kiluoto research area. Subsequently, we present the framework developed to generate 
a uniform DEM with respective confidence limits. The methods applied include thin 
plate approximation and Monte Carlo simulation. Thereafter, we present and discuss 
the results and highlight certain problems that we encountered in combining different 
data sets. Finally, we draw certain conclusions from the study. 

21.2   Source data sets and analysis methods 

This study focuses on a test area of 1.8 x 1.5 km, while subsequently a similar analy-
sis will be performed on a significantly larger region surrounding the test area. The 
different source data sets available from the test area are described in Table 21.1 (see 
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also Fig. 21.2 for the spatial distribution of the data).  An offset was added to the 
source data values to correct for the 6 mm/year land uplift. To perform Monte Carlo 
simulation, the error in the source data had to be modelled. As none of the data pro-
viders could give reliable and accurate error models for their data, we assumed the er-
ror to be normally distributed in all cases. Different error variances or confidence lim-
its were assigned to different data sets according to the data specifications and what 
was known about the acquisition methods (Table 21.1). 

Table 21.1. Description of the source data sets. The Finnish National Land Survey provided er-
ror measure for their data set; the 95% confidence limits for the other data sets were derived 
from what was known about the measurement method. 

 
Data set Year of 

assessment 

Spatial dis-

tribution  

Data error model 

© Finnish National 

Land Survey data 

1997 Contour lines Standard deviation: 

139 cm [18] 

Combined eleva-

tion data by private 

consulting office 

Based on data 

from 1991, 1995 

10 x 10 m. 

grid 

95 % conf. limit: 

200 cm 

Seismic measure-

ments 

2001 – 2005 Points on 

straight lines 

95 % conf. limit: 

100 cm  

2006 – 2007 95 % conf. limit: 

60 cm 

Acoustic-seismic 

measurements 

2000 Individual 

points  

95 % conf. limit: 

400 cm  

Sonar measure-

ments of sea areas 

2007 Cloud of 

points 

95 % conf. limit: 

100 cm  

Prismarit Oy data 2001 Individual 

points 

95 % conf. limit: 

2 cm  
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Fig. 21.2. Spatial distribution of the source data. The data provided by Prismarit Oy 
are shown by star-shaped signs. The 10 x 10 grid data are shown by smaller dots as 
otherwise it would hide the whole area. 

21.3   DEM Interpolation 

There are several methods for DEM surface interpolation. We considered the follow-
ing methods, all of which are based on a set of data points in the surrounding area of 
the grid point to be evaluated: linear interpolation, parabolic fit, triangle based cubic 
interpolation, inverse distance weighting of orders 1, 2 and 3 (IDW1, IDW2 and 
IDW3, respectively), mean, median, and thin plate approximation. The accuracy and 
performance of the ordinary kriging method was similar to that of the IDW and there-
fore it was not included in the test set. As no accurate elevation data was available for 
reference, the behaviour of the aforementioned interpolation methods was evaluated 
by removing 20% of the source data points and checking the interpolated data values 
against the original measurements at these locations. Since there was an indication 
that the 10 x 10 m. grid source data was unreliable, this data set was left out while 
testing the interpolation methods. 1972 points in total were used to evaluate the 
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methods were evaluated and each point was interpolated using its 30 closest neigh-
bours. The resulting error distributions are shown in Fig. 21.3. The 95% confidence 
limits as well as the proportion of points where the estimation error exceeded the ±2m 
limits are shown in Table 21.2 for all the methods. 

Table 21.2. The results of testing the interpolation methods. 

Interpolation
method 

95 % confidence limit 
(lower; upper; total)  
in meters 

Number (percentage) of errors 
exceeding -2.0 … 2.0 m limits 
(lower; upper) 

Linear -1.41;  1.36;  2.77 16 (0.81%); 15 (0.76%)

Parabolic -3.45;  2.15;  5.60 165 (8.37%); 56 (2.84%)

Cubic -0.84;  1.84;  2.68 33 (1.67%); 39 (1.98%)

IDW1 -2.80;  1.96;  4.76 109 (5.53%); 41 (2.08%)

IDW2 -2.56;  1.65;  4.21 87 (4.41%); 29 (1.47%)

IDW3 -2.56;  1.57;  4.13 95 (4.82%); 28 (1.42%)

Mean -3.36;  2.36;  5.72 154 (7.81%); 62 (3.14%)

Median -2.76;  2.56;  5.32 258 (13.08%); 150 (7.61%) 

Thin plate -1.53;  1.24;  2.77 21 (1.06%); 18 (0.91%)

 
The test results show that the linear, cubic and thin plate approximations give the 

narrowest confidence limits while, somewhat surprisingly, the results for the IDW 
methods are significantly worse. The drawback of the cubic approximation method is 
the generation of some large outliers. It is clear that the results of this kind of compar-
ison depend on the landscape profile as well as on the spatial distribution of the data 
points and can therefore be considered only indicative. However, in addition to the 
test results, our choice to use the thin plate approximation method was based on the 
intrinsic properties of the method. The surface generated by the thin plate method can 
have several minima and maxima and is thus capable of following the natural land-
scape better than most of the other methods. Unlike certain other advanced interpola-
tion techniques, like tensor product splines, for example, the thin plate method does 
not place restrictions on the spatial distribution of the source data. 
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Fig. 21.3. Error distributions for the tested interpolation algorithms. 

The thin plate smoothing spline approximation method employs a commonly used 
basis function for representing coordinate mappings. It minimizes the weighted sum: 
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where E( f ) is an error of the form: 
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and R( f ) is a roughness measure of the estimated surface: 
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Here Dif denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to the i-th component of f. The 
value of the smoothing parameter p lies between 0 and 1, and is chosen by the user 
[19, 20]. The closer the value is to 1, the more strictly the approximated surface fol-
lows the source data points. If p = 0, linear approximation is used, i.e., the approxi-
mating surface is flat. 
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21.4   Monte Carlo simulation  

To evaluate the error of the newly generated high resolution DEM grid, 5000 instan-
tiations of the thin plate surface approximation were generated using 5000 instantia-
tions of each source data point in the neighbourhood of the particular high resolution 
DEM grid point. The source data instantiations were generated consistent with the as-
signed error distributions given in Table 21.1. The 5000 versions of the thin plate sur-
face approximation yielded an error distribution for the new high resolution DEM. It 
was subsequently possible to evaluate the elevation values on the new grid as mean, 
median or maximum over these distributions. In our simulations, all three estimation 
approaches gave very similar values. 

An important element of the method is the definition of the neighbourhood over 
which the thin plate approximation is achieved. To find the optimal number of neigh-
bours, simulations were performed showing that the approximation error started to in-
crease if fewer than 20 source data points were employed. However, the increase was 
not very sharp. Even more important was the spatial distribution of the source data 
points belonging to the neighbourhood. In some simulations, it occurred that at the lo-
cations where plenty of source data points were available in a certain direction mov-
ing away from a particular high resolution grid point, and none were available in other 
directions. In such cases, the approximation results were poor. 

Another problem was evident at locations where there was a change in the set that 
defined the neighbourhood. Even if the change was tiny and involved only a single 
source data point, the approximation result changed significantly. In the generated 
DEM surface this phenomenon manifested itself as a scar-like artifact (see Fig. 21.5, 
lower left panel). Therefore, an algorithm was developed whereby the probability dis-
tribution of each grid point could be estimated based on data from four different 
neighbourhoods (Fig. 21.4). The neighbourhoods are based on 25 x 25 m rectangular 
areas, the centrepoints of which are marked by A, B, C, and D in the figure. In each 
neighbourhood, a search for the source data points is performed in 8 directions (the 
wedges corresponding to the directions are marked by numbers 1…8 in neighbour-
hood A in Fig. 21.4). The search area is extended to longer distances from the centre 
of the neighbourhood until at least two data points are found in each wedge. If the 
overall number of data points in this extended area exceeds 400, points located further 
away from the centre are eliminated from most densely populated wedges. 5000 ap-
proximations are then calculated based on the instantiations of the remaining source 
data points according to their a priori distributions. This procedure is repeated for all 
four neighbourhoods. 

As a result, four distributions were obtained for each grid point in the shaded area, 
each of which was based on the 5000 instantiations corresponding to different neigh-
bourhoods. The final error distribution was calculated as the weighted sum of these 
four distributions with the weights determined by the second order IDW with respect 
to the centres of the corresponding neighbourhoods. 

A computer cluster was used to implement the aforementioned overlapping neigh-
bourhoods algorithm. We estimate that using 23 computers with clock rates ranging 
from 1 to 3.2 GHz the calculation of the high resolution DEM for the area shown in 
Fig. 21.2 took approximately 30 hours. The calculation time can easily be reduced by 
decreasing the number of instantiations in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Fig. 21.4. Schematic of the neighborhood selection algorithm in the case of multiple overlap-
ping neighborhoods. 

21.5   Results and discussion 

In the course of our research, we created methods to generate high resolution DEM 
models with various parameters and using different data sets. In this section we 
present our results. 

The upper left panel of Fig. 21.5 shows the model that employed the 10 x 10 m 
grid source data and the seismic measurements data (see Table 21.1). As the 10 x 10 
m source data had the highest resolution, we considered it the most reliable in the par-
ticular test area. Different from Table 21.1, a 95% confidence limit of 1 m was as-
signed to the a priori probability density of the data in this simulation. A neighbour-
hood of 15 data points was considered sufficient and the smoothing parameter was set 
to 0.99. These choices were justified as the data was defined on a relatively high den-
sity regular grid. It can be seen in the figure that there is a clear discrepancy between 
the 10 x 10 m grid dataset and the seismic measurements, indicated by small ‘moun-
tain’ ranges or by series of ‘valleys’ corresponding to the lines along which seismic 
measurements were taken. A more detailed comparison was therefore performed to 
evaluate the accuracy of the 10x10 m grid source data. 

In the upper right panel and lower left panel of Fig. 21.5 are shown the DEM mod-
els employing only the 10 x 10 m grid source data and employing all the available da-
ta sets except the 10 x 10 m grid data. In the case of using only the 10 x 10 m grid da-
ta, strong staircase-like behaviour can be seen. This indicates that although the data is 
defined on a fine grid, the majority of the data points are obviously derived from a 
small number of measurements, probably by interpolation. Relatively large flat areas 
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also indicate that the reliability of the data might not be as good as was initially sug-
gested. The number of neighbours used in these simulations was 20...30. 

On the DEM model of the lower left panel no such staircase-like behaviour can be 
seen. Looking at Fig. 21.2 it is obvious that if the 10 x 10 m grid data were discarded, 
the sparseness and irregular locations of the data points would pose a problem. This 
tends to cause scar-like texturing in the DEM model (seen in the valley at the lower 
left of the corresponding panel, for example). Increasing the minimum number of 
neighbours to 70 in these simulations only slightly addressed this problem. 

The lower right panel of Fig. 21.5 presents the DEM model generated using the 
method of overlapping neighbourhoods, as illustrated in Fig. 21.4. It can be seen that 
the scar-like artefact is no longer present while the steep slopes of the landscape are 
preserved.  

Fig. 21.6 shows a cross-sectional view of the error models of the resulting high 
resolution DEMs. The cross-section is analysed between the locations (61° 13' 47'' N, 
21° 28' 27'' E) and (61° 14' 37'' N, 21° 28' 28'' E) (see the right panel of the figure). 
The error models from top to bottom on the left side of the figure correspond to the 
DEMs of the upper right, lower left, and lower right panels of Fig. 21.5, respectively. 
The dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence limit of the error models. 

The staircase-like behaviour as well as flat areas in the model based on the 10x10 
m grid source data (uppermost window in Fig. 21.6) can be seen in the cross section 
as well as in the corresponding DEM surface. The confidence limit of the error mod-
els based on various data sets fluctuates greatly depending on how close to the cross-
section the original data points are and their respective accuracies. At the locations 
where the confidence interval is extremely narrow (the resulting DEM is highly relia-
ble), the cross-section passes through the measurement points provided by Prismarit 
Oy. As can be seen from Table 21.1, these data are known to be very reliable. Careful 
inspection of the curves indicates that there exist some sharp discontinuities seen, for 
example in the valley between 1100 and 1350 m in the middle window. Other errone-
ous data caused by the scar-like artefacts are smoothed out in the curves shown in the 
lower window. 

In DEM generation using the thin plate approximation method an important role is 
played by the smoothing parameter. In the vicinity of steep slopes the method tends to 
generate overshoots. This effect can be seen especially well in the upper left panel of 
Fig. 21.5 near the (probably erroneous) high peaks in an otherwise flat area. We ad-
dressed the problem by making the smoothing parameter adaptive consistent with the 
standard deviation of the source data values in the neighbourhood. More specifically, 
if the standard deviation was high, the smoothing parameter would be relaxed (i.e., 
the approximation process was guided towards smoother surfaces) so that the approx-
imation algorithm did not struggle to follow each source data value exactly. This new 
scheme was used in all the other models except that of the upper left panel of Fig. 
21.5. It is clear that the overshooting effect was reduced significantly. 
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Fig. 21.5. High resolution DEM obtained using various methods and data sets. Upper left 
panel: DEM based on 10 x 10 m grid source data and seismic measurements, fixed neighbour-
hood of >15 data points is used; upper right panel: DEM based on 10 x 10 m grid source data 
only, fixed neighbourhood of 20...30 neighbours is used; lower left panel: DEM based on all 
source data sets described in Table 21.1 except the 10x10 grid data, fixed neighbourhood of 
>70 data points in used; lower right panel: DEM based on all source data sets described in Ta-
ble 21.1 except the 10x10 grid data, the algorithm of overlapping neighbourhoods is used. Cen-
tre part of the test area (varying slightly from panel to panel) is shown in the figure. The height 
differences of the landscape are exaggerated for visual purposes. 
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Fig. 21.6. Cross-sectional view (311 points) of the error models of the generated high resolu-
tion DEMs. 
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21.6   Conclusions 

This paper presented a method for generating fine resolution DEM based on source 
data of various resolutions and accuracies. The error model of the DEM was also ex-
plored through the application of Monte Carlo simulations. The overall results indi-
cate that the applied thin plate approximation method works well for generating 
DEMs even when the source data are sparse and irregular. In this case the selection of 
the source data points forming the neighbourhood for the interpolation procedure is of 
great importance. Even leaving out or adding a single data point to the neighbourhood 
can cause discontinuities in the model. Therefore a method of combining four over-
lapping neighbourhoods and taking into account the spatial distribution of the source 
data was developed and shown to provide smooth and reliable DEMs. 

It is quite common to have various kinds of elevation data available from a specific 
area for which one wishes to obtain a uniform DEM. Usually the error model of the 
source data is not given or is specified very loosely using a statement like ‘the mea-
surements probably are within n metres.’ The framework developed in this paper 
enables us to obtain a high resolution DEM together with a meaningful error model. 
Our error models should not be treated as 100% accurate, however, because the a pri-
ori error models of the source data sets were based on educated guesswork rather than 
on reliable specifications.  

However, our results confirm that our proposed framework enables cross-
validation of various source data sets even if little is known about their true reliability. 
Our work allows us to conduct simulations that assign different confidence limits to 
the available source data sets.  

As of this writing, calculations are ongoing to obtain high resolution DEM of an 
area that measures 20 x 30 km and that surrounds the test area shown in Fig. 21.2. 
Our future work will apply this DEM to landscape modelling. The sensitivity of the 
landscape models to errors in the underlying DEM will be assessed. We also plan to 
compare our results with laser scanned data, which will hopefully be acquired in near 
future. This comparison will give us better insights into the properties and reliability 
of the DEM generation methods proposed in our research to date. 
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Chapter 22 
A Topological Analysis Method for 3D Geo-Entities 
Structured as Hexahedron Tessellations 

GUO Jiateng and WU Lixin  

Abstract. Topological spatial relationships are at the core of geographical in-
formation system, especially 3D GIS. The design of suitable models and me-
thods for querying and analyzing topological relationships among spatial ob-
jects remains an unsolved problem and is the subject of substantial research. 
Unfortunately, most modern models and methods support only topological 
analysis for geographical objects that can be represented using simple 2D re-
gions and lines. These approaches are not sufficient to address the complexity 
of real 3D geo-entities.  This paper introduces a new method for 3D topological 
analysis. Our approach is an improvement over the nine-intersection model. We 
propose redefining the original interior, boundary and exterior on the basis of 
sixfold connectivity as represented by a hexahedron. We use SQL to compute 
the resulting model matrix. The approach to mapping from a quantitative com-
puted result matrix to a qualitative topological relation is discussed in detail. 
Our research offers contributions in the areas of topological analysis models 
and methods for representing 3D geo-entities for spatial querying and analysis.  

22.1   Introduction 

In recent years, interest has grown in geographic information systems (GIS) that can 
manage huge volumes of 3D spatial data. However, almost all available systems do 
not support three dimensional (3D) topological querying and analysis. As a result, the 
capabilities of modern GIS are severely limited. With continued development of our 
understanding of human cognition and behavior, researchers have gradually refocused 
their attention from the two dimensional (2D) plane to 3D space and from the Earth’s 
surface to underground scenarios. The variety and complexity of underground 3D 
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geo-entities cannot be adequately modeled and analyzed with simple geometric fea-
tures and 2D topology. Several topological relationship frameworks [1, 4, 14] and 
many 3D topological data models [6, 8, 9, 10, 13] for representing topological rela-
tionships have been proposed over the past two decades. Substantial research effort 
has been deployed to represent 3D topological relationships [2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 15]. 
The 9-intersection framework has proved very useful for almost all GIS data models. 
However, there are some limitations of this approach, such as the fact that it is often 
difficult to define an infinite exterior. In this paper, we attempt to make this frame-
work applicable and computable by redefining the original exterior of a geo-entity. 
Our improved 9-I model performed much better in representing a gradual change of 
attributes between adjacent geo-entities. Our results suggest that the 9-intersection 
model cannot directly be used for geo-entity topological analyses without improve-
ments. In this paper, a new model based on the 9-I model is proposed and applied to 
querying and analyzing topological relationships for 3D geo-entities that are struc-
tured as hexahedron tessellations. The new model definition, the computational me-
thod and the rules that define mappings between the computed result model matrix 
and topological relationships are described in detail.  

22.2   Jordan Curve Based on Six-Connectivity 
Neighborhood 

The Jordan curve is the fundamental basis of point-set topology that serves as the 
foundation for the 9-I framework. In Jordan curve theory, a closed curve partitions the 
plane into two parts: an infinite region and a finite one. Based on this theory, a geo-
object and its topological space can be partitioned into three zones: the interior, the 
boundary and the exterior. In 3D raster space, the core problem is how to define the 
Jordan curve (surface). The neighborhood of hexahedrons must first be defined in or-
der to formalize the connectivity between adjacent hexahedrons, after which a geo-
object structured from multiple hexahedrons can be partitioned into corresponding 
components within the 9-Intersection framework[12-16]. 

In 3D space IR3, supposing that X is a hexahedron cell of IR3, then for arbitrary x (i, 
j, k) ∈ IR3, the 6 neighborhoods (face-connected hexahedrons), 18 neighborhoods 
(edge-connected hexahedrons) and 26 neighborhoods (vertex-connected hexahedrons) 
are respectively defined in Fig. 22.1 and Fig. 22.2. 

In Fig 22.1, T indicates Top, B is Bottom, W refers to West, N stands for North, 
and E indicates East. 

 
Fig. 22.1. The 3*3*3 neighborhood of a raster cell (P. K. SAHA, 1996) 

N6 (x) = {TP, BP, N, S, W, E}; 
N18 (x) = {TN, N, BN, NW, NE, TW, TP, TE, W, E, BW, BP, BE, TS, SW, S, SE, 

BS}; 
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Fig. 22.2.  N
6
, N

18
 and N

26
 model in 3D raster space 

N26 (x) = {TNW, TN, TNE, NW, N, NE, BNW, BN, BNE, TW, TP, TE, W, E, 
BW, BP, BE,TSW, TS, TSE, SW, S, SE, BSW, BS, BSE}. 

N6 neighborhood is chosen in this paper for more compact relation between adja-
cent regular hexahedrons.  

22.3   Topological Analysis Model 

22.3.1   Definition of Interior and Boundary 

According to the N6 neighborhood as defined above, cells from a 3D raster entity can 
be partitioned into two parts: the interior and the boundary. With the N6 model, for 
each cell (termed e) of a 3D raster entity (E), if any cell of its N6 is not a member cell 
of E, then this raster cell e is defined as a boundary cell of E. The collection of these 
boundary cells defines the boundary of the entity, w, which is referred to as the six 
neighborhood boundary (B6): 

 

B6 = {e | e∈ E, ∃ x∈ N6 (e), x∉E}. (1) 

 
By contrast, for each cell (named as e) of a 3D raster entity (named as E), if all the 

cells of its N6 are member cells of E, then this raster cell e is defined as an interior cell 
of E. The entire collection of these interior cells composes the interior of the entity, 
which we term the six neighborhood interior (I6): 

 

I6 = {e | e∈ E, ∀ x∈ N6 (e), x∈ E}. 
(2) 

22.3.2   Definition of K-Order Six-Connectivity Neighborhood 

In order to codify attribute relevancy between a certain Geo-entity and its neighboring 
Geo-entities, the spatial relationship between them must first be analyzed. In this 
paper, the k-order buffers of a Geo-entity generated using six-connectivity are termed 

the k-order six-neighborhood (E k
6 ) and they are defined as follow: 
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1. E 1
6  can be defined based on I6 and B6, which is the collection of the N6 cells of B6 

that are not member cells of I6 and B6; 

1. E 2
6  can be defined based on E1

6 , which is the collection of the N6 cells of E 1
6  that 

are not member cells of 1-order N6 closure (the Geo-entity itself and its E 1
6 ); 

2.  E k
6  can be defined based on E 1

6
−k , which is the collection of the N6 cells of 

E 1
6

−k that are not member cells of (k-1)-order N6 closure (the Geo-entity itself and 

its E 1
6 , E 2

6 … E 1
6

−k ). 

As shown in Fig. 22.3, a vector Geo-entity which is surrounded by 114 triangles 
was transformed into a 3D raster Geo-entity which comprises 1652 regular hexahe-

drons. According to the definition of E k
6 , this Geo-entity has the following parame-

ters: I6 (992 cells), B6 (660 cells), E1
6 (792 cells) and 1-order closure (2444 cells). 

 

 
Fig. 22.3. The 1-order N6 closure of a 3D raster entity (a. vector entity; b. raster enti-
ty; c. the I6 and B6 of raster entity; d. 1-order N6 closure) 

22.3.3   K-order 6 Neighborhoods-based 9-intersection model 

A new topological relationship analysis model based on the 9-intersection model is 
presented and is termed the k-order six neighborhoods-based 9-intersection model 
(K6N9-I model). According to this model, the original interior, boundary and exterior 

of the 9-I approach are replaced with I6, B6 and E k
6  respectively. The new model is as 

follows: 
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Where 
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kA6  = the k-order N6 of Geo-entity A 

6A∂ = the 6-connectivity boundary of Geo-entity A 
°
6A = the 6-connectivity interior of Geo-entity A 
kB6 = the k-order N6 of Geo-entity B 

6B∂ = the 6-connectivity boundary of Geo-entity B 
°
6B = the 6-connectivity interior of Geo-entity B 

22.4   Computation Method for Model Matrix 

22.4.1   Data Structure for Geo-entity 

Geo-entities are stored in the database using two tables. 

22.4.1.1   Spatial Field Information Table 

This table stores information about the spatial field that contains the geo-entities. It 
mainly describes the dimensions of the geo-entities, the coordinate scope of the spa-
tial field, the starting base point of the geo-entities, and the hexahedron cell count of 
the geo-entities. The table structure is as follows. 

Table 22.1. Spatial Field Information Table (SpatialFieldInfo) 

Field 
Name Data Type Description 

StartX double Minimum x coordinate of the spatial field where geo-
entities locate 

StartY double Minimum y coordinate of the spatial field where geo-
entities locate 

StartZ double Minimum z coordinate of the spatial field where geo-
entities locate 

EndX double Maximum x coordinate of the spatial field where geo-
entities locate 

EndY double Maximum y coordinate of the spatial field where geo-
entities locate 

EndZ double Maximum z coordinate of the spatial field where geo-
entities locate 

DimX float X dimension of hexahedron cell
DimY float Y dimension of hexahedron cell
DimZ float Z dimension of hexahedron cell
CountX long Hexahedron cell count in x direction
CountY long Hexahedron cell count in y direction
CountZ long Hexahedron cell count in z direction
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22.4.1.2.   Geo-entity Information Table 

This table stores all the hexahedron cells associated with each geo-entity; every cell 
The table is structured as follows. 

Table 22.2. Geo-entity Information Table (GeoentityInfo) 

Field Name Data Type Description
ID long Index for each hexahedron cell in the spatial field 
XID long Index at X direction for hexahedron cell
YID long Index at Y direction for hexahedron cell
ZID long Index at Z direction for hexahedron cell
Geo-entity varchar ID list of geo-entities that occupy the hexahedron cell 

 
For example, one table record contains the follow line: 

53922, 43, 25, 7, (4_B)(5_I)(3_1)(6_1) 
The above expression means that a hexahedron cell identified by code 53992 is the 

43rd cell in the x direction, the 25th in the y direction, the 7th in the z direction. This 
cell is within the boundary region defined by geo-entity 4, it is an interior cell of geo-
entity 5, and it is linked to the 1-order N6 cell of geo-entity 3 and the 1-order N6 cell of 
geo-entity 6. 

22.4.2   Computation Method 

In Table 22.2, the data field GEO-ENTITY is used to record the ID and the compo-
nent type (Interior, Boundary and Exterior) of geo-entities which occupy the hexahe-
dron cell.  
This data field must be extensible to accommodate the reality that a new geo-object 

can be added to the database at any time and that a hexahedron cell may be associated 
with several geo-entities and with multiple components. Accordingly, the data type 
VARCHAR was selected.  
We used the LIKE query term to compute the intersection set of the model matrix. 

Table 22.3. SQL for Model Computation 

Model Matrix 
Element SQL 

kk BA 66 I  
select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_1)%(B_1)%’ 

kBA 66 I∂  select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_B)%(B_1)%’ 

kBA 66 I
°  

select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_I)%(B_1)%’ 

66 BAk ∂I  
select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_1)%(B_B)%’ 

66 BA ∂∂ I  select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_B)%(B_B)%’ 

record is indexed using a 3D identification code. 
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66 BA ∂° I  
select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_I)%(B_B)%’ 

°
66 BAk I  

select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_1)%(B_I)%’ 

°∂ 66 BA I  select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_B)%(B_I)%’ 

°°
66 BA I  

select count(*) from GeoentityInfo where Geo-entity like 
‘%(A_I)%(B_I)%’ 

22.5   Mapping Regulation from Quantitative Result to 
Qualitative Topological Relations 

Table 22.4. Topological relationships based on count of model element content 
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Where 
denotation “+” means that the count of model element content is non-zero; 
denotation “0” means that the count of model element content is zero; 
denotation “?” means that the count of model element can be ignored. 
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22.6   Experimental System of Topological Queries 

An experimental system for 3D topological query and analysis based on the K6N9-I 
Model was developed using the Visual C++ programming language and SQL (Struc-
tured Query Language). The content and count of each model element was computed, 
and the count and content of each model element were respectively as shown in the 
compute dialog and view dialog boxes (Fig. 22.5). 
The set that represents the intersection of geo-entity 5 and geo-entity 3 is computed 

as follows: 
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 in Table 22.4, which suggests that the 
topological relationship between them is that the boundary of geo-entity 5 intersects 
with the interior of geo-entity 3, and vice versa.  

 

Fig. 22.4. Compute dialog and view dialog boxes for the 3D topological relationship 
analysis system. 

22.7   Conclusions 

In this paper, a new 9-intersection model (K6N9-I model) is presented based on the 
traditional 9-I model. In order to make the 9-I model applicable to geo-entities struc-
tured as regular hexahedrons, the interior, the boundary and the exterior were re-

defined as I6, B6 and E k
6  consistent with a 6-neighborhood hexahedron-based model. 

Our testing proves that the K6N9-I model can be applied to generate topological rela-
tionship querying engines and to perform analyses of geo-entities in raster space. A 
computationally tractable method for topological querying and analysis based on SQL 
is presented. Our experimental analysis shows that the topological analysis model can 
be used for topological relationship queries and for the analysis of 3D raster geo-
entities. Our work suggests that it can also be applied for codifying relationship me-
trics, direction relationships and other parameters. 
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The K value and hexahedron scale are two import factors associated with the 

K6N9-I model. However, only 1-order N6 (E
1
6 ) of a Geo-entity was generated in this 

paper. In future research, K will be tuned to different values to study refined topologi-
cal relationships and K-order-based neighborhood relationships between geo-entities. 
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Chapter 23 
Constraint-based Generation and Visualization  
of 3D City Models 

Volker Coors, Karina Hünlich and Giwon On  

Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new concept for modelling 3D buildings 
by a set of constraints using the generative modelling language (sorry, another 
GML). The main advantage of GML is that the building is not fixed but can in-
teractively be changed by the user within the given constraints. One application 
of this concept is the 3D visualization of a zoning map or master plan for public 
participation. At zoning map level, a building geometry is not precisely defined 
yet but some legally binding constraints are given. With the proposed approach 
a 3D urban model can be generated based on the zoning map. In addition, the 
user can interactively modify buildings and explore variations within the given 
constraints. 

23.1   Introduction 

In this paper, we propose a 3D city model where a building model is not defined by a 
static geometry but by a set of constraints. The building geometry itself can be inter-
actively modified by the user with in given constraints.  

State of the art 3D urban models usually represent the current status of a city. In 
contrast, the proposed approach supports a constraint-based interactive visualization 
of planned changes of the city in the (near) future. These future developments are 
usually documented in a Master plan or zoning map. In Germany, a zoning map de-
fines legally binding regulation for a new build up area. Public participation is an es-
sential part during the development of a zoning map. Within the VEPs project 
(http://www.veps3d.org) the possibilities of internet-based 3D-Visualization and ePar-
ticipation have been explored [5, 6, 7]. It turned out that 3D visualization improves 
the understanding of spatial relationships especially for the “Joe Public”, a user group 
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usually not involved in any planning activities. Based on this experience, we have fur-
ther developed the idea of using an interactive 3D visualization for eParticipation es-
pecially for the “Joe Public” user group on zoning map level.  

However, heterogeneity of the IT-systems used in the area of urban planning, the 
lack of a standardised data format for the exchange of these plans, actually interferes 
with the development of services, supporting the generation, legislation, modification, 
and usage of such plans. Within the XPlanning project (http://www.xplanung.de) a 
common XML-based data interchange format (XPlanGML) is specified to overcome 
this interoperability issues.  

In this paper, a new concept for generating and visualizing a 3D city model based 
on XPlanGML, is proposed. The biggest challenge to create such a 3D city model is 
to show the degrees of freedom within the zoning map regulations. A simple visuali-
zation with static building geometry will be misleading and will not be very helpful 
for the planning and participation process.  

As it is not possible to model a building by constraint within the usual data models 
such as CityGML [15], the generative modelling language  
(GML, http://www.generative-modeling.org) was chosen to describe the 3D city 
model. The resulting city model derived from a XPlanGML zoning map does not only 
show a possible building area but also gives the user the possibility to change the 
building geometry and location within the given constraints of the corresponding zon-
ing map. 

The paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the related work 
in 3D urban modelling and a short overview of the generative modelling language. 
The conceptual mapping of the legally binding zoning map elements to GML is ex-
plained in chapter 3. The following chapter 4 gives some details on the implementa-
tion of this concept based on the CityServer3D framework.The paper ends with some 
conclusions in chapter 5. 

23.2   Related Works 

Traditionally, a 3D city model is created using cadastral information, aerial images 
and airborne laser scanning. With cadastral data only, it is possible to automatically 
create a block model by extruding ground plans. Building height can be estimated by 
available attribute data such as number of storey and average height of a storey. In 
addition, semi-automatic analysis of aerial images and/or laser scan data leads to roof 
structures with exact building heights and detailed roof shape [2]. Using these tech-
niques, the resulting 3D city model represents the real city as it is today, or more pre-
cisely as it was at the point of time when the data capturing was done. The main aim 
of a 3D urban model in many german cities is a more or less accurate representation 
of the current building geometry and related urban features like vegetation, street fur-
niture et al. These 3D urban models will provide a 3D digital snapsot of a current 
situation of a city and give fundamental information for environmental simulations, 
planning scenarios and navigation purposes.  

On the other hand, in computer graphics procedural techniques have been devel-
oped to create 3D city models of imaginary cities. These models are used for enter-
tainment purposes as well as cultural heritage. For example, [9] used a procedural ap-
proach to create a 3D model of the ancient city of Pompeii as well as future suburbia 
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models. In this case, the city model is generated by a formal grammar to generate 
streets, buildings and façade textures. [1] combine 3D city models created by ex-
truded ground plans and procedural techniques to refine the building geometry and to 
generate façade textures. 

While procedural techniques have the potential to create the shape of a future city 
based on zoning map regulations and constraints, it will result in just one city model. 
However, the zoning map does not precisely define the shape of a building but just 
gives some constraints. A city model representing a zoning map should be able to ex-
press these degrees of freedom and possible variations.  

23.2.1   Generative Modelling Language 

The GML is a stack-based, interpreted programming language which is very similar 
to Adobe’s PostScript, but without any of the 2D layout operators. Its main purpose is 
to serve as a low-level language for the description of procedural shapes. The GML 
differs from other low-level shape representations in that a shape is understood as the 
result of a sequence of operations instead of just a bunch of geometric primitives like 
triangles [4]. 

An absolute advantage of GML is Gizmo. A Gizmo is a 3D object that is artifi-
cially put into a scene to represent an operation, such as a parameter change or a 
switch. The Gizmo can be added to 3D-objects, but it doesn’t belong to the object. By 
using Gizmos, an object can be interactively changed. Two Gizmos which are mainly 
used within our work for modelling the dynamic buildings are linear slider and switch 
ball. These two Gizmos have the same set-up process, i.e., can be initialised by three 
call back functions (click, drag and release).  

 
:dict :sliders 5.0 /std8hi 

 { A A B midpoint 2pt (1.5,0,0) }       // Click 

 { /A slider-point def model-update } // Drag 

 { }                                                      // Release 

 Gizmos.slider-linear  
 

Fig. 23.1. Example of the linear slider 

A linear slider is defined by three vectors: the first vector represents the point, 
which can be moved, the second vector is the minimal point and the last vector sets 
the direction and length. Within the drag function, the new value of the variable is de-
fined by the variable slider-point, which represents always the actual value. Fig. 23.1 
shows a linear slider which enables the point A to be moved from the midpoint of A 
and B on a vector with length 1.5 in the x-direction. The point A will be redefined 
every time in the drag-function. The command model-update initiates a new rendering 
of the model. 

The switch ball is similar to the linear slider, but the release function is more im-
portant. Within the click function only one value must be defined, i.e., the point where 
the switch ball is. The release function contains what will be happened when the ball 
was clicked. Fig. 23.2 shows an example of the switch ball, in which the roof type 
changes when the switch-ball is clicked. 
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:hausdict :sliders 20 
/std9hi 

 { A } 

 {  } 

 { /dachform dachform 1  

    add def model-update  

 } Probado-Demo.Tools. 

    Gizmos.switch-ball    

Fig. 23.2. Example of the switch ball. 

23.3   Constraint-based modelling of buildings 

In Germany the zoning map is legally binding and a fundamental step in a planning 
process within a build environment. It does not define a specific building geometry 
but some rules and restrictions such as the maximum height of a building, roof shape, 
and maximum size of the building area. Two fundamental numbers are the site occu-
pancy index (GRZ) and the floor-space index (GFZ). GRZ defines an upper bound for 
the ratio of building area GR and plot area G: 

 

GRZ
G
GR ≤  

(1) 

 
The height of a building is limited by the floor-space index GFZ. It defines the ra-

tio of plot area G and the building area GR times the number of full storeys #VG: 
 

GFZ
G

VGGR ≤⋅#
 

(2) 

 
In addition, the zoning map defines a so called Baufenster, which is the part of the 

plot area where the building has to be built in. The building should not overlap this 
Baufenster.     

Based on the zoning map, the variations of a building can not be described by a 
fixed geometry but an infinite set of geometries that do not validate the rules given in 
the zoning map. 
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23.3.1   Parameters and constraints for a building model 

A simple building with rectangular planar ground plan is given by a 6-tupel (Pg, wg, lg, 
hg, r) where  

 
• Pg defines a reference point, for example the location of the lower left corner of the 

ground plan, 
• wg and lg define the length and the width of the ground plan, 
• hg  is the height of the building (excluding roof), 
• r is the roof.  
 

The roof itself is given by a set of parameters depending on the roof style sr. Cur-
rently, flat, gable and lean-to roof are supported: 

 

},,{ LEANGABLEFLATsr ∈  (3) 

 
Gable and lean-to roof are specified by the roof pitch α , the height of the roof hr , 

and the crown direction dr. In case of a gable roof, the crown direction is parallel to 
the width or length side of the building. For a lean-to roof, the crown direction is one 
of the four boundary lines of the ground plan: 
 

( )
( )⎩
⎨
⎧

∈
∈

=
},{,,,,

}{,,

maxmin LEANGABLEsds
FLATshs

r
rrr

rrr

αα
 

(4) 

 
Under the assumption that both the Ground plan and the Baufenster are rectangles, 

wg and lg define the length and the width of the ground plan, and wb and lb length and 
width of the Baufenster.  

 

 

Fig. 23.3. The Ground floor has to be completely inside the Baufenster as defined in the zoning 
map. 

The lower left corner of the ground floor geometry is given by a vector pr indicat-
ing the translation of the lower of corner of the Baufenster. 
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vbuap rrr +=  (5) 

To ensure that the ground floor geometry is completely within the Baufenster, the 
following equations have to be fulfilled: 

 

bg

bg

llvb

wwua
b
a

≤+

≤+
≥
≥

r

r
0
0

 

(6) 

 
The values wb and lb are given by the Baufenster, and a, b, wg and lg are variables. 

In addition, length and width of the ground plan rectangle have to be within the given 
limits. Obviously, the length and width of the ground plan have to be within an inter-
val [ ]maxmin ,lllg ∈  and [ ]maxmin , wwwg ∈ . In addition, the given parameter GRZ defines 

the maximal size of the ground floor: 
 

GGRZGRwlGR gg ⋅=≤⋅= max
 

(7) 

 
It follows directly that  

g

g

lGRw
wGRl
/

/

maxmax

maxmax

=

=
 

(8) 

 
The interval for the height of a building is usually defined by the GFZ and a given 

height HVG of one storey:  
 

HVG
GRZ
GFZhHVG g ⋅⎥⎦

⎥
⎢⎣
⎢≤≤  

(9) 

 
The height of a roof depends on its style. For a flat roof, hr is usually 0. In case of a 

gable and lean-to roof, hr is limited by the specified minimal and maximal roof pitch. 
In case of a gable and lean-to roof the interval for the roof height is calculated by the 
following formula (see also Fig. 23.2). t is the length or the width of the ground plan 
depending on the crown orientation. 
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Gable roof:  )tan(
2

)tan(
2 maxmin αα tht

r ≤≤  
(10) 

 

Lean-to roof: )tan()tan( maxmin αα tht r ≤≤  (11) 

 

 

Fig. 23.4. height of the roof is calculated by the roof pitch and roof shape (left gable roof, right 
lean-to roof). The maximal value of roof pitch is given by the zoning map.   

23.3.2   Mapping building constraints to GML 

As discussed above, a building is described by a set of parameters and a set of con-
straints. For visualization purposes, random values for the parameters are choosen 
within the given constraints. However, this generates only one possible urban model 
out of an infinite number of possible models that fulfil the restrictions given by the 
defined constraints. To be able to explore the full model space, the possible variations 
of the given parameters are mapped to linear sliders and switch-balls.  

In GML, possible roof shapes are defined in an array /roofshapes that contains the 
three values [/flatroof, /gableroof, /leantoroof] for each building. The variable roof-
shape is defined as an index of this array. A mouse click on the switch-ball selects the 
new roofshape by simply adding one to the array index roofshape.  

{/roofshape roofshape 1 add def model-update }  
 
As a remark, add always calculates modulo size of the array to ensure that the array 

index is not out of bounds.  
Similar, the crown direction is mapped to a switch-ball interaction. It allows 

switching between 2 crown directions in case of a gable roof and four directions if the 
roof style is a lean-to roof. In case of the gable and lean-to roof, the interval of the 
height of the roof is mapped to a linear slider. In principle it is possible to map the 
roof pitch interval directly, but it is easier for the user to change the height directly 
with a linear slider. The roof pitch constraints are checked interactively by the slider, 
as Fig. 23.6 shows. 
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Fig. 23.5. Interactive variations of the roof shape by incrementing the array index roofshape. 

 
   

 % gableroof  

   :rooftype /gableroof eq { 

      % crown orientation 

      :crownorientation /sidea eq { 

         midsidea 0 0 roofheight vector3 add 

         midsidea 0 0 alphamin tan width 0.5 mul mul vector3 
add 

         0 0 alphamax tan width 0.5 mul mul vector3  

         0 0 alphamin tan width 0.5 mul mul vector3 sub 

      } if 

      :crownorientation /sideb eq { 

         … 

      } if 

   } if 

 

)tan(
2 minαgw

midsidea +  

 

 

Fig. 23.6. Interactive checks of the roof pitch constraints by moving the slider. 

 
The position, width, length and height of a building are mapped to linear sliders as 

well.  
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Fig. 23.7. Interactively changing of height of the roof within the given constraints of the zoning 
map. The roof pitch varies from 10 to max. degree in this example. 

23.4   Implementation 

In order to experience a ‘proof-of-concept’ for the concept proposed we took a tech-
nical realization. This section gives a detailed description about the architecture as 
well as the internals of the implementation.  

As Fig. 23.8 illustrates the whole processes for the generation and visualization of 
the 3D-zoning map are consists basically of the four modules – import of XPlanGML, 
calculation of the valid boundaries based on the given constraints, export of CityGML 
to GML and visualization of the 3D-zoning map in the GML viewer.  

 To import the 2D-zoning maps and to calculate the valid ranges of the building 
geometry, which are the relevant parts for generating the 3D-zoning map, we use the 
CityServer3D [8] as implementation platform. The main reason is simplicity of im-
plementation and of its extension, as well as possibility for an easy integration with 
already existing 3D models of the surrounding area as well as for planning review 
within the surrounding area. Additionally, the modules implemented within this work 
can also be used as extended modules in the CityServer3D for the generation of 3D 
models from the zoning maps in the XPlanGML format.  

The most important requirement for importing the zoning map is to extract essen-
tial information needed for defining the (target) buildings, on the one hand, and to en-
able the user to change the geometry and location of the buildings within the given 
constraints of the corresponding zoning map. Taking these requirements into account, 
the import module (importer) reads given zoning maps of the XPlanGML format in 
and parses the individual building tags. It then extracts relevant elements and regula-
tions and assigns them to the corresponding objects within the CityGML structure. 

Fig. 23.9 shows a screenshot of the web-based user interface on which the user can 
configure the scope of the surrounding environment as well as the attributes and loca-
tion of the buildings to be imported.  
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Fig. 23.8. Interactive checks of the roof pitch constraints by moving the slider.  

After successful validation of the input file’s syntax, the importer creates a parser 
(TagParser) which reads the single tags of each building from the XPlanGML file 
and creates a corresponding CityGML structure containing layer, feature, model and 
property as its elementary components. 
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Fig. 23.9. Configuration window for setting values required by the import. 

Calculation of the valid constraints is performed on the imported zoning map of the 
CityGML structure. To do this, the system uses the selected configuration given 
through the user interface, too.  In the first step of the calculation, existence of a ge-
neric object as well as the fulfilment of the regulation, e.g., the validity of the estate 
statements is tested. In the case of an invalid statement, a correction process takes 
place. The system then calculates the variation of the minimal, maximal, and those for 
visualization, as well as the possible locations of the building. It then calculates the 
height of the building, which consists of the number of storey, the roof height and the 
given configuration values. The maximal number of storey can be validated by de-
ploying the floor-space index, GFZ. To fix the minimal height of the building for 
visualization, the minimal number of the storey as well as the minimal roof pitch 
value is used.  

The extruded 3D-zoning map is then exported into a GML (*.xgml) structure for a 
visualization in the GML. The in CityServer3D implemented export module contains 
a GML library for the 3D-zoning map, 3D-BPlan lib, which includes the required 
modules and operations for the visualization of the 3D-zoning map in the GML. This 
3D-BPlan lib is implemented, as a user library, based on the Probado-Demo.genmod 
[4]. The essentials of the 3D-Bplan lib are the operations for explicit handling of the 
Baufenster, the ground floor and of the calculated values of the buildings. Addition-
ally, it contains a module for handling the variations within the lean-to roof style. Fig. 
23.10 illustrates how a lean-to roof can be developed.  
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Fig. 23.10. Steps for developing the lean-to roof by using the 3D-BPlan lib.  

As additional functionalities, the 3D-Bplan lib enables the user to change the build-
ing geometry such as its height or the roof pitch by using the linear slider and to make 
a dynamic positioning of the buildings, of course within the acceptable Baufenster. In 
comparison to the Probado-Demo.genmod, the 3D-Bplan lib can also handle multiple 
buildings in parallel, which is a mandatory function for the management and visuali-
zation of the zoning maps. Fig. 23.11 gives a screenshot of the 3D visualization of an 
example zoning map. The trees and streets are textured with images of the GML’s 
material database (a folder) which is modified within this work.     

 

 
Fig. 23.11. 3D visualization of a 3D-zoning map. The geometry of each building such 
as the location, size, roof style and roof height can be changed interactively by mov-
ing the linear slide and clicking the switch ball.  
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23.5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a concept for generating and visualizing 3D buildings 
which can interactively be changed by the user within the given constraints. The vari-
ants of those buildings are acquired from the input 2D-zoning map based on 
XPlanGML, which does not define a specific building geometry but instead some 
rules and restrictions such as the maximum height of the building, roof shape and 
maximum size of the building area.  

To show the degree of the freedom, i.e., to be enable to explore the full model 
space within the zoning map regulations, we used the generative 3D modelling lan-
guage, GML, especially its two Gizmos - linear slider and switch ball. Thus, for a 
given building, the possible variations of the building parameters are mapped to the 
linear sliders and switch-balls.  

The usability and practicality of the proposed concept is shown through a technical 
realization where the system is implemented as extended modules in a well estab-
lished 3D GIS, CityServer3D, as well as in the GML. 

Even though the addressed build types are of rectangular planar groundplan, the re-
sulting city models give us the possibility to change the building geometry and loca-
tion within the given constraints. Furthermore, the proposed concept gives us a good 
possibility for visualizing urban plan data which are defined ‘uncertainly’, i.e., with-
out any fixed geometry.  
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Chapter 24 
GeoVEs as Tools to Communicate in Urban 
Projects: Requirements for Functionality  
and Visualization 

Mahmud Shahrear Kibria, Sisi Zlatanova, Laure Itard and Machiel van Dorst  

Abstract. Urban planning is a complex decision-making process involving a 
large number of actors who interact intensively. Such groups often have con-
flicting expectations and backgrounds. Therefore, consultation and interaction 
is vital for the success of urban projects. A Geo-Virtual Environment (geoVE) 
can play an important role as a communication tool in the field of spatial plan-
ning, but such tools are still in limited use. We investigate the requirements for 
visualization in urban planning by analyzing user perceptions of visual materi-
als and their needs for interaction in the different urban phases. The study is 
completed with the cooperation of several large municipalities in the Nether-
lands. 

24.1   Introduction 

Urban planning is the process of shaping and organizing the real world. [10] define it 
as follows: ‘Urban planning is concerned with assembling and shaping the urban- i.e., 
local or municipal- environment by deciding about the composition.’ Urban design 
acts as the interface process of design between urban planning and architecture deal-
ing with shape and form of the geographical urban objects and the quality of the cre-
ated space. Several researchers have studied how 3D visualization can be used in de-
sign processes [3, 1, 18] through the use of hand-drawn sketches, 3D CAD, GIS and 
VR. In urban planning, virtual 3D models can be used to visualize a designed area in 
the context of the existing situation to estimate the impact of planned changes. 3D 
models in geo-virtual environments (geoVEs) can be used as interaction tools for the 
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designers to communicate new ideas to involved actors and to minimize misunder-
standing in urban renewal projects.  

This paper presents our study on the use of geoVEs in the different phases of urban 
planning. Section 24.2 presents the taxonomy of visualization materials and function-
alities of interest for urban planning. Section 24.3 presents the case study and dis-
cusses the methodology. Section 24.4 analyses the results and draws logical conclu-
sion on visualization requirements for urban planning. Section 24.5 compares several 
geoVEs that might be of interest for municipalities in performing urban tasks. Section 
24.6 summarises the most important findings. 

24.2   Taxonomy of geoVE functionalities & visualization 
materials for interaction in urban planning  

A Geo-Virtual Environment is broadly defined as a spatially referenced digital world 
that comprises visual (and non-visual) objects in an immersive and interactive 3D 
scene to represent and mimic reality through dynamic real-time simulation. [19] men-
tion that 3D VR models provide flexibility in interaction and exploration. These mod-
els include active and passive interaction functionalities for users.  

24.2.1   Functionalities of geoVE  

There have been several attempts to define the functionalities of geoVEs. [6] defined 
the so-called I-factors of Immersion, Interactivity and Information Intensity (or Levels 
of Detail, LoD). [11] added the I-factor of Intelligence (of Objects). [16, 9] tried to 
extend this classification. Adopting some of these developments, we introduce a clas-
sification of geoVEs for urban planning with respect to construction, capabilities, ex-
perience, controlling, interacting, exploring and components. 

24.2.1.1   Construction:  

This functionality refers to the system architecture of a geoVE and the type of data 
used to build a 3D scene. The construction of the 3D scene is inseparable from the 
scale and resolution of the 3D data. These are often defined as Levels of Details 
(LoD). In urban planning, LoD can also be used to create different ‘visual materials‘ 
(see Section 24.2.2). Different types of data can be integrated in a 3D scene through a 
data-fusion. The data for the 3D scene can be stored in Relational Database Manage-
ment Systems (RDBMS) or other databases and visualized ‘on-the-fly’ in the geoVE.  

24.2.1.2   Capabilities: 

The capability domain consists of functionalities related to the interface of the geoVE; 
it enables users to interact with the interface, 3D models and attribute information. 
The foremost capability of the geoVE is representation and rendering capability. Vis-
ual representation deals with visual contents like color, texture, shape, rendering and 
geometry.  
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The same model can be visualized in various representations, by changing the line 
types, thicknesses, transparencies, colours and textures of the model. Fig. 24.1.  shows 
the ‘Poptahof Urban Design’ project in different representations keeping the same ge-
ometry. There can also be multiple representations where different 3D models (con-
taining different geometries) are used to represent different design solutions on a sin-
gle site. Fig. 24.2.  illustrates the study of alternative geometry models of Poptahof 
Urban Project, Delft using same representation in geoVE to avoid bias.  

Multi-dimensionality refers to the possibility that the objects in a geoVE can be 
visualized as text, 1D points, 2D images, graphs, maps and 3D models. Muti-layering 
enables various layers to be added. The capabilities of simulations trigger change in 
the 3D-scene by pre-defined algorithms. Animations are pre-recorded simulations 
usually used in presentation. 

 

        

Fig. 24.1. Different representations of the Poptahof Urban Renewal Project from the same data 
(wire frame, coloured block models). 

     

Fig. 24.2. Alternative design solutions with different geometries using the same rendering rep-
resentation of the Poptahof Urban Renewal Project. 

24.2.1.3   Experiencing:  

[15, 14, 9, 5, 13] have extensively discussed the experiencing functionalities as the 
possibilities of a user to interact with a 3D model. We classify experiencing into pas-
sive and active. The active form relates to selection, manipulation, elaboration and 
exploration. The passive form of experiencing is when the user changes position in 
the scene but does not interact with objects. 
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Fig. 24.3. User viewpoint and experiences in an immersive environment. 

Immersion in a geoVE is related to user experience and can be described as a ‘psy-
chological state characterized by perceiving and experiencing oneself to be enveloped 
by, included in, and interacting with an environment’ [17]. Immersion can be physical 
and mental. Mental immersion is a state in which the human mind experiences the 
presence of being in the virtual world. The immersive environment of a geoVE can 
have three views: aerial, elevated oblique and eye level (Fig. 24.3). For urban plan-
ning, the aerial view gives an overall perception of the urban project, while an ele-
vated oblique view only focuses on exterior forms. The eye level experience reveals 
architectural and interior details. 

24.2.1.4   Controlling:  

Controlling functionalities relate to the user’s grasp on the controls of the desktop ge-
oVE. Selection is the primary functionality of controlling. Without the ability to select 
data, control is not possible. [14, 15, 5] defined the controlling functionalities of a 3D 
scene (see Table 24.1). Fig. 24.4 shows the instruction on keyboard / mouse control 
on Cebra’s VirtuoCity (Virtueel Tilburg). 

Table 24.1. Controlling functionalities of the 3D scene. 

Controlling geoVE Control types Selection of 
Control of objects Keyboard/mouse: select, click, 

identify. 
3D objects 

Virtual controls 
Direct-user control (in  AR) 

 
Control of 3D scene 

On-display control (menu) 

 
3D scene 
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Fig. 24.4. Keyboard /mouse controls in the multi-user interface VirtuoCity. 

24.2.1.5   Interacting:  

[6] defines interactivity as the functionality that describes the user’s ability to change 
the viewpoint. The most important functionality of interactivity is data manipulation. 
This means that an interactive environment lets the user change the object’s physical 
characteristics (e.g., location, shape, size, colour, attributes).  

[16] suggested three extra factors for the domains of geoVEs: Automated Agents, 
Selection and Augmented Reality. We have reclassified selection in the controlling 
domain. An avatar is the user’s physical projection in the digital world; it gives the 
choice to represent oneself as one’s gender, age, personality, and more to interact with 
other users. 

[4] described five levels of interaction with users: informing, consulting, advising, 
co-producing and co-deciding. These last two involve collaboration. Consulting the 
user’s email, newsgroups and weblogs are means of consulting, while tele-meeting, 
video-conferencing and Internet sites are means of advising. Chat-rooms help co-
produce decisions and electronic voting on the planning projects lets users co-decide 
for or against a proposed design. These techniques were omitted from our study, as 
they imply different forms of communication. 

24.2.1.6   Exploring:  

In this research, exploration is defined as an interactive method to explore the infor-
mation behind the visualized 3D data [8]. The functionalities shown in Table 24.2 can 
aid exploration. 

Table 24.2. Exploration functionalities for a Virtual environment. 

Function Description 
Data Query Accessing spatial database, filter-out qualitative/ 

quantitative information (Fig. 24.5) 
Dynamically linked 
windows/views 

3D objects can be connected to external sources 
for additional information like website, sound, 
video, text, or images.  
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Fig. 24.5. Exploring a TU Delft building in LandXplorer, CityGML. 

24.2.1.7   Components:  

The components of the 3D scene are the attributes of the model, like the boundary, 
background, geometry (simple and complex), lighting and shading, and toolboxes. 
There can be also analysis components that relate directly to tools such as sun-path 
and shadow calculation, wind-analysis, noise and air pollution mapping, and cellular 
automata.  

 These seven functionality domains listed above are inter-related but give a back-
ground for evaluating geoVEs for urban planning [7]. Fig. 24.6 represents the hierar-
chical relationships. At the top of the hierarchy of the geoVE is the domain of con-
struction of the 3D scene. The construction domain defines the capabilities of the 3D 
scene. These two domains are not directly related to user interaction. Experiencing is 
classified as the passive form of interaction that deals with simple visualization. User 
interaction with the 3D models begins with controlling. The interacting functionalities 
determine the active form of interaction in the geoVE. Exploration functionalities deal 
with the information behind the visualized 3D scene. Components are specific tools 
that enable these functionality domains to operate. 

 

 

Fig. 24.6. Hierarchy of functionality domains of a geoVE. 

24.2.2   Visual materials of geoVEs for urban design and planning 

GeoVEs for urban planning require adequate definition visual materials to represent 
urban objects, including 3D models, plans, images, and textual information. A con-
tinuous line proceeding from a highly verisimilar to a highly abstract representation 
provides the realism axis as defined by [12]. The visual representation of reality can 
be mapped onto this axis falls somewhere between reality and abstraction. On this 
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axis, verisimilar representations show realistic individually identifiable representa-
tions through detailed complex models. Indexed representations map the value of any 
concept according to classes and hierarchies. Iconic representations are naïve forms or 
representations that emphasize the basic true form of the object. The symbolic repre-
sentation is the 2D depiction of any concept of the human mind, while finally, textual 
information provides sensation from the reader’s memory on the essence of the ob-
ject.  

Visual materials classified as graphical consist of texts, graphs and images, and 
model representation can be 2D and 3D (Table 24.3. ). The graphical representation 
of objects, usually multi-resolution model representations (both 2D map and 3D 
model), has scale and topology. 

Table 24.3. Models and graphical representations. 

Type Name 
Textual information (1D) Graphical representation 
Images (static, dynamic) and Graphs (2D) 
2D models Plans & Maps (2D) Model representation 
3D models Block models (2.5D) to tex-

tured 3D models. 

24.2.2.1   Visual materials: scenic languages CityGML, KML and X3D  

Internet, together with the influence of the ‘game industry,’ has changed the realm of 
visualization through Web3D’s 3D modeling language (VRML/X3D). In the past, 
CAD models were generated on desktop computers, but VRML models came as the 
solution to online CAD [2]. Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems (e.g., Autodesk 
AutoCAD, Microstation of Bentley Systems, 3D Max, SketchUp) have been the me-
dia for planners and designers to interact with 2D/3D models for decades. However, 
they lack semantics and extended visualization and interaction tools. KML (Keyhole 
Markup Language) is a relatively new XML data-format that defines the viewing of 
visual objects on Google’s virtual earth terrain through properties like placemarks, 
paths, raster images, polygons, and attributes information; it describes different LoDs 
and realism. While they offer a lot in graphics functionalities to create photorealistic 
models, they are weak in providing means for 3D geo-database object storing and rep-
resenting semantics.  

CityGML is a geographic information model that can be an exchange format for 
virtual city and regional models for municipalities based on XML (GML for geome-
try) based markup language. The goal of this data format is to have a rich source 
structure to store and exchange 3D information.  

Fig. 24.7 shows 3D models in LoD1 to LoD4 in CityGML schema. In visualization 
terms, the LoD1 model is the volumetric representation of the building. The LoD2 
represents buildings in volume with coarse details. In terms of design, LoD3 can be 
seen as a detailed 3D architectural model containing exterior architectural aspects. 
LoD4 from the outside looks like LoD3 models but contains a walkable interior 
space. 
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Fig. 24.7. Levels of Detail (LoD) in 3D models. 

Clearly, it is difficult to give a single, complete definition of visual materials for 
geoVEs. Through extensive study, we have defined six types of visualization materi-
als. The visual materials are first classified as graphical (text, graphs & images) and 
model representations (2D and 3D). The model representation is further sub-divided 
into symbolic ‘2D plan/map’ and different 3D LoD models, such as ‘Volumetric block 
models’ for iconic LoD1, ‘Volumetric envelope models’ for indexed LoD2, ‘Detailed 
architectural models’ for indexed-verisimilar LoD3 and finally, ‘Detailed models 
with interior’ for verisimilar LoD4 models. 

24.3   Case study: Poptahof in Delft 

The urban renewal project of Poptahof in the Delft municipality was taken as a case 
study to investigate the requirements of visualization with respect to the defined tax-
onomy. This urban project has provided information on the current use of tools to 
communicate urban projects, which helped in preparing questionnaires offering new 
geoVE tools.  

24.3.1   Traditional approach 

In the traditional method of interaction of planning, architects and planners in the 
Poptahof urban renewal project used pictures and photographs to encourage discus-
sion. The designers found that if such reference pictures are too detailed, they seem to 
deter the actual purpose of the visual materials. Actors like future inhabitants inspect-
ing agencies emphasized the characteristics that they recognize from memory, like 
choice of material and colour instead of relevant issues like volumetric study. 

The design professionals mentioned that the external actors have difficulty translat-
ing two-dimensional maps and floor plans into three-dimensional images. Thus, they 
were unable to comprehend the impact of the variation of high- and low-rise struc-
tures when design was communicated in the 2D plan. The master plan for Poptahof 
was presented in 2D in a clear layout, but with abstract colours. However, these 2D 
maps/plans failed to transfer adequate information and were not intelligible to non-
design professionals, especially when building forms were emphasized. A combina-
tion of 2D and 3D visualization was therefore necessary. 3D visualization improved 
the perception of the actors, but such visualization was confusing when block models 
were used in aerial viewpoint. Eye level experience in visualization helped the actors 
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understand the details of the design. The case study revealed that the levels of detail 
of visual material are understood by actors as having a relationship with the 
phase/stage of the design project. Actors regularly interpreted visual materials with 
respect to their background knowledge. The case study of Poptahof helped us draw 
some requirements: 

 
• Visualize information in multiple rendering, resolution, dimensionality. 
• Visualize information to maximum number of actors without bias.  
• Visualize comparison between present situation and designed situation. 
 

Traditional low-tech tools cannot offer such functionalities; therefore, more high-
tech computerized tools like geoVEs are needed to interact with actors.  

24.3.2   3D models and Survey Population 

To investigate the requirements for new geoVE tools, we generated a 3D virtual 
model of the city of Delft; the Poptahof urban project was inserted into this model. A 
2D digital map and LIDAR height information helped reconstruct the city of Delft 
with the Poptahof urban area. The Poptahof CAD models were delivered by the Mu-
nicipality of Delft and were geo-referenced inside the virtual city model. The models 
were created with four steps: creating landscape (DTM), creating block model from 
2D footprints (LoD1), adapting CAD models (LoD2 and LoD3), and creating interior 
in CAD (LoD4). 

Using geo-processing tools in ArcGIS 9.2 and Safe Software FME, the GIS data 
were prepared and 3D scenes were created in Flux Studio. AutoCAD, AutoCAD Ar-
chitecture were used to detail the 3D models and FME was used to convert the ge-
ometry and geo-reference the models. Sketchup and 3DMax were used to texture sur-
faces. The data used in the Poptahof case study are a LIDAR topographic map 
(1:1000), a large-scale topographic map (1:1000) and CAD models of the Poptahof 
urban renewal project. [7] provides more details on the reconstruction procedure.  

This model was tested in various geoVEs. Two survey questionnaires supported 
the tests applied in a field survey and a workshop.  

The survey population for the two survey questionnaires consisted of urban plan-
ners, GIS experts, architects and planners working for municipalities and social hous-
ing companies, as seen in Table 24.4. 

Table 24.4. Survey population of the research. 

Urban planners from  Dutch municipalities 17 
GIS experts and 3D modellers  2 
Communication officers and planners  5 
Design professionals from social housing agencies 6 
Total participants 30 
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24.4   Analysis  

The following sections present the findings from the field survey and the workshop, 
organised with respect to required functionalities and visual materials. The functional-
ities are not classified with respect to the urban design phases since we believe that 
they must be available for all the actors in all the design phase. The approach to visual 
materials is different. The questionnaires were prepared so as to reflect the role of ac-
tor in different urban design phases.  

24.4.1   Required functionalities in urban planning  

Table 24.5 lists the results of the survey on required functionalities for geoVEs. The 
table is organised according to the taxonomy developed in Section 24.2.1. The actors 
have validated the listed requirements, which means that municipalities should ad-
dress these functionality domains for interaction in the urban planning process when 
they develop their municipality interaction systems.  

Table 24.5. Requirement functionalities of geoVEs for urban planning.  

Domain Functionality 
Information Intensity (LoD) for 3D models 
Datasets should be stored in geo-database 
Data integration: open source solutions encouraged 
Data integration: multiple data format & interface 

 
 
Construction 

Visualization through plug-in or software download  
Multiple representations of model in various rendering  
Multiple representations of various geometry models 
Compare/statistically analyze old and new situations 
Animation and simulation for presentation & analysis 

 
 
Capabilities 

Multi-dimensionality and multi-viewpoints 
Minimal steps for movement and navigation  
Orientation with positioning, tracking and north arrow 

 
Experiencing 

Immersion: mental semi-immersive environment 
Selection of scene/objects: click, highlight & select  

Controlling Desktop VR  with user mode: multiple/single 
Ability to move & delete information 
Ability to modify, edit and change information  
Ability to add, copy and save 2D/3D data  
Ability to stop, hide, and censor information 
Real world information like interactive chat, webcams 

 
 
 
Interacting 

Automated agents (avatars) and intelligent objects 
Spatial query on geometry, semantics and attributes 
Hyper links and  linked objects 

 
Exploring 

Multiple synchronized windows with multi-viewpoints 
Log-in interface for multiple users  

 Measurement tool for dimensions, buffer, union, clip 
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Adding labels & icons to highlight 3D objects 
Multi-layering by adding  GIS data and map layers  
X-Ray Vision to reduce occlusion 
Geo-referencing and geo-coding components 
Lighting, camera, viewpoints change, tilt, range etc. Trans-
parency and shading (on/off) 
Screenshots, save image and attributes, history keeping. 
Auto focus/tracking, teleportation, time component  
Basic drawing tools (mark and draw) 
Multiple layers of landmarks, nodes, zones, objects, etc.  
Reference points (home button, back and forward) 
Audio sound support, identify with attribute information 
Distance function from highlighted 3D object 
Velocity: fast, medium, slow & acceleration 
Gravity and collision (on/off) and boundary extent 
Vector/ raster data, atmosphere and visibility  

Components 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Analysis: sun-path, traffic and urban growth, etc. 

24.4.2   Required visual materials for urban planning 

Visual materials specified in Section 24.2.2 were investigated with respect to: 
 

• Visual materials (in LoD) versus human perception of understanding. 
• Visual materials (in LoD) versus the urban planning phases 
 

The results are plotted in line graphs. Six visual materials form the x-axis (except 
for Fig. 24.8, where the x- axis is formed by perception levels) with three intervals in-
dicating the ‘degree of freedom’ given to the participants. This enabled the partici-
pants to avoid crisp decisions and provided flexibility. The y-axis indicates the added 
maximum and minimum number of times the participants agreed with a certain deci-
sion. The graphs indicate the highest number of participants that agreed (‘added 
agreeability’) with the decision. 

24.4.2.1   Relationship  between visual materials in geoVEs versus 
human perception  

The line graphs in Fig. 24.8 indicate there is a clear relationship between human cog-
nition and understanding of design using visual materials in multiple representations, 
LoD and realism. This illustrates that solely textual and graphical information are in-
adequate to explain design. If the building is visualized in LoD1 models, the popula-
tion perceives the design as a draft and fails to differentiate between various objects.  

When the building is visualized in LoD2, the viewers focus on local details of the 
building design and think that the final design may be altered, concentrating on the 
outer looks like roofing and forms. When the same design is viewed in LoD3, the 
viewers perceive that the building will be fairly similar to the realized project. Visual-
izing LoD4 models with interior space implies that viewers perceive the design as 
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final. This proves that human perception is largely enhanced when design is visual-
ized at a higher LoD. From 2D plan/map to 3D LOD3 and LoD4 models, the human 
ability to perceive design increases. The result finally proves that higher levels of de-
tail and realism in 3D models help viewers recognize and understand the area under 
observation with less difficulty compared to 2D maps and iconic block models 
(LoD1).  

 

 

Fig. 24.8. Visual materials at various LoD and human levels of perception. 

By analyzing the line graphs in Fig. 24.9, it is clear that there is a tendency for 
block models (LoD1) to confuse people the most, while LoD2 and LoD3 models are 
most suitable for design comparison. LoD2 and LoD3 models turned out to be naviga-
tion and orientation supportive.  

 

Fig. 24.9. Visual materials in various LoD and type of interaction in urban planning. 
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24.4.2.2   Relationship between visual materials and design phase  

We studied the spatial planning phases in the Netherlands; only the major phases are 
mentioned here. In the field of spatial planning, a zoning plan is a juridical binding 
spatial plan in the Netherlands for permissible land use that covers parts of the mu-
nicipality that vary from a large city-district to a single building block. It specifies 
regulations regarding what can be built and the height allowed. The structure plan re-
flects the global expectation and envisioned spatial developments for a municipality 
or parts of a municipality by defining the phasing of developments. A master plan is a 
large-scale comprehensive plan that provides the development concepts on built form, 
landscaping, space, urban texture, circulation and solutions to urban services. The ur-
ban design plan is the detailed worked-out plan from the master plan; it describes 
what will finally happen in the urban settings with building types, heights, roads, 
paths, street-furniture, parks, etc. When the urban plan is finalized, the urban planners 
transfer their goals of the building forms to the architects through the architectonic 
quality plan. The final phase is the architectural design, which ends up in creating a 
detailed building with an interior. 

The graphs in Fig. 24.10 illustrate the relationships of the six major planning 
phases with visual materials in a geoVE. They indicate that a zoning plan should be 
visualized mostly as a symbolic 2D map/plan alongside textual and graphical infor-
mation as attributes. Structure plans should be visualized as symbolic 2D plan/maps. 
A portion of the survey population argued that iconic 3D LoD1 block models should 
be used to visualize height restrictions of a zoning plan. The master plan tends to 
show real inclination to 3D, specifically the use of monochromic iconic block models 
(LoD1), although symbolic 2D maps/plans are also necessary. Noticeably textured 
higher LoD models for these three initial phases are undesirable. 

 

 

Fig. 24.10. Visual materials in various LoD and urban planning phases. 
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Fig. 24.10 illustrates that in lateral stages like urban plans, architectonic quality 
plans and final architecture designs, a limited presence of textual, graphical and image 
representation can be identified. However, from urban plan up to architectural plan 
phases, the graphs tend to show a gradual decrease in the use of text and images as 
media for communication and an increase in 3D. The architectonic quality plan shows 
a primary inclination towards indexed volumetric envelope models (LoD2) and sec-
ondarily to LoD1 models. Multi-coloured 3D models in LoD2 should visualize initial 
architectonic forms like roofing and exterior envelopes. In the architectural design 
phase, photorealistic, detailed architectural models (LoD3) and verisimilar detailed 
models with interior space (LoD4) are preferred over visualizing design solutions in a 
geoVE. 

Observing these graphs, it becomes obvious that with gradual progress of spatial 
(urban) planning, the graphs tend to move from left to right, increasing the importance 
of 3D. In these initial spatial planning phases, one can identify that there is constant 
presence of textual, graphical and 2D plans as interaction material. In the final phases, 
the 3D LoD models with gradual realism dominate as interaction material for visuali-
zation.  

24.5   GeoVEs suitable for municipalities for interaction in 
urban planning 

We tested four geoVEs in this research, as seen in Table 24.6. The first three are 
based on widely accepted 3D formats like KML, X3D/VRML and CityGML. Cebra’s 
VirtuoCity is chosen due to its growing popularity for designing virtual cities in the 
Netherlands. 

Table 24.6. Four tested geoVEs of the research. 

Geo-VE and data formats Open Source 
Google Earth (GE) KML 2.1 Y 
LandXplorer CityGML Y 
Bitmanagement Internet Explorer plug-in VRML/X3D Y 
VirtuoCity of Cebra V3D/Python N 

 
These four geo-VEs are compared based on their functionality domains. The con-

struction functionalities of the geoVEs largely depend on how the data formats are de-
signed. In the construction domain, LandXplorer viewer’s data format CityGML has a 
clear grammar to model in various LoD attaining thematic and geometric semantics. 
Google Earth’s KML and X3D data formats used in Bit management Internet Ex-
plorer (IE) plug-in have a geometric hierarchy but no semantics in thematic attributes. 
Google Earth, LandXplorer, Bitmanagement IE plug-in and VirtuoCity connect to the 
Internet and import data. VirtuoCity has a multi-user interface in a three-tier client-
server-database architecture, allowing streaming of 3D models in a proprietary client 
‘engine.’ Google Earth (GE) allows streaming in Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 
(AJAX) for satellite images. The 3D models can be visualized ‘on-the-fly’ from spa-
tial databases in GE. For LandXplorer, the CityGML-based data has to be first 
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downloaded on a local PC. Bitmanagement IE plug-in can be used to visualize 
streamed 3D models from spatial databases. 

These geoVEs let users passively experience 3D through movement, navigation, 
and orientation, and are immersive in nature. GE and LandXplorer have advanced 
navigation, orientation and exploration controls. LandXplorer lets the user click and 
select data and explore the attributes. While Bitmanagement IE plug-in and Vir-
tuoCity use avatar-based systems, Google Earth and LandXplorer do not. Google 
Earth and LandXplorer allow spatial queries based on geometry and attributes. Such 
queries can be built on top of Bitmanagement IE plug-in. 

 Google Earth’s KML and LandXplorer’s CityGML and models in VirtuoCity are 
geo-referenced. The foremost difference between X3D/VRML-based Bitmanagement 
IE plug-in and VirtuoCity is the way in which these two geoVEs present the 3D 
scene. VirtuoCity is based on the concepts of social networking in real-time collabo-
ration in an interactive environment similar to Second Life or Active World, where 
users can communicate with each other. On the other hand, 3D scenes made in 
X3D/VRML and visualized in Bitmanagement IE plug-in result in ‘dead-worlds’ of 
‘ghostly solitude’.  

Implementing an X3D/VRML-based viewer for the mass public will require mu-
nicipalities to build their own interactive interfaces, which may be a laborious and ex-
pensive task. However, many developments in X3D and multi-user interfaces allow-
ing collaboration are already taking place. Media Machine has made efforts to 
combine X3D with Simple Wide-area Multi-user Protocol (SWMP)-3D, fulfilling the 
collaborative aspects by providing interactive multi-user chatting. Blaxxun Tehnolo-
gies is also involved in this research field. For urban planning, X3D fulfills the re-
quirement to visualize the urban projects in LoD1 to LoD4. The CityGML-based 
LandXplorer is a professional data-mining and exploration tool rather than an interac-
tive visualization tool. While using CityGML is positive as 3D models have seman-
tics and can be used in multiple applications, the de-facto LandXplorer viewer falls 
short of fulfilling the visualization requirement for interaction in urban projects. 

GE has two major advantages over the other geoVEs. First, GE is widely popular; 
due to its popularity, it is supported by many CAD and GIS companies to export vari-
ous data formats in GE. Second, the free availability of large datasets like satellite im-
ages, web services and 3D models in GE is second-to-none. KML is accepted as Open 
Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC) best-practice specification, which is a positive 
development. However, GE does not allow collaborative chatting or voting function-
ality for urban projects. Incorporating instant messaging functionalities in GE could 
overcome this limitation. The drawback of GE is that it cannot visualize interior and 
underground objects. For large-scale urban projects, GE is suitable to obtain an over-
all view of the designed area but fails in elaborating details of architectural design. 
VirtuoCity contains most of the relevant functionalities, but searching and exploring 
functionalities are limited. Eye-level experience in VirtuoCity allows the finest detail 
of architecture to be visualized.  

We have examined the geoVEs through a positive approach to open source solu-
tions for the municipalities. In order to use 3D models in cross application domains, 
semantics cannot be neglected. In a best-case scenario, 3D models should maintain 
semantics and LoD by following well-defined schemas like CityGML (also an OGC 
standard) and visualize the design in multiple Internet-based geoVEs. Given the com-
plexity of building a custom-made collaborative multi-user X3D viewer, this makes 
Bitmanagement IE plug-in a lesser choice. Google Earth is a geographic visualization 
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tool that is not specifically designed for visualizing architectural details and interior. 
However, due to its mass popularity to reach the maximum number of actors, GE 
should be used for visualizing exterior 3D models. Finally, VirtuoCity is custom-
made for collaborative design process and holds solution for interactive multi-user 
geoVEs for urban planning in the Netherlands. However, it leads municipalities away 
from open source solutions. The multi-user interactivity functionalities like avatars, 
intelligent objects, feedback, and audio support are positive aspects of this geoVE.  

24.6   Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we have defined the requirements of visualization materials and the tax-
onomy of geoVE functionalities for urban planning. The hierarchical functionality 
domains are relevant for comparing geoVEs. In our case study, we found that the 
visualization method is important in transferring information on urban renewal and 
planning. We determined that increases of realism, Levels of Detail (LoD) and di-
mensionality increase the user perception of understanding the design linearly. This 
has an effect on the relationship between LoD and the planning phase. As the plan-
ning phases progress in time, the dimensionality, realism and LoD in various interac-
tion models in geoVEs should increase. Finally, we conclude that text, images and 2D 
maps/plans are important in the initial planning phases. When design is at a definitive 
stage, 3D LoD models should be used in gradual realism.  

There is a high interest to use 3D models for interaction. But appropriate solutions 
must be found to ensure that all actors can access the information they need in a par-
ticular urban planning phase. The tested geoVEs support only some of the required 
functions; it is therefore difficult to make recommendations. Some of the municipali-
ties may need to consider in-house developments to enrich the most popular geoVE.  
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Chapter 25 
Producing 3D Applications for Urban Planning  
by Integrating 3D Scanned Building Data  
with Geo-spatial Data 

Yonghui Song, Hongxia Wang, Andy Hamilton and Yusuf Arayici  

Abstract. Visual Information Systems for urban planning can be produced in a 
variety of ways. In this paper we give an account of research into integrating 
scanned data with urban data sets to produce 3D applications that span built en-
vironment spatial scales from building elements to the whole city. In our 
research, 3D laser scanner is used to capture 3D building models as a way of 
developing visual 3D presentations. In order to use 3D building models for 
urban environment, relevant standards are reviewed and the integration of 3D 
building models with urban scaled geo-spatial data are explored. In the recent 
EU-funded IntelCities(2004-2005) and Virtual Environment Planning System 
(VEPS, 2004-2008) research projects, the authors have worked on capturing an 
existing building in digital form and using 3D data in building refurbishment 
projects and visualisation of urban environment in planning consultation. The 
paper introduces the ways of producing 3D applications using integrated data 
from 3D scanning with geo-spatial datasets. The IntelCities application shows 
an application for building features survey such as windows and doors, and ho-
listic review of the building’s surroundings regarding historical building refur-
bishment. The application developed in the VEPS demonstrates the potential of 
delivering web-based integrated consultation services using 2D/3D visualisa-
tion. This can be useful to achieve holistic analysis in urban planning projects. 
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25.1   Introduction 

25.1.1   Background research 

The UK government, and governments in most of the developed world, are providing 
citizens with web based services that are delivered directly to the home. Governments 
also require Local Authorities to provide services to citizens. Many of these services 
are specifically concerned with urban development, such as the need to engage 
citizens in decisions concerning a retail park, or a new swimming pool. To deliver 
these services cities need to develop web applications that can show a wide range of 
information in a 3D environment. Furthermore these applications need to be 
developed in such a way that they can be incrementally updated to reflect the 
changing face of the city. To acheive this end application developers face a number of 
challenges. 

Generally, 3D city models are created using CAD tools. There have been many 
successful projects which have produced detailed and realistic 3D city models for a 
diverse range of cities [8, 3, 4, 13]). These city models are created with accurate 
building models compiled with ortho-photographs and achieved impressive, realistic 
urban environment [5]. However, the creation of 3D city models using CAD tools and 
ortho-phtographs are facing challenges. Two of the challenges are discussed below. 

The first challenge is that the creation of 3D city models with CAD tools is labour-
intensive, time-consuming and expensive. Recently developed and emerging 
technologies have the potential to make the creation of the 3D city models more 
effective. GIS-based methods combine 3D techniques with GIS to improve the 
visualization ability of GIS. However, GIS-based 3D models are restricted to block 
models or block models with texture mapping, which lack of detailed information and 
limited quality of the visual realism due to the lack of detailed 3D spatial data for 
man-made objects. Aquiring 3D data is difficult, but a useful technology is 
photogrammetry which provides an economic mean to acquire truly 3D models based 
on aerial images for the coverage of a wide urban area. However this technology has 
limitations. For example, it seems quite difficult to capture the detailed building 
structure by using photogrammetry. An emerging technology for 3D data capture is 
the laser scanning which is a quick and efficient way of digital data capture for a 
building. However it should be noted that the efficient processing of scanned data to 
produce virtual models of buildings is still the subject of research. This will be 
discussued in this paper. 

The second challenge is that the datasets underlying these 3D city models are in 
diverse formats. It is difficult to satisfy the frequent updating and extending 
requirement for the developing urban environments. Different tools have their own 
ways to describe urban environments. A standard description of the 3D city model is 
needed in order to support various applications. It is also necessary to develop 
appropriate data processing and converting mechanism, standard format of data 
outcome make the data model usable for urban environment based applications. 

These two challenges are the focus of this paper. We will show how recent 
research undertaken by the authors not only addreses the challenges individually but 
also, by considering the way scanned data can be used in large urban models, 
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provides for the integration of data sets across a wider spatial scale than is currently 
available in cities. 

In this paper, two research projects in which the authors were involved, IntelCities 
and VEPS, have been reviewed regarding the development of 3D scanning 
technologies and data integration in urban models.  

The Intelligent Cities (IntelCities) project (http://www.intelcitiesproject.com/) was 
an integrated project funded by the European Commission (EC) Information Society 
Technologies programme under framework 6 (6.8 million Euro, January 2004 to 
October 2005). The aim of the IntelCities project was the development of open, 
secure, interoperable and re-configurable e-Government services at the city level. 

For IntelCities the authors developed the Building Data Integration System as a 
concept system to illustrate how digitized historic building data can be integrated with 
other types of city data [10]. 3D scanning techonology was used to facilitate building 
reverse-engineering (producing data models and plans for buildings from surveying 
information). Due to the 3D scanning technology having high accuracy, (e.g Reigl 
390 is accurate to 5 mm with a range of 350 Metres) this allows for the development 
of accurate building plans. A series of laser scans were taken to capture 3D data of 
Jactin House in Manchester for refurbishment purpose. This work is detailed in 
section 25.2 and 25.4. 

The second project is the Virtual Environmental Planning Systems (VEPS) project 
(2004-2008). VEPS project is an INTERREG IIIB funded, 4 million Euro European 
project (E109) was led by the Environment Agency for England and Wales (EAEW). 
A key activity in VEPS was the use of a variety of data sets, including high resolution 
three dimensional (3D) data from both aerial and ground based laser scanning, for use 
within Virtual Reality (VR) visualization software and the subsequent delivery of the 
VR environment via the Internet and World Wide Web. Through the VEPS project, 
issues of building data capture and building data integration were to be considered at 
a larger scale through investigating data standardization, modelling, interoperability 
and integration with other (VR) systems [6]. This will be discussed in section 25.4.  

25.1.2   Overview of the paper 

For the urban built environment, stakeholders rely heavily on information from 
various sources in the urban planning decision-making process. There is an increasing 
need to seamlessly integrate the relevant datasets at both building and urban scales. 
The capture and integration of relevant data for the urban built environment has 
always been a challenge due to the high cost and the heterogeneous nature of the 
datasets [20]. In our research, historic building data is captured using the laser 
scanning technologies and are processed into a CAD/IFC building model. For 
buildings which do not have digital format model available, it can be more effective 
and quicker to produce the skelecton of buildings using drawing softwares based on 
the 3D point clound data than drawing from scratch. Further more, the authors worked 
on the integration of digital building data with surrounding geospatial data which can 
bridge the gap between the construction and urban domain and support urban 
development control and construction process. This extends the use of datasets 
beyond their original collection purposes and facilitates the data sharing and 
interoperablity across domains. In this way, the construction industry and urban 
development can both benefit by reducing data capturing cost. 
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The paper is in 25.5 sections. In Section 25.2, the paper reviews 3D laser scanning 
technologies and how they are used; In Section 25.3, the paper discusses the needs for 
standards in 3D city models in order to support various applications. Specifically, the 
paper discussed the emerging 3D city model standard CityGML, an application 
scheme based on OGC’s GML 3.1. In section 25.4 it reviews the integrating of 3D 
scanned data with 3D city models to produce a model that has a spatial scale from the 
smallest building elements to the whole of the city. This is through the review of two 
research project. In section 25.5 the paper is concluded with a review of the 
production of 3D applications for urban services using the integration of 3D scanned 
building data and 3D city data. 

It should be noted that the focus of the paper is not the processing of scanning data, 
rather it focuses on investigation of the potential and benefit of integrating building 
scale 3D models derived from 3D scanning technologies to produce city scale 3D 
models. 

25.2   Using 3D Laser Scanning Technologies for Built 
Environment Modelling - Jactin House 3D scanning 

Laser scanning technology can be used by construction professionals to analyse 3D 
building data and as way of developing a highly visual 3D presentation tool [1]. In 
IntelCities FP6 Integrated Project (see section 25.1.1), the use of 3D Laser Scanner 
had illustrated how an unusual building with many curved elements can be captured 
in digital form with an accuracy that would not be possible without a 3D scanner.  

3D laser scanning provides a way of getting accurate surface information of physi-
cal objects without contacting it. This is very useful for modelling fragile objects or 
unreachable objects. In some cases, normal surveying of an object can be dangerous 
due to physical structure etc. in all of this situation 3D scanning technologies have big 
advantages. That is why 3D scanning technologies have the potential to be widely 
used in archaeology, digital building survey, and site monitoring applications and so 
on. 

In the IntelCities project,the 3D building data of Jatin House was captured using a 
3D scanner. With the 3D scanner, it is very convenient to take internal and external 
measurements to provide accurate plans, sections and elevations. The potential to ac-
curately capture information of the inaccessible and potentially hazardous areas such 
as pitched rooftops and workplaces makes it possible to acquire building information 
difficult to capture in other ways. [10] 

By post-processing the captured spatial data, outputs for different purposes can be 
obtained such as CAD modelling, physical modelling by prototyping and visualiza-
tion in different platforms. This kind of building reverse-engineering facilited by the 
3D scanner can be very accurate due to the 3D scanning technology having high accu-
racy (e.g Reigl 390 is accurate to 5 mm with a range of 350 Metres). This allows for 
the development of accurate building plans. 

The following Fig.25.1 shows the raw scans of the interior and exterior of the Jac-
tin House. They are conducted with several different scan positions and then merged 
together. 
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Fig. 25.1. Exterior scans around Jactin house (left) and interior scans inside the Jactin House 
(right) 

By having sufficient overlap scan at the entrance area of Jactin House, the exterior 
and interior scans were registered (merged) as well to form a complete Jactin House 
mesh model. A CAD model was created by a combination of using of a point cloud 
data software Polywork and the point cloud modeler and CAD software Microstation 
(Fig. 25.2)  

 

  
Fig. 25.2. Jactin House CAD model is developed. 

The scanning work shows that using laser scanning technologies is an effective 
way of producing detailed CAD building models. The authors believe that using 3D 
scanning technologies is one way of meeting current challenges especially quickly 
and efficiently capturing detailed 3D models. 

It should be noted, althouth 3D scanner can obtain sufficient information of 
existing buildings, the post-processing can still be complex and time consuming 
depending upon how detailed the information needs to be. Achieving more 
automatisation in the post processing of the scanned data can make the process less 
complex and time consuming.Recent researchers in this area has made good progress 
it [21]. This paper however will not focus on the automatisation, instead it will put the 
emphasis on integrating the CAD model derived from ground based scanning with 
urban scale 3D model to produce 3D urban system application. 

In section 25.4.1, the paper will revisit the Jactin House case study, about its inte-
gration with surrounding area 3D model to produce a 3D application. 
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25.3   3D city model and building model 

As discussed in the section 25.1 the creation of the 3D city model using traditional 
CAD tools is facing challenges. The work introduced in the section 25.2 shows that 
using laser scanning technologies is an efficient way of producing detailed CAD 
building models. This section focuses on how to use CAD building models in urban 
environmental modelling. The emerging 3D data standards and converting between 
different standards are discussed. 

25.3.1   3D City Model and CityGML 

Section 25.1 has shown that due to the variation of 3D data formats in the market, it is 
difficult to satisfy the frequent updating and extension requirement for developing 
urban environments. Different tools have their own ways to describe urban 
environments. At the building scale many organisations with an interest in the 
construction industry have developed Industry Foundation Classes, IFCs, to provide a 
unified system describing all aspects of  a building. At the urban scale a standard 
description of the 3D city model is needed in order to support various applications. 
The emerging 3D city model standard, CityGML, is such a standard description.  
These two systems are discussed in this section, with an account of recent work by the 
authors to integrate IFC and CityGML in order to achieve a unified model for the 
Built Environment across the building and urban scales. 

CityGML is an application scheme based on OGC’s GML 3.1. CityGML holds not 
only geospatial information but also supports a semantic model of city objects 
(http://www.citygml.org/). CityGML not only represents the graphical appearance of 
city models but especially takes care of the semantic representation, thematic 
properties, taxonomies and aggregations of digital terrain models, sites (including 
buildings, bridges, tunnels), vegetation, water bodies, transportation facilities and city 
furniture [14]. The ability of maintaining different levels of detail makes it suitable 
for small and large area utilizations. The underlying model differentiates five 
consecutive levels of detail (LoD), where objects become more detailed with 
increasing LoD, both in geometry and thematic differentiation [15].  

25.3.2   CAD Building Model and IFC 

Currently, there are many different types of CAD software in support of building 
design. Each CAD system from different vendors has its own method of describing 
geometry, both mathematically and structurally. Most CAD models use proprietary 
data formats and are stored as files in a file system. As one de-facto data standard for 
CAD applications, AutoCAD Drawing Interchange Format (DXF) is probably one of 
the most widely supported vector formats in the world today.  
The IAI, an international cooperation of more than 650 members drawn from more 
than 20 countries (http://www.iai-international.org/), pioneered international technical 
cooperation to define a single building model as one authoritative semantic definition 
of building elements, their properties and interrelationships [11]. This work has 
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largely been successful with its IFC Model now endorsed as an ISO standard 
(ISO/PAS 16739).  

IFC is a non-proprietary set of internationally standardised object definitions for 
use in the construction industry The IFC model describes full 3D geometry but also 
relationships, process, material, cost and other behaviour data. Integrating a CAD 
model with IFC enables the accurate geometric representation to be integrated with 
structural and behaviour elements and facilitates links with external applications [7]. 

IFC was designed to support the whole life cycle of a facility from planning, 
through construction and usage, to its demolition. In contrast to common 2D and 3D 
geometry data formats (e.g. DXF files), IFC are capable of modelling much attribute 
and meta-information related to the geometry. 

25.3.3   Building models in urban environment and IFC’s conversion into 
CityGML 

Buildings are one of the most important elements within urban built environment. 
According to Fuchs’s survey, 95% of stakeholders identified three-dimensional 
building data to be of most interest in digital city models [9]. In a physical sense, a 
city is a collection of buildings. Good three-dimensional models of buildings are 
important for a variety of tasks including urban planning, urban management, 
simulation, disaster recovery etc. Digitalized 3D building models have been employed 
to support planning tasks by exploration, guiding, public participation and visual 
impact [16, 22]. 

Building descriptions in GIS have simple geometric descriptions, mainly, only a 
building’s footprint. This information clearly is not sufficient to determine how a 
building is perceived as part of the public domain let alone the analysis and 
simulation for professionals. Sometimes buildings are represented by their walls and 
roofs. Fuchs reports high interest in roofs, as the size of the smallest element is critical 
for representing front details and overhanging elements [9]. More rarely windows, 
doors, small balconies, levelled streets and pavements are reconstructed [3]. It is 
nescessary to convert the detail IFC building model into the 3D city model.  

In a recently completed PhD by one of the authors, an IFC building model was 
converted into CityGML through Building Feature Service (BFS) [21]. BFS was 
designed to retrieve and convert the IFC building model. The BFS can directly access 
building information sources which can be IFC/IFCXML files, OO building model 
database etc. It allows a client to query building features on the Web and convert the 
detailed building feature description into a CityGML document..  

A prototype of BFS has been implemented [21]. The test building is Jactin House 
in the Ancoats area of Manchester. The Jactin House data was first captured by using 
a 3D laser scanner and was processed into an IFC building model. The BFS was 
developed as an ASP.Net web service by using C# programming language based on 
the Microsoft .Net framework. The process of generating a CityGML document from 
IFC building model included three main tasks: manipulating IFC documents, 
coordinating conversion and generating service output in CityGML/GML. The 
implmentation diagram is hown in Fig. 25. 3. 
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Fig. 25.3. The implementation process of IFC to CityGML 

For manipulating IFC documents, there are some toolkits like IFCsvr, EDM and 
EuroStep etc. In this prototype, the IFC document manipulation is implemented by 
using a freeware IFCsvr ActiveX component [12]. The main reason of choosing it is 
because it is freeware and easy to embed in the development as an ActiveX 
components. The shortcoming is that ActiveX components can only be used in 
Microsoft’s Window platforms. 

The second task is to transform the building elements from IFC to CityGML. The 
first transformation is from a Local Coordination System into the World Coordination 
System of IFC buildings model. The transformation matrix can be calculated based on 
the relationship between these building elements, specifically in IfcLocalPlacement’s 
PlacementRelTo and RelativePlacement attributes in the IFC document. The second 
transformation is from the geometric type in IFC into the geometric reprenstation in 
CityGML.  
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An XML document is then generated based on the CityGML schema definition. 
The System.Xml namespace in Microsoft .Net framework provides standards-based 
support for processing XML files. It is fairly easy to call the relevant functions for 
generation of XML documents based on CityGML schema. 

The implementation details can be seen in one of the authors’ PhD thesis [20]. The 
following Fig. 25.4 shows the integration results of the conveted 3D building model 
(from IFC) and surrounding building footprint (from GIS) in a CityGML viewer. 

 

 

Fig. 25.4. The integrated CityGML file displayed in Aristoteles3D viewer 

25.4   IntelCities and VEPS 3D application 

This paper mentioned the IntelCities and Virtual Environmental Planning Systems 
(VEPS) project in Section 25.1. This section introduces the IntelCities and VEPS 
system applications from a special angle of utilizing 3D scanning data. In other 
words, this section shows that 3D scanning technologies are used to provide 3D data 
for building 3D applications for urban activities. This was done by integrating 
scanned 3D building data with the city scaled spatial data. 

Section 25.4.1 reviewed the IntelCities application based on the integration of 
building CAD model from scanned data with the surrounding city 3D model, and the 
services the application can provide.. Section 25.4.2 is about the integration of 
scanning data with other VEPS data sources, and Section 25.4.3 is an introduction of 
VEPS application design. 

25.4.1   IntelCities Application –outcome of Jactin House case study  

In section 25.2, we reviewed the scanning technologies and how Jactin House was 
scanned and to further produce 3D CAD model. This section briefly reviews the 3D 
application which integrates CAD model derived from 3D scanned building data and 
surrounding city model. 

During IntelCities, laser scanner technology was used to assist with the refurbish-
ment process. To guide this case study in IntelCities project, a fictitious “Gaudi Bank” 
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scenario was created as a typical multi-national development project. In this scenario, 
the Gaudi Bank, based in Spain, with branches in the UK, is planning to set up a train-
ing centre in Manchester for staff working in the UK. The focus building is Jactin 
House in East Manchester. This is the proposed location of the training centre for 
Gaudi Bank. The structural data of Jactin House was obtained by using a 3D scanner. 
The data about the surrounding area was obtained from an OS Land-line map. And 
other information such as public transport etc was also collected and stored in a data-
base with reference to the 3D data objects and 2D map objects. By editing and inte-
grating this data, a multi-dimensional model of the building and the urban area was 
created to be used for decision-making processes. A system called Built environment 
Data Integration System (BDIS) has been produced to use the combined building 
scale and urban scale data to give a wide scaled view of a city environment. Various 
spatial data from different sources have to be converted into appropriate formats nec-
essary for the integration: 2D geo-spatial data, 3D Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) 
building data (captured by 3D scanning) and non-spatial data. Then the system can be 
used to provide functionality such as a data surveying report, and even generate a 3D 
representation of all windows and doors of the House [17] see Fig. 25.5. 

 

 

Fig. 25.5. Left, images of windows generated by BDIS; Right, 3D VRML model of just win-
dows and doors in Jactin House 

The case study shows the laser scanning greatly improved the process of data cap-
ture compared to the traditional way of surveying for refurbishment, in which data 
capture was a time consuming task. By means of laser scanner technology, the build-
ing data can be captured in a short time period and stored in electronic format which 
can be shared between the stakeholders situated in different locations, apart from 
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providing a faster, better quality and more precise analysis and feature detection for 
building surveys [2]. The research pointed out that the use of the 3D laser scanner has 
enormous potential to benefit building surveyors and their clients in terms of accu-
racy, speed and productivity in plan preparation and then to extend the range of ser-
vices offered through modelling applications.  

The ideas behind this research is data integration [10]. The 3D scanned building 
models were mapped into IFC schema [1; 18; 19], and were then saved into a central-
ized database. The following Fig. 25.6 demonstrate the conceptual mode of the BDIS 
application. In this way, the 3D scanning data is integrated with other data sources. 
This enabled services based on the integrated data set to be provided to its users. Thus 
the scanned data is ready for use by a variety of users such as for building refurbish-
ment. For instance, construction professionals are able to see the building in 3D and 
do a “building survey” from their office. Also for example, it is possible to generate a 
3D representation of all Windows and doors of Jactin House (see Fig. 25.5) and even 
generate a report about windows and doors in Jactin House (See Fig. 25.2). 

 

 
Fig. 25.6. IntelCities BDIS top level data flow diagram 
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Fig. 25.7. A report of the survey of windows and doors in Jactin House 

From the above figure, the centralized database accepts not only 3D building in-
formation but also Geo-Spatial information and other thematic information. This in-
formation integration greatly helps people doing holistic review and analysis of a 
building during the decision making process; Thus it is quite possible to do a report 
about the features of the whole building, and its relationship with surroundings. The 
following Fig. 25.7 shows a report of windows and doors in Jactin House generated 
by the BDIS. And Fig. 25.8 shows the building model captured from the 3D scanner 
is integrated with urban scale 3D model and GIS 2D data. 

 

 

Fig. 25.8. Merged Ground Based 3D building scanning with airborne scanning of the surround-
ing area (left), and converted scanning model was displayed with converted ESRI shape file 
(right) of Jactin House 
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However, the research recognized the fact that the data analysis is still problematic 
in terms of the automation on data processing, the post processing can still be very 
time consuming and depends on the required level of detail of the model. 

However, there is much current research interest in fully automatic pattern match-
ing and object recognition on both ground based laser scanning and airborne data, and 
some successful outcomes. Actually, the subsequent VEPS project that the authors 
were involved in also had a focus on object recognition [21]. 

25.4.2   VEPS data sources 

The IntelCities 3D applitation based on the integrated building 3D scanning data and 
urban scale 3D data was described in Section 25.4.1. This sub-section 25.4.2 and the 
following sub-section 25.4.3 are going to introduce the VEPS web based 3D 
application design. As introduced in Section 25.1, a key activity of the VEPS project 
was to analyse large data sets, including high resolution 3D data from LiDAR and 
ground based scanning, for use within VR visualisation software and the subsequent 
delivery of the VR environment via the Internet and World Wide Web. In the VEPS 
system, post-processed and converted 3D scanning data of buildings were also 
integrated into urban scale 3D data. The VEPS projet was concered with the delivery 
of 3D data through the web. This was achieved.using Web Services. 

In the VEPS project, as in most geo-spatial related development, there are three 
kinds of datasets used: spatial data, thematic data and administrative data. However, 
spatial data is the core data for the 3D City Model. In VEPS data source definition, 
there are two kinds of spatial data: spatial basic data and Specific spatial data. 
Common to all VEPS test sites is a standard set of geographic data, the so called 
“spatial basic data”. Further specific data (like noise simulation results) might differ 
between test sites. This data is called “Specific spatial data”. The related common 
standards are GML, IFC building model, CityGML (See also in Section 25.3).  

In VEPS, 3D scanning data is seen as one of the available raw data collection 
methods. And the scanned 3D data set has to be processed and converted to be 
integrated with other “spatial basic data”. This is actually a complex issue about data 
level interoperability in VEPS. XML based extended schema such as CityGML and 
other application schema are used as a common data model in this framework. The 
VEPS project saw improving the data level interoperability as a long term research 
ambition. 

25.4.3   VEPS application 

VEPS defined its user group as urban planners/architects, professionals, 
investors/project managers, citizens, and local authorities. The VEPS system 
requirements were therefore defined to include Geo-spatial planning 
information/commenting and communication between one to one and one to many. 
Requirements are: visualization and interactivity with map/3D scene, enquiry tool, 
secured user/data administration functions. From the users’ point of view, system 
service is provided through the client interface. In order to provide an interface 
suitable for a wide range of users the VEPS system includes 3 main elements: 3D 
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interaction, 2D interaction and communication facilities such as discussion forums 
and spatially located comments. These facilities are inter linked. 3D scanning data can 
play the role of a 3D data source to this application. 

The VEPS concept architecture diagram reflects the VEPS user requirements see 
Fig. 25.9. 

 

 

Fig. 25.9. VEPS conceptual architecture 

In the Fig. 25.9, 3D scanning data is seen as means of raw data collection method. 
Underpinned by data sources, the system can provide various levels of functions to its 
users. 

In VEPS project development, 2D, 3D and spatially related commenting modules 
were integrated to provide Internet users the ability to interact with urban scaled 
information. The post-processed and converted 3D scanning data of buildings were 
seen as a system data source to be integrated into urban scaled 3D data.  

To summarize, this section reviews the IntelCities 3D application and the VEPS 
web 3D applications design. Both of the IntelCities and VEPS applications utilise in-
tegrated 3D scanned building data and urban scaled 3D data sets to provide service to 
users. The IntelCities application shows clearly services such as statistics of windows 
and doors of a building, and holistic review of the building and its surroundings. The 
design of VEPS application shows the possibilities to deliver integrated services 
across the Internet, and thus holistic views of whole urban environments can be made 
available to the public. 

25.5   Conclusion 

This paper reviews ground based 3D laser scanning technologies and it discusses the 
use and integration of 3D scanned building data with city scaled spatial data to build 
wide scale built environment models and to achieve holistic analysis. The authors be-
lieve this could be the solution for the two challenges that the traditional ways of 
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creating city 3D models are facing. That brings us to the conclusion: 3D Laser 
scanning technology can be used to effectively produce 3D building model and as 
way of developing visual and 3D representations. In this review of recent research 
projects, the authors not only illustrated how complicated buildings can be captured in 
digital form with an accuracy that would not be possible without a 3D scanner, but 
also proved that the 3D data can be further processed and integrated with other 
sources of data (spatial or non-spatial) and thereby support construction professionals 
in making holistic analysis before coming to a decision. In the Virtual Environment 
Planning System (VEPS) project, it is also a proof of concept that 3D scanning data 
integrated with urban scaled 2D/3D data can be used to provide web based applica-
tions for participation and consultation. However, the authors still see the data level 
interoperability as a challenge in the integration process. 
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Chapter 26 
3D Dynamic Simulation and Visualization for GIS-
based Infiltration Excess Overland Flow Modelling 

Izham Mohamad Yusoff, Muhamad Uznir Ujang and Alias Abdul Rahman  

Abstract. Effective GIS-based Infiltration Excess Overland Flow (IEOF) simu-
lation and visualization requires good knowledge of GIS core concepts and pre-
diction of soil infiltration rates due to impervious area coverage. The success or 
failure of GIS-based IEOF simulation and visualization resides initially with the 
georeference system used. Cartographers have long complained about the poor 
quality of the output from GIS, which today is generally due not to limitations 
of the GIS itself but instead to a lack of understanding of cartographic princi-
ples among hydrologists and environmentalists. Implementation of soft geo-
objects representing flow elements such as streams, mudflows, and runoff pro-
vides better dynamic visualization in terms of velocity and direction. Inclusion 
of volumetric overland flow would help in determining the volume of runoff 
that hits the flood-plain areas, estimating channel flow capacity, and routing 
and diversions to reduce effects from flooding. With rapid urbanization, indus-
trialization, and climate change, historical runoff and infiltration rates would 
provide an improper guide for future enhanced visualization of the current 2D 
land use surface. This study aims to visualize the influence of georeferencing 
on IEOF simulation when represented by volumetric soft geo-objects within a 
3D environment, which is driven by the physically based Green-Ampt method. 
Visualization is analyzed by focusing on infiltration and overland flow proc-
esses using the conformal-based Malaysian Rectified Skew Orthomorphic 
(MRSO) and the equidistant-based Cassini-Soldner projection. Appropriate us-
age of a georeferencing system to visualize 3D dynamic IEOF simulation may 
see high demand from civil engineers, environmentalists, town planners, geolo-
gists, and meteorologists as a basis for producing scientific results in flood 
management control, sustainability for long-term development purposes, stream 
restoration, rehabilitation, and hydrologic impact assessment.  

                                                           
Department of Geoinformatics, Faculty of Geoinformation Science and Engineering, 
University Technology Malaysia 

{izham1,uznir,alias}@utm.my 
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26.1   Introduction 

GIS is very well adapted for spatial data organization, visualization, querying, and 
analysis, and it is also helpful in the context of simulation and modelling of spatial 
phenomena (e.g., floods, subsurface flow, evapotranspiration and groundwater flow) 
[20, 5]. The use of GIS in infiltration modelling has given benefits in expanding vari-
ous kinds of simulation basis, spatial representation, and temporal representation 
models to display results based on site-specific measurements and experiments [10, 4, 
12]. Such models have been used by many civil engineers, environmental scientists, 
town planners, geologists, and meteorologists to handle, analyze, and manage spatial 
information such as the rate of stormwater infiltrated into a soil profile, total surface 
runoff generated by urban growth, floodplain analysis, total Non-Point Sources (NPS) 
pollutant load, and channelizing [14]. Many catchments in Malaysia and other coun-
tries are now under intense pressure from urban, industrial, and infrastructural devel-
opment. Downstream receiving water bodies such as rivers, lakes, ponds, reservoirs, 
and estuary and coastal waters are facing increased rates and volumes of runoff and 
pollutant discharge [18]. Urbanization increases the percentage of impervious area in 
a watershed, causing the infiltration rate in a post-development area to be less than in 
a pre-development area, particularly in the western states of Peninsular Malaysia.  

Existing GIS-based overland flow models such as Agriculture Nonpoint Source 
(AGNPS), Source Water Assessment Tools (SWAT), QUALHYMO, Long-Term Hy-
drologic Impact Assessment model (L-THIA), LISFLOOD, and Storm Water Man-
agement Model (SWMM) focus on modifying a hydrologic algorithm to delineate wa-
tershed, flow accumulation, flow direction, runoff flow path, runoff volume, peak 
flow, NPS pollutant load, and sediment loading based on empirical, physical, kine-
matic, and dynamic equations. These models have not focused on the influence of 
georeferencing and transformations of map projections towards spatial properties of 
hydrologic parameters [10]. Implementing GIS-based applications requires careful 
understanding in terms of selecting appropriate georeferencing systems and using ap-
propriate transformations, scales, and grid resolutions when entering spatial data [23, 
9]. In planning the mapping of a limited area, one of the first decisions to be made is 
choice of a map projection [16]. 

Recently, GIS have started to move from 2D basis spatial hydrologic information 
systems towards 3D applications, and most recently from static (3D) systems towards 
dynamic systems that incorporate a temporal element, i.e., 4D [5]. Modelling dynamic 
overland flow simulation helps specialists and decision makers to understand, ana-
lyze, and predict natural disasters (e.g., flash floods, landslides, water pollution) to re-
duce related damages. Due to limitations in analyzing and modelling multidimen-
sional data sets within GIS software, hydrologic modellers such as [17] linked HEC-
HMS (Hydrologic Engineering Centre-Hydrologic Modelling System) and HEC-RAS 
(Hydrologic Engineering Centre-River Analysis System) with ArcGIS in a case study 
of flood simulation for Rosillo Creek in San Antonio, Texas. Although the commer-
cial GIS software package was good at representing 2D spatial features, it did not 
support dynamic, probabilistic modelling.  

Existing approaches for 3D GIS modelling can be classified into three geometry 
types as mentioned by [11]: surface-based (e.g., grid modelling), volume-based (e.g., 
tetrahedron network (TEN) modelling), and hybrids (e.g., TIN-Octree modelling). 
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Previous work has shown that these approaches can appropriately represent rigid geo-
objects such as mountains, roads, and buildings [19], but soft geo-objects are less rep-
resented. [21] developed a method for representing 3D soft geo-objects representing 
overland flow using the GIS flow element (FE) concept, which can be realized using 
particle systems and the metaball approach. However, volumetric dynamic flow is not 
visualized, and the influence of different map projections towards simulation results is 
not clear. The visualization techniques in this study improve the IEOF process deter-
mination and allow hydrologists, environmentalists, and other professionals to be in-
cluded in the decision-making process. Moving from a 2D map to a 3D landscape im-
age can help end-users envision complex infiltration and overland flow information. 

This paper describes the influence of conformal-based MRSO and equidistant-
based Cassini-Soldner projection for GIS based IEOF modelling visualized in 3D dy-
namic simulation using volumetric soft geo-objects. Simulation is performed within 
IEOF boundaries driven by the physically based Green-Ampt method using the meta-
ball approach. Section 26.2 introduces the concepts of georeferencing for 3D dynamic 
IEOF simulation and volumetric soft geo-objects. Section 26.3 presents experiments 
in determining infiltration and volumetric soft geo-objects overland flow simulation 
within IEOF boundaries. Determination of IEOF area is explained in section 26.4, 3D 
dynamic simulation results are visualized in section 26.5, and conclusions are stated 
in section 26.6. 

26.2   GIS for Infiltration Excess Overland Flow 

Soils and soil properties are fundamental to the partitioning of water inputs at the 
earth’s surface. There is a maximum limiting rate at which a soil in a given condition 
can absorb surface water input. Important infiltration factors include soil surface con-
ditions, subsurface conditions, hydrophobic, flow characteristics of the fluid, and fac-
tors that influence soil surface and subsurface conditions [26].  

The land use surface is a dynamic zone, representing at any time a net balance be-
tween changing processes and landforms, with complex scale-dependent interactions. 
Current policy initiatives in Malaysia, such as Urban Storm water Management 
(USM), recognize this dynamism and are encouraging longer planning horizons and 
improvement of the storm water runoff process [18]. Flood management initiatives 
include the general public in the decision-making process through consultations, but 
flood management remains a difficult task because of the dynamic complexities of the 
land surface. Identifying present or historic patterns of surface runoff processes may 
be less appropriate due to changes in driving forces and climate. Current GIS com-
mercial software packages are adapted for handling 2D and 2.5D aspects of TIN and 
raster surfaces with single z values for each data point. Advanced GIS software could 
represent data well as 3D objects on surfaces, but to access true volumetric analysis, 
specialist domain-specific packages are required [5]. 

Existing GIS products use a very static map-based analysis and have been success-
fully implemented for managing natural and physical resources as assets. However, 
the IEOF process is fuzzy, uncertain and dynamic. Successful simulation of the GIS-
based IEOF process may require multi-dimensional space-time modelling. There are 
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some encouraging trends in ArcGIS software to support some dynamic simulation ca-
pabilities through scripting [5]. 

26.2.1   Dynamic GIS based IEOF Visualization 

Dynamic representation of geographic features in GIS began in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s. Several researchers proposed event-based models [27] that move from 
geographic feature identification and location characterization to an explicit focus on 
changes. Appropriate temporal data streams from monitoring and sensor networks 
provide tremendous scientific value but are not fully exploitable due to difficulties in 
integrating across the heterogeneous spatial and temporal sampling regimes and as-
similating across a large multi-variant space. GIS have been useful tools for investi-
gating spatial patterns but have suffered from a lack of abilities to explore the dy-
namic aspects of geographic phenomena. The event-based Green-Ampt method 
provides the foundation of dynamic infiltration and overland flow phenomena. The 
method requires new visualization methods to fully address the spatial detail of shape 
movement and changes. 

Furthermore, the method allows interpretation of future uncertainty through the use 
of different IEOF management strategies in combination with climate change scenar-
ios. The link between the visualization system and the simulation model is provided 
by a GIS, which allows querying of the model data, integration with other datasets us-
ing a common format, and then transfer between the modules used for visualization. 
By developing IEOF model-based simulations, scientific analysis can potentially pro-
vide a replicable, rational, and transparent method to explore the complex processes 
of the infiltration and overland flow process within a structured framework.  

26.2.2   Georeferencing for Dynamic IEOF Visualization 

[9] stated that the main component of any GIS usage is the adaption of georeferencing 
systems to retrieve the actual positions of features in the real world. Information re-
garding georeferencing and transformation are often lacked by civil engineers and hy-
drologists when using a GIS approach [10]. [16] stated that representations of spatial 
features larger than 10 km2 are often distorted on a projected map. Cartographers have 
long complained of low-quality output from GIS, which today is generally not due not 
to limitations in the GIS itself but to a lack of understanding of cartographic princi-
ples by users [7]. 
 There are two types of ellipsoids used for georeferencing purposes in Peninsular 
Malaysia: the Modified Everest ellipsoid for the existing Malayan Revised Triangula-
tion (MRT) system, and the Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS80) ellipsoid for 
the new Geocentric Datum of Malaysia (GDM2000) system [15]. Both systems derive 
the Malaysian Rectified Skew Orthomorphic (MRSO) and Cassini-Soldner coordinate 
system for mapping in Peninsular Malaysia. The MRSO coordinate system preserves 
the shape of spatial features for mapping topographic layers, while Cassini-Soldner 
preserves distances between spatial features for mapping cadastral lots based on ori-
gin within each state in Malaysia [25]. Considering georeferencing influences for hy-
drologic modelling would benefit the actual GIS core concepts and their applications. 
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The IEOF process depends on soil properties and land use. Transforming between 
MRSO and Cassini-Soldner causes distortion on the shape, area, distance, and direc-
tion of the original position [25]. The MRSO projection is characterised as a confor-
mal based system where the shape of each feature in the map are preserved, but other 
physical characteristics of those features, such as area, distance, and direction, are dis-
torted. The Cassini-Soldner projection is an equidistant-based system where the dis-
tance and area between features on the map are maintained, but the angle of those fea-
tures are distorted. Thus would result in influences on terrain, flow direction, and 
volume of infiltrated stormwater and overland flow being represented by volumetric 
soft geo-objects. Such situations may lead to inappropriate IEOF simulation results. 
Water management and environmental practitioners may need to verify the physical 
properties of spatial features that need to be preserved for modelling the IEOF process 
within a GIS.  

26.2.3   Mathematical Transformation between MRSO and Cassini-
Soldner Map Projection. 

The MRSO provides an optimum solution in the sense of minimizing distortion of 
spatial objects whilst remaining conformal for Malaysia [15]. The Cassini-Soldner 
projection system for the Peninsula is based on several local data and realized by their 
published equations and coordinates of their respective State origin. The existing Cas-
sini-Soldner projection for cadastral mapping is based on the MRT system referenced 
to the Modified Everest ellipsoid. It is useful for mapping areas with limited longitu-
dinal extent. The projection has a straight central meridian along which the scale is 
true, all other meridians and parallels are curved, and the scale distortion increases 
rapidly with increasing distance from the central meridian.  

Transformation of coordinate system between MRSO and Cassini-Soldner is done 
via two methods: the general method or a polynomial equation [25]. General trans-
formation is done by changing a coordinate in its existing projection to geographical 
coordinates as in (1) and then re-computing them to the coordinate grid in the targeted 
map projection.  

 

(X,Y)             (Q,L)P             (x,y)p (1) 

 
The polynomial solution is used when the numbers of coordinate points are high. 

In this method, a relationship is established as in Equations (2) and (3). 
 

X = C1 + x.C2 + y.C3 + xy.C4 + x2.C5 + y2.C6 + ... (2) 

Y = D1 + x.D2 + y.D3 + xy.D4 + x2.D5 + y2.D6 + ...  

 
where x,y are the coordinates in the existing map projection, X,Y are the coordi-

nates in the targeted map projection, and Ci,Di are the parameters of the transforma-
tion of the projections. Transformation of MRSO into the Cassini-Soldner coordi-
nate system is done by using the equations in (4) and (5). The reverse process of 
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coordinate system transformation from Cassini-Soldner to MRSO is performed us-
ing the equations in (6) and (7). 

 

Ncs = N0cs + X - (R1 + xA1 + yA2 + xyA3 + x2A4 + y2A5) (3) 

Ecs = E0cs + Y - (R2 + xB1 + yB2 + xyB3 + x2B4 + y2B5)  

 
where X = Nrso - N0rso; Y = Erso - E0rso; x = X/10000, y = Y/10000; Nrso, Erso is the state 

coordinate in MRSO; N0rso, E0rsois the state origin coordinate in MRSO; Nocs, E0cs is 
the state origin coordinate in Cassini-Soldner; and Ri, Ai, Bi where i = 1,2,..5 are the 
transformation parameters.  

 

NRSO = N0RSO + X + R1 + xA1 + yA2 + xyA3 + x2A4 + y2A5 (4) 

ERSO = E0RSO + Y + R2 + xB1 + yB2 + xyB3 + x2B4 + y2B5  

 
where X = Ncs - N0cs; Y = Ecs - E0cs ; x = X/10000, y = Y/10000; Ncs, Ecs is the state 

coordinate in Cassini-Soldner; N0cs, E0csis the state origin coordinate in Cassini-
Soldner; NoRSO, E0RSO is the state origin coordinate in MRSO; and Ri, Ai, Bi where i 
= 1,2,..5 are the transformation parameters.  

26.2.4   Volumetric soft geo-objects in GIS 

Geo-objects can be represented by two approaches: soft geo-objects, which display 
streams, fire, and mudflows, and rigid geo-objects, which display buildings, bridges, 
and mountains [21]. Simulating soft geo-objects can be performed using a particle 
system, which uses small particles as basic elements representing soft geo-objects; 
and the metaball approach, which displays different formations where more meta-
balls collide with each other. [21] introduced the soft geo-objects concept by per-
forming GIS FE based on pixel imagery and controlled by geoscientific models. 
The GIS FE concept has position, velocity, and direction but neglects volume. 
Hence, this paper intends to model IEOF processes dealing with the calculation of 
total infiltrated stormwater and formation of overland flow volume towards streams. 
Inclusion of volumetric soft geo-objects, controlled by the physically Green-Ampt 
method under conformal-based MRSO and equidistant-based Cassini-Soldner pro-
jection, would provide proper usage of the georeferencing concept, guidelines for 
enhanced visualization of the current land use and soil surface, designation of chan-
nel capacity, and diversion to improve future hydrologic impact assessment. Volu-
metric soft geo-objects are simulated using the metaball approach, which visualizes 
the continuous surface that is formed when various overland flow sources meet. The 
contribution from all volumetric soft geo-objects are collected and merged into 
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ordinary rendered settings and represented as volume, flow direction, and flow 
discharge.  

26.2.5   IEOF Modelling  

[8] stated that two conditions must be fulfilled for distribution of IEOF: the delivery 
of surface water input must be in excess of the hydraulic conductivity on the soil sur-
face, and the duration of precipitation must be longer than the time required saturating 
the soil surface as in Fig. 26.1. Due to spatial variability of the soil properties affect-
ing infiltration capacity and surface water inputs, IEOF does not necessarily occur 
over a whole drainage basin during rainfall events [24]. Moreover, the exception to 
localized Horton flow in temperate areas occurs on exposed bedrock [1], anthropo-
genic effects such as urban development [6], agriculture, and removal of vegetation 
due to air pollution [3]. IEOF produced on catchment ridges and extended down slope 
until the entire catchment generated runoff, low slope angle and high saturated hy-
draulic conductivity [2]. 

 
Source : Following Beven, (2000) 

Fig. 26.1. Generation of Infiltration Excess Overland Flow mechanism. 

26.2.6   Mathematical Green-Ampt Infiltration Equation  

[13] developed the Green-Ampt method for determining the amount of precipitation 
infiltrating into the soil during a precipitation event. The Green-Ampt infiltration 
model is a physical model which relates the rate of infiltration to measurable soil 
properties such as the porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and moisture content of a par-
ticular soil based on simplified solutions to the Richards equation. This approach was 
developed for three reasons: (a) the solution of the Richards equation is difficult and 
not justified given that this equation is, at best, only a rough approximation of the ac-
tual field infiltration; (b) a simplified solution still produces the exponentially de-
creasing relationship between infiltration capacity and cumulative infiltration; and (c) 
the parameters of the methods can be related to soil properties that can be measured in 
the laboratory, such as porosity and hydraulic conductivity [24]. 
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[13] developed a flow equation for infiltration under constant rainfall based on 
Darcy’s law, assuming a capillary tube analogy for flow in porous soil: 

 

f = K(Ho + Sw + L)/L (5) 

 
 where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the transmission zone, Ho is the depth of 
flow ponded at the surface, Sw is the effective suction at the wetting front, and L is the 
depth from the surface to the wetting front. The method assumes piston flow (water 
moving down as a front with no mixing) and a distinct wetting front between the infil-
tration zone and soil at the initial water content. [22] stated the basic Green and Ampt 
equation for calculating soil infiltration rate as: 

 

f = Ks (1 + [Ψθ / F]) (6) 

 
where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ψ is the average capillary suction 

in the wetted zone, θ is the soil moisture deficit (dimensionless), equal to the effective 
soil porosity times the difference in final and initial volumetric soil saturations, and F 
is the depth of rainfall that has infiltrated into the soil since the beginning of rainfall. 

Proper information delivery and prediction of Green-Ampt equation parameters are 
vital for integrating GIS techniques to compute the infiltration rate and overland flow. 
The capability of GIS techniques to analyze IEOF, as mentioned by [1], [6], [3] and 
[2], may produce certain features on each layer with which to perform overlay, buffer-
ing, intersection, union, and merge analysis to produce a new layer as the IEOF area. 

26.3   Modelling 3D Dynamic IEOF Visualization  

26.3.1   Study Area 

The Pinang River basin is located between Latitudes 5° 21’ 32” and 5° 26’ 48” and 
Longitudes 100° 14’ 26” and 100° 19’ 42”. Pinang River is the main river system in 
Penang Island, with a catchment size of approximately 52 km2, as illustrated in Fig. 
26.2. The Pinang River basin has been selected for the IEOF process due to the con-
tinuous development that has affected land use and soils, degraded water quality, and 
increased water quantity in the entire basin. Flash floods and water pollution are the 
major problems faced by highly urbanized areas such as Georgetown, Jelutong, and 
Air Hitam.  

In this study, the procedure for linking GIS and infiltration model parameter com-
ponents involves the following steps: (1) acquisition and development of GIS map 
data layers of the Pinang River basin in MRSO and Cassini-Soldner projection; (2) 
pre-processing of Green-Ampt model input data, parameter and computation re-
sults; and (3) post-processing of all infiltration components results for the 3D simu-
lation, with volumetric soft geo-objects displaying IEOF area, volume of infiltrated 
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stormwater, and overland flow. The Green-Ampt model parameters are linked into 
the PC-based GIS package called ArcGIS and commercial 3D modelling software 
packages, both of which are used to store and visualize dynamic GIS-based IEOF 
volumetric soft geo-objects simulation results.  

 

 

 

Fig. 26.2. Location of Pinang River basin (a) and its land use for 2006 (b). 

   A digital topography map with 1 : 25 000 scale is used to extract layers consisting 
of Buildings, Contours, DEMs, Road networks, and River networks. The land use and 
soil map is obtained from the Department of Agriculture for evaluating the soil condi-
tion at the locations of interest. In this study, the rainfall data on the 18th of June, 
2006, with a duration of 60 minutes, is used to determine infiltration rate and overland 
flow generated from IEOF areas using grid data layers with 20 meter and 5 meter 
resolution. Topographic information such as slope, aspect, flow length, contributing 
area, drainage divides, and channel network can be reliably extracted from DEM. 
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Square-grid DEMs are used in the IEOF modelling because of its simplicity, ease of  
processing, and efficiency for computational purposes. 

26.3.2   Determining Potential Area of IEOF using MRSO and Cassini-
Soldner Projection 

Raster-based layers with 20 meter and 5 meter grid cells are used within MRSO and 
Cassini-Soldner projection, respectively. Analysis is performed in two phases. The 
first phase is to model spatial data layers by overlaying raster layers of Precipitation, 
Land use, Slope, Soils, Buildings, and Road network based on criteria mentioned by 
[8, 6, 3, 2] to map the potential IEOF area. The second phase is to intersect these 
raster layers to map the potential location of IEOF and its area. The schematic dia-
gram for determining IEOF area is presented in Fig. 26.3. 
 

 

Fig. 26.3. Schematic diagrams for determining IEOF area. 

 

26.3.3   Computation and 3D Dynamic Visualization of Infiltration and 
Overland Flow Volume Simulated within IEOF Area 

The parameters required for the Green-Ampt method — soil hydraulic conductivity 
(Ks), soil percent impervious (Rs), percent effective soil area (Eff), the initial abstrac-
tion (Ia), land percent impervious (Rl), percent vegetation (Veg) and the degree of satu-
ration (dry, normal or saturated) — are obtained through ground observation and 
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assigned to each pixel [22]. Simulations of volumetric soft geo-objects are performed 
based on the soil infiltration rate, referring to equations (8) and (9). The total overland 
flows within IEOF areas are computed by subtracting rainfall volume with the infil-
trated rainfall volume. Fig. 26.4 shows a flow diagram of determining 3D dynamic 
volumetric soft geo-objects IEOF simulation, which is represented by a fine cylinder. 
 

 

Fig. 26.4. Flow diagrams for rendering 3D dynamic IEOF volumetric soft geo-objects simula-
tion. 

26.4   Potential IEOF Areas 

Fig. 26.5 illustrates our experiment in determining the IEOF area. The IEOF area is 
shaded in white.     

Approximately 5.2 km2 of IEOF area is identified. Most of the IEOF coverage lies 
in areas of Paya Terubong, Air Hitam, Air Terjun River, Kebun Bunga, Green Lane, 
and partly in Gelugur and Jelutong. Table 26.1 summarises the differential amount of 
calculated IEOF area using 20 meter and 5 meter grid size under MRSO and Cassini-
Soldner map projection. The location of IEOF lies in the sub-humid to humid regions, 
which are the major controls on the various runoff processes, based on climate data, 
land use, soil topography, and rainfall characteristics as stated by [24, 26].  
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Fig. 26.5. Potential area of IEOF within Pinang River basin. 

26.5   3D Dynamic Simulation of Infiltration and Overland Flow 
Volume 

 Approximately 355,000 m3 of rainfall volume were recorded within the IEOF 
boundaries with 60 minutes of precipitation time. The estimated volume of rainfall in-
filtrated into soil is 129,700 m3. The total overland flow simulated by volumetric soft 
geo-objects within the IEOF area is estimated to be approximately 223,700 m3. The 
results obtained are illustrated in Fig. 26.6 and Fig. 26.7.  

Fig. 26.7 illustrates the large overland flow recorded in the areas of Georgetown, 
Jelutong, and Air Hitam. Construction of apartments, flats, the Jelutong Coastal Ex-
pressway, and shop lots increase the proportion of land cover with impervious areas, 
the main factor contributing to flood risk. Existing river networks and drainage sys-
tems of the Pinang River basin dealt with degrading of water quality and NPS pollut-
ant load. This has caused the existing rivers and drainage systems to lack the capabil-
ity to shift runoff volumes from highly urbanized areas. 
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Fig. 26.6. Infiltration Volume based on Green-Ampt equation within IEOF area. 

 

 

Fig. 26.7. Amount of Overland Flow generated from IEOF area using Green-Ampt equation 
based on 18th of June 2006 precipitation data. 
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Fig. 26.8. 3D dynamic volumetric soft geo-objects simulation visualized at (a) 20 minutes, (b) 
40 minutes and (c) 60 minutes precipitation time using conformal MRSO projection (left) and 
equidistant Cassini-Soldner (right) for Pinang River basin, Penang. 

 Fig. 26.8 shows the effects of georeferencing system on infiltration and overland 
flow volume visualization. Continuous input from precipitation increases the height 
and coverage of overland flow volume, mainly on down slope and flat areas. The vol-
ume of infiltrated storm water and overland flow is proportional to the Green-Ampt 
method and physical characteristics of the conformal MRSO and equidistant Cassini-
Soldner projections, which result in differentials in area, shape, flow path, slope, and 
deformation of volumetric soft geo-objects within the basin boundaries. These 
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changes cause dissimilarity of high and low infiltration and overland flow volume for 
each sub-basin. 

Table 26.1. Summary of identified IEOF area, precipitation, infiltration and overland flow vol-
ume under MRSO and Cassini-Soldner projection with 20 meter and 5 meter grid cell resolu-
tion. 

Raster based Analysis and Results 
20 meter 5 meter 

1. Total area of IEOF under RSO Projection (m2) 5238000.0000 5253950.0000 
    Total area of IEOF under Cassini Projection (m2) 5265600.0000 5255650.0000 
    Different (20 meter and 5 meter RSO Projection) (m2) ± 15950.0000 
    Different (20 meter and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m2) ± 9950.0000 
    Different (20 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m2) ± 27600.0000 
    Different (5 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m2) ± 1700.0000 
    Different (20 meter RSO and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m2) ± 17650.0000 
    Different (5 meter RSO and 20 meter Cassini Projection) (m2) 
 

± 11650.0000 

2. Total Precipitation Volume for RSO projection within IEOF area (m3) 352849.60000 353944.17500 
    Total Precipitation Volume for Cassini projection within IEOF area  
    (m3) 355180.80000 354057.92500 

    Different (20 meter and 5 meter RSO Projection) (m3) ± 10945.5750 
    Different (20 meter and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 1122.8750 
    Different (20 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 2331.2000 
    Different (5 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 113.7500 
    Different (20 meter RSO and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 1208.3250 
    Different (5 meter RSO and 20 meter Cassini Projection) 
 

± 1236.6250 

3. Total Infiltration Volume (Green-Ampt Equation under RSO  
    Projection), (m3) 

129830.9597 129679.1689 

    Total Infiltration Volume (Green-Ampt Equation under Cassini  
    Projection), (m3) 

129923.2375 129663.2530 

    Different (20 meter and 5 meter RSO Projection) (m3) ± 151.7908 
    Different (20 meter and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 259.9845 
    Different (20 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 92.2778 
    Different (5 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 15.9159 
    Different (20 meter RSO and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 167.7067 
    Different (5 meter RSO and 20 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) 
 

± 244.0686 

4. Total Overland Flow (Green-Ampt Equation under RSO Projection),  
    (m3) 

223981.0403 223436.8311 

    Total Overland Flow (Green-Ampt Equation under Cassini Projection),  
    (m3) 

224414.3625 223391.4970 

    Different (20 meter and 5 meter RSO Projection) (m3) ± 544.2092 
    Different (20 meter and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 1022.8665 
    Different (20 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 433.3222 
    Different (5 meter RSO and Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 45.3341 
    Different (20 meter RSO and 5 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 589.5433 
    Different (5 meter RSO and 20 meter Cassini Projection) (m3) ± 977.5314 

 
 Simulated results visualize the changes on the calculations of potential IEOF area, 
precipitation volume, infiltration, and overland flow volume. Alternation of basin 
shape, size, and distance due to different map projections would greatly affect the 
physical shape, distance, area, and direction of soft geo-objects. It would also affect 
calculations of total infiltrated precipitation onto ground surface, change of physical 
soil parameters (soil porosity, conductivity, path of subsurface flow, return flow) with 
different soil types, and amount of direct runoff generated in the study area. The mod-
elling performed, however, does not consider factors in the water balance equation 
such as evapotranspiration losses, percolation, return flow, groundwater flow, and 
shallow and subsurface flow. Different physical characteristics of the MRSO and 
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Cassini-Soldner projections cause different values of infiltrated storm water, overland 
flow volume, and flow direction by volumetric soft geo-objects. 

26.6   Concluding Remarks 

This paper discusses the definition, mathematical expression and representation of 3D 
dynamic simulation of GIS based IEOF modelling using the volumetric soft geo-
objects approach driven by the Green-Ampt method. We use this approach to estimate 
the potential locations of IEOF area, infiltration, and overland flow volume. The in-
fluence of the MRSO and Cassini-Soldner projections results in deformation of volu-
metric soft geo-objects, sub-basin area, slope angle, flow direction, and stream net-
work paths. The spatial layers of soils, land use, precipitation, and runoff coefficient 
are all important sub-basin parameters that result in significant changes of infiltration 
and overland flow volume at various locations under different map projections.   

3D dynamic simulation of IEOF within GIS is important for better understanding 
of observed phenomena as well as the representation and management of all steps of 
the process. Performing volumetric soft geo-objects simulation offers the possibility 
of visualizing affected areas, as well as of reducing economic and social losses. A 
thorough understanding of physical geography in hydrological process and determina-
tion of GIS properties such as map projections, scale, and coordinate systems are re-
quired before runoff modelling and data processing can be performed. A map can be 
drawn at any scale, but it is unclear to what extent existing hydrologic models can be 
applied at different map projections and scales.  

To obtain higher-accuracy computation of IEOF areas, infiltration and overland 
flow volumes, further investigation is needed for possible new criteria. This investiga-
tion may take the form of examining volumetric soft geo-objects data structure for 
other locations and conducting validation using combinations of GIS and hydrologic 
algorithms. Although the method involves some identifiable sources of uncertainty, 
the results nevertheless provide an initial indication of the importance of considering 
map projections, scales, and grid resolutions for an actual GIS application in a region. 
The results obtained would benefit the relevant agencies, such as the Department of 
Irrigation and Drainage (DID), Department of Environment (DOE), Department of 
Town Planning (DOTP), and Department of Minerals and Geosciences (DMG) in de-
termining flood risk zones, areas of prompt to produce large direct runoff volumes, 
careful monitoring of NPS runoff pollutant loading, proper development plan and 
constructions, and monitoring of water quantity and quality of river networks. 
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